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Preface
This is the sixth publication in the series of biennial international conferences,
The Future of Information Sciences (INFuture) organised by the Department of
Information and Communication Sciences, Faculty of Humanities and Social
Sciences, University of Zagreb. This year it is co-organised with the Miroslav
Krleža Institute of Lexicography. The title of the conference is INFuture2017:
Integrating ICT in Society. The conference explores the influence the information and communication sciences have on the society as a whole.
The INFuture2017 conference consists of 32 papers from 61 authors from nine
countries – Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Estonia, France, Ireland, Slovakia, Sweden, Switzerland, and Qatar. Through eleven chapters this publication follows the topics of the conference.
Keynote papers address the issues of the future of digitised society, language
technologies, social media, information retrieval, semantic annotation as well as
the future of encyclopaedia in the digital era. The chapter on Human-Computer
Interaction and Language Technologies elaborate the issues of machine translation, localisation in the video games and a comparative analysis of the storage
devices appearing in the fantasy movies with the existing ones. The chapter on
e-Science analyses topics of education of digital linguists in the context of EU
business and life-cycle management of research data in Switzerland. The following chapter Digitisation, Records Management and Digital Preservation
starts with a proposal of the blockchain-based solution for long-term preservation of the validity of digital signatures and proceeds to focus on the preservation of spatial information, digital archival information system, and digital records in the context of e-services in Sweden. Personal Digital Information Management is the chapter with only one paper on the creation of contemporary personal archives which clearly shows the novelty of the topic. The following
chapter e-Encyclopaedia is the largest. Firstly it focuses on the epistemological
value of contemporary encyclopaedic projects, encyclopaedic knowledge as a
semantic resource, Slovak e-Belinea project, online encyclopaedias for children
and young adults, and the development of thematic portal Znameniti.hr and then
switches the focus to the online dictionaries for sign and Asian languages, and a
newly developed web dictionary Mrežnik. This is followed by the Her.IT.age
chapter where the service of historical and cultural heritage and tourism promotion is presented followed by the investigation of the cultural heritage memory
economy. The chapter Governmental and Business Sector Informatics concentrates on the internet security threats and cyber-attacks to critical infrastructure.
The topic on e-health was firstly initiated during the INFuture2015 conference.
This year the chapter e-Health Applications and Solutions investigates how the
digital technology can be used to gain more information about the painful syn1
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dromes in the lower back. The chapter Community Informatics and Servicelearning presents the project developed during the Europe engage project student tour and investigates the influence of ad blockers on the online advertising
industry. The last chapter, Integration of ICT in Education, explores the teachers' experiences with ICT in education, creation of game-based learning material and finally shows a cryptography-based learning application.
We believe that the results of the research presented in this publication will help
you better understand the overarching influence of the ICT to the society. We
also hope the research presented here will help you expend your own research,
motivate you to cooperate and internationalise your activities, formulate new
projects, and achieve high quality results.
See you INFuture!
Editors
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Keynote paper

e-Estonia
What will the future of a digitised society be?
Kuldar Aas
Digital Archives of the National Archives of Estonia
Nooruse 3, Tartu, Estonia
kuldar.aas@ra.ee

Summary
When Estonia started building its information society at the end of the 1990s,
there was no digital data being collected about our citizens. The general population did not have the internet, or even devices with which to use it. Two decades later, the country has one of the most advanced e-governments in the
world, where more than 90% of public information is managed in digital form
and most public services, ranging from pet registration, to medical prescriptions, and property ownership, are delivered in a “digital by default” manner.
However, with such widespread digitisation of a society comes the responsibility to ensure that the vast amount of digital information being gathered on a
daily basis continues to be available for decades to come in a secure, trusted
and sustainable manner.
This paper provides an overview of the origins and core aspects of the e-government approach in Estonia, and the effect it has had on the lives of ordinary
people. Based on this introduction the paper discusses future challenges in regard to the long-term availability, trust and security of an extensive e-government.
Key words: e-government, long-term availability, Estonia, no-legacy, onceonly

Introduction

Named ‘the most advanced digital society in the world’ by Wired1, Estonia
benefits from an advanced e-government ecosystem which is efficient, saves
time and money and provides its citizens with hundreds of seamless and easy to
use electronic services covering most of their needs, ranging from registering
their pets to dispensing medical prescriptions.
The success story began in the late 1990s. Estonia had only recently gained its
independence from the Soviet Union, and the young country’s economy was
barely able to manage itself. Furthermore, Estonia is one of the least densely
populated countries in Europe with just about 1.35 million people living in
1
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roughly the same land area as Switzerland or the Netherlands. As the 1990s saw
also the emergence of the internet boom, the nation’s government made a conscious decision to prioritise the digitisation of its processes. Following these
political decisions, the early 2000s saw the creation of Estonia’s national interoperability requirements, and the according X-Road infrastructure2, and the
establishment of the national digital identification and e-signature framework.
These two core components facilitated the development of a huge ecosystem of
interoperable institutional information systems over the next few years. To date
there are about 500 information systems connected to the X-Road, collectively
offering businesses, citizens and the government more than 5,000 digital services (including around 850 web services for citizens and businesses from the
central access portal eesti.ee). In total, more than 99% of public services are
currently being offered online, most of which in a ‘digital-by-default’ manner.
To name just some additional facts, Estonia was the first country in the world to
introduce nationwide digital elections (2005), 98% of companies in Estonia are
established, 99% of banking transactions are carried out and 95% of tax declarations are filed online.
Of course, such widespread digitisation and interoperability requires that careful
attention is paid to digital literacy and security. In parallel to developing the
digital infrastructure Estonia has concentrated on widespread education initiatives for all age groups, and has developed some of the most rigorous security
mechanisms in its public-sector operations. For example, Estonia was one of the
first countries to introduce hash chain based security mechanisms on some of
the most sensitive data (2008). In addition, the country is currently implementing a nationwide ‘no-legacy’ policy, meaning that no IT component in active
use should be older than 13 years, helping to ensure that all security mechanisms are always up to date.

e-Government sustainability issues
As mentioned above, much of the extensive digital infrastructure in Estonia was
developed about 15–20 years ago. This means that, by implementing the ‘nolegacy’ policy, most of the core components have gone through two or three
migrations into newer generations of technology, and the first issues in regard to
long-term sustainability are becoming apparent.
Most significantly, the leading way of thinking in IT development in the early
2000’s was the so-called ‘technology first’ approach. This means that information systems were developed with a focus on the effective implementation of
available technological components, rendering questions around information
lifecycle (including retention, destruction, long-term accessibility and usability
of data) of secondary importance or giving them no thought at all. In practice,
this has lead in a number of cases to the development of information systems
2
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where much of the data was only usable with the help of complex programmed
logic, specific to a given technological platform and/or version. This approach
was reinforced by the perception of ‘storage is cheap’, with the effect that it was
common to develop systems which allowed for the constant addition and creation of new information, and had almost no reasonable means to export or delete data in a controlled manner.
These assumptions and approaches were certainly reasonable and justified in
their day, as they allowed for the quick development of new state-of-the-art services and there were hardly any best-practices or scientific research available to
prove the contrary. However, it has become clear that, particularly as regards
the embedding and accumulation of data into specific software components, this
approach presents significant issues. First, and most obviously, is the difficulty
of migration. If data is highly dependent on its underlying software platform,
the migration of the data into newer platforms can become extremely difficult
and costly, as there is the need to re-programme much of the original logic. It
has also become clear that data structures cannot be relied upon to be constant
over time but, rather, their semantics and syntax evolve along with the evolution
of thinking around service provision, data collection and reuse, and with the
fresh opportunities offered by innovative new software platforms. The nett effect is that in the long run, any act of technology refreshment includes the need
to take into account that the system includes data originating from different eras
in terms of data semantics and structures, resulting in a situation where an ever
larger amount or resources must be spent on data migration. In the worst cases,
this means that available funding will only cover the data migration exercise
and will not stretch to the research and development of more effective service
models. Looking decades ahead, we can predict with some certainty that,
through numerous ‘semantic translations’ so much of the original context of
some older data will be lost, that the data itself will become virtually unusable.

Road towards a long-term e-Government
Given the grim outlook voiced in the previous section one might question
whether it is reasonable to undertake digital transformation at all? The unequivocal answer in the Estonian case is, yes. The main reason for this claim is that
the general public has become so accustomed to the availability of seamless
services delivered straight to their computers or mobile phones. There is also no
denying, that despite the issues raised above, in general the digitisation of public processes has greatly benefitted the transparency and efficiency of the government, with some reports claiming an annual save of 800 working years
thanks to the use of digital3.
However, we cannot ignore the problems which we are facing presently, and we
must find appropriate and cost-effective solutions.
3
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One of the most important aspects of the journey towards long-term e-governance is a change in how we think about technology and its evolution. In short,
we need to embrace change and see it as natural, rather than something to be resisted. We also need to understand that change is not only something happening
right now, but is something that will continue to happen in the future. In terms
of e-government longevity, we have to take into account that, even if we have
already identified the problems associated with previous technology generations, we need to understand that there are potentially many other issues which
we do not yet know about embedded into the platforms we implement today.
The implication of this is that anybody who is serious about managing their
processes digitally in long-term needs to make sure that service development
and delivery is not only managed by IT, but must also include an understanding
and discussion around data and service lifecycles. This realisation was ‘made
official’ in Estonia in 2017, when a new government regulation4 was issued to
make agencies responsible for assigning a ‘chief information governance officer’ (CIGO) next to the more regular data protection officers and CIOs. Furthermore, the regulation describes a set of measures which public authorities
can use in order to closely monitor and proactively manage their service portfolio.
Another, more technical, aspect is the change in the way how IT is thinking
about system development. A growing number of projects take a ‘data-first’ approach, meaning that the core focus in system development is data standardisation and interoperability, and that any given technological component is just a
temporary solution in order to deliver services, keep information secure and
well managed in the current point in time. Though many of the practical details
of implementing such an approach remain to be discussed and tested to date,
first examples of ‘data-first’ system implementations seem promising.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the e-government issues outlined above have
also changed how public sector digital archives are perceived and have to be
implemented. While archives are, and will continue to be, the guardians of most
important aspects of documented cultural heritage there is also a growing importance in digital archives as the knowledge centres for digital longevity issues. For example, the digital archives of the National Archives of Estonia has
for the last ten years been actively involved formal groups working with principles for information governance, IT design and interoperability frameworks.
Additionally, national archives has the mandate to review any newly proposed
system development or update in the public sector in order to make sure that individual information systems are also considering and implementing methods
for data retention, destruction and/or export.
In more practical terms digital archives are increasingly taking on the role of not
only providing tools and specifications for information of archival value, but
4
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also for keeping long-term valuable information within agencies. For example,
since 2012 the National Archives of Estonia has the legal mandate to offer
agencies a ‘digital deposit service’, which allows public agencies to transfer
their legacy data to the safe long-term storage of the national archives, therefore
reducing the amount of data kept in live information systems, and ultimately
significantly reducing the cost of technological migrations following the ‘nolegacy’ principle.

Conclusion
The establishment of a digital ecosystem can provide great benefits to the efficiency and transparency of a state, but at the same time presents also many
problems in regard to the cost and complexity of keeping the ecosystem available and evolving through extended periods of time. In the case of Estonia,
where extensive digital transformation began in early 2000s, the first of these
issues are starting to be recognised.
Though there is still a lot of ground to cover it is worth mentioning that the
country is going through a transition where systems and digital services are not
only delivered for the ‘now’ but aspects of information lifecycle management
are also taken into account. Based on the Estonian experience, any long-term
sustainable e-government has to make sure that overall system design and development takes place in close cooperation between IT and information governance specialists, with significant input from digital archiving specialists.
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Keynote paper

Language Technologies for Social Media
Wajdi Zaghouani
Carnegie Mellon University Qatar
Education City, Doha, Qatar
wajdiz@cmu.edu

Summary
We are witnessing an increased interest from stakeholders to collect and analyze in real time the large-volume of information from social media streams
using all kinds of applications ranging from information extraction tools to social media analytics and decision support systems. Social media text is generally noisy, short and linguistically rich as witnessed by the high-frequency rate
of code-switching and colloquial expressions used. In this paper, I present an
overview of the language technologies within the context of social media, and
will discuss the data collection and annotation of social media content. Afterwards, several text processing tools and techniques used before building social
media applications will be presented. Finally, some social media applications
and their evaluation benchmarks are explored.
Key words: Language Technologies, Social Media, Text Processing, Corpus
Annotation

Introduction
On-line social networking has revolutionized the way we communicate. Recent
research on social media has revealed the impact of social media on the lives of
millions of people. Language technologies could help process social media data
using the most recent techniques and algorithms to reveal insightful information
from the multilingual big data available online (Pouliquen et al. 2006; Zaghouani 2014). We present an overview of the Natural language processing
within the context of Social media. First, we will discuss the data collection and
annotation of social media content. Afterwards, we will explain the main challenges faced during the text pre-processing of social media text. Finally, we will
explore some tools and applications related to social media and their evaluation
benchmarks.

Social Media Data Collection and Annotation
In order to build natural language processing tools and systems, training data is
needed (Jeblee et al. 2014; Zaghouani et al. 2015). Social media popularity is
increasing and a large amount of public user-generated content is becoming
available for collection. However, the collection and the annotation of social
11
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media textual data need to be carefully considered for each task before starting
the collection effort. Moreover, the data should also be annotated in a consistent
way (Maamouri et al. 2010; Zaghouani et al. 2014; Zaghouani et al. 2015).
Social media data collection depends on the planned task and its applications.
For instance, social media textual data could be collected in multiple forms such
as image descriptions, videos, posts and metadata as explained in (Ford and
Voegtlin, 2003). Furthermore, social media data is often full of spam that
should be detected and removed from the dataset.
In order to collect social media data, there exist application programming interface (API) used to integrate with other applications (Obeid et al. 2013). However, some restrictions are possible, for instance, the Twitter API has a limitation per user, per the number of the Tweets to be collected and per the application. This will lead to a limited number of requests. Those interested in getting a
larger volume of data may opt for paid access.
The annotation of social media content is a challenging task and clear guidelines should be provided to the human annotators (Zaghouani et al. 2016d). In
general, a minimum of two annotators is needed for a given task and the guidelines should clearly explain what and how to annotate (Zaghouani et al. 2016e).
In order to access the quality of the annotation, inter-annotator measures are
frequently performed to check the agreement rate between the annotators (Zaghouani and Dukes 2014). In case of disagreements, the issue is resolved by taking the majority vote of the annotators and for this reason, it is advised to have
an odd number of annotators (Bouamor et al. 2015; Zaghouani et al. 2012). To
improve the agreement score, the annotators are encouraged to discuss any disagreement until they reach an agreement. The inter-annotator agreement is
measured using the kappa statistical measure used to compensate the agreement
obtained for possible agreements due to chance (Artstein and Poesio, 2008,
Carletta, 1996).
The annotation tasks can also be performed in a semi-automatic way through
intelligent interfaces between the annotations and the users as in the case of
GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) and TwitIE, a related social
media tool used for corpus annotation (Bontcheva et al., 2013).

Social Media Text Processing Tools and Techniques
Social media text is full of useful information, however, it is usually informal
and written in a naturally occurring way such as the abbreviations in SMS
phone messages. The occurrence of non-standard words and misspelled text
poses a big challenge for natural language processing (Pouliquen et al. 2005). In
order to build language technologies applications for social media, the collected
text should go through various normalization steps (Zaghouani et al. 2016b).
Text normalization is especially needed to reduce the linguistic noise from the
data (Diab et al. 2018; Zaghouani and Awad 2016). Furthermore, the normalization will reduce the linguistic ambiguity in a language such as Arabic (Haw12
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wari et al. 2013; Draffan et al. 2015; Zaghouani et al. 2016c). During the normalization process, the orthographic errors are identified and later on they could
be corrected using a dictionary of correctly spelled terms. The dictionary generally allows the detection of out-of-vocabulary entries and unknown words.
Natural language processing tools are essential in language technologies projects especially those involving data annotation (Maamouri et al. 2012; Obeid et
al. 2016). We identified several tools frequently used for social media text processing and tools specifically developed for social media.
 The Stanford CoreNLP: this is a suite of Natural Language Processing
tools for the English language. It supports tokenization, parsing, part-ofspeech tagging, and named entity recognition. The Stanford POS tagger
was trained for social media text by Derczynski et al. (2013a)
 Open NLP: this suite supports various functions from tokenization to
sentence segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, named entity extraction,
chunking, parsing, and co-reference resolution. The OpenNLP chunker
by Ritter et al. (2011) was trained specifically also for social media text.
 FreeLing: a set of tools for a variety of languages including English. It
can do the text tokenization, sentence splitting, morphological analysis,
phonetic encoding, named entity recognition, POS tagging, parsing and
co-reference resolution.
 NLTK: this is a well-known suite of text processing libraries written in
Python for classification, tokenization, stemming, POS tagging, parsing,
and semantic reasoning task.
 GATE: another well-known toolkit that includes various language processing components such as parsers, morphological analyzer, Part-ofspeech tagging. It also contains information retrieval tools, information
extraction components for various languages among others. Gate has
been adapted to social media text processing through the TwitIE module
(Derczynski et al., 2013b). This module supports the tokenization of
Twitter texts and also the POS tagging and the named entities recognition.
 NLPTools: this is a Natural Language Processing library dedicated to
text classification, tokenizing, stemming and clustering.
 TweetNLP: this part-of-speech tagger was developed at Carnegie Mellon
University and was built especially for social media texts (Owoputi et al.,
2013). It was created with manually labeled POS annotated tweets. A
dedicated Web-based annotation tool was used in this project
 TweeboParser: A dependency parser was built using the Twitter annotated Treebank for 929 tweets (Kong et al., 2014).
 The University of Washington (UW ) Twitter NLP Tools: this is a suite
of tools created by (Ritter et al., 2011) and includes a POS tagger and an
annotated Twitter data.
13
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Since social media messages are available in multiple languages and in some
cases, there is a situation of code-switching, for example, some users may write
in Arabic and write part of the text in English. In order to detect the language of
social media text, several language detection systems were built.
In order to build these language identification tools for social media, existing
tools need to be re-trained and the performances are generally lower due to nature of the social media messages. For instance, language identification systems
can achieve around 98% of precision in detecting languages while it will decrease to 90% for data for example as explained in Derczynski et al. (2013a).
Lui and Baldwin (2014) tested several language identification systems on
Twitter data and obtained an F-score of 89% with the best system. Twitter dataset became the standard testing and training data used for this kind of tasks.
Testing is usually done using existing tools after various text normalization and
cleaning steps such as removing hashtags, emoticons, mentions, re-tweets etc..
For language identification task, the methods used relied mostly on the text of
the message, but in some cases such as in Carter et al. (2013), they used
metadata information, a unique approach in social media. They found that several features can help in identifying the language such as the language profile of
the user, the hyperlink content, the language profile of the other users mentioned in the given post, the language of the original post and the language profile of the given tag. They tested their method and it improved by 5% over the
baseline.
We identified the following language identification tools:
 LangDetect: this is a Bayes classifier and it is based on character ngrams without feature selection and a set of normalization heuristics.
 Whatlang: this tool is based on a vector-space model with per-feature
weighting over character n-grams (Brown, 2013).
 Langid.py: this tool is adapted for more than 90 languages and uses a
feature set selection process from various sources (Lui and Baldwin,
2012).
 LDIG: this is a Java language identification tool done specifically for
Twitter messages. It was trained on 47 languages. It uses a document representation based on data structures.
In some cases, social media posts are written in a dialectal variety and dedicated
dialectal identification tools are required in this case. We cite the case of the
various Arabic varieties used in social media in 22 Arabic countries. We noticed
that dialectal Arabic is usually mixed with standard Arabic in social media messages. In recent years, more attention was given to building applications for Arabic dialectal identification (Zaghouani et al. 2016a).
This task attempts to find dialect variety used in a set of texts that use the same
character set in a known language and since dialects within the same language
are sometimes very similar, this task is more difficult than language identification. the various machine learning techniques and methods used for language
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identification were adapted for dialect identification as well. Once a dialect is
identified, it will be mapped to standard Arabic for further processing using the
MSA tools as there is a lack of dialect dedicated NLP tools.
We located several projects related to dialectal Arabic, we cite in particular the
efforts of (Habash, 2010) and Diab et al. (2010) within the context of the COLABA project, a large-scale project to create resources and processing tools for
Dialectal Arabic blogs. The project focused mostly on four Arabic dialects: Moroccan, Iraqi, Egyptian and Levantine.

Social Media Language Technologies Application
In this section, we present a selection of some social media related applications
based on language technologies. These applications based on social analytic
could give useful insights on social media user behavior to small businesses, industry, financial institutions among other institutions.
Health applications
In healthcare, many patients tend to write information about their health and
possible treatments and the side effects of medication. They also share their experiences with other social media users. all this data can be useful for health
care professionals, for example collecting data about depression could be useful
in detecting possible mental health issues. Ali et al. (2013) built a collection of
texts from on-line medical groups related to hearing devices and sorted them
into positive, neutral or negative. This sentiment annotation is useful for example when we are interested in filtering only messages with a specific opinion.
When dealing with health-related data, we need to take into consideration the
user privacy and a de-identification process should be performed to remove sensitive personal information from this data.
Financial Applications
In the financial domain, social media analysis can be useful for example in
studying the relation between the economic indicators and the financial news
and the role of rumors in the stock exchange market fluctuations. Moreover, social media can be used to do surveys and studies and we can cite the example of
Twitter data the revealed the public mood of a given population for market research. Sul et al. (2014) collected data from Twitter messages related to companies in the S&P 500 and they analyzed the cumulative emotional valence by
comparing the average daily stock market income. Their results revealed that
the cumulative emotional valence (negative or positive) of tweets about a specific company was related to a given company stock income. In another application, Bollen et al. (2010) did some analysis on the content of Tweets on a
daily basis using mood tracking applications. They measured the negative versus positive mood using six dimensions (sure, calm, alert, vital, happy and
kind).
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Disaster Relief Applications
Social media messages can be used to monitor and detect signs of an emergency
situation in a timely manner for stakeholders in crisis management. For example, a sudden change in trending topics in social media can be a sign of a possible emergency and should be tracked such as early indications of fire, earthquake or Flooding. Also, social media can be used a tool to send updated information about the evolution of the crisis. Language technologies can play a vital
role here by the automatic analysis and monitoring of such messages which
could help the government agency to quickly react. We cite the work of Yin et
al. (2012) who monitored monitor Twitter streams to detect emergency situations by creating an automatic system to enhance situation awareness.
Security and Defence Applications
The massive amount of user-generated social media messages could be vital for
safety and security, but it is hard for Humans to manually scroll through these
messages in order to detect possible security threats. For example, Terrorists
may post their messages and could use social media to spread their views. Security-related social media applications can be applied to find these patterns of
suspicious behavior and investigate the suspects profiles such as the work of
Mohay et al., (2003) who built an intrusion detection application.
Media Monitoring Applications
Monitoring the online media could be a helpful application for business intelligible and also for computational journalism as it helps interested parties to
quickly detect important information that is difficult to get in a traditional way.
For instance, these tools can quickly track millions of articles and broadcast
media and report in a summary the most meaningful information. For example,
Nagarajan et al. (2009) extracted from Twitter the observations on spatial temporal-thematic analysis to real-world events. They used Twitris, a Semantic
Web application. Another related application is TwitInfo which can track events
on Twitter and collect and visualize in a concise way the events according to the
user preference.

Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of social media tools and applications, several standard benchmarks were created (Chiao et al. 2006; Temnikova et al.
2016; Rozovskaya et al. 2015; Mohit et al. 2014; Atwell et al. 2010). In recent
years, we witnessed a surge in social media related evaluation campaigns such
as the annual SemEval campaign,1 the annual CLEF labs and workshops2 and

1
2

http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2017/index.php?id=tasks
http://www.clef-initiative.eu/
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the various iteration of TREC campaign.3 In EMNLP 2014,4 a shared task was
organized for code-switching detection in Twitter messages and a standard data
set was distributed. The data included messages between two languages for four
pairs: Chinese-English, Nepalese-English, Spanish-English and Modern Standard Arabic and Arabic dialects.

Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a general overview of the social media text and the
language technologies. We started by describing the social media text collection
and annotation process, a necessary initial step in any project related to text
processing. Later on, we described the text pre-processing step and the NLP
tools that are generally used to prepare the data for and build a variety of useful
social media real-world applications.
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Summary
Scientific papers are highly structured texts and display specific properties
related to their references but also argumentative and rhetorical structure.
Natural Language Processing can be applied to efficiently explore scientific
corpora and develop applications for the Semantic Web, Information Retrieval,
Automatic Summarization and Bibliometrics. The organization of scientific
papers typically follows a standardized pattern, the well-known IMRaD
structure (Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion). By analysing the
full text of about 80,000 papers of the PLOS corpus, we studied this structure
from several different perspectives. Firstly, we performed quantitative and
qualitative analyses of citations and their positions in the structure of papers.
Secondly, we studied the occurrences of verbs in citation contexts and their
similarities across the different sections. Finally, using sentence-based similarity metrics, we quantified the phenomenon of text re-use in abstracts with
respect to the IMRaD structure. This research allowed us to establish some of
the invariants of scientific papers and the results are useful for implementing
novel text mining and information retrieval interfaces taking into consideration
the argumentative structure of papers. More specifically, they can be considered as an important element when creating linguistic resources and rule-based
methods to perform fine-grained semantic analysis of scientific papers.
Key words: Information extraction, Information retrieval, scientific papers,
semantic annotation, text mining, IMRaD

Introduction
Nowadays, we can witness the emergence of a new area of study in Natural
Language Processing, which is NLP-enhanced Bibliometrics, or studying the
properties of scientific papers and their full text content to gain insight into the
evaluation of science. At the same time, the semantic processing of scientific
papers is at the heart of many other applications, such as Information Retrieval,
semantic publishing, information extraction and aggregation of data from scientific corpora. This increased interest in the application of NLP methods to
scientific publications is the result of several important factors:
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 the ever growing availability of full text scientific corpora, as a consequence of the Open Access movement;
 the emergence of standardized formats for the representation of the full
text content of scientific papers (e.g. JATS, DocBook);
 the recent developments in NLP that have resulted in a number of robust
and accessible tools for versatile text processing.
In this context, many studies, workshops and evaluation sessions1 have been
initiated in the recent years, aiming to provide new methods dedicated to the
processing of scientific corpora. One important point of interest is the cognitive
structure of scientific production and in particular the invariants that may exist
in scientific writing that can be of linguistic, discourse, structural or distributional nature.

Levels of processing
Scientific papers are subject to numerous conventions, norms and editorial requirements. They are highly structured texts and often follow a specific rhetorical structure. In experimental sciences, the IMRaD structure (Introduction,
Methods, Results and Discussion) (Bertin et al., 2013) has emerged as a standardised pattern that was adopted by a majority of journals during the second half
of the twentieth century.
A scientific paper can be considered as a structured document of three parts:
metadata (including title, author list, publication date, keywords, abstract, etc.),
full text body, and bibliography (see figure 1). Bibliometric studies traditionally
focus on only the metadata and bibliography. The elements that contain information in natural language are the title, the abstract, the full text body and the
bibliography. Implementing efficient information retrieval and information extraction for all these elements of scientific papers is an important step towards
making scientific knowledge more accessible and helping scientists cope with
the enormous amount of data produced each day. The information extraction
and ontology population are intended to enrich the papers’ metadata and thus
define new facets for information retrieval.
Concerning the elements of the bibliography and their corresponding in-text citations, a new field of investigation has emerged that aims to characterize intext citations according to their contexts. Many applications can be envisaged,
among which the automatic summarisation (Wang and Zhang, 2017; See et al.

1

E.g. CL-SciSumm Evaluation Task (https://www.aclweb.org/portal/content/3rd-computationallinguistics-scientific-document-summarization-shared-task), Semantic Publishing Challenge
(https://2016.eswc-conferences.org/assessing-quality-scientific-output-its-ecosystem), BIRNDL
(http://wing.comp.nus.edu.sg/~birndl-sigir2017/), BIR (https://www.gesis.org/en/services/events/
events-archive/conferences/ecir-workshops/ecir-workshop-2017/), WOSP (https://wosp.core.ac.
uk/jcdl2017/), CLBib (https://easychair.org/cfp/CLBib2017).
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Presutti et al., 2014). Another related study addresses the question of the relationships that exist between abstracts, keywords and the full text body of papers
(Atanassova et al., 2016). Studying the ways authors summarize their papers is
useful to gain insights into which parts of the information in a paper are the
most relevant and are considered as the most important by the author.
Other studies were focused on the distributional analysis of citations in IMRaD
in relation to the occurrences of different verbs in the citation contexts (Bertin
and Atanassova, 2014). While it is natural to find a large number of in-text citations in the introduction and literature review of an article, knowing the verbs
and syntactic patterns that introduce these citations is essential to the lexical and
semantic analysis of citation contexts.
The production of visualizations of scientific corpora at a large scale is important for the discovery of trends and innovations, and for landscaping a particular domain. Several visualizations of the structure of papers were produced
in order to show the various roles that citations take as a function of their position in the rhetorical structure (Bertin et al., 2014). Furthermore, we have explored the visualization of spatial data extracted from corpora in the biomedical
domain: we have studied the PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases journal in order to produce geographical maps of the occurrences of spatial data in the corpus related to tropical diseases (Atanassova et al, 2015).

Information retrieval and semantic facets
The Semantic Web assimilates the production of scientific knowledge through
ontologies dedicated to the description of scientific papers (CiTO for the characterization of citations, DoCO for the different elements of a document, and
BiRO for the description of bibliographic references) (Shotton, 2010). The current publication models allow more and more applications oriented towards the
exploitation of scientific corpora at a large scale and the new challenges exist
around the automatic aggregation and production of semantic information related to or extracted from publications. The technologies of the Semantic Web
play an important role for these tasks, especially to ensure the interoperability
between the different formats and systems.
We have implemented two prototypes that use linguistic analyses combined
with Semantic Web technologies: an Information retrieval system using semantic facets, and a system for the semantic processing and categorization of in-text
citations (in Presutti et al., 2014), that participated in the evaluation track Semantic Publishing Challenge 2014 at the European Semantic Web Conference.
The main objective is to produce data from scientific corpora in order to take
into account qualitative information extraction from the papers. The annotation
of the set of documents was used to produce data in the form of Linked Open
Data in order to identify and characterize the cited papers, auto-citations, multiple citations of a paper, funding organizations, paragraphs and sections containing the state of the art, methods and results used in cited papers, etc. We use
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knowledge-based linguistic methods for the annotation, combined with existing
tools for Named Entity Recognition and POS-tagging (Chang et al., 2016;
Maning, 2011). The results are presented in a semantic search engine based on
SPARQL.
Facets in information retrieval are traditionally filters that are available in the
user interface and that allow to refine the result list according to predefined categories present in the documents. In the classical model, these categories correspond to classes that exist in the metadata of the documents. We can go further
by considering semantic facets that depend not only on metadata but also on the
full text content and whose values are obtained by a linguistic analysis that must
be carried out during the indexation process. Such a model gives a new possibility for the user to access the semantic content of documents: the search results can be filtered according to semantic categories and rich textual navigation
can be supported using a linguistic ontology. A different way of viewing this
idea is the enrichment of metadata (Bertin and Atanassova, 2012). For example,
the prototype that we have implemented gives the possibility for search and
textual navigation in a scientific corpus at the level of the sentence by the
choice of categories present in the papers, such as method, hypothesis, result,
conclusion, opinion, etc. These semantic categories are identified during the indexing by a knowledge-based approach. The interface allows a semantic search,
where the relevance of a sentence is a function of both keywords and semantic
relations expressed in the sentence.

Conclusion
We have presented an overview of several applications around the exploitation
of scientific corpora: a distributional study and the characterizing of in-text citations, a semantic search engine and spatial data visualization. With the growing number of papers published daily scientists need new tool for more efficient
access to the information and to be able to rapidly grasp the main ideas of papers. The development of such tools is a recent area of research and has been
greatly favored by the Open Access movement. One major challenge before
Natural Language Processing is modelling and automating the extraction of argumentative structures for the construction of new textual navigation interfaces
for scientific texts.
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The Encyclopaedia in the Digital Era:
A New Beginning or just the Beginning of the End
Bruno Kragić
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During the last 10 to 15 years we have witnessed the transition of encyclopaedias from the printed into web form, most visible through the global spreading
of Wikipedia, through her numerous varieties, as the most used encyclopaedia
today. However, this opens the question about the change in the encyclopaedic
principles and the encyclopaedic concept of knowledge. Besides the obvious
change in the modes of use, there is the question regarding the encyclopaedic
concept itself: collaborative online encyclopaedia is in itself never-ending and
all-encompassing while the traditional, printed one had to define its range,
number and dimension of the entries. Thus, while collaborative online encyclopaedia is more propulsive, open or "democratic", the "old" type was closer to
the original encyclopaedic concept of the transmission of the knowledge. There
are several reasons why online encyclopaedias have replaced printed ones: the
financial one – Wikipedia is free – is as obvious as the social one – the reflection of the changes in the information field where crowd-sourcing has in many
ways replaced experts. Furthermore, printed, paper encyclopaedias are not as
easily and thoroughly searchable as their digital counterparts or, to put it more
specifically, they are searchable in a different way. Also, they can be neither
easily nor constantly updated. In addition, they are far more limited in size (just
to illustrate this, the last printed edition of Encyclopaedia Britannica had about
70,000 entries, while English Wikipedia has more than 5,490,000). But, all this
presupposes that the main goal of encyclopaedia is the first-hand information
about more or less everything, with prominent place given to the current issues
or recent events. Printed encyclopaedia, on the other hand, had another underlying goal, some sort of its grand ambition – to provide an overview of all (relevant) human knowledge and to put it into a coherent, logical order. Finally, in
the tradition of the most ambitious such project – that of the Diderot's Encyclopédie, it had the ambition not only to order knowledge but to reorder it, to be
used as enlightenment's tool. In theory, online encyclopaedia can have similar
ambitions, but the aforementioned goal requires a fixed body of articles, needs a
clear and stable knowledge frame – to know what is to be put inside and what
remains irrelevant. For online users almost everything is relevant and has to be
put in encyclopaedia. Collaborative online encyclopaedia as such has no system, thus one can question is it encyclopaedia at all. Although the mapping of
the human knowledge, encircling all that has to be put in the encyclopaedia has
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always been the mark of utopia, and almost all readers of printed encyclopaedias consulted articles in a more or less similar vein as they consult online encyclopaedias, the encyclopaedia in a printed form, encyclopaedia of the past
was a sort of the library distilled down into an organized essence of human
knowledge while the encyclopaedia of the present (and future?), the online one,
is a sort of warehouse of books and information.
Key words: encyclopaedia, collaborative online encyclopaedia, Wikipedia,
knowledge organisation
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Summary
This paper first gives an insight into the problem of evaluating translations and
lists existing approaches. After introducing error taxonomies, a comparative error analysis of Google Translate results is conducted based on the selected taxonomy. The analysis covers translations from English and German into Croatian, and from Croatian into English and German. The intra and inter-annotator agreements, which are rarely accounted for, are reported where applicable.
The aim of the paper is better understanding of different notions of error analysis and detecting weak points of such analysis. A preliminary list of guidelines
for error analysis is suggested.
Key words: error analysis, machine translation, intra-annotator, inter-annotator
agreement, guidelines

Introduction
Quality assessment is one of the most debated topics in translation. There is no
single standard for translation quality assessment because quality is context dependent (Secară, 2005). Furthermore, one sentence can be translated in multiple
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ways. All this makes machine translation (MT) evaluation inherently subjective.
Error analysis is a means to assess translations in qualitative terms. It refers to
the identification and classification of individual errors in a translated text.
However, like other subjective approaches, it is susceptible to low inter-annotator agreement (Stymne & Ahrenberg, 2012).
Related work, presented in the next section, is divided into research on error
analysis in general and research with a focus on Croatian. The research presented in this paper aims at gaining a better understanding of different notions
of error analysis and detecting weak points of such analysis. Besides compiling
a list of guidelines for error analysis, the research aims at answering what we
can conclude about Google Translate (GT) engine for the selected language
pairs and what types of errors the system makes most often. Section three gives
details on the error analysis conducted on GT engine from English and German
into Croatian and vice versa. It is followed by results and discussion. Conclusion summarizes main findings and gives directions for future work.

Related work
Error analysis
Translation error can be defined as a semantic component not shared by source
and target texts (Koponen, 2010). This component can be larger than individual
words (e.g. compound nouns, names, idioms, etc.). Error analysis gives a qualitative view on the MT system and should be an integral part of MT development (Stymne S., 2011). It can point to strengths and problem areas for a certain
machine translation system, which is not possible using automatic evaluation
metrics (Stymne & Ahrenberg, 2012). Automatic metrics, as well as some
forms of human evaluation, such as fluency and adequacy scoring or system
ranking, provide quantitative system evaluation (Stymne S., 2011). However,
research community would like to get answers to what kind of errors the system
makes most often, whether a particular modification improves some aspect of
translation although the overall score is intact, whether one system is superior to
another in all aspects of translation or just in some, etc. (Popovic & Burchardt,
2011). Context and extra-linguistic knowledge often subconsciously guide us
into correcting certain errors and this alone proves that some errors are less severe than others. The author in (Secară, 2005) emphasizes that in a post-editing
scenario precedence should be given to error categories over numerical scores,
since the effort put into correcting each error type is as important as the final
score. MQM resulted from a thorough investigation of major human and machine translation assessment metrics. It is a general mechanism for declaring
specific metrics for general quality assessment and error annotation tasks, since
various error taxonomies have been suggested for the task of error analysis
(Flanagan, 1994; Font-Llitjós, Carbonell, & Lavie, 2005; Elliott, Hartley, &
Atwell, 2004; Vilar, Xu, d’Haro, & Ney, 2006; Farrús, Costa-Jussa, Marino,
Poch, Hernández, Henríquez, Fonollosa, 2011; Costa, Ling, Luís, Correia, &
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Coheur, 2015). Although error analysis is subjective, Stymne and Ahrenberg
(2012) argue it is possible to get a reasonable agreement either when using a
simple error taxonomy or when using a more detailed taxonomy and a set of
guidelines. The study in (Elliott, Hartley, & Atwell, 2004) emphasizes the importance of assigning weights to different error categories to make them correlate with intuitive human judgements of translation quality. Moreover, the focus
of MT evaluation research is gradually shifting towards profiling systems with
respect to various error taxonomies (Federico, Negri, Bentivogli, Turchi, &
Kessler, 2014). One reason is that parallel data limits system knowledge to the
observed positive examples. Another is that majority of automatic metrics provide only a holistic view of system performance. The authors in (Federico,
Negri, Bentivogli, Turchi, & Kessler, 2014), therefore, propose a robust statistical framework to analyse the impact of different error types on human perception of quality and on automatic metrics.
Since the task of error analysis is labour-intensive and time-consuming, and requires either professionals or native speakers of a language in question, a lot of
effort has been put into automatic error classification (Fishel, Bojar, Zeman, &
Berka, 2011; Popovic & Burchardt, 2011). Benefits of coupling automatic and
manual error classifications are shown in (Popovic & Arcan, 2016). Furthermore, the authors show that conducting manual error annotation on pre-annotated texts, where reference translations are post-edited translation outputs, can
give much better and reliable insights into particular flaws of an automatic error
classification tool.
Since different language combinations exhibit different error distributions in the
translation output which often relates to the linguistic characteristics of the languages involved and divergences between them (Popovic & Arcan, 2016), the
rest of the paper is tied to the research involving Croatian as either source or
target language.
Croatian language error analysis
There has been abundant work on error analysis involving Croatian. Tree texts
of different types are translated from Croatian into English by GT and errors are
analysed on lexical, syntactic, morphological, semantic and punctuation level in
a descriptive manner and corroborated by examples and by fluency and adequacy judgements (Brkic, Vicic, & Seljan, 2009). Short texts from four different
domains and genres are translated from Croatian into English by four translation
services, including GT, and evaluated by 48 evaluators on a 1-5 scale according
to fluency and adequacy (Brkic, Seljan, & Matetic, 2011). The evaluation for
the opposite direction in (Seljan, Brkic, & Kucis, 2011) included only GT and
50 human evaluations in total. The following four categories are covered: morphological errors, untranslated words, lexical errors (which also comprise semantic errors), and syntactic errors (which also comprise punctuation errors).
The criterion of adequacy is mostly affected by untranslated words, while the
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criterion of fluency is more affected by lexical and syntactic errors. The research in (Brkic, Seljan, & Matetic, 2011) extends the methodology by including three automatic metrics in the evaluation. GT from Croatian into English is
compared to an in-house system and human translations in (Brkic, Basic Mikulic, & Matetic, 2012) by six case-sensitive metrics in the legislative and mixed
domains (religion, psychology, computer games). BLEU scores on multiple reference translations and human fluency and adequacy judgements of EnglishCroatian GT in the domain of legislation are enriched by error analysis in (Seljan, Brkic, & Vicic, 2012), with a special focus on sentence length. The MT error taxonomy used resembles the one in (Vilar, Xu, d’Haro, & Ney, 2006) when
first-level categories are taken into account, with a major difference that extra
words and incorrect form are separated out as categories of the highest level.
The criterion of adequacy is mostly affected by semantic and lexical errors,
while the criterion of fluency is mostly affected by morphological errors, but
also missing words, i.e. lexical errors. Similarly, English-Croatian GT is evaluated in legislative and general domains by including three additional automatic
metrics and investing the impact of lowercasing, tokenization and punctuation
in (Brkic, Seljan, & Vicic, 2013). A new language-pair, i.e. Russian-Croatian, is
introduced into the analysis in (Seljan, Tucaković, & Dunđer, 2015) with an additional online translation service, i.e. Yandex.Translate. A comparison with
four automatic metrics can be found in (Seljan & Dunđer, 2015b). GT is also
evaluated by four automatic metrics for Croatian-English and English-Croatian
translations in sociological-philosophical-spiritual domain in (Seljan & Dunđer,
2015a). Better results are obtained for the Croatian-English translation direction.

Experimental setup
Tool and error taxonomy
For the error analysis conducted within this research, the tool BLAST [4] is
chosen. The Vilar’s taxonomy [7] is used as a starting point with a goal to check
its suitability for language directions covered by the study. GT is used as the
translation engine. The following abbreviations are introduced and used hereinafter: errs (errors), avg sen len (average sentence length), wo (word order), unk
(unknown), punct (punctuation), form (incorrect form) E1 (1st annotator), E2
(2nd annotator), de (German), en (English), hr (Croatian).
Test set
There are 24 sentences in our evaluation. The text is constructed for the purpose
of this research. It is originally written in Croatian and then manually translated
into German and English. The text is in the form of a magazine article which is
a reflection on major events in the last year. Croatian original has 513 words,
while translations in English and German have 601 and 576 words, respectively.
German original has 579 words while its translation in Croatian has 504 words.
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English original has 566 words while its translation in Croatian has 478 words.
These three texts are then translated by GT into English and German for the
Croatian source, and into Croatian for the other two languages. The average
translation sentence length is 25 for English, 24 for German, while it ranges
from 20 to 21 for Croatian. Croatian as a morphologically rich and pronoundropping language has the shortest average sentence length, while English has
the longest, due to its poor morphology.
Annotators
The error analysis is performed by four annotators in total who are either native
speakers or have a formal university-level education of a language in question
finished or nearly finished. Croatian translations are assessed by one final-year
student at the graduate study of Croatian who is also native in Croatian and by
one native speaker of Croatian. They are given access only to the reference
sentences, and not to the source sentences, as we do not want to presume the
knowledge of English and/or German. Similar methodology is applied in (Elliott, Hartley, & Atwell, 2004). German translation is assessed by one final-year
student at the graduate study of German. English translations are assessed by
one final-year student at the graduate study of English and one professional
translator who graduated from the same study. Additionally, quality judgements
are collected by asking the annotators to rate each translation on 1-5 Likert
scale, where 1 means incomprehensible translation, and 5 means perfect translation.
Intra and interannotater agreement
The inter-annotator agreement per each language direction and error category
and/or subcategory on a sentence basis is calculated in the first phase of the research. The calculation is performed by the equation in (1), where all stands for
the total number of annotations by each annotator, and agree stands for the
number of annotations on which agreement is reached. The practice is taken
from (Stymne & Ahrenberg, 2012). Since annotators might agree on the label
but not on the position merely because there are no guidelines on how to conduct annotation, only the agreement on the categories is reported, with the presumption that detecting errors is what matters after all, and not their precise position in sentences. Two out of four annotators asked questions prior to annotation. The questions concerned the appropriate positions for annotations of
missing word and word order categories.

 ݐ݊݁݉݁݁ݎ݃ܣൌ

ଶೌೝ
ଵೌ ାଶೌ

.

(1)
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Results
Table 1 shows that Croatian-English is the best scoring translation direction according to human annotators. The worst scoring direction is German-Croatian.
Figure 1 presents the distribution of quality scores per each annotator and language direction. Reluctance in assigning scores 1 and 5 has been observed. Interestingly, out of three translation directions which contain sentences scored 5,
two of them also contain sentences scored 1. Both annotators evaluating the
German-Croatian translation direction agree that there are some extremely bad
sentences, while both annotators evaluating the Croatian-English direction agree
that some sentence translations are perfect.
Pearson correlation coefficients are calculated between error frequencies and
human sentence scores, and between error frequencies of selected categories
and human sentence scores. The results are presented in Table 2. The coefficients between the total number of errors and human scores, as well as between
the number of incorrect words and human scores are significant at p<0.05.
Numbers of errors per each top-level category are presented in Figure 2. The
most represented category per all language directions is incorrect word category, followed by missing word and word order. According to the number of
errors at the intermediate level of detail, which is not included due to space considerations, the most frequent subcategory is extra word for translations into
English and German, while the biggest issue for translations from English into
Croatian is detected with the incorrect form category.

Table 1. Human scores and total number of errors per direction and annotator
Translation
direction
Avg score

# of errs
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HR  DE
E1
E2_1/E2_2
Avg
E1
E2_1/E2_2
Avg

3.33
-/3.33
148
-/148

HR  EN
3.04
3.71/3.63
3.46
120
79/96
98.33

DE  HR
2.54
2.58/2.54
319
216/267.5

EN  HR
3.08
3.17/3.13
3.13
161
133/131
141.66
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Figure 1. Distribution of quality scores per each annotator and language
direction
Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficients between selected categories and human
scores
Pearson
Avg score

errs
-0.97

E2-2-EN-HR
E2-1-EN-HR
E1-EN-HR
E2-DE-HR
E1-DE-HR
E2-2-HR-EN
E2-1-HR-EN
E1-HR-EN
E1-HR-DE

missing
-0.78

wo
-0.1

incorrect
-0.97

15 7
108
99
106
20 10
117
24 23
63
13
16 14
48
20 17
51
30 14
65
14 20
106
0

50
missing

100
wo

unk
0.02

punct
0.39

form
-0.90

sense
-0.65

161
192

150
incorrect

200
unk

250

300

punct

Figure 2. Number of errors per each annotator and translation direction at
lowest level of detail
The intra and inter-annotator agreements for the top-level categories are given
in Figure 3. Inter-annotator agreement could not be calculated for the CroatianGerman language direction since there was no second annotator at disposal. Intra-annotator agreement is calculated only for translation directions involving
English and Croatian due to time considerations. Intra annotator agreement is
consistently over 60%, except for the word order and punctuation categories.
This is due to low representativeness of these categories. As far as incorrect
words are concerned, the agreement in translating into morphologically rich
Croatian is somewhere between 65 and 75%.
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Discussion
The Pearson correlation coefficients indicate that there is a statistically significant relationship between the total number of errors and human scores, as well
as between the number of incorrect words and human scores.
In the study presented no guidelines are given to annotators. This is done purposefully to better understand different notions of error analysis. Since annotators might agree on the label but not on the position merely due to the lack of
guidelines, positions are excluded from the study. If included, the agreement on
different categories would be differently affected. A short reflection on the task
follows. The annotators had trouble deciding on the number of errors in a
phrase, i.e. should a phrase be treated as a unique unit or not (e.g. “Am schlimsten Jahre” can be annotated either as three errors of incorrect form subcategory
or as one error of the same type). Furthermore, they lack determination on deciding whether a missing word is content or filter. One of the annotators showed
the tendency to follow references too strictly and mark differences automatically, machine-like. Although at first glance it might seem that human annotators are rather forgiving as far as style is concerned, this can be attributed to the
genre of the text. Journalistic texts are broadly represented on the Internet so
they make an important part of GT training data. Therefore, the style category
could be excluded from our further studies, except in highly specialized domains with a pronounced style, e.g. the domain of law. Punctuation category is
pretty straightforward, i.e. annotators who are not language experts may fail to
detect such error, but they will not mistakenly take it for another error type. It
could be abandoned from further studies as well, in order to reduce the dimensionality of calculations.
A first draft of the guidelines which we either adopt from related work or compile based on the results obtained in this study is given as follows: (1) only after
reading and comprehending translation, check your understanding by consulting
source or reference sentence; (2) register all possible errors on a word; (3) mark
as few errors as possible to make the sentence grammatically correct and semantically equivalent to the source; (4) if the meaning is affected, wrong preposition should be annotated as a disambiguation error; (5) use higher-level categories when it is not possible to use deeper-level categories; (6) mark filter
word if unsure whether the missing word is content or filter; (7) if unsure
whether an error is a disambiguation or a lexical choice error, consult the corresponding source word and confirm whether it can be used in both senses in order to opt for disambiguation error. Agreement per sentence reveals that sentences with many errors are too hard to annotate unanimously and should be excluded from assessment. The authors in (Lommel, Burchardt, Popovic, Harris,
Avramidis, & Uszkoreit, 2014) use more than three errors as a threshold.
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Conclussion
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s
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h incorrect form.
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p
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w automatic error classiffications prooposed by
(Popovic & Burchard
dt, 2011) or (Fishel, Bojar, Zeman, & Berka, 20 11) correlate with the results ob
btained in thhis study.
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Summary
The aim of the paper is to analyse the integration of the localization process
within a video game from the engineering perspective, paying attention to tools
and resources, processes and project management. Localization is perceived in
the context of the global market with regard to language, market needs, time,
monetization and project organization. In the paper, the integration of localization into project setting is analysed, then methods of automation of localization,
quality assurance and time aspect. The authors suggest several stages of automation in the localization process, such as key-value pairs imported from
spreadsheets, dynamic retrieval in the context, separation of code from the
content, modularity and point out the importance of quality assurance. Investing in quality assurance of the localization is essential and it is achieved
through a number of methods and storage structures where a systematic access
to text ensures the visibility.
Key words: localization, video game, automation, project organization, quality
assurance

Introduction
Video games, as an interactive media, are growing every day, weather through
entertainment, education or business ventures. By expanding popularity, video
game localization has become an indispensable part of the game production cycle and approaches to the global marketplace. According to Erbil (2016), media
industry has significant influence on the evolution of digital product, comprising movies and video services, digital music, electronic publishing and video
games, the last one showing the biggest revenue. Among the mentioned digital
products, video games show the tendency of growth (67% of household in USA
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play video games; revenue from video games and virtual goods in 2012 are
eight times bigger than in 2009). Czech (2013) elaborates on video game industry which is seen as the fastest growing industry in the last five years, due to,
among others, development of video game concept and the increase of cultural
values in interactive entertainment.
Interactivity of video game media offers us unique experiences that can be perceived through localization, linking it to other cultures. Although localization is
perceived from the wider perspective which requires technical, linguistic, project and marketing knowledge and skills, not many researches have elaborated
an integrated and a technical perspective. Important question is what language
to localize in? How to organize localization? How to implement automation
process in localization? Publishing platforms like Google Play, App Store and
Steam are also going to be used for exploring tendency of language and its connection to a particular platform. Monetization factor is also important in language selection, as certain markets and languages have greater profitability than
others which is derived via market analysis.
Methods that are explained in paper describe systematic integration of the localization, supported via scripts for automation based on industry experience.
Current industry is experiencing many shortcomings that are directly connected
to the inability of creating reusable system that would have all variables stored
in a separate resource file, so nobody needs to go through source code to add
translated text into the game.
In the paper, the integration of the localization process within the video game is
analysed, from the engineering perspective. In the second chapter the role of
the localization process inside of GILT sector is pointed out. In the third chapter, localization is perceived in the context of the global market with regard to
language, market needs, time, monetization and project organization. Levels of
video game localization are discussed, as well as use of different tools, processes and the role of project management. In the fourth chapter, the authors
analyse aspects of the integration of the localization into project setting, methods of automation of localization, quality assurance and time aspect. In the conclusion suggestions for further research and implementation are given.

GILT (Globalization, Localization, Internationalization,
Translation) sector
According to W3C, “localization refers to the adaptation of a product, application or document content to meet the language, cultural and other requirements
of a specific target market (a locale)”. Localization refers to, as stated in LISA
(2007), linguistic issues, physical modifications, business and cultural issues.
Localization often assumes adaptation of settings that usually include number
format, date and time zone formats, currency usage, keyboard usage, case conversion, collation and sorting, then symbols, icons and colours, paper size,
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adaption of text, abbreviations, graphics and ideas that may cause misinterpretation, physical product adaptation, shortcuts, forms, etc. Localization may require a comprehensive review of logic, visual design or presentation if translation is significantly different from the culture of origin. Localization process
can also include change of design, marketing message, object or colour, or paradigm in order to adapt the product to the target culture. Localization goes beyond text structure, including also technical, cultural and marketing strategies,
as it is oriented to the final product, “without taking any standpoint on the
source text or the relation between the source text and the target text”, as in
Czech (2013). Localization is often referred to as ’l10n’ indicating 10 letters
between ‘l’ and ‘n’.
According to Esselink (2003), localization has moved from in-house localization in 80’s to internationalization in 90’s, focusing on project management,
programming and publishing environment using XML, Java and .NET. At the
beginning, localization was separated from the products, while today developers
create software with source files created for internationalization process. Later
on, the expansion of software and documentation has asked for the process of
internationalization, which precedes the localization process.
According to W3C, the term internationalization refers to the “design and development of a product, application or a document content that allows a localization for a target audience that is different from source product culture, region
or language” or, according to LISA, “the process of enabling a product at a
technical level for localization”. In that sense, it can be said that internationalization precedes and facilitates the task of localization. For internationalization,
the numeronym ’i8n’ is frequently used. Internationalization assumes the level
of abstraction from the specific culture, language or the market. It is performed
only once in the development process and can influence the localization process, which impacts ease of technical issues, costs and business processes.
While translation is the process transferring content from one language (original
language) to another language (target language) by preserving the context, localization process is more specialized and oriented to a final product in order to
meet expectations of the global market, as indicated on web pages of Lionbridge. Pym (2005) defines localization as translation + factor X, where factor
X includes internationalization, adaptation, controlled writing, use of translation
memories, integration of machine translation, project management, i.e. technical
knowledge and skills, management and marketing issues.
Šiaučiūnė and Liubinienė (2011) point out that “localization encompasses not
only activities of traditional translation (terminology research, editing, page
layout, proofreading), but also includes multilingual project management, software and online help engineering and testing, conversion of translated documentation to other formats, translation memory alignment and management,
multilingual product support, and translation strategy support. One more important difference between translation and localisation is that the former is per45
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Localization of Web sites often require use of content management systems
(CMS) in order to create, manage, store and publish complex sites that often
contain functionalities that require an engineering knowledge. Localization also
includes other types of software, such as tools to track changes on Web sites,
word counting tools, currency converters, etc. Publishing is often performed
using XML, Java and.NET environment. XLIFF (XML Localization Interchange File Format) is XML-based format used to store content extracted form
original file and the translated file, TMX (Translation Memory Exchange) for
the storage and interchange of translation memories and TBX (Term Base Exchange) as a model for terminological databases.
According to LISA, the final stage of this process is globalization which is associated with “all issues to make a product or service really global, integrating
also business processes, marketing, sales, customer support, etc. The whole process in known as GILT (Globalization, Internationalization, Localization,
Translation) process where various departments (development and planning, design, production and technical department, translation, marketing) and experts
are included.

Video game localization
The problem with video games, unlike for e.g. documentation or technical texts
containing repetition and being suitable for CAT, is that video games mostly
consists of creative texts (e.g. artistic descriptions of landscapes). Video games
also do not use controlled languages (except programming language) or any
scheme in the text creation phase. Moreover, game makers often employ professional writers who create a story for a particular title. The nature of video game
texts is one of the reasons why they are not easily translated using the CAT
tools or machine translation, where sublanguage is often used (Seljan, 2000).
The second difference between video games and technical translation is the medium. Video games are embedded in information technology. As in Mateusz
(2014), video game translation is interwoven with the source code of a particular product. As presented in Šiaučiūnė and Liubinienė (2011), Chroust (2007)
elaborates localization as multi-layered process in the form of pyramid performed at different levels:
 technological infrastructure – as the basic level, including all technological and organizational preparation before and during the localization
 grammatical and semantic layer – as the second and third layers, including textual translation and language expressiveness
 graphic and iconic representation layer – which can be changed when localizing software, games or web sites
 business conventions and practice layer – important for e.g. for contractors or the company who can buy the rights to perform localization
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 social and communication layer and cultural layers – the last two layers
related to specific cultural aspects or specific market.
In today’s work, there are numerous solutions to localization, but outsourced localization team is often a solution. Numerous companies and associations offer
their services on the market for localization, although sometimes it seems as a
major and perhaps unnecessary investment, localization is today considerably
important process for increased competitiveness in the global marketplace. Cooperation with the localization can start from the preparation of the software
that will use localization, continuing in regular intervals in order to avoid pauses
in production, also in Soh et al. (2016). Software preparation through internationalization greatly facilitates the localization team to see and test the context
of use, thus increasing the ability to test the integration of localization and the
quality of the translation. Quality control through communication with the localization team within the development process, and clear use of unambiguous
words leads to successful localization project, as in Cem et al. (2016).
Cardenosa (2006) explains three main approaches in the architecture of the internationalization process:
 when messages, menus and other culturally sensitive factors are contained in the source code of the application – for this case it is necessary to develop different version for each language, which multiplies
costs and time
 when messages are extracted into external library, the application is
generated from the common code and linked to the specific language library
 the third approach consisting of core application with all functionalities,
culturally independent and linked dynamically to external localization resources containing all specific information.
According to Erbil (2016), different game companies follow today different
levels of localization, pointing out four levels of localization:
 the first level when localization is not performed because of cutting costs.
At this level introductory text, content and documentation are not localized. It can be expect that from fan groups to translate the game.
 the second level, called “box and documentation localization”, assumes
that mostly introductory text, cover text and game manual are translated,
while in-game text, visual content and dubbing are in foreign language
 the third level is partial localization, which includes all in-game texts and
visual text translated and localized, while dubbing and effects are in
original language
 the fourth and last level is full localization, which includes all elements
localized (introductory text, visuals on platform when buying the product,
text content, documentation and rich content of the game, e.g. dubbing,
effects, videos).
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Another area of relevant development are online games, which often incorporate chat among players while the game is being played. This implies a need for
simultaneous translation of text chat and chat based on speech, as online games
have no regard for linguistic boundaries. This raises the scope for research into
the application of natural language processing systems.
Benefits of localization
According to data presented by ICT Facts & Figures (2015) development of the
mobile gaming market and the adoption of the Internet show that localization
contributes to sales in other markets. In addition to monetizing localization, it
also enables the convergence of creativity writing to many users who can enjoy
localized texts, which would not be possible if the game was released in a language they do not know.
By publishing a localized game to a new market, it is possible to acquire a new
community that monitors our product and becomes a future buyer if the video
game has multiple sequels or downloadable content. If the budget is limited and
does not allow localizing the entire game, this problem can be approached by
localizing only the application keywords and thus accessing more actively
global market where users potentially use the language of the application, but
search in their native language. Keyword localization is a far cheaper and faster
solution then localizing the entire game, but a research is required for each language as well as statistics of localization, using tools such as GKWT, Google
Trends and App Store Search Suggest, etc.
Users tend to buy more if content is written in their first language and in that
way localization is contributing to monetization by opening up markets to numerous customers as potential buyers. According to data on Statista web pages,
Asia and especially China rapidly enter the global video game market, which is
expected with regard to the population and the economic growth of the middle
class. Sales of smartphones are also on the rise, a sales growth of iPhone devices in China exceeds sales in the US and each iPhone owner is a potential
buyer of a video game.

Integrating localization
Challenges that localization poses through integration within the game are not
negligible and the localization process should be considered when setting up a
project. Localization process can start together with the development of the
software product and online documentation. For this part, translation memory
technology can be used, as it enables cooperative work, sharing and updating
and interface localization tools to translate resource files. Late integration of localization within the game is leading to increased pressure on production, since
it is necessary to integrate, check the integration accuracy as well as the localization itself, within the short time that is set in the production cycle.
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Localization integration is possible to implement in different ways, e.g. a keyvalue pair or ID–localized text. If there is a game containing texts that needs to
be localized, it is suggested to use a central place (e.g. Google Sheets) where it
is possible to enter IDs of text to be localized. For example, the option is to
create for e.g. ID DOCTOR_SPEECH with the value ‘Hello’ in English, and to
have a look at ID DOCTOR_SPEECH as a reference to value that can be
variable. In the next step, it is possible to send for translation using a file containing IDs pointing to a text that needs to be localized. The value of the ID
varies depending on the language settings within the video game: if the language is set up for the German, DOCTOR_SPEECH will reference the value
‘Hallo’.
Modularity can be achieved using IDs characters with defined values that can
be replaced inside the programming language. For example, in order to create
modular talk with a doctor that depends on his mood, it is possible to create
within the Google Sheet ID such as DOCTOR_SPEECH_MOOD with value
‘Today I am %mood%’. Using Python programming language with the replace
method we can easily replace the first argument with another argument. The
mood that is placed through the programming logic can then be replaced by
%mood%. We also have to note that translation columns within the Google
Sheet need to have brief context of message so translators can use that message
and the name of defined values inside IDs to make better understanding of what
could be placed inside those values.
current_mood = DOCTOR_SPEECH_MOOD.replace(‘%mood%’, ‘sleepy’)
In this case the variable current_mood contains the value of ‘Today I am
sleepy’.
Another positive aspect to IDs access is that it considerably facilitates localization by separating content and code, and thus enables integration of modularity.
There are different localization techniques as (Holovaty 2009) explains, with
usage of gettext via the standard gettext module that comes with Python in context of Django web framework, showing that it is possible to add translation
strings to tell Django that “This text should be translated into the end user’s
language, if a translation for this text is available in that language.” Philips
(2015) provides example of index.html Django page with three strings that require localization “Log in”, “Username” and “Password”. To start with, there is
a list of language which the site support inside settings.py with:
LANGUAGES = (
('en', _('English')),
('fr', _('French')),
)
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After that translation template tags are required, which are accessible by putting
{% load i18n %} at the top of the template files. There are two i18n translation template tags: trans and blocktrans, where trans tag marks a string for
translation while blocktrans is used if translation require variables (placeholders). Once the text is put inside trans tag, our index.html template will look
like:
{% load i18n %}
<h1>{% trans 'Log in' %}</h1>
<label>{% trans 'Username' %}</label>
<input id='password' type='text'/>
<label>{% trans 'Password' %}</label>
<input id='password' type='password'/>

After the text is wrapped in trans tags, it is possible to proceed to creating
translation files with
python manage.py makemessages -l 'fr'

by which .po file is created, which contains actual translations. Each language
has its own .po file, usually saved inside of application/locale/<lang_code>/
LC_MESSAGES/django.po. The following information is presented:
#: login.html:2
msgid "Log in"
msgstr ""
#: login.html:4
msgid "Username"
msgstr ""
#: login.html:7
msgid "Password"
msgstr ""

After replacing msgstr with translation, it is possible to proceed to creating machine object (.mo) that contains object data referenced by a program:
> python manage.py compilemessages

The files .mo and .po, after changing the language setting, are presented.
Gettext can be used in other web frameworks, like AngularJS as shown in Figure 2 where we see implementation of Angular Gettext with JavaScript Angular
Templates based on Django Catalog. Here Django Catalog means Django Message Catalog that corresponds to directories that are created and organized by
language with their .po and after compiling .mo files. Standardization of .po
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The user interface block contains only localized elements such as text, error
messages, windows, menus and so on. The execution code block contains only
the application code that will support the localization. Such structure allows
testers, as well as programmers, to quickly and systematically test and implement localized video game, saving time and money in the process. In the perfect
situation, an original speaker would perform testing of implemented localization. Every problem needs to be described, recorded, evaluated and finally corrected. After performing all corrections, the new version is sent for verification.
As this process takes a long time, it is important to plan for it. A crucial factor
in ensuring quality of localization is the time, since the localization team should
start working together with the development of video game as early as possible,
thus avoiding the production delays that may arise with the arrival of a large
number of localized texts. An estimation of the required project resources is
typically carried out by a project manager in a localization service company.
The localization team activity through questioning within the production cycle
is a key factor in quality assurance, making the context of localization clearer.
One of the possible acceleration of localization testing within the game can be
achieved by setting and grouping localized text within the Google Sheet so that
each spreadsheet denotes a particular entity. Therefore, it is possible to have
spreadsheet of user interface, text buttons and windows. The search could be facilitated by setting up description of each localized text, for example if we have
original English text in column A, then we can have description in column B
and localized text in column C. Sanchez and Lopez (2016) propose the following methods for quality assessment in localization testing, where testers can
choose one or more methods, depending on time and budget:
 step-by-step testing,
 ad hoc testing,
 screen testing,
 emulation.
Testing step-by-step is the most advanced method. It basically consists of the
step-by-step testing plan presented in the specific order (e.g. testing dialogues,
menus, descriptions, etc.). Testers should follow this plan, trying not to skip any
of steps.
Ad hoc testing complements the previous technique. The testers leave the test
plan and checklist through playing the game, doing the actions that each standard player would. This type of testing can be useful for finding problems at locations that were not included in the test plan or to focus on details in a similar
thinking style as the player.
Testing the screen is done by sending a screen instead of the game with which
testers interact. However, this method is only useful if the number of screenshots is not too large, since screen capture for each language takes a time (although sometimes the process can be automated).
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Emulation though not a method as such is a useful resource in certain situations.
Emulation is a set of additional debug options inside the game that is currently
in production, so testers can easily simulate different aspects of game without
playing through whole game. The emulation method is frequently used because
it saves time and enables checking (e.g. level 5 out of 7). Testers must be able to
use these application testing options correctly.

Conclusion
The aim of the paper was to analyse the integration of the localization process
within into a video game from the engineering perspective, paying attention to
tools and resources, processes, project management and quality assessment. Localization is perceived as a multi-layered process, where attention is given to
technical and organizational layers. The authors suggest some aspects of automation in the localization process, such as key-value pairs imported from
spreadsheets, dynamic retrieval in the context, separation of the code from the
content, modularity and importance of the quality assurance. Investing in quality assurance of the localization is essential and it is achieved through a number
of methods and storage structures where a systematic access to text ensures the
visibility. The authors also point out simultaneous collaborative work on the
same project and need for integration of the localization process from the beginning of the project setting. Localization integration is an important factor
that will have to be standardized for fast and efficient integration through the
process of internationalization that precedes the localization. The authors suggest continuing the research on standardization of the technical and organizational layers in the domain of localization engineering (also in Soh et al., 2016)
and correlating it with output efficiency.
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Summary
Can we think about, make conclusions, observe, or predict social issues through
movies? Through the analysis of selected science fiction and fantasy movies, the
goal of this research is to identity the depiction of data storage technology and
devices to see if the solutions offered were realistic, possible, and plausible or
were just imaginable notions contrived for a movie script. For this purpose,
several science fiction and fantasy movies are analyzed: 2001: A Space Odyssey
(2001), Star Wars (1977), Superman (1978), Star Trek III: The Search for
Spock (1984), Star Trek: Generations (1994), Johnny Mnemonic (1995), Minority Report (2002), and The Avengers (2012). The analysis showed each of
the selected movies presented several revolutionary solutions for data storage
devices. Several of the movies presented technology that is not yet available but
probably will be in the near future. In detecting correlations between realistic
technological developments and fantasy movie ideas, the analysis showed that
while several movies accurately predicted some of the contemporary technological solutions for data storage, several just made fictional usage of these
kinds of devices.
Key words: science fiction, fantasy, movies, data storage device, popular culture, technology

Introduction
In the pilot episode of the original TV series Star Trek, “The Cage” (1965), a
race of technologically advanced humanoids called Talosians, after they have
examined the databases of the USS Enterprise (Spock: “Tapes, micro-records,
everything”), they concluded about humans: “Their method of storing records is
crude and consumed much time.”
As humans, we have a limited capacity for data storage and therefore remembering memories and experiences is not sufficient. That is why there is a constant need to save memory, to save data, and to invent procedures, devices, or
solutions for its storage. One part of those options is for data to be transferred
on different media to be remembered / archived as means of transferring
knowledge. Whether it’s for a family photo album, a computer program, or a
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Fortune 500 company’s business-critical systems, data storage is a must-have
for nearly everyone (Zetta, 2016).
Furthermore, data are important in our lives; it also serves as a significant inspiration in popular culture, especially in movies. Maybe the best illustration of
data storage caption in movies is the legendary communicator, from the Star
Trek TV series, which, as portrayed in the original series, is acknowledged as
the first depicted mobile device (Wikipedia, 2017). This paper focuses on science fiction and fantasy movies in order to determine whether such movies are
imaginative representations of reality or are only fictional manifestations of the
movie’s plot. Many authors were keen to explain the connectivity of technology
and science fiction and fantasy films (Isaac Asimov, 1988; Bruce Sterling,
1988; Larry Niven, 1998; Barbara Hambly, 1982; Dan Simmons, 1989; Robert
Heinlein, 1973). Also, several authors were involved in near future predictions
throughout their science fiction work. In many cases, science fiction and fantasy
movies are examples of genres that imply the free use of one’s imagination and
the depiction of currently unimaginable issues for contemporary culture and society. With this paper, however, the goal is to start identifying a number of
segments within such movies that feature the use of data-storing devices, and
decide whether these are presented as realistic solutions for data storage or just
as imaginable solutions restricted to the movies. With a focus on detecting instances of stored data, transfer of data or back-up, this paper will explain such
data devices in several science fiction and fantasy movies. The goal is to determine how science fiction and fantasy movies imagined and depicted data storage technology and whether these were realistic solutions or were only imaginary parts of popular culture. While this is the first notice, the movies for this
paper are randomly selected due to their popularity and impact. For this purpose, several science fiction and fantasy movies will be analysed: 2001: A
Space Odyssey (2001), Star Wars (1977), Superman (1978), Star Trek III: The
Search for Spock (1984), Star Trek: Generations (1994), Johnny Mnemonic
(1995), Minority Report (2002) and The Avengers (2012). Although there numerous technology-related films today, these are selected because of their
IMDb1 rating and their popularity and impact. With this paper, the aim is not to
explain the technology of the science fiction and fantasy movies themselves, but
to provide review of data storage technology movie presentation in last forty
years.

1

The Internet Movie Database (abbreviated IMDb) is the world’s most popular and authoritative
source for movie, TV and celebrity content. The IMDb consumer site (www.imdb.com) is the #1
movie website in the world with a combined web and mobile audience of more than 250 million
unique monthly visitors (IMDb, 2017).
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From punch cards to iCloud – An overview of data storage
technology
Mark Andrejevic, Alison Hearn, and Helen Kennedy (2015) declare that we are
in the “age of big data” and that new analytical methods and businesses are
emerging daily seeking to monetize this explosion of emerging data (Andrejevic
et al., 2015: 379). Without technology and new, creative technological inventions, it would be impossible to capture, save, and store data. Therefore, technology plays an important, even crucial, role in the multiplying new possibilities for efficient data storage.
As Machles (1999) has pointed out, people are fascinated by the wonderful
abilities of modern electronics and many have recorded countless hours of data
on computers and other devices such as video recorders, both at home and at
work. Furthermore, Machles (1999) explained that the same way of thinking has
occurred with the use of compact discs and computer information. Documents
that once were painstakingly handwritten or typed were replaced quickly by the
use of computer discs, electronic copies, and similar storage media (Machles,
1999: 404). Today, we are witnessing the surge of modern, fast, and efficient
data storage technology as every form of technological invention and data storage technology developed through the course of human history has been completely transformed. Today, the cloud is not just making data storage easier and
more convenient—it is providing a platform for businesses and services,
thereby building the next era of computing (Zetta, 2016).
The article (Gadgets, 2015) describes the chronological development of media
for data storage from the eighteenth century up until the end of the twentieth
century. As the authors explain in their article, the first technological data storage device consisted of punch cards, from 1725. After that, Alexander Bain, the
inventor of the fax machine and the electric printing telegraph, patented
punched tape in 1846. Selection tubes were invented in 1946 and magnetic tape
in 1950. In the sixties, compact cassettes, the magnetic drum, and the floppy
disc were invented. And in the seventies, the LaserDisc (1972) and the compact
disc (1979) were invented. From the nineties, DVD and USB discs were significant data storage devices.
All these devices were important technological inventions but, with their development, also their storage improved. Today we are well acquainted with modern data storage media such as memory cards and USB discs but also cloudbased technology. Bryan Clark (2015) explains that hard drive technology is
getting cheaper and storage capacity is improving and there is the move toward
smaller internal storage is largely due to the expanding use of cloud-based technologies in order to store data, files, photos, videos, and more.
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Movies as an important popular culture genre in the explanation of
important social issues and concepts
With the rise and popularization of media technologies, popular culture also has
undergone a significant rise in popularity. Danesi (2015) defines popular culture
as a “culture for the masses” and, because it is oriented toward people, it is one
of the best representations of society’s development (Danesi, 2015: 25). The
possibilities of digital technology have contributed to a higher access to the genres and versions of popular culture to an ever-widening audience. Beer and Burrows (2013) assert that popular culture is at the center of the transformations
that have facilitated the accumulation of digital data; but it is also at the heart of
the issues and debates that face the social sciences (Beer, Burrows, 2013: 47).
That is to say, we need to think about the way in which popular culture is folded
into this “performativity of circulation” (Beer & Burows, 2010: 50). As Laura
Grindstaff (2008) has explained, probably the best-known strand of sociological
research on popular culture is the “production of culture” perspective, which refers to the empirical study of culture-producing organizations within specific institutional contexts.
Today, while there are more and more versions and genres of popular culture,
movies present an important and prominent part of popular culture. According
to Jarvie (1978), at one time, movies were beneath the notice of academics and
they were ranked lower than such acceptable forms of relaxation as detective
mysteries (Jarvie, 1978: 374). Claudia A. Barriga, Michael A. Shapiro, and
Marissa L. Fernandez (2010) explain that movies, particularly certain genres
such as science fiction, medical dramas, and catastrophe films, often contain
bits of scientific information with varying degrees of accuracy. There is evidence that the impact of fictional messages about unfamiliar groups may influence our beliefs about them just as much, or more, than nonfictional messages
(Slater, 1990), showing that in certain cases fiction may have more influence
than educational or informative messages. Anthony M. Hudock, Jr. and Sherry
A. Gallagher Warden (2001) claim that several articles have discussed unique
aspects of fictional movies, such as the richness and variety of content, emotive
substance, and flexibility for use in assignments, making them appropriate for
learning and training in the classroom (Chandler, 1997; Gladding, 1994; Gladstein & Feldstein, 1983; Koch & Dollarhide, 2000; Maynard, 1996; Voller &
Widdows, 1993). This indicates that movies play a significant role in the perception and imagination of future events, and they can provide solutions and
ideas for technological and social issues of contemporary times. That is why
this research seeks to examine the possibility of connections between the popular culture representation of realistic issues and needed solutions, in this case for
data storage.
The role of movies on human perception and imagination is also explored by
Aik-Ling Tan, Jennifer Ann Jocz, and Junqing Zhai (2017) in their analysis,
Spiderman and Science: How Students’ Perceptions of Scientists Are Shaped by
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Popular Media. In this research, the authors concluded that popular media, such
as the Spiderman movies, have an influence on how young children perceive
science and the work of scientists and that it is important to provide children
with images and descriptions of a variety of science careers in order to motivate
them to pursue further study in science and possibly science as a career.
Several authors (Erigha, 2016; Laan, 2010) also have wanted to identify the
connections between movie presentations and realistic perceptions of common
issues. While underlying themes of sci-fi media tackle contemporary, social,
political, moral, religious, technological, and environmental issues (ChowWhite, Deveau, & Adams, 2015), sci-fi filmmakers also make philosophical
conjectures about the world, human existence, and the future (Erigha, 2016:
550). Andrew Milner and Sean Redmond (2015) consider science fiction to be a
genre that challenges and critiques the status quo and has the ability to imagine
other worlds that work in opposition and contradiction to the habitus of contemporary life (Milner, Redmond, 2015: 4).
In the context of technology presentation and science fiction movies one important name is Frank Herbert and his epic science fiction novel Dune (1965).
Dune is considered as one of the greatest science fiction novels of all time
(Dune novels, 2009). The first novel also inspired a 1984 film adaptation by
David Lynch, the 2000 Sci-Fi Channel miniseries Frank Herbert's Dune and its
2003 sequel Frank Herbert's Children of Dune (which combines the events of
Dune Messiah and Children of Dune), computer games, several board games,
songs, and a series of followups, including prequels and sequels, that were cowritten by Kevin J. Anderson and the author's son, Brian Herbert, starting in
1999 (Wikipedia, 2017). On the other hand, many films are also involved in
technological prediction of the future Iron Man (2008 – 2013), The Matrix trilogy (1999 – 2003), Her (2013), Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind (2004),
Total Recall (the 2012 remake), Elysium (2013), Prometheus (2012), Ender’s
Game (2013), Paprika (2006), Tron: Legacy (2010), Wall-E (2008) (Chung,
2014). This paper also contributes to the theoretical explanation of technological presentation of data storage.

Imagination or reality: data storage technology in science fiction and
fantasy movies
As has been stated, the goal of this research is to examine a selection of science
fiction and fantasy movies to identify data storage technology and devices and
determine whether these movie data storage solutions were realistic presentations of possible and realistic data storage solutions or were just imaginable notions contrived for a movie script.
The analysis includes several science fiction and fantasy movies: 2001: A Space
Odyssey (2001), Star Wars (1977), Superman (1978), Star Trek III: The Search
for Spock (1984), Star Trek: Generations (1994), Johnny Mnemonic (1995),
Minority Report (2002) and The Avengers (2012). These productions are pro61
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cessed chronologically in order to detect the evolution of technology and movie
solutions for data storage. The goal of this analysis is not to discuss or analyse
any particular narrative of a movie or story context, but to detect data storage
technology and the movie’s solution for its storage.
2001: A Space Odyssey (1968)
In 1968, many of the technological solutions depicted in this movie were just
ideas but are today realistic, and most of these ideas have come true and are part
of contemporary technology. Fifty years ago this movie predicted technological
innovations that have become possible in the last decade.
Among the interesting data from this movie is a scene of pilots watching news
from video pads (BBC 12 World Tonight); today, of course, we can connect to
numerous news sources with tablets or any touch screen. In addition, when it
comes to writing down important space station measurements, the pilots are
shown writing them down with a pen on a notepad. Another innovative technological solution from this movie is the role of the main computer. The computer—HAL 9000—actually was the ultimate villain. In his final confrontation
with the rebellious computer HAL 9000, astronaut Dr. David Bowman (aka
Dave) has no other option but to remove HAL’s memory from the spaceship’s
Logic Memory Center, which is portrayed as a small room containing hundreds
of memory slots. In the movie, we can see how Dave is taking out the most important ones. Data memory is presented on numbered transparent PVC plates
(separately for memory and for logic).
Star Wars (1977)
In the first movie of the Star Wars Space Saga (Star Wars IV: A New Hope)
from 1977, the story is concretized around stolen Death Star plans, which are
stored on a thin memory card that is hidden in the R2D2 Unit (or just R2). In
the movie, this memory card is depicted as a data storage device while a robot
(R2) is shown as displaying or projecting the data in the form of a hologram.
The memory card presented in the movie Star Wars is a combination of the
floppy disc that was available at the time and the compact disc (CD) that was
invented only two years after the movie’s appearance. Also, at the time the
movie was recorded, no technology existed that could present data in the way
that is shown in the movie. Today we are using similar technology with CDs,
memory cards, or USB discs and projectors that can present data. The movie
also predicts a 3D presentation of the data. And while the movie is revolutionary in its explanation and presentation of the universe and distant worlds, it is
equally revolutionary in the technological solutions it depicts for data storage
devices. Today, 3D presentation technology is still in development, and we can
say that this movie predicted this kind of technological data presentation.
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Superman (1978)
The crystal in Superman (1978) presents an out-Earth technology that not only
contains data, but also acts as a power source that is not known to the human
race. Jor-El from the planet Krypton sends this crystal in a spaceship with his
son Kal-El to the Earth before the destruction of his planet. Not only does the
crystal contain all the recorded data from the destroyed Krypton, it also possesses an indescribable power. Besides data, feelings, and power, the crystal
also has the ability to present data: when it is placed on a portal, the crystal
projects a hologrammatic message.
This is the text spoken by Jor-El to his son in the 1978 Superman movie:
“The total accumulation of all knowledge spanning the twenty-eight known galaxies is embedded in the crystals which I have sent along with you. Study them
well, my son. Learn from them.“
In Superman, the crystal is presented as a technology that is not available for
humans and humans are unable to use it. That is why this technology for data
storage is still not available for humans.
Star Trek III: The Search for Spock (1984) and
Star Trek: Generations (1994)
From the beginning of the Star Trek movie series (1979), we can see extensive
usage of the tablets that are called control pads. In the very first movie when
Captain Kirk is transported to the Enterprise and its crew is rushing to make the
Enterprise functional in a short time due to an unexpected mission to stop an
alien force hidden in a cloud of energy moving toward Earth, we can see that
most of the crew are using control pads to perform their work assignment.
In The Search for Spock, an original series movie (1984), when Klingon Commander Kruge is contacted by Valkris who wants to transmit data about Project
Genesis, she does so via porting with a kind of cassette device. At the time the
movie was made, cassette technology was available and familiar, the same
technology we can find on a Klingon ship, which leads us to conclude that this
is widespread intergalactic technology. In the Next Generations Star Trek series
movie, Star Trek: Generations (1994), we can notice that after Captain Picard
receives the information that his brother Robert and his nephew Rene have died
in a fire back on Earth, he invokes memories of his family by looking at an oldfashioned photo album. In the scene, the data are saved in an old-fashioned way
and there is not much technology involved other than the lighting frames of the
photo. However, while in this scene there was no technological data storage, in
other scenes there were a few revolutionary data storage solutions. For example,
the multidimensional Data Room called Stellar Cartography where Captain Picard and Commander Data are trying to understand the destination of Doctor
Soran. Stellar Cartography is not a holodeck; rather, it is an interactive multimedia multiscreen database. This technology is later elaborated in other movies,
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for example, the X-Men movies, but still is not among contemporary technological possibilities.
Also, another interesting scene occurs when Doctor Soran pays a Klingon to get
him safely to the planet of Veridian III; he holds out a designed memory stick,
saying: “This contains all the information you'll need to make a trilithium
weapon.” He emphasizes that the stick is coded so he can get safely to the
planet surface of Veridian III, after which he will send them the decryption sequence.
Johnny Mnemonic (1995)
The plot of this movie from 1995 takes place in 2021. In a world of corporations, which control information and access to it, the safest data transistor is the
human brain, which, with implants, can gain significant capacity. While the
human mind has limited memory and capacity and is not a safe data transistor,
in this movie such an enhanced brain is presented as the only safe solution for
data storage. The main character, Johnny Mnemonic, has a brain capacity of 80
GB, but with hardware addition (memory doubler) the capacity is increased to
160 GB. A main plot driver of the movie falls into place when Johnny decides
to upload 320 GB into his mind, which overloads his present mind. The data
held within such an enhanced mind is protected with a picture password taken
from random TV pictures, which are selected during the data transmission with
a specially designed remote control. These photos can be printed, scanned, and
faxed. Therefore, while we are dealing with technology that is still not yet
available, this technology is transmitted over media channels available at the
time (telephone, scanner, fax machine, etc.). In this movie, there is an interesting demonstration of cyberspace. When the main character, Johnny, connects to
cyberspace via a dial-up, the cyberspace realm is presented through two-dimensional animation as a three-dimensional world.
In addition, another interesting data storage solution we can identify in this
movie concerns documents, especially passports. A passport is presented as a
data-card, which at border control is put in a special reader. The passport is designed as a regular document, but its usage is different. Today, a document and
a passport scanner are similar technology.
Minority Report (2002)
The plot of the movie Minority Report (2002) takes place in 2054. Most of the
movie’s dynamics take place inside the Precrime Unit where visions of future
crime are pre-seen by Precognitive persons (Precogs) inside a biopool. These
crime visions are stored on a separate interface on plexy plates in the form of
multidimensional images. These plates are then inserted in different portals
dedicated to data manipulation and additional information and data search,
which include the detective’s activities, such as defining the surroundings (area
and address) where a certain crime is going to take place. To perform these ac64
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tions, the detective manipulates the video information on a hologrammatic interface using special data gloves.
The memories that form a life can also be stored on smaller glass boards in the
form of a video. The data from these boards are projected as a hologram video.
The Avengers (2012)
The Avengers (2012) deals with the realization of the concept of S.H.I.E.L.D.
(Strategic Hazard Intervention Espionage Logistics Directorate), which was
mentioned in the movie Iron Man 3. In the scene where agent XX meets with
Tony Stark, he gives him a special kind of two-sided laptop as a device for
viewing secret data. Another interesting idea is realized in this movie scene and
deals with data presentation. On the laptop, there are multidimensional data and
folders, which are opened on several hologrammatic displays. We can see that
these data are interactive because in one moment, Tony Stark can not only see,
but also can accept the hologram’s data. While this technology is not yet available today, we can witness the development of 3D printing and highly interactive
devices (computers, mobile phones, etc.) that parallel this development.
Another interesting technological solution in this movie is the possibility of
easy data transmission. In the movie, data can be transmitted from one computer to another with just a slide of the finger. This presents one possible solution for faster data transmission in the future.

Conclusion
While movies present a number of important genres of popular culture, the aim
of this paper was to determine whether science fiction and fantasy movies in
particular could predict technological solutions for future issues. In this paper
main focus was detecting presentation of data storage technology in popular
science fiction and fantasy films in last 40 years. For this purpose several science fiction and fantasy movies were randomly selected for the initial exploration of the link between data storage technology, film and projection of the future. By analysing several science fiction and fantasy movies—2001: A Space
Odyssey (2001), Star Wars (1977), Superman (1978), Star Trek III: The Search
for Spock (1984), Star Trek: Generations (1994), Johnny Mnemonic (1995),
Minority Report (2002), and The Avengers (2012) the goal was to identify and
explain how data storage devices were presented in fantasy and science fiction
movies. In order to determine if these movie data storage solutions were realistic presentations of possible and realistic data storage solutions or just imaginable parts of a movie script. As shown by the analysis, each of the selected movies presented several revolutionary solutions for data storage devices. The initial
analysis revealed that movies like 2001: A Space Odyssey (2001), Star Wars
(1977), Superman (1978), and Star Trek III (1984) deal with technological devices for data storage, while, for example, more recent movies like Johnny
Mnemonic (1995) use the human brain as a device for data transmission and
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storage, while Minority Report (2002) uses human memories as a form of data
that can be saved on a technological device. Several movies presented technology that wasn’t available at the time, but was invented later on. For example,
2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) provided a large amount of innovative technological solutions like virtual (video) border control, voice ID (voice print identification), traveling in zero gravity, and video conversations (picture phone),
tablets—all of which are inventions of contemporary time. Several movies presented technology that is still not yet available but probably will be in the near
future. These include, for example, the hologrammatic messages in Star Wars
(1977) and Superman (1978), or 3D demonstration of the data and easy data
transmission throughout several platforms in The Avengers (2012). Interesting
data were included in Star Trek III (1984) and Star Trek: Generations (1994).
While Star Trek: Generations (1994) movie presented the first version of a USB
device, Star Trek III (1984) had several traditional technological procedures for
data storage, like video cassettes and photo albums. As regards any correlation
between realistic technological developments and fantasy movie ideas, the
analysis showed that while several movies really predicted some of the contemporary technological solutions for data storage, several made merely fictional
usage of these kinds of devices. For example in Superman (1978), the data storage device was presented in the form of a crystal, but also it contained indescribable power that was both magical and unrealistic. In addition, Johnny
Mnemonic (1995) presented the human brain as an upgraded device and in Minority Report (2002), memories are used as accessed and transferred data. The
interesting data is that the newer the films is, the data storage technology is becoming smaller, more abstractedly and more interrogated with the human. For
example, in Johnny Mnemonic (1995) and in in Minority Report (2002) we can
see that data storage is connected with a human, part of his DNA. While in The
Avengers (2012), we have interactive technological solutions for data storage.
In contrast to older movies (Star Trek, Star Wars, etc.) which presented data
storage technology as devices, in movies that are more recent we have projection of imaginary space for data storage. This paper presents initial idea for
further empirical and theoretical research. For further research, the goal is to
expand the sample and include more science fiction and fantasy films and to
conduct a qualitative and quantitative data study. By this approach, it would be
possible to provide empirical data for this concept and to make more solid conclusions about the predictions in the future. With this analysis, it is possible to
detect that more recent science fiction and fantasy films project data storage devices as invisible cyber space, similar to cloud computing technology that is
present today and will probably be more developed in the future. Steven Hrotic
(2014) asserts that science fiction will do as it always has done, create new purposes, not for the purpose of bringing about or preparing us for a technological
future, but to teach us to live in the technological present. In that context, mov66
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ies are still a part of popular culture, but they are also representations of the
human imagination and ideas.
In the context of the issues and further developments in the future (not only for
data storage), one can conclude with the Fleetwood Mac song “Don’t Stop”:
“Don’t stop thinking about tomorrow,
Don’t stop it’ll soon be here,
It’ll be, better than before,
Yesterday’s gone, yesterday’s gone”
(Fleetwood Mac, 1968)
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Summary
The digital single market is one of the 10 priorities of the European Commission, recognizing the Internet and digital technologies as an opportunity for
customers and businesses in the European Union to contribute to the economy,
create new jobs, and enhance Europe’s position as a world leader in the digital
economy. In order to be able to transform to a digital economy, it is an
imperative for the workforce to have the necessary digital skills and competences. Therefore, reskilling and upskilling the workforce enables the workers
to develop updated task-specific skills that can contribute to the implementation
of digital technologies and thereby help companies move forward in the digital
era. Digital linguistics is a new interdisciplinary field of study at the crossroads
between linguistics, information sciences, information technology and social
sciences. Digital linguistics is not synonymous to computational linguistics or
corpus linguistics, although certain skills and research methods my overlap
between these disciplines. Although universities offer graduate level programs
in complementary disciplines, currently no European university offers a
program in the interdisciplinary field of digital linguistics. In this regard, we
present a project participating in the development of crucial digital skills and
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competences of future employees for the digital economy. DigiLing: TransEuropean e-Learning Hub for Digital Linguistics is a 3-year project funded by
the Erasmus+ program of the European Union with the purpose of a) creating
an internationally approved model curriculum for digital linguistics at the
graduate level, b) training the teachers in relevant disciplines in the use of
digital technology with the goal of designing high quality online learning
materials, c) designing online courses for core modules and making them open
and accessible to a broad network of stakeholders, the widest academic
community, and the public at large, d) and disseminating and sustaining the
results of the project. By identifying the key skills and competences that a
contemporary study program of digital linguistics at the academic level should
provide, and by developing and implementing a model curriculum for a digital
linguist, the DigiLing project hopes to contribute to the European digital
transformation.
Key words: digital economy, digital single market, digital transformation,
digital linguistics, model curriculum, DigiLing

Introduction
The European Commission, with its president Jean-Claude Juncker in the forefront, announced in May 2015 “A Digital Single Market Strategy for Europe”.
It is one of the 10 priorities of the Juncker Commission, recognizing the Internet
and digital technologies as an opportunity for customers and businesses in the
European Union to contribute to the economy, create new jobs, and enhance
Europe’s position as a world leader in the digital economy. The strategy is
based on 3 pillars:
 better access for consumers to digital goods and services across Europe,
 creating the right conditions and a level playing field for digital networks
and innovative services to flourish,
 maximising the growth potential of the digital economy.1
Recent studies have estimated that digitisation of products and services can add
more than €110 billion of annual revenue in Europe in the next five years.2 In
order to be able to transform to a digital economy, it is an imperative for the
workforce to have the necessary skills. Still in 2016 the EU had 14% of non-internet users, while 44% of the population had an insufficient level of digital
1

The European Commision. Communication from the Commision to the European Parliament,
the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions – A
Digital Single Market Strategy for Europe. The European Commission : Brussels 2015. 192 final.
URL: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52015DC0192&from=EN.
(8 June 2017)

2

The European Commission. Digitising European Industry. URL: https://ec.europa.eu/digitalsingle-market/en/digitising-european-industry. (9 June 2017)
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skills.3 Therefore, reskilling and upskilling the workforce enables the workers to
develop updated task-specific skills that can contribute to the implementation of
digital technologies and thereby help companies move forward in the digital
era.4

DigiLing
In this regard, we present a project participating in the development of crucial
digital skills of future employees for the digital economy. DigiLing: Trans-European e-Learning Hub for Digital Linguistics is a 3-year project funded by the
Erasmus+ program of the European Union with the purpose of a) creating an
internationally approved model curriculum for digital linguistics at the graduate
level, b) training the teachers in relevant disciplines in the use of digital technology with the goal of designing high quality online learning materials, c) designing online courses for core modules and making them open and accessible
to a broad network of stakeholders, the widest academic community, and the
public at large, d) and disseminating and sustaining the results of the project.
Digital linguistics is a new interdisciplinary field of study at the crossroads between linguistics, information sciences, information technology and social sciences. Digital linguistics is not synonymous to computational linguistics or corpus linguistics, although certain skills and research methods my overlap between these disciplines. Computational linguistics is concerned with modelling
and processing of natural language from a computational perspective and the
study of appropriate computational approaches to linguistic questions5, while
corpus linguistics is the study and analysis of natural language phenomena obtained from large collections of (machine-readable) texts of both written and
spoken language6. However, the emerging field of digital linguistics is broader
in the sense that it should provide the complete set of scientific, methodological,
and practical foundations pertaining to communication in the digital age. This
subsumes linguistic knowledge, such as native and foreign language competence, translation related competences and an understanding of language analysis procedures at all levels, and it also entails natural language processing (NLP)
skills, particularly at the level of an in-depth understanding of state-of-the-art
3
The European Commission. Human Capital: Digital Inclusion and Skills. Europe’s Digital
Progress Report 2017. URL: http://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/document.cfm?doc_id=44390. (9
June 2017)
4

Probst, Laurent et al. Digital Transformation Scoreboard 2017: Evidence of positive outcomes
and current opportunities for EU businesses. The European Commission. January 2017. URL:
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/21501/attachments/1/translations/en/renditions/native.
(9 June 2017)
5

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_linguistics

6

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corpus_linguistics
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NLP techniques and basic programming skills. But on top of this “traditional”
interdisciplinary blend between linguistics, information sciences, and information technology, digital linguistics has several additional foci which justify
its claim for a field of its own right.7
The first is digital content authoring, which could at first glance be understood
as one of the linguistic competences formerly known as text production skills
developed through text and discourse studies. But the digital age has brought
profound changes to the ways texts and other types of content are produced.
Digital news media have revolutionized journalism and brought new paradigms
into the concepts of journalistic research, credibility, authenticity, authorship
and accessibility. The personalization of digital services means that content, including web sites, ads, user manuals and posts on social platforms, is produced
in a targeted and user-centered fashion, whereby the cyber-identity of the target
user is not to be confused with their real-world identity.8
These issues can only be adequately addressed by bringing in the sociological,
psychological, and cognitive perspectives, and by putting communicative
behaviour in digital media into the centre of study. Another aspect of content
authoring is related to multilingual contents and activities such as translation,
localization, subtitling and interpreting. While traditionally the providers of
multilingual services were the ones generating content, contemporary
translators compose texts by selecting from available hits offered by translation
memories, machine translation engines and other multilingual resources. From
the cognitive point of view, as Pym (2013) points out, the process of [content]
generation has been transformed into the process of selection, where the issue of
critical assessment and trust has become paramount.9
The issues of trust, identity, authorship and reuse inevitably lead to questions
concerning intellectual property rights and data protection, but also ethical
aspects of communication in digital media. The legislative framework which
attempts to regulate rights related to language data is lagging behind.10
Therefore, digital linguistics as a field of study combines insights and
perspectives from different disciplines and does not overlap with computational
linguistics, nor for that matter with digital humanities, sociolinguistics, corpus
linguistics or machine translation, though it may inherit methods and tools from
all of the above.11

7

Vintar et al. (2017)

8

Ibidem.

9

Ibidem.

10

Ibidem.

11

Ibidem.
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The survey of labor market needs was conducted from January through March
201712, receiving 81 responses from companies in eight different countries, with
the majority coming from the five countries of partner institutions. The needs
analyses among employers reveal important trends regarding textual content
processing and multilingual communication amongst European enterprises. The
results of the survey were used to identify the key skills and competences that a
contemporary study programme at the academic level should provide in order
for its graduates to be highly employable language professionals.13
Currently European universities offer a variety of graduate level programs14 in
the fields such as computational linguistics, applied linguistics, digital humanities, interpreting and translation, language and communication technologies,
natural language processing, information sciences, computer sciences, digital
media management, digital communications, social informatics etc. However,
no university offers a graduate level program in the interdisciplinary field of
digital linguistics. The goal of the project is to develop a programme which
would combine linguistic- and translation-oriented subjects with technologies
and language processing subjects, and add the cognitive, psychological and sociological knowledge to create a new graduate profile, that of a digital linguist.
DigiLing Objectives
DigiLing will bridge the gap between employers’ needs and employees’ skills
through achieving the following objectives:
 Create an internationally approved model curriculum for digital
linguistics at the graduate level,
 Train the teachers in relevant disciplines in the use of digital technology
with the goal of designing high quality online learning materials,
 Design online courses for core modules,
 Disseminate and sustain the results of the project.
Create a model curriculum for digital linguistics
One of the objectives of DigiLing is to create an internationally approved model
curriculum for digital linguistics at the graduate level by combining existing and
new courses. To identify the necessary skills and competences a digital linguist
should hold and to pinpoint gaps in existing curricula, a trans-European survey
among employers and end-users was conducted. A highly skilled university
graduate holding a master’s degree in digital linguistics possesses knowledge
and understanding about language and communication from several comple12

http://www.digiling.eu/deliverables/

13

Vintar et al. (2017)

14

http://www.mastersportal.eu/
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mentary disciplines. A master’s graduate in digital linguistics should have the
following skills and competences:
 Language competence in at least two languages,
 An understanding of the way written and spoken language works at all
levels of linguistic analysis,
 An understanding of the principles of multilingual communication,
including skills in intercultural mediation, translation, interpreting,
localization and multilingual content authoring,
 Skills in the compilation of digital language resources, such as corpora,
lexica, acoustic databases and similar, including competences in methodological design and technical implementation of LR compilation,
 Skills in analysing and processing natural language, including the
ability to design and develop own tools as well as implement existing
ones in order to analyse or process language data,
 Basic understanding of digital media from the sociological, psychological and legal perspective,
 Ability to perform independent research and acquire new skills,
 Ability to work in interdisciplinary/multilingual teams.15
Train the teachers in the use of digital technology
Another objective of the project is to train the teachers in relevant disciplines in
the use of authoring tools and in the design of high quality online learning materials. This will be achieved through a face-to-face workshop for higher education staff in e-authoring.
Design online courses for core modules
An additional objective of DigiLing is to design online courses for selected
modules covering many of the key topics in digital linguistics, as well as localizing, evaluating, testing, and implementing the courses. Courses will be designed in compliance with open e-learning standards, and will be accessible under the Creative Commons license. The content will be localized into all partner
languages (except Czech) and International Sign language to facilitate inclusion
into new national or joint study programs and to provide accessibility to special
needs students. Courses will be cross-evaluated by partners (teachers and students), participants of the DigiLing summer school and national ECTS accreditation bodies.
Disseminate and sustain
The final objective of DigiLing is to disseminate and sustain the results of the
project. DigiLing results will be publicized to a broad network of stakeholders,
15

Vintar et al. (2017)
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the widest academic community, and the public at large including special needs
students. Short- and medium-run sustainability will be achieved by using existing and acknowledged platforms for our DigiLing hub: the international
CLARIN network and the University of Ljubljana infrastructural centre of Language Resources and Technologies (CJVT). Medium- and long-run sustainability will be achieved through national accreditation of online courses and the
curriculum.
Target audience
The project directly targets an estimated audience of 2000 people, with potential
benefit for many more:
 Students of partner universities studying or planning to study at any
language- or IT-related study programme, including (General or Applied)
Linguistics, (General or Specialised) Translation, Intercultural Communication, Natural Language Engineering or Processing, Information
Technologies, Information Sciences, Informatics, Computer Science and
similar,
 Teachers and researchers of partner universities in the relevant fields,
 Companies, organisations, public institutions and other users of digital
language services.

Conclusion
The European Commission announced in May 2015 "A Digital Single Market
Strategy for Europe" as one of the 10 priorities of the Juncker Commission, recognizing the Internet and digital technologies as an opportunity for customers
and businesses in the European Union to contribute to the economy, create new
jobs, and enhance Europe’s position as a world leader in the digital economy. In
order to be able to transform to a digital economy, it is an imperative for the
workforce to have the necessary digital skills and competences. Digital linguistics is a new interdisciplinary field of study at the crossroads between linguistics, information sciences, information technology and social sciences. Digital
linguistics is not synonymous to computational linguistics or corpus linguistics,
although certain skills and research methods my overlap between these disciplines. Although universities offer graduate level programs in complementary
disciplines, currently no European university offers a program in the interdisciplinary field of digital linguistics. In this paper we presented a project participating in the development of crucial digital skills and competences of future
employees for the digital economy. DigiLing: Trans-European e-Learning Hub
for Digital Linguistics is a 3-year project funded by the Erasmus+ program of
the European Union with the purpose of a) creating an internationally approved
model curriculum for digital linguistics at the graduate level, b) training the
teachers in relevant disciplines in the use of digital technology with the goal of
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designing high quality online learning materials, c) designing online courses for
core modules and making them open and accessible to a broad network of
stakeholders, the widest academic community, and the public at large, d) and
disseminating and sustaining the results of the project. By identifying the key
skills and competences that a contemporary study program of digital linguistics
at the academic level should provide, and by developing and implementing a
model curriculum for a digital linguist, the DigiLing project hopes to contribute
to the European digital transformation.
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Summary
Developing research in different fields is defendable as well as necessary for
the development of disciplines and knowledge construction in general. The progress of qualitative and quantitative approaches is based on hard competitiveness and high level of innovation. This increases the need of a rigorous management of research process which should be more and more accurate and
traceable to ensure a good data management approach. Considering this context, European Council stipulates a directive to require a good research data
management in order to reinforce the ability of researchers to conduct properly
their research activities (European Commission, 2016). For example the H2020
projects requires a Data Management Plan (DMP) since January 2017. In
Switzerland, this tendency was clearly confirmed. Swiss researchers have been
submitting their proposals to funding agencies without any requirement for research data management so far. However, the Swiss National Science Foundation will require a DMP since October 2017. Researchers are not prepared.
They don’t know how it impacts their work and are looking for solutions to
comply with these new requirements. This paper draws a general portrait of a
recent Swiss project on this subject: data life cycle management applied on research data: DLCM1. It presents, first, an over view of the main objectives and
major dimensions of DLCM project and second, it will focus on one those latest
which is dealing with training, consulting and teaching in the field of research
data management.
Key words: research data, national services, research data life cycle management, data governance, research data training, research data consulting

1

https://www.dlcm.ch/
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Introduction
We understand the notion of research data governance as a global and exhaustive management of data arising from the research process in order to guarantee
its use, security and optimization, from its creation and capture to its disposal
(UK Data Archive, 2017). In the Swiss context, the research data management
should be studied considering two levels: cantonal and federal. Regarding the
cantonal level, public universities and high schools are mainly managed by the
26 cantonal government. The federal level concerns especially the seven federal
administration's departments and is not synonymous of national level, under
which the federal institutes of technology or “polytechnics” are supervised.
Added to those main two levels, we have thus a third-level: an inter-cantonal
level that proposes a network of high schools in different cantons of Switzerland as well as the University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Western Switzerland. The data management issue affects all levels (cantonal, inter-cantonal
and federal), and also the public and private sectors, like academic institutions
or private laboratories. Despite this particular fragmented environment, researchers needs remain generally comparable. The issues related to the various
aspects of research data processing remain the same (DMP designing, security
of sensitive data, long-term preservation, etc.). In addition, some technical solutions are very expensive and require a specialized expertise. In this context, the
idea of national services was argued and some initiatives were encouraged in
order to develop national solutions to enhance Swiss researchers developing
such expertise and share their resources to comply with standards and good
practices as well. In this same context, openness and sharing research data has
become essential to obtaining funding for research projects. The DLCM Project
is one of those initiatives which aiming to provide scientific communities a research data national services. It started at the end of 2015, and is funded by the
RCSU (Rectors’Conference of the Swiss Universities) and is conducted under
the leadership of the University of Geneva, especially the Information system
service. It should finish in 2018. The following sections will first specify the
objectives of the project after a brief presentation researcher’s needs. Second,
the dimension of training, consulting and teaching in the field of research data
management will be presented.

Initial exploration of the needs
As mentioned, the research need examination was the starting point for the
project to be able to design accurately its main deliverables. To do so, an explorative approach was adopted. Based on a series of semi-structured interviews
with some 50 researchers and heads of research departments working in some
thirty disciplines at six institutions, we were able to identify mainly four ranges
of needs.
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1. The first are guidelines and tools. There is a lack of practical guidance.
When we talk about guidelines, policies or management programs, we
mainly think of tools such as the DMP (Data Management Plan), the
tools of analysis, coding of the information or the collected data, and all
that is related to the preservation and publication. This includes also, research data governance policies.
2. The second is all that concerns the processing of information in the first
phase of the research process, before reaching the preservation and the
disposal. It refers to processes, tools, methods and best practices needed
to active data management.
3. The third is about the management of the collected data, the results and
the publications, including the reuse and sharing of research data, in particular it's various modes and channels.
4. Finally, the qualified staff, which has a dedicated expertise, developed
especially in the management of research data, also represents something
that is missing. Generally, the universities do not have an important staff
of archivists or records managers. And the focal point into universities
became the librarian who has certain knowledge of this domain. However, this later remains not sufficiently prepared to assume this role because his professional profile as a librarian does not allow him to provide
appropriate and advanced expertise needed or requested by researchers.

Objectives and deliverables
Based on need analysis, the project objectives are focused around five fields:
1. Guidelines & Policies – key tools commonly used and recognised at an
international level;
2. Active Data Management – everything linked with the records management;
3. Publication & Preservation – the perpetuation and the publication for a
future reuse;
4. Consulting and Training – the perpetuation and the knowledge transfer in
this field;
5. Outreach & Dissemination – the publication and the promotion of everything that will be developed in the context of the project.
To do so, the implementation of DLCM project was articulated on 6 main tracks
(dimensions) as shown in Figure 1: 0) project management; 1) guidelines and
policies, 2) active data management; 3) publication and preservation (Burgi,
Blumer and Jelicic, 2017); 4) training and consulting; 5) dissemination publication (Makhlouf Shabou, Burgi, Blumer and Echernier, 2016).
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4 of Project worked on a coordination desk of to guarantee the accessibility and
the visibility of those services at national level. Consulting services will be established at the institutional and inter-institutional levels respectively, and will
cover all the major steps of DLCM, including processes, tasks and tools. Finally, all these services will be coordinated at interinstitutional level by a central
office: Coordination Desk. A pilot of coordination desk is established into the
University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Western Switzerland (HES SO).
This offers a reel research data national services presence through an extended
academic network.
The objective of the DLCM coordination desk is to offer a unique point of contact to all academic institutions for guidance and support on research data management practices. It would do so by having a resource person and teams of focal points and subject-matter experts work together to answer requests from the
Swiss research community. The coordination desk will also provide a strong instrument for mobilizing and coordinating the resources needed to achieve this
objective. The primary target groups for the coordination desk are researchers
and research teams, project managers and administrators, teachers and assistants, as well as students. Secondary target groups are information management
professionals and consultants, including librarians, archivists, records managers,
IT specialists, etc.
Training
By training, we mean learning process that allows an individual to acquire the
knowledge and skills needed for the professional activity (Swiss DLCM Project,
2017). These training activities, which are intended primarily for users of partner institutes, will be developed with the objective of ensuring an adequate
transfer of knowledge and a mastery of the skills and expertise related to the
management of research data in the different institutions, irrespective of their
size or the complexity of their structures (Makhlouf Shabou & Echernier, 2016).
As shown in Figure 2, the training proposes two deliverables: (i) an inventory of
existing training modules; and (ii) the creation of research data training modules.
Two types of training modules are planned: general and advanced. The first,
targets to introduce the fields of research data management to beginner scientific communities to coach and help them assuming the basic activities in research data processing. Those introductive modules cover as well principles and
method needed for complying high data quality requirements. The advanced
modules will address aspects of research data management that have not been
covered so far and will be tailored to the specific needs of partner institutions
and their respective users.
Added to conception and realization of training modules, two catalogues will be
developed: one for research data existing training modules and another for re84
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search data trainers and this on the DLCM project partners and also at the international level.
Teaching
The third and last set is teaching that refers to academic programs and courses
that could be proposed to train-the-trainer who will be future professionals and
specialists of research data management (Doctoral seminars, Masters, Bachelors, etc.) (Swiss DLCM Project. 2017). It aims to integrating the knowledge
and skills of this project into the master's programs in information sciences. Initially, we propose the promotion of DLCM field to ensure their adoption and
rapid application among future professionals, and secondly awareness of students of information science curricula in order to ensure the sustainability of the
expertise and the transfer of knowledge for future generations. Since September
2017, the Information Sciences Department of Geneva School of Business Administration of University of Applied Sciences and Arts Western Switzerland
offers to the Master of Information Science students a specialization in Data
governance. This specialization includes 16 periods (hours) devoted to research
data. This was the first implementation step of teaching deliverables. In addition, Master students in this Department have to propose a DMP for their proper
Master research. Other courses related to research data are planned to be added
into the same programme during the following years.

Conclusion
The DLCM project creates a real opportunity for developing sustainable and
tangible solutions at a national level to implement research data life-cycle management (DLCM) in Switzerland. As mentioned the funding agencies are requiring a research data management ability to ensure the appropriate research
data governance of the whole life cycle of researches and also to increase the
exploitability of research outcomes. The DLCM offer to researchers the opportunity to exchange valuable materials, tools, methods, infrastructure to be able
to acquire the needed knowledge for managing research data from the creation
to disposition and the preservation of those data. It specifies the way to perform
the capture and creation processes, the techniques and methods to structure and
share them, and the requirements of comply standards and good practices
preservation. This will indeed reinforce the quality of the work of researchers,
since it allows the traceability and the documentation of the research processing.
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Summary
When archiving a digitally signed document an issue arises once the certificate
used in the signature expires (or possibly the certificate authority stops functioning). Once this happens, the signature can no longer be confirmed and tampering with the document is possible. This paper presents a model for long-term
preservation of digitally signed documents using blockchain technology. The
authors propose a semi-open system in which only certain institutions can create new entries but any interested party can view the records and confirm their
authenticity.
Key words: digital signature, blockchain, archive, certificate authority, longterm preservation, TrustChain, TRUSTER

1. Introduction
Digitally signed documents are now seeing widespread use in almost any
online, digital document storage, management and preservation systems. They
are replacing the traditionally sealed and signed documents. While the digital
signature system is now well-documented, safe, and easy to implement, an issue
arises with the outdated certificates. For better understanding, it is necessary to
define what a digital signature is. According to one definition, digital signature
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is “a code, generally created using a public key infrastructure (PKI) associated
with a digital object that can verify the object has not been altered and, in some
contexts, may be used to authenticate the identity of the sender”1, while the
other defines digital signature as “cryptographic transformation of data which,
when associated with a data unit, provides the services of origin authentication
and data integrity and may support signer non-repudiation”2. Digital signatures
have two aspects. Firstly, they guarantee the integrity of a document. This
means they guarantee the document contents match that at the time of digital
signing. Secondly, they guarantee authenticity3. A digital signature can be
traced back to a specific person or institution using a certificate authority. In
this manner, one can be sure that the document was created by the stated author,
and that the document could be used as a legally binding contract. The first aspect is time independent (one can always confirm the document in question has
the appropriate signature by recalculating the hash of the document and comparing it to the one in the digital signature. However, the second aspect is time
dependent. Most digital certificates expire, and unless renewed by their owners,
i.e. document creators, cannot be confirmed. They are also reliant on certificate
authority institutions still being in operation. It is certainly conceivable that
some certificate authorities might go out of business or close down at some
point in the future. Once this happens, it will be impossible to confirm that their
certificates are genuine. Currently, most archives depend on trust to confirm
outdated digital signatures. One has to trust the archive (or another institution)
which preserves the document that the signature was valid at the time of archiving and that the document has not been tampered with. Another common
solution is to use a time stamp service, which significantly extends the lifetime
of a signature but, much like the digital signature itself, is not a permanent solution. To improve this situation we propose a system based on the blockchain
technology4 that might eliminate the need to trust archiving institutions by storing control hashes of digital signatures in an immutable and publicly readable
blockchain. By using such a system, any interested party could confirm that a
digitally signed and archived document has indeed remained unchanged and
1

A Glossary of Archival and Records Terminology, Society of American Archivists,
https://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/d/digital-signature (Accessed 30.05.2017).

2

InterPARES Trust Terminology Database, http://arstweb.clayton.edu/interlex/en/term.php?term
=digital%20signature (Accessed 30.05.2017).

3

ISO 15489 defines that “an authentic record is one that can be proven: a) to be what it purports
to be, b) to have been created or sent by the person purported to have created or sent it, and c) to
have been created or sent at the time purported”, ISO 15489-1 Information and Documentation –
Part 1: General, p. 7.

4

Blockchain – an open-source technology that supports trusted, immutable records of transactions
stored in publicly accessible, decentralized, distributed, automated ledgers. InterPARES Trust
Terminology Database, http://arstweb.clayton.edu/interlex/index.php (Accessed 20.04.2017).
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that its signature was valid at the time of the blockchain record creation. We call
this system TrustChain. TrustChain is being developed as part of the TRUSTER
Preservation Model (EU31) research study at the InterPARES Trust international project and is one of several solutions to the problem of long-term preservation of digitally signed documents being considered by the research group.

2. The TrustChain concept
The system we propose is based on cooperation between multiple archival (or
other interested) institutions. While there is no technical reason why a single institution could not run the needed software and hardware components, the trust
in the envisioned system is in direct relation to the number of independent participating institutions. If a single institution runs the whole system, that institution is capable of manipulating records and would need to be trusted implicitly.
This is the situation we have today. We are bypassing this need to trust a single
institution by requiring multiple institutions to confirm the validity of a digitally
signed document before writing it into an immutable blockchain. In principle,
our approach uses a blockchain as described in the Bitcoin Whitepaper (Nakamoto, 2008) but we do not include the proof-of-work concept so our solution is
perhaps more similar to the original Haber and Stornetta timestamp linking and
random-witness solutions (Haber and Stornetta, 1991). We have merged both
approaches and designed the system for use specifically for preserving
(timestamping) digital signatures by a trusted union of (archival) institutions.
The core of the system is a blockchain containing hashes of digital signatures.
Any interested individual or institution can request a record to be added to the
blockchain but only the authorised nodes are allowed to write the new record
into the blockchain (after confirming validity of digital signature(s)).
TrustChain nodes are servers maintained by institutions participating in the
TrustChain project. These servers accept new record requests, process them,
write them into the chain and keep the blockchain stored and available to be
read by interested parties. Communication between a party requesting a new
record to be added and nodes can be achieved via a specialized TrustChain client software or a web interface provided by the nodes themselves. Similarly, a
party interested in confirming the validity of a document with an expired signature would contact a node, read the blockchain, find the relevant entry and
compare it to the document that needs signature conformation. Finding the relevant block in the blockchain would be achieved by an indexing system that relies on the document metadata stored in the blockchain. This indexing system
might be part of the TrustChain nodes or it might be outside of the system
(since the blockchain is freely readable). The basic architecture of the
TrustChain system is shown in Figure 1.
While TrustChain cannot extend the life span of a digital certificate, it would
provide a guarantee that the document and its signature have remained unchanged since the TrustChain entry was created. Since the digital signature
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contains the name of its owner, this can be used to confirm the creator of the
document at a later date.

Figure 1. Basic concept of the TrustChain model

3. The TrustChain model processes
The process of adding a document to the TrustChain begins with the interested
party selecting a digitally signed document that needs to be preserved. The digital signature of this document needs to be validated by the relevant certification
authority. This check is performed at this point as well as later (by multiple
TrustChain nodes). The document itself is to be stored outside of the TrustChain
system, as the TrustChain stores only a control hash of the digitally signed document. If the full documents were to be stored in the blockchain, it would increase the blockchain to an unmanageable size quickly. It would be possible to
build the TrustChain on top of a dedicated database system, similar to
BigChainDB (McConaghy et al, 2017), but this is not our intention at this time.
As it is, TrustChain is a system that complements other digital document and
records management systems, digital archives, or repository systems and does
not replace them.
The software preparing the TrustChain record calculates the hash, which is
stored in the TrustChain system. As stated earlier, this can be a standalone application that communicates with the TrustChain nodes’ API or a web service
provided by the nodes. A link to the document (stored in an outside service), a
timestamp and any relevant metadata (entered by the user) are added to the hash
and a TrustChain record is formed. The record can then be forwarded to a
TrustChain node for inclusion into the blockchain. This process is shown in
Diagram 1.
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Diagram 1. Adding a document record to the TrustChain
The node will check signature validity and create a new record to be added to a
joint record que (which will later form a new TrustChain block). Signature validity is to be confirmed automatically by the node accepting the block. The exact process by which this is achieved will depend on the format of the document
(file) and its digital signature. Which documents and signatures can be checked
will depend largely on the participating institutions and their requirements.
Generally, this step involves checking that the document has not been tampered
with after signing (by recalculating the document hash and decrypting the sig93
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nature hash) and sending the certificate to the certificate authority for validation.
Describing this process in detail is beyond the scope of this paper (this will be
addressed at a later stage in the development) but there are many existing industry solutions to this problem. For example, a very common digital signature
is the x.5095 and checking the validity of such a signature is easily achieved by
using .NET System.Security.Cryptography.X509Certificates class6 or Java
java.security.cert class7. Since the proposed blockchain solution doesn’t depend
on or store the document or the signature and only interacts with them while
checking signature validity this part of the system is independent and we except
it to grow and change to be able to accommodate future file formats or digital
signature types.
It should be noted that the system makes no effort to eliminate documents
signed by the compromised certificates. This is out of scope for TrustChain.
The security of a certificate is obviously a responsibility of the certificate owner
and his or her certificate authority. The best the TrustChain can do is to make
use of protocols such as the Online Certificate Status Protocol8 to identify the
revoked certificates.
The process of adding records to a block and writing that block into the blockchain is left exclusively to TrustChain nodes (ran by trusted providers, most
likely archival institutions that are members of the TrustChain system). At this
stage of development, the nodes act in a round robin system. Once a node
comes to its turn it collects new (candidate) records from a queue and attempts
to validate all signatures. If a signature fails, the record is discarded as invalid
and new records are collected. Once a sufficient amount of valid records is
found, they are added to a block. We still do not add this block to the blockchain. Before this happens, we also require a certain number of other nodes to
confirm signature validity of all records. The required number depends on the
total number of available TrustChain nodes and the required level of reliability
(the more nodes rechecking the records, the more reliable the vote will be).
Since the number of participating institutions is not known, at this, early stage
we will assume that all participating institutions maintain a node and they all
vote on every block. Should the number of institutions rise to a number where
having everyone vote becomes a performance issue, a smaller, randomly selected, subset of nodes can vote for each block. This subset should change for
every block. If the majority of voting nodes agree that the block is valid it can
5

IETF RFC 5280, https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5280 (Accessed 29.9.2017).

6

MSDN Library, .NET Development, Framework Class Library, System.Security.Cryptography.
X509Certificates Namespace (Accessed 29.9.2017).

7

Java™ Platform Standard Ed. 7 Online documentation, Package java.security.cert. (Accessed
29.9.2017).

8

ITEF RFC 6960, https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6960 (Accessed 29.9.2017).
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be added to the blockchain (after having its hash calculated from its contents
and the previous block’s hash). Otherwise, the block is discarded and the records that formed it are returned to the new records queue (Diagram 2).
Adding a
new block –
process start

Return records to
the new records
queue

Collect new
records

Discard invalid
records

Check signature
validity with
certificate
authorities

Digital signatures
in records can
be validated.

No

Yes
Form a new block from
new valid records

Transfer the block into the voting process
(other authorised nodes also check
transaction validity with cert authorities)

No

Majority of nodes agree
that all records in the block are
valid?

Yes

Previous
block

Calculate new block hash
from block data (records),
voting data and previous
block header

New block
added to
TrustChain

Adding a new
block –
process end

Diagram 2. Adding a new block to the TrustChain
The confirmation process of the (expired) digital signatures begins with finding
the relevant records in the TrustChain blockchain. For this, the TrustChain relies on the recorded document metadata. Special services that allow searching
the blockchain will need to be built as part of a standalone TrustChain clients or
web services. Since the blockchain is written in pure text form, it is also possible to download it and search it without a specialized tool but this might prove
troublesome for some users.
Once the relevant record is identified, all that needs to be done is to recalculate
the hash from the original document and compare it to the one written in the
TrustChain. If these hashes match, one can reliably claim that the document and
its signature have remained unchanged since the date indicated by the blockchain record timestamp (Diagram 3).
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Diagram 3. Reading a record from the TrustChain

4. The TrustChain model’s record and blockchain format
This chapter describes the core data structure of the TrustChain system – its
blockchain. At this time, the TrustChain blockchain is designed as a plain text
file with its contents written in JSON format. We decided on the JSON format
because of its widespread use, Internet service-oriented design and human readability (IETF RFC 7159, 2014). Like all blockchains, the solution proposed here
is comprised of multiple blocks that form an immutable chain by including a
hash which is calculated from the current and the preceding block. These blocks
can be further broken down into three sections: header, records and votes. These
sections are further described in order of their creation during the process of
writing new data into the blockchain.
The record section is at the beginning. Each record contains information about a
single digitally signed document and its hash. Document hashing algorithm to
be used is most likely SHA256, but it could change over time. This hash, along
with a document link and any relevant metadata, are the most important parts of
a TrustChain record. Record structure is presented in the following code.
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{
"id": "<record hash to be used as uID>",
"version": "<model version>",
"record": {
"timestamp": "<transaction timestamp>",
"certAuthName": "<cert auth name>",
"certAuthID": "<cert auth id, if available>",
"certAuthApiLink": "<cert service link>",
"data": {
"TrustChainHash": "<document cert hash>",
"docLnk": "<document link>" },
"metadata": {
"docRefCode": "<document reference code>",
"docTitle": "<title of issued document>",
"docCreator": "<name of document creator>",
"docCreationDate":"<document creation date>" }
}
}

Most of the fields are self-explanatory but few needs to be clarified. The “version” key refers to the version of the data model used to create this record. It is
certainly conceivable that the format of the record will change over time and it
is also possible to have standalone clients which might not have been updated
regularly. Because of this, different versions of the records might appear in the
same block and that is why the record data model version needs to be recorded
on a record level.
The metadata subsection, which relies on the ISAD(G)’s essential set of elements9, needs to contain all the information necessary to index and later find the
document record in the blockchain. On the other hand, it would not be wise to
overburden the blockchain with unnecessary information or fields that will often be left blank. This section requires fine balance and is still under review by
the group.
The metadata section might also contain information pertaining to the archival
bond (Lemieux and Sporny, 2017). While the primary purpose of the
TrustChain is not to store complete documents (or records) and their metadata,
since this is clearly a task for an external storage or archival solution, it would
certainly add to their functionality. It could be used to add archival bond information to storage systems which otherwise might lack such features. In their
paper, Lemieux and Sporny propose the use the OP_RETURN field of the
Bitcoin transactions to store archival bond metadata. Since we propose a specialized system with its own blockchain, an implementation of the archival
bond syntax could be significantly simpler. Aligning to the original proposal, a
9

ISAD(G), General International Standard Archival Description, Second Edition, ICA, Ottawa
2000, p. 9, http://www.ica.org/sites/default/files/CBPS_2000_Guidelines_ISAD%28G%29_
Second-edition_EN.pdf (Accessed: 30.06.2017).
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subfield of the metadata section could be implemented which can contain the
needed information and the additional signatures and links to the original transaction which a Bitcoin OP_RETURN field implementation requires can be
omitted. The only data needed to be stored would be the ontology used and
whatever specific fields it requires to insure the archival bond remains unbroken. An archival bond subfield can be added to the metadata information and
any document that requires an archival bond can make use of it (implementing
an appropriate ontology).
Multiple record subsections form the records section of a block. Following this
section is the votes section. This section is again comprised of multiple vote
subsections. The whole section is formed at the time of block creation by the
originating node, but nodes that are indicated as voting nodes enter their vote in
the “is_block_valid” field. The structure of this section is presented in the following code.
{
"nodeID": "<unique id of the node voting>",
"nodeSig": "<signature of voting node, hash of vote data>",
"vote": {
"blockCandidate": "<id of the voted block>",
"is_block_valid": "<true | false >",
"timestamp": "<voting timestamp>"}
}

The voting system is based on a simplified version of the system used in the
BigChainDB system (McConaghy et al, 2017). Once the originating node receives the responses from voting nodes (filled out vote fields in its block), it
confirms the votes as valid by checking the voting node signatures. This method
is under review by the group as it adds a public-private key element into
TrustChain whose purpose is to avoid reliance on such systems. However, since
the signing occurs in the voting section it is not needed to reconfirm it at a later
date to validate document record included in the block. It is also easy to maintain certificates for the participating and previously participating nodes using
the TrustChain infrastructure itself (in this case the TrustChain acts as a certificate authority for identification and authentication of the voting nodes). This
might be an acceptable compromise. Since adding blocks to the TrustChain is a
closed system, another possible method of insuring vote safety would be to skip
this field altogether and implicitly trust the voting node responses. This would
require security measures at the network and system levels to guarantee that the
votes originated from the nodes in the TrustChain network, and have not been
changed. Describing such a solution is beyond the scope of this paper but remains as a possibility during further development of the system.
Once the votes subsection has been filled in with sufficient votes confirming the
block’s validity, the final hash of the block is calculated and the block is written
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into the blockchain. The hash of the block is calculated from the entirety of the
current block and the header of the previous block (its own hash and id). This is
presented in the following code.
{
"blockHash": "<hash of block>",
"blockID": "<block order number>",
"block": {
"previousBlockHash": "<hash of previous block>",
"timestamp": "<timestamp of block creation>",
"nodeID": "<unique id of the node creating the block>",
"records": [
{ <record1> }
{ <record2> }],
"votes": [
{ <vote1> }
{ <vote2> }],
}
}

Finally, the complete architecture of the TurstChain blockchain is illustrated in
the Figure 2.
As stated, this blockchain would be freely available for downloading to any interested party but only the TrustChain members (authorised nodes) would be
allowed to write new data. They may do so to fulfil their own archiving requirements or at the request of any person or institution which needs such a
(trusted) service.

Figure 2. The TrustChain blockchain architecture
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5. Existing standards for long-term preservation of digitally signed
documents – time stamping
Long-term preservation of digitally signed documents is not a new concern. The
first commercial application of an RSA digital signature has made an appearance in Lotus Notes10, almost three decades ago. One way to address out-of-date
certificates is to digitally time stamp the signed documents. According to Volarević and Stančić11 this process is standardised by the international ISO/IEC
18014 and the ETSI 319 422 standard and, while it does provide a solution, it
requires the document to be periodically restamped. On the other hand, the
model proposed here attempts to eliminate this requirement. The technical aspect of the ETSI standard is based on the RFC 3161 – Time-Stamp Protocol
(TSP). This RFC describes the process of time stamping a document by adding
a trusted date and time to the document that are protected by a public key of the
time stamp issuer. Since the time stamping process is reliant on the trusted time
stamp providers, which use their own private and public keys to prove the document was indeed untouched since the time of stamping, they suffer from
problems similar to the digital signature itself. They can be used to extend the
lifetime of a digital signature but are not a permanent solution. The RFC itself
makes note of this in chapter 4: Security Considerations12.
Point 2 of chapter 4 states: “When the TSA13 private key has been compromised, then the corresponding certificate SHALL be revoked”. A revoked certificate invalidates all the existing time stamps (or tokens). In this event the
RFC does not provide a reliable way of distinguishing between the time stamp
tokens which are valid from the ones which are compromised and suggests that
an audit trail of all tokens (stamps) should be kept in attempt to distinguish between the two. In any situation after such an event, all the documents (even
valid ones) would have to be time stamped again, which will be a problem for
those whose original digital signature certificates have expired. TrustChain
nodes also use the public-private key system to sign their votes, but since every
entry into the TrustChain block requires multiple nodes to confirm the entry validity, multiple nodes would have to have their private keys compromised at the
same time for an attacker to be able to write an invalid entry into the blockchain. Depending on the number TrustChain nodes this makes such an attack on
the system highly impractical.
Point 3 of chapter 4 raises another limitation that does not affect TrustChain.
This point states: “The TSA signing key MUST be of a sufficient length to al10

IBM developerWorks. The History of Notes and Domino.

11

Volarveić, Ira; Stančić, Hrvoje. Standards for electronic time stamps and the possibilities for
their application in archival practice.
12

IETF RFC 3161 - Time-Stamp Protocol (TSP).

13

Time stamp authority.
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low for a sufficiently long lifetime. Even if this is done, the key will have a finite lifetime”. This limitation comes from the fact that keys are expected to become vulnerable after a certain period, even if no vulnerabilities inherent to the
cryptographic algorithm are present, because of increased processing power.
The relevant RFC suggest that as a key length or algorithm reaches the end of
its lifetime the documents should be time stamped again with new keys. ETSI
319 422 refers to ETSI TS 119 31214 to define how long the lifetime of a certain
key length (and cryptographic algorithm) is. This document only attempts to
predict key length/algorithm durability for up to 10 years or up to the year 2030
(and most combinations do not last even that long). This is insufficient for archiving needs in the context of long-term preservation since many records
maintain relevance for much longer and are legally required to be preserved
(e.g. 70 years or permanently). As in the previous point, the TrustChain node
private keys will also, inevitably, become obsolete and invalid and will need to
be changed after a long period but, in the case of TrustChain, this will not affect
existing records. This is because TrustChain stores its records in an immutable
blockchain and the key is only relevant at the moment of block addition, the fact
that certain key length/algorithm combinations will become obsolete will not
require “restamping” of old entries as it does in the case of time stamping described by the relevant ETSI standard and RFC document.
In contrast to ETSI 319 422 and RFC 3161, which require periodical restamping, TrustChain provides a (more) permanent solution by writing its entries into
a blockchain. Considering this, it is obvious that while the goal is similar,
TrustChain is more than a time stamping service – it provides a way to securely
store its entries without the need to restamp them. This might be an improvement but it comes at a price. In its current form, TrustChain assumes the existence of a network of trusted (archival) institutions. Not every party might be
willing to trust these institutions, or an insufficient number of them might be
willing to participate in such a system. It should be noted that the time stamping
standards also require existence of institutions that will provide the service but
because they require a single institution per service they can be considered easier to implement (and indeed are since many time stamping services already
exist). One of the additions to the system currently being considered by the authors and the InterPARES Trust's research group is the addition of a third-party
time stamp (instead of simply using TrustChain node clocks) to TrustChain records. This would insure the system encompasses the advantages of both solutions but would further complicate TrustChain as regards of the number of participating institutions and required third party services.

14

ETSI TS 119 312 V1.1.1 (2014-11) – Electronic Signatures and Infrastructures (ESI);
Cryptographic Suites.
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6. Conclusion and further work
We have presented a possible solution relevant for the long-term preservation of
digitally signed documents. The proposed system is not an archival or digital
preservation system for the documents themselves, but rather a standalone system which works in concert with such systems in order to provide the ability to
reliably store information on the expiring digital signature validity (or the validity of signatures whose certification authorities no longer exist), without
having to trust any single institution. To achieve this goal, the blockchain technology can be relied upon. The proposed system relies on the involvement of a
group of trusted institutions that are interested in implementing such a system.
Once such a group is identified and the system is implemented, it can be made
available to any interested party. The single largest downside of the model is
that it only solves the problem for the documents with valid digital signatures. It
does not directly provide a solution for the existing documents whose certificates have already expired. These would need to be resigned before having their
records written into TrustChain, or a separate blockchain-based solution for
storing the validated signatures should be developed and connected to the
TrustChain solution.
The proposed model is a prototype and is one of a few possible solutions to the
problem of long-term preservation of digitally signed documents being currently pursued by the authors. Further research of this model will include consultation with archival institutions about their willingness to participate in such
a project, refining model details with regards to archival institutions’ needs,
publishing a full project whitepaper, development of a working prototype and
testing it in various recordkeeping and archival preservation situations.
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Summary
This article highlights the importance of preservation of spatial information, i.e.
information clearly connected to a geographic position, regardless of whether it
is a matter of GIS or CAD/BIM information. The author consider through his
review and compilation of texts, interviews and workshops that we have existing
tools for appraisal/selection, metadata and preservation formats that with minor additions are fully useful for creating a reliable digital continuum. The future work consists of – appraisal/selection and preservation – of spatial information and is extensive, and therefore the author believes the work should be
initiated with immediate effect.
Key words: Spatial information, preservation, BIM, GIS, Metadata

Introduction and background
As society grows more digital, and more and more of the necessary societal
sectors become increasingly information-dense and dependent on information, it
is more important than ever that research focuses on what is currently a vital
part of all businesses: information. It would make sense to assume that in information society there is a strategy for long-term information preservation and
future use. This applies to all societal sectors, but this article highlights its importance within the field of spatial information, i.e. information clearly connected to a geographic position, regardless of whether it is a matter of geographical information or CAD1 BIM2 information. The work towards a more
long-term preservation of spatial information is still in its infancy. Any difficulties are related to the complexity of the information; information objects often
have multiple connections to other information, and there are frequently various
types of file formats. Since the 1950s, international standards have been developed within the field of geographical information, which is what makes it possible to exchange geographical information today. For the past 20 years, several
countries have increased their efforts and together developed business concepts,
1

Computer-aided design (CAD) is the use of computer systems (or workstations) to aid in the
creation, modification, analysis, or optimization of a design. In Narayan, K. Lalit (2008).
2

BIM definitions in: Abbasnejad B, Moud H. 2013.
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information models, objects and formats for the transfer of geographical information.3 Today, Sweden has a national strategy for geographical information,
the purpose of which is to increase and facilitate collaboration within the field
of geographical information.4 In Europe, the strategy also includes the
implementation of the EC directive geographical information infrastructure
(INSPIRE), which is a European collaboration aiming to develop synchronized
national geographical information. The directive was adopted in 2007, the aim
of which was to develop a European geographical information infrastructure. It
is expected to be completed by 2019.5 Even if these discussions and projects are
aiming for a synchronized management of geographical information, it is still a
work in progress nationally and internationally. All businesses in all societal areas are struggling with the issue of a long-term strategy for the preservation of
information supply over time. Similarly, the process of developing strategies for
the coordination of CAD/BIM greatly increased during the last 5 years. BIM
comes from the world of CAD, and is connected to the introduction of 3D technology. Since 2012 there is an ISO standard, or rather a technical specification –
ISO/TS 12911:2012 Framework for Building Information Modelling (BIM)
guidance – which includes a definition of the framework for the development of
guidance for building information modelling (BIM). The standard is applicable
to the development of guidelines for the modelling of buildings and structures
of all scales, for groups including several structures as well as single parts of a
structure.6
BIM is a model that is not only used by architects and constructional engineers
to draw buildings. It can also be used for all types of structures, i.e. also roads,
bridges and all sorts of land. BIM can be used to digitally develop one or more
virtual and precise models of an object. It can be used as a support through all
design stages and facilitates analysis and control, compared to manual processes. When these computer-generated models are complete, they include the
exact geometry and information needed for design, production and purchase activities, through which the building comes into being. But the important part is
really the information – the creation of a shared information model and a set of
rules and regulations for the exchange of the model or parts of it. Selected parts
of this information will accompany the object’s management period for perhaps
hundreds of years. In the US, home of what is perhaps the most developed construction industry, more than 70 percent of companies were already using BIM
by 2012.7 Strongly contributing to this interest is that, basically, everyone prof3

http://e2.relationbrand.com/stanli/_Nyhetsbrev-Nyhetsbrev_Nr_7_Oktober_2004/mail.html

4

https://www.geodata.se/upload/dokument/strategi/geodatastrategi_2012.pdf. Retrieved 2017-03-11

5

Bartha, G., & Kocsis, S. 2011.

6

Keenliside, S., & Beange, M. 2016.

7

Dodge Data & Analytics, 2013
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its from its introduction – public administration as well as the construction industry. In England, the government expects a 20-30 percent reduction of administration costs for buildings as a result.8 All over the world efforts have increased, and a number of national strategies have been developed.9 In the last 10
years, a number of projects world-wide have dealt with the issue of preservation, but it has not had any profound effect on everyday work in most areas of
business.10

Purpose
An overall aim of this article is to compile a state of the art of the knowledge we
have, for further work within the ISERV-project11 and the subproject that studies the management of information in large infrastructure projects (road, rail,
bridges, etc.). Specifically, this article will contribute with knowledge of and
answers to the following questions:
 What principles of appraisal and selection are in place?
 What preservation formats are available for information objects and
metadata?
At the same time, the result will help to develop a digital continuity model for
managing spatial data in Sweden over time.

Problems
Currently, management of spatial information is an important part in a large
number of businesses both producing and administrating information. It is a
matter of databases that are purely spatial that are used in connection which all
types of planning – in centralized management, energy, environment, town
planning, school, care, etc. All organizations dealing with location-bound infrastructure, service and care in e.g. a municipal area need access to spatial information. But there are also many administrations who produce a great deal of

8
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE), Building and Construction
Productivity Partnership. http://www.buildingvalue.co.nz/sites/default/files/Productivity-Benefitsof-BIM.pdf. Retrieved 2016-12-10
9

New Zealand issued a national handbook in BIM in summer 2014; Australia 2012,
buildingSMART Australasia, http://buildingsmart.org.au/advocacy/the-national-bim-initiativenbi/#.WR_8_VPyjGI. Retrieved 2017-03-10
10

Shaon, A et al (2011)

11

The purpose of the ISERV-project is to develop prerequisites of the development of e-services
and archival practices. The project is coordinated by a research group at Mid Sweden University
and will also be carried out with participants of the Västernorrland region The project focuses on
the capturing, managing and reuse of information within organizations. https://www.miun.se/
iserv/.
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data – data that then remains on respective administration.12 This means that the
quality and format of the spatial information could vary. Because the technical
administrations/functions of an authority have been early adopters of the digital
tools, processing has often been digital for decades, while the formal decision
documents have been printed and archived. For the last few years, some authorities have also expanded functionality and added the option of an e-archive.
There is frequently a connection to a business system. Because few authorities
have developed central e-archive solutions, it means that the authorities are running a risk of major interoperability problems in the future, as well as difficulties developing integrated and complete analysis and planning based on the information the authority as a whole has at its disposal. In a study, we have highlighted the problem areas that the authorities consider most urgent to deal with
when it comes to spatial information:
 Lack of general coordination – fragmented and inaccessible information
making any attempt of a comprehensive analysis difficult.
 Lack of reliable metadata and “working databases” that can sometimes be
a cause for uncertainty and/or situations of legal doubt, where information on paper and digital material has not been synchronized.
 Lack of long-term preservation strategies. The growing volumes of spatial information require carefully prepared decisions in terms of what to
preserve and how it should be preserved.
 Lack of guidelines for which information objects/storages that must,
should, or can be preserved – suggestions for selection and priority are
also connected to the development of specification for the information
package arranged by the National Archives (so-called FGS).
 Inadequate information models that also include aspects of preservation
(and information security aspects) within the field of spatial information.
 Lack of appropriate format for the long-term information supply.13
The lack of general strategies dealing with the long-term preservation of spatial
information could have consequences directly affecting citizens’ right to information in the long term. It also counteracts current investments in the digitalization of Swedish e-government data in general. Spatial information is an important part of the everyday work of government services – if it is not satisfactorily preserved it will affect other information collected. A very real example
of this is when those in charge of spatial information at Stockholm County
Council are no longer able to follow the current geographic growth of the city
and analyse growth in connection to the health of the citizens – there is no information for the last 30-40 years.14
12

Inspire 2013: Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe Member State Report: Sweden,
2010-2012

13

Samuelsson, G & Svärd, P 2011

14

http://folkhalsoguiden.se/amnesomraden/folkhalsoarbete/statistik/folkhalsa-pa-karta/
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Method
Due to the nature of the study, methods with a mixed approach have been used,
consisting of literature review, workshops, interviews and questionnaire. The
literature review is used to map the research problems in previous studies/texts
on GIS/BIM and information management. This review leads to the identification of the state of art and also eventually the research gap. In connection with
formulating the problem, we carried out a questionnaire, primarily aimed at coordinators and producers of geographical information. We have also carried out
a couple of workshops and semi-structure interviews of users of spatial information.

Result
In this section, we aim to compile the parts of the information on GIS/BIM and
preservation, which we gathered through the literature review, the questionnaire
and interviews / workshop. It can be considered an attempt to analyse and use
what is already known to compile a basis for a continuity plan/model15 and a
more operative checklist.
Standardization is always a work in progress, connected to the group working
on all geographical information standards in ISO (ISO/TC 211 – Geographic information/Geomatics), aiming to develop a standard specifically for the preservation of geographical information “Standard for the Preservation of Geospatial
Data and Metadata: ISO 19165”. The group will have to carry on working for
some time yet, before being able to deliver something substantial that can be
used by any authority. While the standard will be adapted and based on the
OAIS standard, it does not seem to take the records or business standard ISO
15489, nor the metadata standard ISO 2308, into consideration.16
Our compilation has received the following subheadings:
 Appraisal, Retaining and Disposing of information
 Metadata
 File format/database format
Appraisal, Retaining and Disposing of information
Spatial information is information originating from some type of activity, which
is why this type of material, in the formal archive sense, does not differ from
social acts, building permits, municipality board minutes, etc. This means that
just like with other information flows, it is necessary to map out the processes
generating the information (See Fig 1). The easiest way of doing it is to follow
activities in connection to a business analysis, as described in DIRKS (Design-

15

MacLean, Margaret; Davis, Ben H (eds) 1999

16

Kresse, W m.fl 2015.
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ing and Implementing Record Keeping Systems) and in ISO 15489.17 When it
comes to information appraisal, “Guidance for process-oriented information
mapping” by Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB) and the National Archives is a good support.18 Record planning includes a number of activities
aimed at determining what business information and types of documents can be
found in the organization’s business processes – and how they should be handled during their lifetime. The latter is described in further detail in the final
step Archival description, the content of which is primarily based on RA-FS
2008:4.19 The appraisal process takes its starting point in the Archives Act and
its portal sections, the needs of your own business and an analysis of other societal needs.20

Figure 1. Business processes analysis
Metadata
For all types of information, the importance of metadata is increasing. The more
frequent our migration, use and distribution of information, the more important
accurate metadata becomes. In the archival context, the standards ISO 2308117

https://www.records.nsw.gov.au/recordkeeping/advice/dirks/methodology. See also Sahlén, T
2016.
18

Riksarkivet 2012: Guidance for process-oriented information mapping. Retrieved 2017-05-01.

19

National Archive Sweden (2008): Föreskrifter om verksamhetsbaserad arkivredovisning (RAFS 2008:4) https://riksarkivet.se/rafs?pdf=rafs/RA-FS%202008-04.pdf. Retrieved 2017-04-30

20

The major laws and regulations that affect recordkeeping practice of Swedish public
organisations are: The Freedom of the Press Act SFS 1949:105; The Public Access to Information
and Secrecy Act SFS 2009:4001; The Administrative Procedure Act SFS 1986:223; The Archives
Act SFS 1990:782; The Personal Data Act SFS 1998:204; The Public Sector Information Act SFS
2010:566; The National Archives Regulations ‘RA-FS
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1:2006 and ISO 23081-2:2009 emphasize connections and context, rather than
more general standards, which also applies to spatial information. This means
that to use the industry standard in an archival project on spatial information is
desirable, which in our case agrees with the European Collaboration INSPIRE.
The list below is a selection of the items found in the national metadata profile.21
 Name – What is the official name of the document? map, photo of location 2012, building area etc.
 Description – A few lines describing the document, to help the receiver to
interpret it. Do add a few descriptive pictures and links to any additional
sources for those interested in finding out more if possible.
 Type – Is it e.g. lines, polygons, dot patterns, point clouds or text files?
 File format – E.g. SHP, DWG, TIFF, ICF .
 Collection method – What methods were used to put together the document? E.g. flight data, image interpretation, basic inventory etc.
 Quality – Describe the quality. How close are the points of measurement?
Flying altitude? Sources of error?
 Geographical boundaries – Does it, for example, cover all of the municipality or 100 m on each side of a road?
 Other – A free text field to add that which doesn’t quite fit elsewhere. Is
there anything else the user needs to know? Maybe the eastern part of the
area has not been updated the same way as the other parts? Maybe some
objects have the incorrect height value z=0, when really was no information about height? That is information that could be entered here.
 Urgency – When was it created? And for how long was the layer maintained/updated?
 Delivery date
 Person in charge – Name and contact information of the person in
charge.
This list should be added with more traditional archival metadata describing the
aim and context of the information created according to ISO 23081 and the
framework found in PREMIS.22 Metadata Model ISO 23081 is for authoritative
forms of transaction and has a recordkeeping focusses on the relationships between business activities, the people involved in them and the records that are
produced from and by them.23 A proposal is that this model (Fig.2) gets an interchangeable optional part. The BIM models describe object and many infor21

Swedish Standards Institute (SIS): Geodata – Nationell metadataprofil – Specifikation och
vägledning –SS-EN ISO 19115:2005-geodata.se Version 3.1.1

22

http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/. Preservation Metadata is the international standard for
metadata to support the preservation of digital objects and ensure their long-term usability.
23

Sue McKemmish, Glenda Acland, and Barbara Reed, (2000).
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GML is short for Geogrraphy Markup Language (GM
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ML structure thhat the Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC) has develooped to describee geographical elements.
Danish National
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anvisning_22016.pdf
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question to a more dedicated ”archival server” and start working on developing
a delivery/export feature, making constant transfer of spatial information in
XML/GML possible from a number of different business processes to the e-archive/archival server. The Danish National Archives have also participated in
the European Project E-AR, which have worked with preservation and use of
geodata.26 In the fall of 2017, the first more dedicated standard for the preservation of geodata will also be launched – ISO Standard for the Preservation of
Geospatial Data and Metadata: ISO 19165. It will be synchronized with the
OAIS model but will still require a lot of work of the business. When it comes
to CAD/BIM formats, there are still different voices – some advocate that you
must have at least a few different formats depending on the information objects
and purpose27. However, the dominant view is that the IFC 28 format with
continuous updating is more than enough to preserve information over time and
create good conditions for interoperability both now and in the future. The project that worked the most with BIM and preservation is – DURAARK, which
stands for "Durable Architectural Knowledge", which has produced a report on
how to work with preservation and complex BIM-models.29

Conclusion
The interpretation, which can be drawn today, is that we, without major problems, should start the tangible work that is currently needed to be carried out
with appraisal and preservation – of spatial information. This should be initiated
with immediate effect. We have sufficient tools in the form of appraisal and
business analysis and preservation format to begin a systematic archiving of
spatial information.
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Summary
The author discusses what has to be taken into account when designing or upgrading digital archives today. After specifying standards associated with archival functions, this article brings preliminary communication related to upgrading of digital archival system implemented in the Agency for Medicinal
Products and Medical Devices in Croatia.
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Introduction
There are numerous organisations which have running systems for management
of digital records and which are archiving their digital content. Many systems
were developed according to Open Archival Information System (OAIS) reference specification,1 using its information model and implementing all or several
of its functions. However, implementing just one standard and ignoring other
affiliated standards2 leads to archiving capability fixed to an original digital
environment. This misses the point of OAIS concept and its preservation function. In order to facilitate technology-independent long-term preservation function, as well as transfer and exporting to other and future environments, digital
archiving should be harmonised with producer-archives interface methodology
and functional and system-based archival standards. Digital records and their
associated metadata are constantly evolving. Export of content should correspond to one or several metadata and packaging standards.
Most recent archival standards should be included in designs of new systems or
in upgrade plans for existing archives. Organisations should fine-tune OAIS
functions in previously developed OAIS-compliant digital archives so they
1

ISO 14721:2012 Space data and information transfer systems – Open archival information
system – Reference model

2

ISO 20104:2015, ISO 20652:2006, ISO 13527:2010, ISO 16363:2012
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could support transfer projects to other OAIS environments. Some examples are
transfers from public creators’ digital archives to principal archival authorities’
repositories, as well as other acquisitions performed by archival authorities.

DAIS analysis, findings and plans for the future
Digital Archival Information System is the digital archival system implemented
in the Agency for Medicinal Products and Medical Devices (Zagreb, Croatia)
during EU-funded IPA project “Preparations for eCTD and Implementation of
DAIS” (9.2013-11.2014).3 Digital Archival Information System (DAIS) was developed according to OAIS information and functional models. Generic interoperability methods were added to DAIS in its EU-financed development
phase in order to enable its communication with existing business applications.
During annual upgrades between 2015 and 2017, or the second phase of upgrading software, system integration was reinforced by refining generic methods or creating additional methods and additional workflows. DAIS was connected with archival management system so it could enable archiving and archival description of digitised and digitally-born records; connected with DPU
Scan Xino internal digitisation system; Quality management system etc. Implementation of internal digitisation in the Agency was done according to authenticity related requirement that included adding identity and integrity
metadata and excluded software interpolation from the digitisation process. Archiving of digitally-born records in DAIS comes down to the declaration of a
document as a record and its protection by the IBM FileNet Enterprise Records
component, placing a record into the structure of creators’ fonds and adding
ISAD (G) archival description by the archival management system.4 Digitised
records as archival information packages (AIPs) have their preservation description information metadata set up to be the properties of their content and
AIPs are being additionally described in an archival sense in the same manner
as conventional paper records. The archival description used in the Agency is
based on ISAD (G) and ISAAR (CPF)5 standards so it can be formatted as EAD
XML finding aid.6 Archived digitised records and digitally-born records are
3

This project was financed by the European Union. The Agency for Medicinal Products and
Medical Devices was the beneficiary of the Instrument for Pre-accession Assistance (IPA)
programme. The project was implemented by Ericsson Nikola Tesla and AAM Management
Information Consulting (author of this article was project manager for the beneficiary).
4

ISAD (G): General International Standard Archival Description, 2nd ed., 2000. The Agency for
Medicinal Products and Medical Devices is aware of changes in archival description. At this
stage, the Agency is observing the development of the Records in Contexts standard.

5

ISAAR (CPF): International Standard Archival Authority Record for Corporate Bodies, Persons
and Families, 2nd ed. Ottawa, 2004.

6

Besides archival description functionality, application “Centrix Pismohrana” or archival
management system developed by IT company Omega Software has some additional and
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also being transferred from the active storage to the archival storage. Ingest
function, developed in the framework of migration and ingest module of DAIS
in the first phase, was automated for internally digitised records in the second
software upgrade phase. Export function and preparations for transfer process
were developed in the second phase. Export from DAIS is initiated by the archival management application, but the outcome is not harmonised with most
recent standards. For the upcoming phase or cycle of DAIS upgrading, related
to export and transfer functionalities, it is planned to keep the existing workflow
and to adjust information packages or the outcome of this workflow to most recent standards.7
Further improvement should be done toward usage of metadata standards like
Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS). METS is XML container for descriptive and administrative metadata, metadata about file groups,
package structural map and associated executable behaviours. In its descriptive
and administrative sections, it may contain pointers to external metadata. Harmonisation with METS could be done on a level of export of packages as their
associated description – in other words, it should be possible to export AIPs as
groups of digital objects with METS XML metadata.
DAIS system should be tested against ISO 16363 requirements by using customised self-auditing questionnaire. Harmonisation with ISO 16363 requires at
least partial implementation of PAIMAS, PAIS and XFDU. PAIMAS is Producer-archives interface methodology abstract standard aiming to define relationships between producer and the archives or producer’s archives and archival
authority or any secondary archival environment in our case. It covers OAIS
administration and ingest functions in parts of negotiating submission agreement and ingesting submissions. The PAIMAS process consists of four phases:
preliminary phase, with feasibility checks, formal definition phase, which is
further elaborated in PAIS standard, transfer phase and validation of submission
information packages (SIPs) phase. SIPs – taken from the perspective of public
archives as something submitted to public archives – are defined precisely according to PAIS standard. PAIS process consists of the creation of abstract SIP
model, the creation of SIP model related to particular producer – public archives
transfer project, the creation of SIPs and their transfer and validation. PAIS defines which data and metadata should be provided to archives and in which order. SIPs implementation is supported by using XFDU as packaging standard.
(XFDU remained linked mostly to space agencies’ domain to a greater extent
customised functionalities linked to archival description and description of a creator, e.g.
computer generation of EAD-formatted finding summary inventory. Please see references, Rajh
2016.
7

Team for this upgrade project will be assembled by of the archival unit and IT unit of the
Agency for Medicinal Products and Medical Devices and Ericsson Nikola Tesla’s solution
manager, developers and testers.
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than other standards from OAIS family.) Besides the OAIS itself, the other
standards from OAIS series should be implemented in the Agency for Medicinal Products and Medical Devices on the level of packages because the exportfor-transfer function was already built in DAIS and it is feasible to modify its
output.
Besides harmonisation with ISO 16363 standard, with the holistic approach at
the system level, PREMIS standard should be implemented on the same level,
by defining repository entities in the organisation.8 After that, PREMIS should
be implemented on the object level, by embedding PREMIS metadata into
XML (e.g. METS XML). The Agency should define its PREMIS entities and
their properties. The Agency’s intellectual entities as single units would include
case files, dossiers, databases and books. The Agency’s stored objects would
include representations and files. Agents, rights and events should be defined in
the Agency’s archival management manual also. At the end, this will enable additional self-auditing of adherence of DAIS to PREMIS requirements.
Table 1: Digital archive's lifecycle on the example of the Agency for Medicinal
Products and Medical Devices
Lifecycle phase
1st phase – development
of system and system
customisation
2nd phase – upgrade of
software modules and
functions
3rd phase – upgrade of
system

Implementation
development of digital archives based
on OAIS standard; establishing
communications with existing IT
islands; management of archived
digital records
strengthening communication and
interoperability with IT applications;
building new linked systems and
workflows
fine-tuning of OAIS functions and
harmonisation with additional
archival standards; management of
archived authenticated digital records

Quality measure
system level:
OAIS,
content level: PDF/A
software modules level,
e.g. forensic quality of
digitisation process
system level: PAIMAS,
PAIS, XFDU, METS,
PDF/A, blockchain
technology

DAIS’s preservation planning and archival storage functions are facilitated with
an automated conversion of declared textual records into PDF/A-1b file format
by using particular software. In order to enhance these OAIS functions, it will
be necessary to develop internal LTP procedure for conversion from existing
archival file formats to archival file formats of next generations.
Besides OAIS ecosystem upgrade requirement, the examined records creator is
using electronic signature solution valid only for internal purposes. It will be
necessary to adopt the present-day “non-paper” concept of authenticity in the
digital environment and to implement a solution which will be easier to maintain and which will be valid outside Agency’s boundaries. Regarding obtaining
8

PREMIS Data Dictionary for Preservation Metadata, http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/
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authenticity of records for the long-term, a substitute of original e-signatures by
blockchain technology should be considered.9

Conclusion
Digital archives have their lifecycle as any software and hardware do and upgrades on the level of their parts (modules) or entire systems should be anticipated. Croatian Agency for Medicinal Products and Medical Devices carried out
several upgrade 2nd phase projects (Table 1) on system modules and functions
level after finishing system development. It is very important to plan long-term
preservation procedures related to internal conversions/migrations and transfers
to external environments, as digital objects and their storage or digital archives
are becoming technologically obsolete legacy systems. To be able to move organisational content to tomorrow’s digital archives, it is necessary to plan transfer projects according to additional OAIS standards and other archival standards. Preservation cycles should, therefore, include projects in one OAIS system
and transfers of packages between different OAIS-compliant systems. Although
it is expected to use current technologies for archives management, the goal is
to go beyond these technologies and to focus on the preservation function.

Figure 1: Digital content preservation cycles – a view through OAIS glasses

9

Among other choices, please see Blanchette (2006) and Stančić (2016) from references.
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Summary
This paper presents an ongoing case study within the ISERV research project at
Mid Sweden University, examining the process of changes in the records management process when paper-based turns digital and also examining the challenges in the change within the profession of the archival domain. The findings
of this study will contribute to an understanding of the creation of sustainable eservices where the information will continue to be usable, with an archival requirement perspective over time.
Key words: digital records management, digital preservation, e-services, ISO
15489, ISO 40100, usability, accessibility

Introduction
E-government facilitates administration, making it more efficient, open, and
more comfortable for both citizens as well as organizations. The EU eGovernment action plan 2016-2020 is accelerating the digital transformation of governments by suggesting principles with the purpose to coordinate the modernization of the new digital government, and to “modernize public administration,
achieve cross-border interoperability and facilitate easy interaction with citizens”1.
Within Sweden, governments and municipalities endeavor to create and implement an efficient electronic government in order to provide public services to
citizens and to create a digital records management. Along the rapid ongoing
technical development and the continuing demand of service and use and reuse
of information the development of e-services and e-archives is increasing. In the
digital agenda of Sweden, one challenge is to have a digital records management that supports the organizations, but also a records management that includes the archival requirements. Nevertheless, e-services created today that in1

European Commission (2016) p. 4
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clude, or will include, the profession of archivists or other specialists within the
information domain are seldom created by the archivists themselves. Users, external and internal, of e-services are often elucidated as well as usability issues
regarding the design of public e-services but rarely the accessibility and preservation of the information that these new e-services will handle.2
Changing from paper-based records management towards a digital records
management creates challenges and also a changing role of the archivist or other
information professionals in preserving the evidential value. The changing role
also includes making access for present and future use when moving from the
role of a guardian to actively intervene in the records creation process and
shaping the collective and social memory.3
This ongoing case study is examining e-services created today with a usability
and preservation perspective and also the new active role of information professionals. The process that will be studied is a new e-service that will be created
by The Swedish Companies Registration Office (Bolagsverket) and focuses on
managing digital financial information, in this case annual reports. By using the
standard XBRL (ISO 40100), the former paper-based process of annual reports
will turn digital. This is an initial study, and a part of the ISERV research project4, in examining the domain of e-services and will contribute to the creation
of e-services with e-archive requirements.

Research problem and questions
New decisions regarding implementation of new techniques or new standards
set demands on both current and future records management and records
(re)usability.
The process of annual reports is today paper-based where different types of information in a variety of formats are submitted, controlled, scanned, and preserved. This process is to be computerized through a digital service. Examining
the process of how this digital service will function in an authority which will
create the digital service, and also examining the users of this service, will provide an ecological and representative case study where we gain insight in the
construction of e-services. It is also relevant to examine the profession of the
archival domain when the work process is changing.

2

Goldkuhl G, Röstlinger, A (2010)

3

Millar (2010)

4

The main goal of ISERV research project is to develop prerequisites of the development of eservices and archival practices. The project is coordinated by the a research group at Mid Sweden
University and will also be carried out with participants of the Västernorrland region The project
focuses on the capturing, managing and reuse of information within organizations. https://www.
miun.se/iserv/
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The primary research questions are the following:
 How is usability and preservation considered when paper-based records
management turns digital?
 What does the use of new e-services implicate to the long term records
management at The Swedish Companies Registration Office (Bolagsverket)?
 How is the role of information professionals affected?
Limited companies are obligated to annually report to The Swedish Companies
Registration Office according to the annual accounts act (1995:2554). These reports include directors’ reports, profit-and-loss accounts, balance sheets, and
notes.5 An annual report is therefore not only one document and retaining a
complete chain of information is relevant.
It is also relevant that the aggregation of records of an organization meet the
recordkeeping requirements in order to provide links between records, i.e.,
meaning and evidence. A record’s authenticity, integrity, and understandability
derives from its relationships with other records, i.e., the aggregation of records.6 Within the records management context, the international standard
15489-1:2016 provides guidelines to “ensure that authoritative evidence of
business is created, captured, managed and made accessible to those who need
it, for as long as it is required”.7 The standard sets out requirements for records
which are requirements for evidence of business activity. These records requirements are context-dependent, and may pertain to any records process, may
apply to whole functions, industries or jurisdictions, and should be linked to
particular functions, activities or work processes. According to the standard the
processes for creating, capturing and managing records should be integrated to
procedures, records systems and should be supported by policies. For ensuring
continuing usability it is suggested in the standard to prepare a plan to enable
continuing access and usability.

Research design
The design for this study is a qualitative case study consisting of semi structured
interviews with key personnel at The Swedish Companies Registration Office
with the purpose of collecting data of the process of the annual reports. Interviews with two limited company will also be carried out in order to gain
knowledge regarding the work process, how and which information is structured when these annual reports is transferred to the Swedish Companies Registration Office. Today, limited companies prints, signs, and posts their annual
reports to the Swedish Companies Registration Office. It is relevant to study the
5

Annual accounts act (1995:2554)

6

Hofman (2005)

7

ISO 15489 (2016) p. VI
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The continuum model can be used as a supporting process when evaluating and
exploring the different steps in the recordkeeping process at The Swedish Companies Registration Office today and after the implementation of the digital service.
Records continuum thinking and practice has brought records managers and archivists under a “recordkeeping umbrella”. It has focused on unifying and multiplying purposes and frameworks for accountable recordkeeping which may
enable access to useable evidence of social and business activity. A records
continuum approach enables partnerships with stakeholders in business and information domain. Previous collaborative partnership with records managers,
archivists and standard setters resulted in standard development. There is an interest of collaboration with IT professionals, archivists, records managers, system managers or other stakeholders in order to develop coherent information architecture and metadata structures.9

Preliminary results
Results of this ongoing case study suggest that e-services created today need to
be efficient, accessible, and reusable. It indicates a more dynamic and continuing records management that is opened and advocates reusability. When examining this digital service at The Swedish Companies Registration Office, which
has a well-established and structured process in managing paper-based annual
reports, it will open up for new ways to analyze and measure processes and records.
A preliminary observation regarding the profession of information professionals
that handles, and will handle the information of the annual report through the eservice indicates a need of intern education regarding the understanding and development of e.g. metadata and making data searchable and accessible. It indicates that the profession of the archival domain can contribute with a proactive
and holistic approach. In the context of the digital agenda and the modernization
of the new digital government the ISERV research project will elucidate not
only the practical way when developing new e-services and the active role of
the archive profession but also whether archival principles do in fact apply.

9

McKemmish, 1997
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Summary
The article discusses the necessity of providing archival support to creators of
personal archives. The authors state the need to overcome the fragmentation of
contemporary personal fonds, bind together overall personal content and facilitate long-term preservation. The article focuses on the preliminary communication of personal digital archiving requirements and presents the development
of the prototype software product.
Key words: Personal Digital Archiving (PDA), digital legacy, prototyping

Introduction
Personal archives or fonds are entireties of records created and accumulated by
individuals during their lives. They appear to have distinct qualities compared
to other types of archives because the transactional value of the records is not
their prevalent value (Hobbs 2001, 128). According to Hobbs, personal archives
are “archives of character” and they are “documenting our complex inner humanity“ (Hobbs 2001, 135). The same definition should also relate to personal
digital archives.
“[T]hey accumulate as the person goes about his or her own private work and
life’s activities and are ordered (or not) to suit the individual’s proclivities and
needs.” (Eastwood 2016, 19). Contemporary digital personal archives,1 in the
1

“The term ‘personal digital archiving’ refers to how individuals manage or keep track of their
digital files, where they store them, and how these files are described and organised. People keep
personal archives for reasons that may be simultaneously sentimental, practical, and even accidental.”, Redwine, G. ibid. Furthermore, “There is an emerging scholarly discipline, personal in-
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majority of instances, will hardly end in public archives where they would be
arranged and kept according to the professional standards. Even with the best
will in the world, the accumulation of digital personal records and content surpasses the capacities of professional processing in archival institutions. Personal
archives will not be structured and arranged by archivists and there is a considerable risk of loss of their content. Today it is recognised that public institutions
are creating just a part of future memory and that private records creators accumulate socially and culturally relevant archival materials too. This adds severity
to the risk of continuously losing potentially valuable archival holdings.2
Personal archives have particular ingest policy, organisation, structure and a
notion of value. They are also different from institutional papers concerning the
transfer to archival institutions and their processing. Maybe it’s time to change
our approach to personal archives – if they are different from the typical archives that archival professionals process in the archival institutions, and if their
accessions to archival institutions are not likely to happen. Preserving potentially valuable archival holdings should be the main drive for archivists to intervene and assist individuals in their preservation efforts. “The archival profession needs to concentrate on developing new mechanisms for education the
public about how to care for their personal and family archives” (Cox 2009,
107). Because of large production of personal materials, we propose an additional way to do it – with a help of ICT tools with built-in professional
knowledge. This proposal is in line with contemporary archival mission. There
are a number of tools for content creation, capturing, storing, sharing and recycling available to individuals. However, there is a lack of tools which might ensure content cohesion - tools for gluing records together, gluing provenance to
the content and for organizing records and saving their interpretative potential
for the future. Provenance refers to the archival principle of separating material
of different origins (and grouping material of the same origin).
Archival tools for the organisation of personal fonds are unavailable to personal
records creators (end users). This leaves personal accumulations unstructured,
formation management, archivists need to begin both to dig into and to influence (and there is
probably a natural connection to the other emerging area, digital curation).”, Cox, R. J. Digital
Curation and the Citizen Archivist. //: Digital Curation: Practice, Promises & Prospects. Uni. of
North Carolina, 2009, p. 108.
2

More creators archive their records than in the past and creators of personal archives are included in social power dynamics. Their small narratives and records could become important in
the future for seeing the bigger social picture. That is the reason why archival profession should
proactively offer methodologies and tools for assembling of personal archives. If personal archives are better organised and arranged, it will be easier to use the legacy of their creators in the
case of acquisitions in the future. After all, “the more control an individual has over their personal
archives, the greater their ability to save only what they intend”, Redwine, Gabriella. Personal
Digital Archiving. DCP Technology Watch Report 15-01, December 2015, Digital Preservation
Coalition, http://dx.doi.org/10.7207/twr15-01 (accessed January 2017), p.2.
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provenance links decaying and content scattered. Our research questions are
linked to the quality of emerging tools for personal digital archiving (PDA) and
to characteristics of personal archives:
1. How to create personal digital archives today? More exactly, what kind
of user and professional archival requirements should PDA tools support
in order to facilitate personal digital archiving and to mitigate the risk of
losing personal content?
2. What is the purpose of creating personal archives? What characteristics
should contemporary PDA tools and personal archives have in order to
promote that purpose?

From PDA requirements to PDA model and prototype
To answer the first set of research questions we analysed and divided user and
professional requirements to those that address long-term preservation of content and those that address content accumulation. After requirements analysis,
we proposed mechanisms for their implementation in two stages: on a conceptual level of model and on the functional level of actual prototype tool. We are
at the stage of developing the prototype now and we are preparing it as open
source software and commercial SaaS solution. Later in this article, we will
show use cases which will be covered by our prototype and which should also,
in our opinion, be covered by other potential ICT solutions.
In Table 1 we have listed the requirements that PDA software model and the
prototype should satisfy. These requirements are central problems that PDA
conceptual model and tool should solve; implementation mechanisms on the
model level are functional solutions to the stated problems and implementation
mechanisms on prototype level are software functions. We are using the methods from Table 1 for the development of the prototype.
The first content-related requirement (IA) deals with the usage of various cloud
file hosting services and mail solutions. The personal digital archiving solution
should be able to serve as the portal or central point of access to personal content stored in various environments (e.g. digital repositories, mail services, social media platforms, professional and scientific social networking sites, shared
content). We imagine digital personal fonds3 as portals – this is based on the
idea of fonds as intellectual constructs or conceptual aggregations in archival
theories of Barr, Cook and Yeo (Barr 1988; Cook 1993; Yeo 2012). Creators
should be able to have access to their records and have them readable and usable over the long term. Creators’ records include files of various file formats,

3

Fonds – “[t]he entire body of records of an organization, family, or individual that have been
created and accumulated”, Glossary of archival and records terminology, https://www2.archivists.
org/glossary/terms/f/fonds (accessed 26/7/2017)
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e.g. textual formats, image formats, multimedia container formats.4 Content
LTP requirement (IB) presumes proactive monitoring of the content. Although
certain qualities of the content should be assured before archiving, in the act of
creation of the content, a tool for personal digital archiving should monitor the
targeted properties and enable the creator to act at the right time. PDA prototype
was not intended to be used for conversion of file formats – our viewpoint is to
use functionalities and tools already developed by other IT companies and to
focus on archival issues.
Table 1: Methods used for functional model and prototype of proposed PDA
solution
Requirements

Model level implementation –
concepts

I

Requirements related to digital content

A

Provide access
to personal
content
Content longterm preservation (LTP)

B

Portal that enables a central access
point for selection and processing of
content for personal fonds
Relying on OAIS and related
standards for monitoring all content
and export of information packages

Prototype level implementation –
functions

Add account function for the integration with various software solutions
by using open web services
Analyze&report function;
Export function

II

Requirements related to aggregation of digital content

A

Establish virtual
provenance of
fonds
Facilitate
interpretative
potential of
fonds

B

Binding all selected content into the
personal fonds by using the pre-set
structure
Relying on archival professional
standards for description,
formatting standards, cognitive
services for indexing, linked data
and semantic web for selected
descriptions

Select units for my fonds function;
Create/update my fonds function
Add archival description function
(with advanced features, e.g. linking
with cognitive services for photos in
the fonds);
Make selected description available
function

Besides these two content-oriented requirements (IA, IB), there are two requirements linked to content accumulation or fonds (IIA, IIB). Binding widespread content into personal fonds (IIA) is the central concept around which our
PDA tool should be built. The tool should propose the structure of personal
fonds to end user and the placement of the archived item in the structure. User
modifications of the structure should be allowed because there are differences
between various personal fonds and the final structure depends on many factors
related to creator and material. The archival description should be added (IIB)
for the purposes of taking intellectual control of the content, for retrieval and for
4

The technical registry PRONOM, accessed 25/7/2017 https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/
aboutapps/PRONOM/default.htm
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preservation. It should be possible to track identity, integrity and captured context(s) of creator’s records. We are considering using cognitive services could
for additional content analysis and indexing. All of this brings us back to the
second set of research questions which is about a purpose – or purposes – of
personal archives. Records creator creates personal fonds to keep his or her records and contents together, to keep personal memories and evidence.5 This purpose is expected. However, although personal archives are relatively isolated
from the environment, archives, in general, show a tension between availability
and unavailability. Openness for usage is, of course, closer concept to public
records creators' holdings. But it is linked with any accumulation of memories.
To some extent sharing of selected content of personal archives is similar to the
writing of “personal” memoir writing or diaries.6 Any writing is supposed to be
read; not just by the author; it is something fused with its very existence. The
perplexing situation with archived items of personal provenance resembles the
situation with autobiographical prose; they want to be found. So, this secondary
purpose is something linked with the desire to participate in wider social
memory. Sometimes records creators want to be present in a society and want to
contribute, promote him or herself, provide or add something related to his or
her point of view. In the end, a local historian would be very glad to retrieve
and to access photographs or other evidence of locally significant historical
event taken and provided by private records creator. We have considered this
second purpose also in the course of prototyping. That is why we have designed
characteristics that contemporary personal archives need to enable participation
in the shaping of the new archival landscape of tomorrow. It could also be convenient for accruals of material into an existing personal archive or for sharing
archived items with family members who live apart (which could lead personal
records creators to the creation of virtual family archives). Providing access to
selected descriptions and then to photographs, videos and other records, could
be facilitated by using linked data and semantic web concepts. Appropriate archival description assures interpretative potential of the fonds and enables
preservation of personal heritage for future use by the creators or his or her
heirs. It’s like sharing action… but with archival qualities.

5

“With the proliferation of networked information and communication technologies (ICTs), the
definition of personal archives has expanded to include the collections of potentially any individual with an archival impulse to document his or her life.”, Acker, Amelia; Brubaker, Jed R.
Death, Memorialization, and Social Media: A Platform Perspective for Personal Archives. //
Archivaria 77 (2014), p.3.

6

Please see the example taken from a contemporary website called Public Diaries. This service
hosts private and public diaries. Many authors decide to make their diaries openly accessible,
https://www.my-diary.org/surf/ (accessed 26/7/2017).
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Having both sets of research questions in mind, we decided to cover and automatize PDA use cases of personal fonds creation (creation and arrangement of
archival information packages and archival units, creation of descriptions)
1. intended participation in wider memory with selected materials
2. preparation for preservation of information packages with the export
function
We think that PDA tools, in general, should implement these fundamental use
cases. The desirable contemporary PDA tool should be easy to use and it should
reflect the smart integration of ICT and professional knowledge into daily life.
Based on this analysis of requirements and these use cases, we7 are creating the
prototype of PDA solution called “Legacy Sky”8 which will enable building
personal fonds and preservation of personal digital legacy. PDA tools in general
should solve the problem of dispersing storage and facilitate access to digital
content stored on any digital repository. It should help users to preserve their
digital content and targeted properties of the content. It should help users to organise their content. In one sentence, the tool should bind the content scattered
through various spaces and add archival structure and description. From that
point onwards, content takes the form of personal fonds. It can be preserved as a
coherent unit from that point on. Storage and access to content, as well as
preservation issues, are connected with requirements related to digital content
and structuring and adding the description with requirements related to aggregation of digital content.

PDA prototype and its possible impact
We strive to implement previously stated PDA requirements and develop PDA
tool prototype. We assume that innovative linking of different cloud services
(repositories, social networks etc.) into one archives will provide new value for
personal records creators. For prototyping PDA software product we are using
lean-based project management method that combines several different lean
canvases as well as state-of-the-art scrum methodology.9 The prototype is based
on web portal connected with content storage providers through open web services. It is also based on several straightforward software functions which provide a solution for previously identified requirements.

7

Highflott (http://www.highflott.com) and Think Big Hub (http://www.thinkbighub.com/).

8

http://www.legacysky.com

9

Business model canvas by Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur; lean canvas for start-ups,
adapted by Ash Maurya. The canvas was used for developing Legacy Sky start-up as the joint
venture between our companies. For the development of our prototype we are using scrum software development methodology (GitHub Boards, Agile project management https://www.zenhub.
com/). We plan to include early adopters in our scrum development process.
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Figure 1: High-level functional model of the PDA tool Legacy Sky prototype
Archival functions of the tool that “glue together” personal content are: (1) add
cloud service account and (2) select units for fonds. The functions in control for
description and (consequent) visibility of archival materials of personal fonds
are: (3) create/update fonds, (4) select units for description, (5) add description
(including metadata created by cognitive services for the description of images)
and (6) make selected descriptions (and units) available. The functions that support the proactive preservation of archives are related to (7) analysis of file formats and (8) export of information packages (in OAIS sense) and they are still
work in progress. The tool should propose an archival structure of the personal
fonds for the organisation of personal content10 and lead end users to add the archival description in an easy manner. The offered generic structure should facilitate placement of records by the creators and facilitate growth and maintenance of personal fonds. Although generic structure should be suggested by
PDA tools, they should support certain flexibility during the development of
specific structures, especially knowing that this flexibility is quite common in
the archival processing of personal fonds. Advanced users should be able to
adjust the structure so that it could match their character better (Hobbs 2001) or

10

E.g. personal records, correspondence, notes, records created in business activities, auxiliary
records in Škalić-Štambuk, M. Vrednovanje arhivskog gradiva u osobnim arhivskim fondovima.
// Arhivski vjesnik 38 (1995), 88-89. Another generic structure – biographical and personal records, correspondence (except messages inseparable from particular professional business activity
records, cooperation or project records), professional and other activities, the body of
work/œuvre, ownership and financial records, testimonies of others, collections, varia (with subseries formed by creators). Lucic (2014) mentioned several possible structures for personal archival fonds and family fonds. But, there is no one “perfect” structure, so we are ”stuck” with generic structures that could be applied for the majority of archives.
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present the life and work of creator11 in a more apparent way. Users should be
able to add subseries for sorting out closed documentary units. Subseries of
business-related records, cooperation and projects series should be harmonised
with creator’s activities. Development and usage of such IT tool would provide
many users with a helpful possibility to preserve their content recorded in various repositories for the future. Innovative linking of various online services by
using such a tool is going to create additional value in PDA domain. If tools are
built on professional concepts and methods, individuals who create and store
their records and content will preserve them in the proper way. With creators
participating in their archives’ environments, this could have an impact on the
preservation of future memory in a proactive way.

Conclusion
The risk of losing memory relates to conventional and digital personal archives.
M. Lučić showed in her book about personal archives that 43% of personal
fonds preserved in Croatian cultural institutions consist of one box of material.
This analysis was based on the example of 1949 personal archives preserved in
Croatian National Archives and other cultural institutions in Croatia.12 Analysis
of completeness of personal archives showed that 7% of them relate to one year
of creator’s life and 5% of them relate to the period of 2-10 years.13 Lučić
stressed out a deficit of material and/or structural asymmetry of preserved personal archives. The principle of provenance was not respected when materials
of the same creator were scattered in different physical institutional repositories
and without linking (Lučić 2014, 64-66). We share Lučić’s concern for personal
archives and consider potential harm very critical due to extensive production
and proliferation of digital materials, as well as their volatility. Usage of different repositories without having a portal that glues the pieces together is the
same as having one particular creator’s legacy in custody of various institutions.
Everybody creates digital content, manages these materials through various repositories and experience obsolescence problems severe enough to require some
action. “We are all archivists”, as Richard J. Cox stated in one section heading
of his 2009 article.14

11

Lučić, M. Osobni arhivski fondovi: Arhivistički pogled na prikupljanje, obradbu i interpretaciju
rukopisnih ostavština u baštinskim institucijama. Zagreb: HDA, 2014, p. 123.

12

Lučić, ibid., p. 57.

13

This analysis was based on General guide for archival fonds and collections in the Republic of
Croatia (2006) finding aid, Lučić, ibid., p. 58.
14

Cox, R. J. Digital Curation and the Citizen Archivist. //: Digital Curation: Practice, Promises &
Prospects. Uni. of North Carolina, 2009, p. 107.
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We can agree with Hobbs’s perception of personal archives as different from
public records and with Cox’s perception of archivists’ role15 in their digital
preservation. Postcustodial archivists ought to be advisors. The definition of archives should be broadened to include not just results of practical activities of
institutions but also someone’s personal legacy.16 There are difficulties of processing personal archives by archivists in formal archival institutions and these
difficulties are even more severe in a domain of personal digital archives. Archival processing done by the professionals in archival institutions cannot possibly meet the needs of all records creators. That is why we considered an approach based on the principle of helping people to help themselves. This approach comes down to creating new tools with built-in archival logic for records
creators. Contemporary personal digital archives should be created by using
current technologies and professional logic but in a creative manner and according to the needs of existing personal archives creators. They are quite different from 19th Century gubernatorial organisations. This was related to the
first research question. The purpose of creating a personal archive, to answer
the second question, lies in the preservation of content for any other personal
purposes, including content sharing and thus participating in wider information
realm.
PDA enables taking timely actions, it envisages new role of archival knowledge
and ICT tools in the contemporary world, and it answers the requirement to
support a new form of digital meta-literacy. At last, reinforcement of creation of
personal archives by using archival logic already built in computer applications,
so users are not burdened with professional principles, represents a possible
further integration of ICT into people’s daily life. What does it mean? A person
doesn't have to be famous to have his or her personal archives arranged professionally and described properly. Capability to archive his or her own personal
content in a form of fonds and even to offer archival material to the community
represents archiving democratization (similar to data democratization). There is
too much digital content nowadays and archiving should be facilitated by ICT
tools with built-in archival logic. Users should be able to keep their digital legacy and even participate in the creation of the digital landscape of tomorrow.

15

“In this role archivists will function more as advisors rather than acquirers, educators giving
their knowledge away rather than protecting the secrets of a guild, and advocates rather than reactors in seeking to preserve the portion of the documentary universe that possesses archival
value.”, Cox, ibid., p. 108.

16

Please see Melina Lučić's elaboration of a sharp distinction between public archives and personal archives (or legacy) in more traditional archival theories (Jenkinson, Casanova, Brenneke,
Duranti) and merging of these notions to one definition of archives in more recent or more flexible theoretical approaches (Lučić 2014, 16-21).
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Summary
Contemporary encyclopedic projects are a continuation of a multi-century
evolution of encyclopedic work. The first generations of digital (electronic)
encyclopedias brought a significant shift in the practicality of their use and
enriched them with multimedia and hypertext. Contemporary encyclopedic
projects are a step further and contribute new epistemological values as
opposed to traditional and digital editions. This paper presents this added
epistemological value through the example of a few modern projects, and
provides a contribution to detection and systematization of the newly created
values.
Key words: encyclopedia’s epistemological value, web-based encyclopedia,
contemporary encyclopedia.

1. Introduction
As comprehensive projects, encyclopedias hold a great epistemological potential as a high-quality, simple, and quickly available source of information. Since
the era of Enlightenment, traditional encyclopedias have put forward a new approach to organization and structuring of knowledge, and thus represent the
forerunner of modern information systems. The paradigm of encyclopedic work
is transforming as encyclopedia enters a new era of development, of constantly
being developed by editors, associates, and users, and as it is now based on ad141
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vanced IT and communication technology solutions. For these reasons, a new
epistemological assessment is needed to evaluate these new characteristics.

2. Scope and methodology of research
To present the encyclopedia’s evolution brought on by technological development and new media, epistemological characteristics of encyclopedic works
were analyzed, beginning with traditional printed ones, through early digital
works on CD-ROMs and DVD-ROMs, up to contemporary dynamic web-based
encyclopedic projects. Some aspects of few well-known general encyclopedias
will be concisely analyzed, that were foremost created as printed works to later
have their content presented on the internet, and thus made accessible to a larger
number of users. Firstly, Encyclopedia Britannica1 will be analyzed, the oldest
encyclopedia in English that is still in production. It was first published in 1768
in Edinburgh, Scotland, its last 15th edition was released in 2010, and since
then it continues development as a web-based edition. Brockhaus Enzyklopädie,
the largest printed encyclopedia of present in German was first published 1796–
1808. The last printed copies of the 21st edition were sold in 2014, and the
content of its 300,000 articles stored digitally. The Croatian Encyclopedia
(Hrvatska enciklopedija2) is a general encyclopedia available at the web site of
The Miroslav Krleža Institute of Lexicography, and it is based on the printed
edition published in 11 volumes during 1999–2009. The influence of traditional
encyclopedias will be compared with contemporary web-based encyclopedias
that function as knowledge portals.
The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy3 project represents the link between
web-based encyclopedic editions and peer reviewed original scientific papers in
all areas of philosophy. This encyclopedia is exclusively web-based and was set
up in 1995. An overview of Wikipedia4, the global multilingual web-based edition,
based on mass collaboration, initiated in 2001, will be analyzed. Its content is
openly editable, meaning anyone is permitted to create and edit its content. The
possibility of advanced information retrieval and interconnectivity is demonstrated through the example of Wikipedia’s DBpedia5, ontology database generated from Wikipedia.
This paper analyzes epistemic characteristics of contemporary encyclopedias
that include continuity (staying up-to-date), collaboration, boundlessness of
scope, information retrieval, and interconnectivity. The continuity, boundless1

https://www.britannica.com/ (accessed Apr 5th 2017)

2

http://www.enciklopedija.hr/Default.aspx (accessed Apr 5th 2017)

3

https://plato.stanford.edu/ (accessed Mar 8th 2017)

4

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page (accessed Apr 17th 2017)

5

http://wiki.dbpedia.org/ (accessed May 15th 2017)
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ness of scope, and collaborative character of the web-environment will be presented through a quantitative analysis of numerical indicators, demonstrating
the epistemological upgrade when compared to traditional encyclopedias. For
sake of brevity and keeping in mind the usually strict form of each of the encyclopedia-types (i.e. traditional, digital and web-based encyclopedia), not all aspects of the fore-mentioned encyclopedias were analyzed to be compared to the
next.

3. Analysis of encyclopedias’ particular epistemological features
3.1. Continuity and collaboration
Epistemic importance of encyclopedias staying up-to-date is reflected in how
quickly the information in them out-dates, which reduces the epistemological
effect of these works. Data can be outdated even at time of publishing and the
time-line between updated editions is regularly several years6. The need to
continuously keep track of reach and development of human activity is indicated in regular publishing of updated encyclopedic editions. Encyclopedia
Britannica, existing for over 240 years, had since 1768 reached 15 editions before it was published online. The Brockhaus Enzyklopädie project began in
1796, and reached 21 editions. The editions differed in scope and number of
volumes, thus limiting the number of articles and the content of each. Development of means of digital storage, along with appearance (1970s and 1980s), and
later increase in number of personal computers (1990s) permitted encyclopedia’s scope growth. In 1986 the Grolier's Academic American Encyclopedia was
published on a CD-ROM, titled Electronic Encyclopedia7, and became the first
digital encyclopedia to be distributed on a digital portable media. The printed
version was made up of 21 volumes with 10,000 pages of text, while the CDROM was a text-only data base, with over 9 million words in 30,000 articles.
The use was enabled by a software for search and retrieval of information, allowing search by article title, or entire text. After digital editions of mostly
smaller encyclopedias and encyclopedias for young adults, larger encyclopedias
gradually decided to try out in digital publishing. In 1994 Encyclopedia Britannica joined in and started publishing digitally, first as Britannica online8, and in
1995 the same version was published on a CD-ROM9. The first digital version

6

For example, the initial volume of Encyclopedia of Technology, published by The Miroslav
Krleža Institute of Lexicography, was printed in 1963, and hasn’t been updated since, meaning
that for decades there was no encyclopedic update of achievements and reach in technology.
7

The Electronic encyclopedia, KnowledgeSet Corporation and Grolier Electronic Publishing Inc.,
1986.

8

Then at: http://www.eb.com/eb.htm

9

Britannica CD, BCD, Version 1.0., Chicago: Encyclopedia Britannica 1994
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of the German Brockhaus encyclopedia, Der Brockhaus Multimedial10, was
published in 1998 in an abbreviated form11. In 2005 the complete digital version
of the entire 21st edition of Brockhaus encyclopedia12 was published on a USB
memory card  Brockhaus Enzyklopädie Digital13. It was to be internet-accessible free of charge since 2008, but that was never realized. The first comparisons
between printed and digital encyclopedias highlighted their physical differences, organization of data, (un)limited scope, and (un)changeable content.
Digital editions were updated more frequently, usually annually, and along with
the advantages of more information retrieval options and added multimedia, a
significant reduction in cost of publishing was also achieved.
Contemporary web-based encyclopedias are continuous projects, issued daily
by updating existing and adding new entries, making them a more relevant
source of knowledge. Further development is aimed at information retrieval capabilities, web design, setting up metadata, and so on. The largest project of
such type is Wikipedia. It is based on mass collaboration, allowing anyone to
create or modify content, with chronological storage of previous versions. Free
access entails a certain risks, such as reduced accuracy in relation to professional works as well as reduced relevance, objectivity, and other components of
the encyclopedic concept14, which are the basis of the encyclopedic work.
Nevertheless, such a global, and relatively reliable source of information offers
great opportunities for finding information. The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy is a continuous project facilitating constant collaboration between authors and editors working in universities and institutes around the world. The
editorial board, made up of experts in each field of philosophy, selects authors,
designates articles, and also reviews their work.
The project strives to be up to date, so articles are intended to be revised and
updated by the author every 3 to 5 years. Since the content is constantly changing, every update is archived to avoid problems of citing the articles. This allows the project not to out-date as it represents a system for assimilation, processing, and dissemination of new information, and regular implementation in
the content of existing articles. The reach of current knowledge in philosophy is
thusly monitored, kept up-to-date and tailored to users’ needs.

10

Der Brockhaus Multimedial, Mannheim: F.A. Brockhaus, 1998.

11

Electronic digital edition Der Brockhaus in fünfzehn Bänden, Mannheim: F.A. Brockhaus, 1997

12

Brockhaus Enzyklopädie, 21st Vol., Mannheim: F.A. Brockhaus, 2005.

13

Brockhaus Enzyklopädie Digital, Mannheim: F.A. Brockhaus, 2005.

14

The encyclopedic concept, along with the stated properties of accuracy, relevance and
objectivity, also includes: comprehensiveness, credibility, uniformity, complexity, organization,
and keeping up to date. More in: Jecić, Z.: Enciklopedijski koncept u mrežnom okruženju. Studia
Lexicographica, 7(2014) 2(13), str. 99–115.
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This organization and cooperation of scientific circles around the world in the
field of philosophy can be named a scientific encyclopedia15, because it directly
provides results of scientific research or content at the level of review papers.
Significant epistemological upgrade of such projects, provided on-line as public
service free of charge, stems from their availability to anyone with an internet
connection.
The Croatian Encyclopedia16 is a comprehensive project by The Miroslav
Krleža Institute of Lexicography. Though it was primarily produced as a hard
copy edition, it is now web-based and shares the advantages of such encyclopedias. It is constantly being updated by editorial staff to prevent falling out of
date, and has a growing corpus – expansion of existing and addition of new entries. It is collaborative and open to all users through inquiries and comments to
the editorial staff which often leads to new insights and the raise in quality of
content. Table 1 shows the number of editorial interventions, article updates and
added new entries, which highlights the continuity of work and longevity of the
project. The number of user comments in 2015 was 822, declined in 2016 (435
comments), then rose again in 2017, when the number of comments in just the
first four months numbered 1231. This also represents a measure of interactivity
between users and editorial staff, the user's interest in specific topics, and indicates what users find relevant.
Table 1: Interventions to articles of the Croatian Encyclopedia
Year
2014
2015
2016

Number of updated articles
14,438
5,900
4,193

Number of new articles
248
200
176

3.2. Boundlessness of scope
Due to cost of print and practicality of use, traditional encyclopedic form is
limited in scope, having abundance of abbreviations that crowd the text and at
times having to omit interesting information. Contemporary works, however,
have no such limitations, allowing the use of more natural text flow and mention of any and all relevant information while keeping great information density, characteristic of encyclopedic works. While digital encyclopedia is partly
boundless in scope (digital storage is finite), web-based encyclopedia, practically speaking, is not. Boundlessness of scope of web-based encyclopedia is
15

The term scientific encyclopedia refers to some vocational or special encyclopedias that gather
and process the materials of science, art, or specific field. E.g. by The Miroslav Krleža Institute of
Lexicography Medical Encyclopedia (1st edition 1957–65, 8 vol.), Encyclopedia of Technology
(1963–97, 13 vol.), or personal Krležijana (1993–99, 3 vol.) dedicated to Miroslav Krleža,
Institute’s founder and first director.
16

Hrvatska enciklopedija (The Croatian Encyclopedia). 11 vol. Zagreb: The Miroslav Krleža
Institute of Lexicography, 1999–2009.
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manifested in its dynamic growth and development through expansion of existing articles and addition of new ones. Printed editions are for the better part
planned in advance in scope and number of volumes. Scope ceases to be crucial
to work organization in digital editions, and work deviates from the strict lexicographical form, but it remains concise and highly informative. The Croatian
Encyclopedia’s corpus, during 2014–2016 period, grew by 27,577 lines of
text17, including updates to existing articles and addition of new entries. The
same, by each year, is shown in Table 2. The overall corpus growth is indicative
of the mentioned boundlessness of scope and, if printed, these additions alone
would equal around half of one printed volume of a multi-volume edition.
Table 2: Corpus growth of the Croatian Encyclopedia
Year
2014
2015
2016

Total interventions (lines of text)
9,052
7,581
10,944

Another example of an unlimited encyclopedia is Wikipedia. There are currently18 295 active editions of Wikipedia in different languages, with a total of
44,092,120 articles. A complete printed edition would require an estimated
16,539 volumes. The largest edition by far is in English, with 5,363,179 articles,
making up 12.2 % of Wikipedia, while the Croatian Wikipedia has 172,727 entries, or 0.4 %. The English Wikipedia increases in size each day for as many as
800 new entries.
3.3. Information retrieval and content connectivity
The importance of efficient and simple information retrieval is fully apparent in
large, comprehensive encyclopedic works, especially where one article covers a
multitude of terms. Tools for thorough, complex information retrieval provide
an epistemological upgrade of the work, making it more efficient through better
availability of information.
The basis of traditional encyclopedic content organization, along with the
standard alphabetical order of articles, is the index - a list of all mentioned terms
(titles), concepts, or keywords listed in some order (most often alphabetically),
with reference to the article(s) where each is mentioned. Index is especially important when articles cover several terms or names making it less significant in
encyclopedic dictionaries and lexicons and a necessity in large general encyclopedias and encyclopedic atlases, allowing a specific concept (term) to be found
even in large review articles that can cover several or even dozens of terms. In
addition to its organizational function, the index plays a role in comparing dif17

A standard line of text contains 60 characters (with spaces).

18

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias (accessed Apr 17th 2017)
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ferent encyclopedic works, whereby the number of terms in the index, rather
than the number of articles themselves, is often a good indicator of the extent of
scope. In printed works, the index system is mundane - branched linear organization of knowledge, such as found in libraries and archives.
Retrieving information in a digital encyclopedia means access to the entire
content promptly and efficiently, encompassing article titles and/or entire text.
To maximize use and potency, data should be tagged, that is set up in a metadata network that the computer can process. Such a system’s example is DBpedia, an ontological database and a semantic representation of Wikipedia. It represents a knowledge base that comprises of individuals (objects), classes (collections or object types), attributes (related properties, appearances, characteristics, or parameters that an object can have or distribute), and relations (the way
objects are related to each other). Ontology is a formal representation of concepts with well-defined relationships between these concepts. Using the infoboxes within Wikipedia articles as structured content, DBpedia extracts metadata describing a large number of entities (persons, places, music, film, organizations) and it contains RDF triplets19 extracted from various multilingual editions of Wikipedia. It covers many domains, is updated alongside Wikipedia, is
multilingual, and available on the web. Via search interface, the system provides exhaustive information retrieval for a given query as it includes the entire
Wikipedia and not just the article titles and text that corresponds to the query’s
characters (letters).
Traditional encyclopedic content is internally interconnected through referrals
and index, but not to outside content (other than with references). Digital works,
other than having hypertext links, are no different while the contemporary webbased encyclopedia’s content can be connected to any other information on the
web. This greater content connection brings about a new epistemological value,
making web-based encyclopedia a part of the internet’s immense data-base. By
structuring content, tagging it and setting up meta-data, connection on multiple
levels20 is enabled. Publishing such content on the web that computers can process facilitates connection to other databases on semantic level.21
Further advancement can be made using machine learning algorithms and tools
for natural text processing, which have become quite efficient in analyzing raw
19

The RDF model is based on statements about resources known as triplets. Each is presented in
the form of a subject-predicate-object statement, and can be constructed as a graph with two
nodes (subject and object) connected with the predicate.

20

DBpedia extracts metadata, or structured content from Wikipedia articles in form of info-boxes.
By setting relationships between objects and associated attributes, a network of terms is created
that represents Wikipedia content. Searching such a database provides a deep overview of the
entire content.

21

Such kind of interconnectivity represents the Linking Open Data project: http://lod-cloud.net/
(accessed Mar 8th 2017)
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text and allow for the human-created ontologies to be omitted, but are yet to be
further implemented in encyclopedistics.

5. Conclusion
This research shows that contemporary web-based encyclopedia is characterized
by greater epistemological value regarding its update possibilities (work’s continuity), collaboration potential, having unlimited scope, far more possibilities
in information retrieval, and content connectivity options.
Increase in human cognizance and knowledge emphasizes the continuous need
to organize, catalog, and synthesize knowledge, formatting it into the encyclopedic form, making encyclopedia a highly conductive knowledge-manual. Encyclopedia’s overview and capacity for retrieving information provides a number of epistemological benefits: comprehensiveness in a given field, high expertise and relevance for a broad user circle, objectivity, and high accuracy,
making it a reliable source of information. Encyclopedia’s digitalization, and
foremost its new web-based form, changed not only the scope of lexicographer’s work, but also its epistemological features. Contemporary encyclopedias,
being based on information technology of today, epistemologically surpass traditional encyclopedic form. The way users gather new knowledge has changed
as well because web-based encyclopedia is now surrounded with a multitude of
data circling the web. Web-based encyclopedia can now take on a role of a digital database. Software tools allow thorough search of content, interconnectivity
with other knowledge sources, hypertext links, far more frequent updates, etc.,
making them an effective public service. Encyclopedia has changed and continues to change, or develop. This phenomenon can surely be named development
since digital and especially web-based encyclopedias carry a number of benefits, including the quality of printed editions, thus becoming a place for easy access and exchange of trusted and connected content. Digitalization and globalization lead to networked and interconnected knowledge, eliminating obstacles
to fast information retrieval. These features make encyclopedia the epistemological support in digital information. The future of web-based encyclopedia is
in effective interconnectivity of its own content and linking to outside sources
of knowledge. The responsibility of encyclopedia as an information source in
the epistemological sense becomes greater, since they are now available to an
even greater extent to anyone with an internet connection.
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Summary
Extraction of semantic information from unstructured natural language texts is
currently a hot topic in the field of computational linguistics. The majority of
researchers agree that the core of the problem is in determining “semantic domains”, which would give the computer the real meaning of the text. The aim of
this research is creation of semantic domains from online encyclopedic texts.
This article explains two different approaches to morpho-syntactic analysis that
could be used to achieve that.
Key words: knowledge extraction, semantic domains, ontologies, encyclopedia

Introduction
Categorization as seen by Aristotle is the first method of setting the order in a
well-organized set of data (information), i.e. creating knowledge about the
world around us. Today we can say that Aristotle's categories are the first attempt to establish formal ontology (Bosančić 2016) and the emergence of science of classification – the taxonomic/hierarchical organization of those categories, i.e. the knowledge that is immanent. Over the past three centuries, encyclopedias have kept and maintained that knowledge as an organized set of information. The methods of categorization and classification have been improved for decades, but the core content stayed the same. However, a shift from
the printed (paper) media first to the digital one and subsequently by incorporating a network structure in encyclopedic work, essentially changes not only
the preparation and processing of encyclopedias (Jecić 2013) but also their content. It is not just about the ease of access to information (by clicking hypertext
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links – surfing to the new 'hints' of a virtual encyclopedia) but the possibility of
deeper entrance into meaningful aspects of information, both for human and the
machine. The machine has the ability to learn and acquire knowledge. That is
how an artificial intelligence is developed. As an example, we can use the definition of knowledge from a network encyclopedia (Wikipedia):
Knowledge is a familiarity, awareness, or understanding of someone or something, such as facts, information, descriptions, or skills, which is acquired
through experience or education by perceiving, discovering, or learning.
(Wikipedia; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge)
Such definition allows a user to understand the meaning of the main term
(knowledge) through its parts, hypertext links (facts, information, description,...),
and that new knowledge can further be expanded by opening the links from the
definition, so it is just a matter of time and effort which user has to take to acquire knowledge (transfer it to his/her biological data store/brain). The machine
already has that information stored in itself, and it does not need any additional
collection and processing time. The data connections (in the databases) are exact and strong which enables fast information retrieval.
This kind of 'computer knowledge' can be used (by user) in one of the following
ways:
1. In some domains of human activity to solve a problem in steps based on
the stored information. An algorithm selects one of the predefined options in each step (Alberico and Micco 1990). These are so called expert
systems.
2. By collecting facts that are not specially arranged, categorized or classified, but hidden in the information itself. These are so called inherent
ontologies.
This paper will present such research – retrieving semantic information which is
neither apparently visible nor explicitly mentioned. An already published, existing knowledge stored in public repositories from the Internet will be maximally used. The aim of the paper is to show how by changing the structure of
the language lexicon (Orešković, Brajnović, and Essert 2017), very difficult
natural language tasks can be performed (e.g. metaphorical expressions detection, metonymy detection, or detection of any other tropes that people use in
everyday writing or speech). In the second chapter, the basic ideas in similar research studies will be presented in order to compare them with a proposed one
(in the third chapter). The fourth chapter of the paper will show the available resources and their constraints regarding our main goal. Finally, we will show the
realization of the proposed idea – a segment of a network framework that, based
on the encyclopedic knowledge, will create the semantic domains which are the
basis for the discovery of stylistic figures of the natural language.
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Related work
There are numerous studies in a field of an explicit knowledge extraction from
online resources, that relied on globally available knowledge databases (most
often Wikipedia and WordNet) in order to build a machine readable ontologies.
They all aimed to provide a method for information extraction that would have
a higher or at least the same quality like those that are manually made. One such
ontology is YAGO (Suchanek, Kasneci, and Weikum 2007) which is created by
an automated process of information extraction from both Wikipedia and
Wordnet. The aim was to create a larger (in terms of the number of facts) and
better (by adding additional knowledge) ontology which can later be used as a
valuable resource in computational linguistic studies.
Another research project in this filed is Java-based WikiPedia Library (JWPL)
and Java-based WiKTionary Library (JWKTL) information extractor developed
by (Zesch, Müller, and Gurevych 2008). These libraries use Wikipedia’s and
Wiktionary’s API’s to extract explicit knowledge and serve it over API for usage in other projects.
Project Wikify! (Mihalcea and Csomai 2007) also deals with automatic information extraction from textual documents. It parses the text in search of relevant keywords which are then linked to Wikipedia articles.
For Croatian language there were very few researches that deals with semantic.
Most significant one is by (Šnajder and Almić 2015).

A new approach to the word tagging
Binary information and associated computer data types (integer, real, string, ...)
allow only binary representation of words, but do not provide any grammatical
or meaningful features related to them. In order for a computer to ‘learn’ a natural language, it is necessary that each stored word is tagged with a more appropriate character. The process is similar to coding (at a higher level) of any terms
in an encyclopedic dictionary; without the definition, the word itself has no
meaning (what is ‘Knowledge’, from the example above, becomes clear only
when the description is read: ‘… is a familiarity, awareness, or understanding of
someone or something, …’). At the level of grammar, mark-up/tagging means
that each word must be associated with the part-of-speech category it belongs to
(e.g. noun, verb, adjective) and/or other relevant grammatical features (e.g. gender, number, etc…). Several sets of tags were designed for grammatical markup, called the tagsets, which are then manually or semi-automaticaly associated
to alphabetically ordered lists of words. The manual mark-up process is of
course slower, but more accurate than the automated one, especially for languages characterized by rich and complex morpho-syntactic structures (such as
a Croatian). Regardless of the way of mark-up, there is another key improvement to that process. As demonstrated at the EURALEX conference
(Orešković, Čubrilo, and Essert 2016), instead of a classical vector grammar-semantic features (e.g. MULTEXT-East), it is possible to introduce a new, so153
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lexical entry is highly important (e.g. different meanings of the same word
(homonyms), or the same meaning of different words (synonyms), which is
suitable for creating semantic domains, for both literal and metaphoric meaning). This possibility is used concisely in the research presented in Chapter 5 of
this paper. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the T-structure can be extended
in both (WOS or SOW) directions. Each registered user can make their own tree
tags, but of course, they have to make sure that new tags are applied to the
words in the dictionary. Such user operations will not interfere with the work
and the results obtained by other users.

Open network repositories and dictionaries
By open network repositories, we imply permanent projects that are updated on
a daily basis, and are in open (free) access and often allow the user to collaborate in the form of contributions or comments. Certainly the most famous such
repository is Wikipedia, which is envisioned as an organized set of encyclopedias written in different languages. Wikipedia content today is provided in
about 300 languages, most commonly associated with official and/or national
languages. Ten years ago, the famous Miroslav Krleža Institute of Lexicography and its Knowledge Portal http://enciklopedija.lzmk.hr, which encompasses
several digitized editions, in line with the Croatian Family Lexicon, began to
embark on Wikipedia prestigious footsteps. The SSF uses this information
(available online) in agreement with the Institute’s disclaimer: “It is permitted
to use or quote individual articles in parts or as a whole with the indication of
the source”. This gives an SSF a new dimension - indexing each word from the
definition and creating links to other words from selected network repositories.
For CroWN (Croatian version of Wordnet) such indexing means increasing semantic links in the repository itself for at least the order of magnitude. In a similar way, grammatical information from the Croatian Language Portal
(http://hjp.znanje.hr) is retrieved, and then automatically compared with those
obtained from the morphological generator (Markučič and Govedić 2013) over
the “Hrvatska riječ” dictionary (Pinjatela 2001) which is a part of the SSF. The
comparison and verification of multiword expressions is achieved with the help
of http://www.lingua-hr.de and the algorithm for more accurate decomposition
of words into morphs and syllables. In that way the SSF becomes an integrator
(hub) of network frameworks that give its dictionary/thesaurus characteristics
that have only been theoretically discussed in the models of Generative Lexicon
(Pustejovsky 1991) and Meaning-Text Theory (Melcuk 1981). The Figure 2
shows an example of one lexical entry with all the accompanying features
(Syllable, Morph, WOS, SOW, MWE etc.)
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tian, algorithms that extract the core information from a knowledge written in
the sentences of the definition for a given word from the online encyclopedia
will be shown. That knowledge is then transcribed in an ordered or unordered
sequence of information which is included as a domain of the word in the Tstructure and serves for recognition and extraction of the knowledge from other
sentences. That leads into one recursive learning and checking cycle, which
then reaches a growing precision and accuracy of new vocabulary/thesauri in
multiple iterations.

Dialectological extensions of the dictionary base
The Croatian language has three main dialects: Čakavian, Kajkavian and Štokavian, which began as separate language systems. Each of these three is divided into minor dialects, among which, within the same dialect, there are also
considerable differences. The Čakavian and Kajkavian dialects differ most from
Standard Croatian language. Moreover, the Northern Čakavian dialect is lexically closer to the Slovenian and the Southern Čakavian is lexically closer to the
Štokavian dialect. A complete picture of Croatian language can be attained only
by combining diachronical and synchronical study. Large amounts of linguistic
data can only be processed electronically. Since there is still no single historical
corpus of Croatian, one that would cover all three dialects, and since many of
the research points (villages) for the Croatian language atlas have not yet been
studied, the Croatian language and its history are known to us more or less
fragmentarily.
The aim of the project Dialects of Makarska coast – diachrony and synchrony is
to study the Štokavian dialect of Makarska coast from a dialectological, textological and sociolinguistic point of view. The data obtained through these efforts will be digitalized and eventually integrated into the framework of the
Croatian language. The data obtained through field work will be coordinated
with the data obtained from historical texts. For example, in the old texts a noun
form šćeta has been regularly attested, which form is also spoken today in the
Makarska coast (Brela, Podgora), as confirmed by our field data. A computer
program will link this form with the standard-language form šteta. In order to
achieve this, it is necessary to precisely define linguistic characteristics of the
Makarska coast dialect and correlate them with the corresponding forms of the
standard Croatian. For example, once we define the idiom of Makarska coast as
šćakavian (i. e. that psl.*stj and *skj gave šć) and standard Croatian as štakavian
(i. e. that psl.*stj and *skj gave št), the computer program will easily link the dialectal forms of gušćerica, šćucat and šćap with standard-language forms
gušterica, štucati and štap. By linking these lexems on the phonological and
morphological level we are linking them on the semantic level. This is the most
used procedure by authors of dialectal dictionaries: in the glossary they usually
attach meanings verified in the standard Croatian language to dialectal words.
Another way of obtaining the meaning of a particular word is by inferring from
157
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the totality of verified texts of certain area, in this case the Makarska coast:
based on the context in which a particular word appears, its meaning can be determined and recorded. As such it completely corresponds to the meaning of the
word in the standard language, narrows it, or alters it altogether.
The idea is that a research of the same kind is to be carried out on the whole of
the Croatian language. Machine-generated data should present a true picture of
the Croatian language, connect the history of the Croatian with its present and
show all the changes that have taken place in the language.
In the process, the primary meaning of a word will be determined, the semantic
field of each word will be identified, as the overlapping of these fields, their
semantical convergence and divergence, all of which would create a respectable
encyclopedic knowledge base.

The creation of a semantic domains and their usage
In the context of the SSF a semantic domains represent a set of words that are
meaningfully and closely related to a specific word. Building of such domains
can be done either manually or automatically. The manual creation of domains
is certainly a more difficult process, because it involves a huge human effort. In
this article we propose a new way of creating semantic domains based on the
definitions of words derived from publicly available online sources. All definitions of words from the available online resources such as the Miroslav Krleža
Institute of Lexicography’s online encyclopedia or Croatian language portal, are
part of the SSF. Beside the fact that all elements of definitions are interconnected, and form a new semantic network, they are also a part of a SSF lexicon,
which enables expansion of such domains so long as words with definitions exist in the database. There are two main approaches to a semantic domains creation within the SSF, and both are performed in four steps. In the first step, the
definition from an online resource is obtained for a given word, which is then
processed with extraction algorithm. The first approach (like shown in Figure 3)
extracts the subject, predicate and the object. The result is then lemmatized. The
final result is a set of words that makes the semantic domain for a given word.
Since every word has a number of properties that have an ontological (T-structure) attached to them, so the name/word itself is also a property, it was easy to
make a difference. For example, it is enough to know the accent of the word
(which is also one of the properties) or WOS/SOW of words neighbors together
with a suitable morphosyntactic pattern to determine what the term is it about.
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cate) – dependency grammar. Because of the dialect richness of the Croatian
language, program support for standardizing dialect forms to standard language
forms was added. The created domains can be used to extract semantic information from unstructured text even at the most semantic level (stylistic figures:
metaphor, metonymy, etc.)
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Summary
This paper introduces e-Beliana, a project of the Encyclopedic Institute of the
Slovak Academy of Sciences and the Society for Open Information Technologies, a non-profit organization aimed at the promotion of free and open-source
software, open data and open government in general. The main purpose of the
collaboration is to publish any current and future content of the Encyclopædia
Beliana, the first general Slovak-language encyclopedia, on the internet under a
Creative Commons license. In order to accomplish this goal the whole process
of preparing the Beliana articles had to be changed substantially. The new webbased editorial system e-Beliana is the topic of this paper.
Key words: encyclopedia, editorial system, open source software, data analysis
and conversion

Introduction
The Encyclopædia Beliana is a Slovak-language general encyclopedia. It was
first published in 1999 by the Encyclopedic Institute of the Slovak Academy of
Sciences and thus far contains 55,000 articles and 12,000 illustrations in eight
printed volumes covering the letters A – K. The plan is to publish the last volume in 2031. The abovementioned facts and the rise in popularity of internet
encyclopedias inspired the institute to change the current editorial process and
make the content of Beliana available on the internet.
Therefore, the institute started a common project called e-Beliana with the Society for Open Information Technologies, a Slovak non-profit organisation
aimed at the promotion of free and open-source software [SOIT]. Both parties
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signed a contract according to which SOIT will create an open source based editorial system for free. This system will make the editorial process more efficient and will allow easy transfer of content to the internet. According to the
contract, the Encyclopedic Institute will publish any existing and future content
under the Creative Commons SA BY licence [CC].
The old and the new workflow
The existing editorial workflow was designed about 20 years ago using the
technical means of that era. It was designed for the production of the printed encyclopedia with no intention to publish its content online. The editorial workflow consisted mainly of exchanging of MS Word documents between authors
and editors and among editors themselves. The proofreading was done entirely
on paper with the document files being subsequently modified (error prone).
Articles were proofread in batches of about 200, with each batch containing articles from different categories. A batch could be proofread by only one editor
at a time. This approach resulted in a large time gap (even many months) between the preparation of the original text and the proofreading.
The aim of the new web-based editorial system e-Beliana is to overcome the
abovementioned drawbacks and to prepare articles simultaneously for the
printed and the internet version of Beliana. The new system should enable independent editing of articles which should significantly shorten processing time.
The system should be flexible enough to implement the currently used workflow and to easily allow modifications according to future experience and demands.
The basic requirement of such an editorial system is that in a given moment
only one author or editor can modify an article. This requires both horizontal
and vertical specification of access rights. Horizontally, access rights must be
granted to different authors and editors according to the category of the article.
Examples of categories are “Mathematics”, “Zoology” or “German literature”
(there are currently more than 600 such categories in Beliana). One editor is responsible for several categories, and there may be several authors for a single
category. Vertically, an article flows through a sequence of stages: with author,
editor, consultant, etc. Therefore, a user (authors, editors, senior editors, etc.)
should not only be able to edit articles in a specific stage but also to change this
stage to the next one in the workflow.

Editorial system e-Beliana
Based on the abovementioned requirements we analysed various available
open-source solutions. From among them we selected the Drupal CMS [Drupal]
with its modules Workbench Access and Workbench Moderation which made
the implementation of both horizontal and vertical access rights possible. Subsequently, we implemented a first version of the software, imported the published articles and made the system available to users. Even this preliminary
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version provided them with incomparably faster search functionality in the texts
of published articles as compared to the earlier option – searching in hundreds
of MS Word or pdf files or browsing through the printed book. The remaining
functionalities of a full editorial system have been implemented gradually since
then in close collaboration with the editors. This approach would not have been
possible with a proprietary system – in order to try something out, we simply
downloaded and installed the software (mainly Drupal modules extending its
basic functionality) from the internet, no negotiations and license purchases
were necessary.
Several special parts of the software that provided functionality not readily
available in Drupal, were later implemented.
Currently the e-Beliana workflow (Figure 1) uses 27 article stages (e.g. proposed, accepted, with author, with editor, etc.) and 14 user roles (e.g. author,
editor, consultant, etc.). Users can search and process available articles in the
editorial system by using views (implemented by means of the Drupal's Views
module), which were designed according to the demands of their role. Currently, there are about 20 views which take the access rights provided by the
Workbench Moderation and Workbench Access modules into account and
about 20 general views which either provide an overview of all Beliana articles
to any user or provide users with any necessary special rights For example, editors can access a view which enables them to list articles waiting to be edited or
a view that allows them to assign articles to authors for editing.
Articles can be opened for modification from a view. Text can be edited in an
embedded editor [CKEditor], which in addition to basic formatting enables users to edit mathematical and chemical formulas in LaTeX notation and to track
editorial changes by storing information about the date and author of the
change. Formulas are edited and displayed in Beliana using the MathJax tool
[MathJax]. The change tracking capability is provided by the CKEditor's LITE
module [LITE]. Changes can be viewed not only in the editor window, but in all
stored revisions of an article.

Exporting articles to web and printing
Articles which have passed the editorial workflow are ready for publication – in
our case both publication on the internet and in book form. A Beliana website
(not accessible to public yet) has been developed independently of the editorial
system. Contrary to the complexity of the editorial system which uses tens of
additional Drupal modules, during development of the Beliana site, we mainly
focused on simplicity, robustness and speed. Editiorial system content is synchronized to the public website using the REST API.
While the article text is exported to the internet site without changes, it must be
modified for the printed version. The major text modifications are the removal
of hyperlinks and the abbreviation of common words and article title occurrences in text. The abbreviation tool is based on the stemming and subsequent
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Author, Editor, Senior Editor
Suggestion of a new article

Suggested
Managing Editor
Suggestion accepted/rejected
Included
Editor of the corresponding
article category
Article assigned to an author

With an Author

Author
Preparation of article text

With an Editor

Editor
Article review

With a Proofreader

Proofreader
Proofreading

With a Senior Editor

Senior Editor
Article review

Published

Editor, Proofreader
Galley proofs

Typesetter
Article typesetting

Beliana web site
Beliana
book

Figure 1. Simplified editorial workflow. Rounded boxes represent editorial
stages, sharp boxes represent actions (with user role in italics).
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automated inflection of words [Garabík, Radovan] and enables the abbreviation
of single words as well as phrases. Beliana books are typeset in InDesign using
the MathMagic tool for rendering of LaTeX-based mathematical and chemical
equations.
Importing content from existing sources
Each article was imported either from the corresponding text document (published articles) or from a general alphabetic index (future articles). The general
alphabetic index is a list of articles to be included in Beliana. It is represented
by a set of spreadsheet files containing information such as title and category.
The published articles had been created in different versions of the MS Word
text editor. Neither the index nor the article document files were edited and
maintained with the intention of further machine processing. Both contained
numerous random comments and instructions embedded directly in the text. It
often became unclear from the point of view of programmatic analysis what
was the real text and what was the comment or instruction. The MS Word document files for the first two encyclopedia volumes were not even available;
these texts had to be extracted from PageMaker (volume 1) and QuarkExpress
files (volume 2).
The development of import tools was not straightforward and required many
cycles in which they were refined. This was caused not only by the aforementioned random comments and instructions, but also by the fact that we strived to
extract certain information from loosely structured human readable text, as was
the case of detection of names and surnames or dates of birth and death.
The import tools were implemented using bash as a basic scripting tool, LibreOffice for conversion of files in MS Office formats for further processing,
the aspell spellchecker for detection of misspelled words in the Slovak and
Czech languages and the stream editor sed for batch replacement of misspelled
characters and words. Our own tools were written in python.
Among others, the import tools included the following operations:
1. Correction of incorrectly recognised characters. The oldest documents
were from the 90s and included special and accented characters which
were not correctly recognised by today’s software.
2. Text segmentation in articles and detection of the article title.
3. Detection of personal names and surnames. In articles related to persons,
surnames were used as an article title (i.e., it was typeset in bold). In the
internet version of Beliana we prefer to have article titles with both the
name and the surname. In order to detect the first names we implemented
a rule based system, taking into consideration different kinds of information (for example, the title was followed by a comma, the article was
not in a category related to geography etc.)
4. Detection of the article category. Information about the category of the
article was available from two sources: the general article index spread165
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sheets and one of the early versions of the article texts. A rule-based approach taking advantage of fuzzy matching was used, in order to detect
the category of two or more articles with the same name or articles with
multiple categories created by merging other articles.
5. Detection of references to other articles. A reference to another article
was marked in the Beliana text by an arrow which was followed by the
title of the referenced article. This title, however, was often inflected and
abbreviated and was often not separated from the subsequent text. Therefore, we always considered all words following the arrow till the first
non-letter and non-space character (except for a dot) to be title candidates. Words of this string were subsequently lemmatized [Garabík, Radoslav] and an article with the most similar title was looked up in the list
of all articles.
6. Detection of illustration captions. Illustration captions were included directly in the article text and were separated from it by using the words
“Illustration text”. Since these were often abbreviated and formatted in
different ways, not all captions were detected.
Using the analysis tools, we processed and prepared about 270 document files
with the text of the published articles (more than 6 mil. words, 56,000 articles
and 12,000 illustrations) and 12 spreadsheet files of the general article index
with more than 110.000 entries for import. The analysis tools developed in this
process were not perfect, but when compared to purely manual processing they
saved a substantial amount of work.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have briefly introduced the e-Beliana editorial system based on
the Drupal CMS and its modules. The open-source character of Drupal was the
most important feature for a successful realisation of the project. The source
code is available in the GitHub repository of the Encyclopedic Institute of the
Slovak Academy of Sciences [GitHub]. As the new editorial system has only
been used for 3 months, it is too early to summarise its advantages and drawbacks. The public web site will be available in the beginning of 2018.
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Summary
Online encyclopaedias and encyclopaedic portals for children and young adults
serve as useful tools for acquiring knowledge. This paper presents the results of
the analysis of functionalities of three online encyclopaedias for children and
young adults, Britannica Kids, Q-files and KidzSearch Encyclopedia in the digital environment. A set of basic criteria for the evaluation of usability of online
encyclopaedias intended for young users were established. These criteria could
serve as the basis for the definition of a concept for production of online encyclopaedic works for children and young adults.
Key words: children's encyclopaedia, young adult's encyclopaedia, encyclopaedia's evaluation criteria, educational website

1. Introduction
Children and young adults are strongly oriented towards information technologies. The primary sources of information in their world are often (although not
exclusively) digital, which is quite different from any generation prior.1 Therefore, there is a need to ensure that they are furnished with the safe and trusted
environments, as well as with the digital content which is trustworthy and suita1

Flanagin Andrew J.; Metzger Miriam J. Digital Media and Youth: Unparalleled Opportunity and
Unprecedented Responsibility. // MacArthur Foundation Series on Digital Media and Learning.
Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2008, p. 6
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ble to their needs. As encyclopaedias have always formed an important part of
the infrastructure for learning in schools,2 online encyclopaedias and
encyclopaedic portals could represent a very important component of educational e-infrastructure serving as the didactic tools for electronically supported
learning and teaching.3 As such they should be considered as a specific type of
educational websites – the sites created with the purpose of educating their users about a certain topic or the sites that are adapted for schools in accordance
with curriculum subjects.
General encyclopaedias are intended for a wide range of users, tending to avoid
explaining well-known, as well as overly professional terms. Consequently, it is
considered that they are adapted for adult users who have the necessary average
pre-knowledge for using encyclopaedias. Since this does not cover the needs of
the very young audience, specialised encyclopaedic works for children and
young adults are being published. One of the first encyclopaedic works for children was Orbis Pictus (Visible World in Pictures), which was published in Bratislava in 1658 by a Czech teacher Johann Amos Comenius. Encyclopaedias for
children4 are mainly targeted at primary school children, from 6 or 7 to 12 or 14
years old. These encyclopaedias mostly contain a smaller number of review articles that elaborate a larger number of topics. The articles can be organised alphabetically or thematically. The writing style is simple, as well as the language, and the articles' structure is not strictly determined. Special attention is
paid to the illustrations, that are usually more common compared to other encyclopaedias, as well as to the attractive graphic editing. These elements are supposed to attract the attention and interest of younger users. Encyclopaedias for
young adults5 are targeted at users above 12 years old. They encompass a larger
2

Sundin, Olof; Haider, Jutta. The networked life of professional encyclopaedias: Quantification,
tradition, and trustworthiness. // First Monday, 8 (2013) 6.
3

Croatian national educational strategy, for example, points out that e-learning and e-education
provide access to updated and current multimedia and interactive teaching materials and enable
the use of the repositories of didactic material, digital libraries, archives and museums. The development of educational e-content includes creation of open repositories of knowledge and didactic tools (for example digitised books and lexicons). Strategy of education, science and technology (in Croatian), Official Gazette 124/2014.

4
Examples of traditional printed encyclopaedias for children: My First Britannica (Chicago: Encyclopædia Britannica, 2004; 13 volumes, 525 articles, 1288 pages, 800 illustrations; age group 6
to 10); Britannica student encyclopedia (Chicago: Encyclopædia Britannica, 2007; 16 volumes,
2250 articles, 2900 pages, 2700 illustrations; age group 7 to 12.); Der Kinder Brockhaus in drei
Bänden (5th edition Mannheim: Bibliographisches Institut & F. A. Brockhaus, 2006; 3 volumes,
1000 articles, 676 pages, 2000 illustrations; age group 7 to 12).
5

Examples of traditional printed encyclopaedias for young adults: Compton’s by Britannica (Chicago: Encyclopædia Britannica, 2008; 26 volumes, 37 000 articles, 11 000 pages, 23 000 illustrations; age group 10 to 17); Der Jugend Brockhaus in drei Bänden (6th edition, Mannheim: Bibliographisches Institut & F. A. Brockhaus, 2005; 3 volumes, 10 000 articles, 1200 pages, 2000 il-
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number of articles that elaborate on narrower terms when compared to encyclopaedias for children. They are adapted for school and homework assignments,
and often bring references for additional reading.
Information and communication technologies (ICT) have given rise to the specialised internet sources for younger audience, for example specialised search
engines, fun sources, sources of knowledge etc. Online encyclopaedias for children and young adults are sources that cover many topics, and as such they represent comprehensive sources of knowledge. One of the first online encyclopaedias for children and young adults was The World Book Encyclopedia6 published on the internet in 1998. New encyclopaedic sources of knowledge have
been continuously developed, for example Q-files, KidzSearch Encyclopedia,
and especially Fact Monster, Encyclopedia Smithsonian, Encyclopedia.com,
Britannica Kids.7

2. Scope of research
This paper aims to explore the functionalities of online encyclopaedic portals
for children and young adults in the digital environment. Basic criteria for the
evaluation of usability of online encyclopaedias intended for children and
young adults will be elaborated. The assumption is that established criteria
could serve as the basis for the definition of a concept for production of online
encyclopaedias intended for young users. The research was limited to the websites that, despite of their unspecified format, could be considered encyclopaedias, since they have clearly articulated articles that contain a title (article’s
name) and textual explanation of the subject named in the article’s title. This
definition meant that the analysis embraced only a small amount of different
online sources for children and young adults aimed at acquiring knowledge
through fun or at helping to follow curriculum subjects.

3. Analysis of online encyclopaedias for children and young adults
Three online encyclopaedias for children and young adults were chosen for the
analysis: Britannica Kids, Q-files and KidzSearch Encyclopedia.
3.1. Encyclopædia Britannica for children and young adults – Britannica
Kids
Encyclopædia Britannica8 was first published in 1768 in Edinburgh, Scotland.
By its eleventh edition released in 1911, it was hailed as the greatest encyclopelustrations; age group 12 and above); Svijet oko nas, enciklopedija za djecu i omladinu (Zagreb:
Školska knjiga, 1960; 2 volumes, 600 pages; age group 10 to 16).
6

World Book Online, http://www.worldbookonline.com (3.6.2017).

7

Rain, Ella. Childrens Online Encyclopedia, http://childrens-books.lovetoknow.com/Childrens_
Online_Encyclopedia (26.6.2017).
8

Encyclopaedia Britannica, https://www.britannica.com (2.6.2017).
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dia in the world.9 In 1994 Encyclopaedia Britannica published its first CDROM and the online edition (Britannica online10), becoming the first printed encyclopaedia whose digital version appeared on the internet. Having a reputation
of being the universally acknowledged outstanding reference work, it soon became the leading publisher of digital encyclopaedic editions, particularly after it
stopped publishing printed editions in 2012. At present, the main Encyclopædia
Britannica's website (britannica.com) offers access to other specialised websites
of the same publisher. One of those websites is the encyclopaedic portal for
children and young adults Britannica Kids.11
The main goal of Britannica Kids is to provide easily accessible safe and trusted
content to children and teenagers in order to support their homework needs
based on a variety of curriculum subjects and standards. The content is gathered
from the "great intellects across the globe - including leading educators, Pulitzer
Prize winners and Nobel laureates" and edited by a skilled in-house editorial
staff.12
Targeted for children and young adults from kindergarten to high school and
beyond, this website is divided into three reading levels that are adapted to a
certain age-group and expected pre-knowledge: Britannica KIDS – up to grade
5 (up to 11 years old); Britannica STUDENTS – grade 6-8 (from 11 to 14 years
old); Britannica SCHOLARS – grade 9 and up (above 15 years old). After registration the user selects the desired level (separate websites) on the homepage
of the portal.
Certain functionalities are mutual for all three reading levels. The homepage of
each of these websites contains a simple search engine, as well as a visually
smaller more advanced search engine that provides a drop-down list of possible
results. Presentation of search results is the same on all three websites: the list
of articles that contain a searched topic, multimedia elements and links to additional sources. Upon opening a selected article the user can easily access the
same article on the remaining two reading levels. Furthermore, it is possible to
share the article via e-mail, to print, cite and translate it. Audio reproduction of
the content is enabled.
3.1.1. Britannica KIDS
Britannica KIDS13 homepage contains interactive content (a quiz) that enables
children to initiate their exploration. Besides searching with the search engine,
9

Auchter, Dorothy. The evolution of the Encyclopaedia Britannica: from Macropaedia to Britannica Online // Reference Services Review, 27 (1999) 3, p. 291.

10

At the time at: http://www.eb.com/eb.html

11

Britannica Kids, http://kids.britannica.com/ (2.6.2017).

12

Britannica Kids, http://kids.britannica.com/about (2.6.2017).

13

Britannica Kids, Kids, http://kids.britannica.com/kids (2.6.2017).
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there is a possibility for browsing of certain sections (Articles, Images&Video,
Biographies, Animal Kingdom, World Atlas, Dictionary), that contain thematically or alphabetically organised content.
This encyclopaedic website contains very simple content, adapted for the
youngest users. Articles are divided into chapters (the user can decide which
chapter to open), accompanied with images and links to the related articles. As
well, there is a section Did you know? that highlights out article's interesting
facts.
3.1.2. Britannica STUDENTS & Britannica SCHOLARS
The homepage of Britannica STUDENTS14 & Britannica SCHOLARS15 brings a
lot of additional content (presentation of current events, additional sections such
as Can you guess? Did you know?), but the search engine is always visible on
the page. Once search results have been displayed there is a possibility to carry
out additional advanced search. As is the case for Britannica KIDS, browsing of
main sections, that contain thematically or alphabetically organised content, is
enabled. At these two levels, searching of sections' content is more advanced
and enables different types of queries.
The content of these two reading levels differs with respect to comprehensiveness and the presentation of multimedia elements. Britannica STUDENTS offers
a simpler content, adapted to younger users. Content at the Britannica
SCHOLAR level is actually provided from Encyclopaedia Britannica (articles
are signed by the contributors), although its presentation is more simplified. Articles at both reading levels are divided into chapters, which are listed in the left
panel and are easy to navigate accompanied with multimedia elements and related resources (articles, primary sources and e-books, and websites).
3.2. Q-files – The Great Illustrated Encyclopedia
One of online encyclopedias designed especially for children is Q-files – The
Great Illustrated Encyclopedia16 by Orpheus Books Limited, based in Oxford,
England. Established in 1993, this publishing house is one of the world's leading producers of children's non-fiction and reference books. The site Q-files was
launched in 2015. primarily for children aged 8 to 14-years-old. As of June
2017, Q-files is now a subscription service.17 The content of Q-files has been
drawn from Orpheus’s reference book archive and prepared by specialist children's writers and experienced editorial team, under the expert guidance of the
14

Britannica Kids, Students, http://kids.britannica.com/students (2.6.2017).

15

Britannica Kids, Scholars, http://kids.britannica.com/scholars (2.6.2017).

16

Q-files – The Great Illustrated Encyclopedia, https://www.q-files.com/home/ (3.6.2017).

17

ClassConnect, http://connect.learnpad.com/content/activity.cfm?id=286650 (8.6.2017).
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consultants who worked on the original titles. Users can therefore be assured of
the highest standards of accuracy and reliability.18
The homepage of this website is visually designed for children and provides access only to the selected content. For the complete access to the content a user
needs to register as a home (individual) user or as a school user. The homepage
for individual users doesn't provide access to the search by topics and doesn't
contain a simple search engine. The individual user can access these functionalities only after opening a selected article on the homepage. School users are
equipped with more elaborated homepage that provides search by topics and
simple search engine. Every article attaches active links to the similar content
on the same site and a Q-facts section with main information about the article.
Q-files encyclopedia contains a lot of multimedia elements (images, tables,
timelines) and provides a print option. The site has a presence on the social
networks.
3.3. Wikipedia for children – KidzSearch Encyclopedia
Wikipedia19 is a web-based, multilingual and free-access encyclopedia developed in 2001. Based on anonymous collaborative editing, Wikipedia soon became the largest and the most popular encyclopaedia in the world. The Kidz
Search Encyclopedia20 is based on Simple English Wikipedia, which is similar
to regular Wikipedia, but written at a level much more appropriate for children.
Editorial staff manually approve all the entries and may also add unique original
articles themselves. It is important to point out that unauthorized staff cannot
change the pages on KidzSearch site.21
As in Wikipedia, content of KidzSearch Encyclopedia is free and accessible
without registration. The homepage provides a simple search engine and a list
of topics to search, accompanied by a few representative articles. The list of
topics is also present in the left panel, where each topic is linked to an article
that explains it. Search by a search engine takes the user to another website
kidzsearch.com, which provides the results from other sources besides Kidz
Search encyclopedia (other web sites, images, videos, facts, news, games etc.).
To access the KidzSearch encyclopedia content, it is necessary to select the section wiki at the website menu. Articles in KidzSearch encyclopedia are organized in the same way as in Wikipedia; they are divided into chapters, contain

18

Q-files – The Great Illustrated Encyclopedia https://www.q-files.com/about-q-files/ (3.6.2017).

19

Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia, Wikimedia Foundation Inc., http://www.wikipedia.org, (29.
7.2008).
20

KidzSearch Encyclopedia, http://wiki.kidzsearch.com/wiki/Main_Page (3.6.2017).

21

KidzSearch Encyclopedia, http://wiki.kidzsearch.com/wiki/KidzSearch_Encyclopedia:About
(9.6.2017).
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images, links to other articles within encyclopaedia as well as to the external
sources, references and an information box with main facts.
3.4. Comparative analysis of the content organization and presentation
The most important part of a website is its content that has to be engaging, relevant and appropriate to the audience.22 In the case of encyclopaedias, it is important to ensure that the information in the articles is structured and presented
according to the encyclopaedic principles.23
We analysed content organisation and presentation of the encyclopaedic entries
in Britannica Kids, Q-files and KidzSearch Encyclopedia. Assessing the content
in terms of its reliability was beyond the scope of this research. Nevertheless, it
is important to stress that every encyclopaedic website should provide accurate,
up to date and appropriate information for its end-users.
Based on the comparative analysis of several encyclopaedic entries in each of
the analysed encyclopaedias, we established that there are certain patterns in the
way that content is organised and presented. We will show the main characteristics in content organisation and presentation in each of the analysed encyclopaedia using the example of the article Croatia:
 Britannica KIDS.24 Very simple content that doesn't contain a clear definition. The article is divided into 5 chapters, containing 4 images, an audio clip of the Croatian national anthem and a link to related articles.
 Britannica STUDENTS.25 More extensive content without a clear definition in the introduction. The left panel offers a list of chapters, a Quick
Facts box that contains a compilation of the key information about the
state and the links to other related resources. The article is divided into 5
chapters, containing 5 images and an audio clip of the Croatian national
anthem.
 Britannica SCHOLARS.26 The most extensive content that contains a
definition. It is divided into 8 chapters, with additional subchapters, containing 30 images, 2 video clips and an audio clip of the Croatian national
anthem The list of chapters is placed in the left panel together with a detailed Quick Facts box and the links to other related resources. As previ-

22
HHS Web Standards and Usability Guidelines, https://guidelines.usability.gov/guidelines/1
(5.6.2017).
23

Jecić, Zdenko. Enciklopedički koncept u mrežnom okruženju. // Studia lexicographica, 7
(2013), 2 (13), p. 113.

24

Britannica Kids, Kids, http://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/Croatia/345673 (7.6.2017).

25

Britannica Kids, Students, http://kids.britannica.com/students/article/Croatia/273859 (7.6.2017).

26

Britannica Kids, Scholars, http://kids.britannica.com/scholars/article/Croatia/110562 (7.6.2017).
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ously mentioned, the article's content in Britannica SCHOLARS is the
same as the one in britannica.com27.
 Q-files28. Simple content with a short definition. The article contains a
small information box with main facts about the state. Content is divided
into 3 chapters and contains 10 images.
 KidzSearch29. Simple content with a short definition The information box
is organised in the same way as in regular Wikipedia. Content is divided
into 3 chapters and contains 2 images.

4. Evaluation of online encyclopaedias for children and young adults
At a time of numerous websites for children and young adults that offer encyclopaedic content, learning through fun or help with learning, parents, teachers
and librarians should feel confident about estimating which online encyclopaedic websites suit the needs of a young user, in terms of their age-appropriate
content and usability. Therefore, there is a need for a set of criteria for the evaluation of encyclopaedic websites for children and young adults. While evaluation of internet resources has been tackled by a significant number of researches
and instructions,30 online encyclopaedic resources have been mostly overlooked
in this respect so far. Jecić and Boras, for example, designed special criteria for
reliability testing procedure of virtual encyclopaedias based on lexicographic
characteristics.31
4.1. Encyclopaedias as educational websites
Being tools for learning and education, online encyclopaedias for children and
young adults represent a specific type of educational websites. Nowadays, educational websites are becoming progressively similar to electronic textbooks in
terms of both content and presentation. They are becoming more advanced,
bringing together rich, scholarly material and employing many of the same design elements as electronic textbooks, such as internal and external hyperlinks
27

Encyclopaedia Britannica, https://www.britannica.com/place/Croatia (8.6.2017).

28

Q-files The Great Illustrated Encyclopedia, https://www.q-files.com/geography/europe/croatia/
(7.6.2017).

29

KidzSearch Encyclopedia, http://wiki.kidzsearch.com/wiki/Croatia (7.6.2017).

30

Gi-Zen Liu; Zih-Hui Liu; Gwo-JenHwang. Developing multi-dimensional evaluation criteria
for English learning websites with university students and professors. // Computers & Education.
56 (2011) 1; pp. 65-79; Ping Zhang; Gisela M. von Dran. Satisfiers and dissatisfiers: A two-factor
model for website design and evaluation. // Journal of the Association for Information Science
and Technology, 51 (2000) 14; pp. 1253-1268.
31

Jecić, Zdenko; Boras, Damir. Fotografija u virtualnim enciklopedijama – razrada kriterija evaluacije internetskih sadržaja. // Proceedings – 10. međunarodno savjetovanje tiskarstva, dizajna i
grafičkih komunikacija Blaž Baromić / Bolanča, Zdenka; Mikota, Miroslav (ur.). Zagreb, Senj:
Grafički fakultet Zagreb; Matica hrvatska Senj, 2006, pp. 87-92.
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and multimedia.32 Since the internet has become an important feature of the
learning environment, it is necessary to develop functional, reliable and trustworthy educational websites with appropriate content presentation, which
would be adjusted to the young user's needs. According to Loranger and Nilsen,
teenagers expect websites to be easy to use and to let them accomplish their
tasks. They also prefer short text with words that they understand, short sentences and paragraphs. The main point of a website for teenagers is to teach
them something new and keep them focused on a goal. The authors conclude
that a good website for children must balance many elements like amount of
text, multimedia elements, length of pages.33 Wing-Shui showed that, from the
teachers' point of view, during the process of developing a high-quality educational website, web designers should put a high emphasis on ease of users’
browsing experience by providing a good web navigation system. Secondly, the
educational website should be appealing by appropriately manipulating multimedia elements including color, graphics, fonts and typography, which should
enhance the effectiveness of achieving educational purposes of the website.34 In
their study into the usability of e-encyclopaedias, Wilson et al. showed that
school group users were shown to be less successful at completing tasks involving cognitive skills and at extracting relevant information from highly interactive, information abundant web sites, and there was some indication that
they had a lower tolerance for unfamiliar design.35 By applying educational
multimedia materials for training purposes the user should be able to understand
and memorise given content. The goal is to develop efficient and high-quality
multimedia content that encourages active cognitive processing and leads to the
meaningful learning through creative problem solving.36
Besides setting the primary goal of a website (which determines its audience,
content, function and look), every website should contain certain elements that
are necessary for its successful functioning. One of the most comprehensive
compilation of these elements is collected in The Research-Based Web Design
32

Wilson, Ruth; Shorteed, Julie; Landoni, Monica. A Study into the Usability of E-encyclopaedias. // Proceedings of the 2004 ACM symposium on Applied computing. Nicosia, Cyprus, 2004,
pp. 1688-1692.
33

Loranger, Hoa; Nilsen Jakob. Teenage Usability: Designing Teen-Target Websites, Nielsen
Norman Group, 4 February 2013, https://www.nngroup.com/articles/usability-of-websites-forteenagers/ (10.5.2017).
34

Wing-Shui, Ng. Critical design factors of developing a high-quality educational website: Perspectives of preservice teachers. // Issues in Informing Science and Information Technology, 11
(2014), p. 105.

35

Wilson, Ruth et al. (2004), ibid., p. 1691.

36

Mateljan, Vladimir; Širanović, Željko; Šimović, Vladimir. Prijedlog modela za oblikovanje
multimedijskih web nastavnih sadržaja prema pedagoškoj praksi u RH. // Informatologia, 42
(2009) 1, p. 39.
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& Usability Guidelines (Guidelines), that was developed by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) in partnership with the U.S. General
Services Administration and published in 2004.37 This manual, containing 209
guidelines, represents innovative, research-based approach that should result in
highly responsive and easy-to-use websites for the public.
4.2. Criteria for evaluation of usability of online encyclopaedias for
children and young adults
Based on the results of the researches explained in the previous chapter and the
analysis of online encyclopaedias Britannica Kids, Q-files and KidzSearch Encyclopedia, we found the main elements that should be taken into consideration
when developing a well-designed encyclopaedic website. Accordingly, we established a set of basic criteria for evaluation of usability of encyclopaedic websites intended for children and young adults.
When evaluating the usability of mentioned encyclopaedic websites, the following elements should be considered:
 Content. Apart from being reliable and adapted to the needs of end-users,
in this case children and young adults, the content of an encyclopaedic
website should be well-organised and presented in a way to facilitate understanding of information.
 Search engine. The search engine should be easy to use and should allow
users to search the entire site and to be successful when searching. More
advanced search engine options provide a drop-down list of possible results that should facilitate finding the relevant one, as children are often
not sure how to construct a search query. In addition, encyclopaedic websites should provide a possibility to search the content by topics as well
as alphabetically. The search engine should be present on each page, including the homepage.
 Homepage. The homepage should be simple, of limited length, and
should contain all the major options available at the site along with the
information about the site. Furthermore, it is important to enable access to
the homepage from every page in the site.
 Links. Links are very important element in the construction of online encyclopaedic content. They enable users to access other pages with related
content on the same site (internal links) or on a different site (external
links). In both cases they should be active, providing a useful and reliable

37

Research-Based Web Design & Usability Guidelines, Official U.S. Government Edition. 2004.
(https://www.usability.gov/sites/default/files/documents/guidelines_book.pdf). Updated version of
Guidelines was published in 2006. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) put
them into a database for easier access in 2012. During 2013. HHS presented a new design of their
web site and started the process of updating the Guidelines. (https://guidelines.usability.gov/).
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content. They should be well-marked, underlined and easy to notice. External links should be isolated from the main content of the site.
Web site navigation. The website should provide users useful navigational options, such as feedback on their location and link to destination
pages. It is important that users can locate where they are in the site, return to the homepage, see the query history and easily proceed to the next
activity.
Multimedia elements. In order to facilitate learning and understanding
of the content, images, tables, graphs and multimedia elements should be
used appropriately. They should supplement the site’s content and
shouldn’t unnecessarily distract users. As, well they should be accompanied with accurate labelling.
Content sharing. The site should provide a print option and sharing of
the content by email or, in case of teenagers, through social networks. In
addition, it is important that an encyclopaedic website provides a possibility to leave a comment to editors about the presented content.
Online working space. Specialised websites, in this case encycloapedic
websites for children and young adults, should provide to users the possibility to create their own working space which would include saving the
links to the content, creating their own content and communicating with
editors and other users.

5. Evaluation of Britannica Kids, Q-files and KidzSearch Encyclopedia
We analysed the compatibility of Britannica Kids, Q-files and KidzSearch Encyclopedia to the established criteria (Table 1).
The analysis showed that all three encyclopaedias, with their simple and shorten
content, are adapted for their end users, that is kids and teenagers. In some cases
the lack of definition in the articles aimed at younger population is supposed to
facilitate the didactic approach, while in the case of Britannica SCHOLARS the
content, as expected, is longer and more detailed. Britannica Kids and Q-files
provide well-organised content, while KidzSearch provides a very elaborated
information box, similar to the one in regular Wikipedia, which is not simplified
and adjusted to young users' needs. All the analysed encyclopaedic websites
have a simple search engine, present on each page. In addition, Britannica Kids
and KidzSearch contain well-designed search engine, with Britannica Kids being the only encyclopaedia that enables alphabetical searching. As for the
homepage, Britannica Kids has developed a homepage at all three levels of
reading, with search engine and additional interactive content. KidzSearch
homepage is simple but without any interactive content, while Q-files homepage
contains small amount of randomly selected articles and doesn’t contain the
search engine. Active and well-marked links are present in all three encyclopaedias, with Q-files being the only one that doesn’t provide any external links.
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KidzSearch external links did not prove to be a reliable source. Multimedia elements are well presented and elaborated in Britannica Kids and Q-files.
Table 1: Compatibility of Britannica Kids, Q-files and KidzSearch Encyclopedia to the criteria for evaluation of online encyclopaedias for children and
young adults
Criterion
Content
Well-organised content
Search engine
Well-designed search engine
Enabled search by topics
Enabled alphabetical search
Search options on each page
Homepage
Simple Homepage
Enabled access to the Homepage
Links
Active links
Well-marked links
External links
Web site navigation
Multimedia elements
Content sharing
Enabled content sharing
Enabled print option
Online working space

Britannica Kids

Q-files

KidzSearch

YES

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
YES
NO
YES

YES
YES
NO
YES

YES
YES

NO
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
NO
YES

YES
YES
NO
NO
YES

YES
YES
YES
NO
NO

NO
YES
NO

NO
YES
NO

NO
NO
NO

A deficiency that all three encyclopaedias showed was a poor web site navigation, which did not always allow users to find and access information effectively and efficiently. Content sharing is enabled only by print options (except
for KidzSearch), and in case of Britannica Kids by e-mail, but not through social networks or by leaving comments to the editors. Furthermore, none of the
analysed websites provide the option for creating a personal online working
space, which could facilitate and encourage young users' learning activities.

6. Conclusion
Encyclopaedias have always played an important role in the process of acquiring knowledge and as such have strived to be adapted to the needs of their users. This research showed that well-established specificities regarding content
organisation and presentation in traditional printed encyclopaedic works for
children and young adults, which differentiate those encyclopaedias from ones
targeted at adult population, exist also in the era of digital media, when the majority of encyclopaedic works are published online. Since young population
tend to search for information through different online and internet services,
greater attention should be given to creating of functional online encyclopaedic
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content intended for young users. A set of basic criteria for the evaluation of usability of online encyclopaedias for children and young adults was established,
which could also serve as the basis for the development of a concept for future
online encyclopaedias. Although analysed encyclopaedic websites satisfied a
great deal of criteria for the successful adaptation to young users, there are still
many elements that should be taken into account in the process of upgrading
their usability, since all the possibilities of digital media has not yet been fully
exploited. To tackle this issue there is a need for a more systemic approach to
further investigations of the poorly developed field of encyclopaedistics for
children and young adults.
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Summary
The digital infrastructure in Croatia is still waiting for a stronger investment
cycle. Its development needs standardization and closer cooperation of all digital environment stakeholders. The work on the development of the thematic
portal Znameniti.hr showed that these assumptions indeed are necessary preconditions. One-off financial support was provided by the Adris Foundation in
2016 within the project that was registered under the title Distinguished and
Worthy Croats. The issue of standardization of data collection processing has
finally started and an agreement has been reached that the name authority records from the National and University Library in Zagreb's digital repository
should be used for building of the portal. Three unique set of metadata that will
be applied for the bibliographic description of manuscripts, books, and collections of materials on the portal are also developed. Up until today, it has not
been the case in Croatia that the materials are processed by standardized sets
of metadata. Instead, institutions are applying their own descriptive elements.
For all that, we believe that work on this project has spontaneously shifted the
value of digital infrastructure in Croatia.
Key words: portal, distinguished and worthy Croats, Library of Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts, collecting digital records, aggregation

About thematic portal Znameniti.hr
First of all, one-off financial support was provided by the Adris Foundation in
2016 within the project that was registered under the title Distinguished and
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Worthy Croats1. The portal Znameniti.hr was launched in 2016 by the Croatian
Academy of Sciences and Arts, its Library as a coordinator, together with the
National and University Library in Zagreb, the Zagreb City Libraries, and the
State Archive in Varaždin. In the second phase of building the portal, other institutions, which have online collections and/or repositories with valuable materials on distinguished and worthy persons from the Croatian history and present,
joined the project. Those are the Miroslav Krleža Institute of Lexicography, the
Institute of Ethnology and Folklore Research, and the Museum of Arts and
Crafts in Zagreb.
The project’s objective is to establish a basis for collecting and consolidated
search of metadata of Croatian cultural, artistic and scientific institutions' digital
materials by building the portal Znameniti.hr containing digital materials on the
champions of Croatian culture, science, arts, and public life from different collections and/or repositories. The purpose of the project is to enable better accessibility and use of non-commercial scientific, cultural and artistic digital content
to researchers and wider public.
One of the main project tasks was to define the content framework and scope of
the portal. The first step was to define the distinguished and worthy Croats.
They are persons who worked in Croatia or outside Croatia, regardless of their
origin or birth, or persons who contributed to the recognition, definition and affirmation of the Croatian identity by their actions and whose works became an
important part of the Croatian heritage. According to this broad definition it was
decided that the portal's title will be Znameniti.hr (eng. Distinguished.hr) (Figure 1). What was achieved by this? First of all, the name was shortened and
made more memorable. The diacritical signs were avoided since they can cause
different renderings on the computer screen, i.e. on the Internet. And finally, the
national affiliation was removed from the portal's title itself allowing for future
internationalization of the content.
Namely, thematic portal Znameniti.hr should be the beginning of the “little
Croatian Europeana”. Europeana, the largest digital platform in Europe, has
been developing for ten years on the principles and standards that are related
and applied to the portal Znameniti.hr. At the end of 2015 the Europeana portal,
with its subtitle Think Culture, has been redesigned and renamed to Europeana
Collections. The internet address has also been changed from http://www.
europeana.eu to https://www.europeana.eu/portal/hr. At that time the first two
collections appeared at the homepage – Art and Music. Today there are also
collections Fashion, Photography, 1914-1918, Maps and Geography, Natural

1

Inspiration for the project title was found in the renowned book Znameniti i zaslužni Hrvati te
pomena vrijedna lica u hrvatskoj povijesti od 925-1925. (eng. The distinguished and worthy
Croats and the persons worth mentioning from the Croatian history from 925 to 1925) published
in Zagreb in 1925. (reprinted in Zagreb in 1990).
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O the other hand, there are many dig
gitised materrials about
Franjo Kuuharić, etc. On
Vinko Žgganec2, a welll-known Crooatian ethnom
musicologist.
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Figure 2. Spreeadsheet conntaining list of
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Figure 3. Photograpphs of the diistinguished persons
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2

Around 600 CDs and arou
und 80 collectioons were digitizzed. The collecttion of 40 photoographs with
dr. Žganec and 342 photog
graph mentioninng Žganec in th
he title still remain to be digitizzed.
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An agreement was made to enrich the name authority records with ISNI and
VIAF numbers – international standard identifiers. This is the criterion for
aligning the identifiers of the name authority records. Local identifiers from
each repository have been replaced by a global standard identifier that is unique
in all repositories from which the data are selected. This solution has enabled
the aggregation of heterogeneous data from different repositories and their integration into the portal Znameniti.hr. Consequently, the portal became the first
aggregator portal to combine records created according to different metadata
profiles from different institutions whose repository records are downloaded by
the OAI-PMH protocol.
We have used the knowledge and technology that ArhivPRO Ltd. implemented
in the aggregation system launched by the Ministry of Culture in 2013. This
portal showed how important it is to develop an aggregate system that collects
data from different digital sources.

Search and retrieval
The Znameniti.hr portal is created for wide-range of users (students, scientists,
researchers) so it should be simple, incorporating well-designed search engine
and instructions on how to navigate it. The photographs of distinguished persons, which follow immediately after the home page and offer the ability to
browse through the content of the portal (Figure 3), are put forward. The portal
provides search by different sets of metadata. The search results are displayed in
two columns. In the left column, they are arranged in two groups of facets:
Izvor zapisa (source record, i.e. institutions in whose repositories the requested
data are stored), and Znameniti (list of distinguished persons whose works are
included in the portal). The digitized objects are displayed in the right column.
The structure of the portal Znameniti.hr and instructions for its use are shown in
Figure 4.
URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), defined as a unique identifier of various
sources on the Internet, has been identified as a prerequisite for acquiring the
Croatian digital resources (URI HR). By using such identifier each resource can
be uniquely identified and accessed.
The development of the portal Znameniti.hr also showed that the existing aggregating system, developed four years ago for aggregation of data for the Europeana, needs to be upgraded. Besides the name authority records data base,
there is a lack of services for integration and unified search of other authoritative records. The idea of developing the Croatian Europeana, initially formulated in parallel with the development of the aggregating system but for different reasons still unrealised, now seems within reach by the development of the
cooperation portal.
In the beginning, all the data and the portal application were hosted at the server
of the company responsible for the application development (http://znameniti.
eindigo.net). Later, the portal has been successfully moved to the virtual private
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The main goals of the project Distinguished and Worthy Croats, as it was originally called, were significantly exceeded. The planned number of collected records, initially set to cca. 1,500, was by the end of the first phase of project exceeded by 4½ times (the total of 35 distinguished persons with 6,511 records
were collected). It is expected that the number of participating cultural and scientific institutions will grow as well as the number of included digital records
on the distinguished persons. In the beginning of the project, four institutions
were involved, but now four more institutions are showing their interest in collaboration and systematic collecting, publishing and interlinking of digital resources. That is why it was agreed that the cooperation of these eight institutions will continue, that the selected representatives from those institutions will
form a coordination committee, and to define the cooperation through a special
agreement.
Other institutions, having similar digital records, are also showing interest to
contribute to the Znameniti.hr portal. In the initial phase, the cooperation may
be realized by connecting the thematically organized metadata, e.g. music, film,
art, history etc. This might be the foundation for development of the national
cultural digital infrastructure, e.g. a national digital library. This portal is a great
example in the still developing digital humanities area showing how digital
materials, when processed by the cultural institutions, can become an important
resource for education and science usable in the curriculum.

Resources
ArhivPRO Ltd., http://www.arhivpro.hr
Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts, http://www.hazu.hr
Europeana portal, https://www.europeana.eu/portal/hr
Indigo – hybrid repository platform based on semantic technologies,
http://www.eindigo.net/
National and University Library in Zagreb, http://www.nsk.hr
The Institute of Ethnology and Folklore Research, http://www.ief.hr
The Miroslav Krleža Institute of Lexicography, http://www.lzmk.hr
The Museum of Arts and Crafts in Zagreb, https://www.muo.hr/
The State Archive in Varaždin, http://www.dav.hr
The Zagreb City Libraries, http://www.kgz.hr
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Summary
Dictionary criticism has been criticized for only being concerned with the
description of design features of dictionaries, while not giving much attention to
the evaluation of dictionary features, and for lack of objective standards. In this
paper we describe the features of Croatian sign language (HZJ), investigate
characteristics of dictionaries of signed languages (with special attention to
dictionaries of Croatian sign language), and examine evaluation criteria for
different types of printed and online dictionaries. We propose a set of
evaluation criteria relevant for a sign language dictionary and point out why
sign language dictionaries should transcend the traditional printed formats.
The evaluation criteria described in this paper will in further research be used
as an evaluation instrument of some existing online sign language dictionaries
to assess the instrument. We will apply that as a foundation for the construction
of a model of an online HZJ dictionary. It is our hope the evaluation instrument
provided in this paper, and the model that will be suggested afterwards might
help make a professional, well thought out, and beneficial online dictionary of
HZJ.
Key words: Croatian sign language (HZJ), sign language lexicography, online
dictionary, dictionary evaluation

Introduction
As expected of a paper in the field of lexicography, we begin with a definition
of dictionary criticism by Dictionary of Lexicography: “a branch of dictionary
research concerned with the description and evaluation of dictionaries and other
reference works” (Hartmann and James 2002: 32). Dictionary criticism has been
criticized for only being concerned with the description of design features of
dictionaries, while not giving much attention to the evaluation of dictionary
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features. Moreover, most of those reviews were unfavourably judged by other
lexicographers, mainly for the lack of objective standards (Swanepoel 2008:
209). In this paper we describe the features of Croatian sign language,
investigate characteristics of dictionaries of signed languages, and examine
evaluation criteria for different types of printed and online dictionaries. We
propose a set of evaluation criteria as an instrument for evaluation of online
dictionaries of sign languages, thereby hoping to contribute to an improvement
in the quality of dictionary criticism in the field of sign language lexicography.

About sign languages

In this section we bring a brief overview of features of a sign language1. A sign
language is a primary or first language of the Deaf2 and Deafblind3. The media
of a sign language are signs made with hands, head, and body. A sign language
is "not a crude approximation to a spoken language" (Trask 1999: 184) – it is
genuine and natural, it has an extensive vocabulary, complex grammar, and is as
flexible and as expressive as a spoken language. There are many sign languages
– for example Croatian Sign Language (HZJ), American Sign Language (ASL),
Australian Sign Language (Auslan), British Sign Language (BSL), Brazilian
Sign Language (BLS or Libras) and so forth. Even though those sign languages
share names with some spoken languages, they are not equally spread – sign
languages don't depend on national borders since they develop in any group of
deaf people. For example, BSL and ASL are mutually unintelligible, even
though British and American hearing people share the same spoken language.
Grammars of sign languages don't resemble those of languages spoken in the
same geographical area – "ASL shares more with spoken Japanese than with
English" (Nakamura 2008). Unlike the oral-auditory modality of spoken
languages, sign languages have visual-spatial modality. From this difference in
modality stem many issues in writing any sign language down and creating a
dictionary of a signed language, as will be shown in the next section.
1

Due to the space constraints, some parts of the overview may seem as an oversimplification of
some sign languages. While organizing this section, we had the characteristics of the Croatian
Sign Language in mind. However, while compiling the evaluation instrument, we took into
account characteristics of other sign languages.

2
The term “Deaf” refers to the members of the linguistic community of sign language users,
while the term “deaf” describes the audiological state of deafness. (Morgan, Woll 2002: 20)
3

Deafblindness is a specific and unique double sensory damage of sight and hearing in various
possible combinations of intensity: hearing and visual impairment, deafness and visual
impairment, blindness and hearing impairment, and practical deafblindness. A person with
progressive visual impairment or with constant visual impairment with deafness forecast can also
be considered as Deafblind. Also, this classification covers the Deafblind with characteristic
syndromes (Usher syndrome, Charge syndrome). (translated by the author, Tarczay 2001: 146147)
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Sign languages were first systematically described in the middle of the 20th
century. The basic unit in any sign language is a sign. The five elements of a
sign are handshape, location, movement, orientation, and non-manual markers.
Croatian sign language (HZJ) distinguishes 44 different handshapes and 17
main locations on the body. Movement is the most complex element of a sign –
it describes how the hand moves through the articulation space: its direction
(up, down, left, right, forward, backward), repetition, speed, and coordination
(when using both hands to sign). Orientation element is the distinctive degree of
rotation of the hand in relation to the signer. Non-manual markers are facial
expressions, and movements of the body and head. These elements of a sign, or
sign's parameters, are phonemes of a signed language. They are different from
phonemes of a spoken language in that they often appear simultaneously.
Sign languages cannot be written down as spoken languages can. "ASL (…)
does not have a written form. A sign conveys a concept, not an English word,
and the production of a sign involves five elements that need to be described"
(Tennant, Gluszak Brown 1998: 26). There are notation systems4 – Stokoe's
notation system being the first – which can be used to write sign languages
down so that the analysis of the language structure could be possible. Those
notation systems use symbols and abstract pictures to describe a sign and all its
elements, and are not written in a single line but also use the vertical plane to
add information. Course books by the Croatian Alliance of the Deafblind Dodir
"Znak po znak" (ZPZ)5 offers a notation system that is a combination of a
translation of the signs with added symbols for extra information about
movement, repetition, etc.
It is interesting that HZJ, unlike its spoken counterpart, does not use
grammatical cases nor verb conjugations in the sense the spoken Croatian
language does. There are some modifications to the signs depending on the
quantity of subjects and/or objects, but signers often use the canonical form of
nouns and adjectives in combination with pronouns, adverbs, and prepositions
(which can often be modified, e.g. in numeral incorporation), while verbs of
motion and location use other kinds of grammatical markers (e.g. classifier
predicates).

4

For example:
Stokoe notation (Stokoe, W. "C.(1960). Sign language structure." Studies in Linguistics:
Occasional Paper 8.)
The Hamburg Notation System (HamNoSys) (Prillwitz, Siegmund, and Hamburg Zentrum für
Deutsche Gebärdensprache und Kommunikation Gehörloser. HamNoSys: Version 2.0;
Hamburg Notation System for Sign Languages; An Introductory Guide. Signum-Verlag, 1989.)
SignWriting (Sutton, Valerie. Lessons in Sign Writing: Textbook. SignWriting, 1995.)

5

Tarczay, Sanja et. al. Znak po znak 1, 2, 3 : udžbenik za učenje hrvatskog znakovnog jezika.
Hrvatska udruga gluhoslijepih osoba “Dodir”. 2006-2007.
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Dictionaries of signed languages
Since the first systematic descriptions of sign languages, the need for a good
sign language dictionary was obvious. The first printed sign dictionaries in the
20th century were monodirectional alphabetical lists of words of a spoken
language – that could also be divided thematically – which was then translated
into a sign language via a picture and/or a description of the sign's elements.
Another, but rarer kind of dictionaries that developed later in the 20th century
are dictionaries that listed signs by one of the sign elements (e.g. handshape)
and gave a translation to a spoken language, e.g. A dictionary of American Sign
Language on linguistic principles by Stokoe, William C., Dorothy C.
Casterline, and Carl G. Croneberg from 1976.
Those first dictionaries usually chose their entries on a basis of a dictionary of a
spoken language. Creating a corpus for a dictionary of a signed language mostly
takes several deaf people who are given topics to talk about while being
recorded. Today several larger corpora exist, e.g. "[…] the sign language of
deaf communities in the Netherlands, the UK, Ireland, Sweden, Greece,
Australia and the US but also e.g. Mali" (Crasborn 2010). In such way
lexicographers can find out which signs are the more frequent ones, how the
signs are used and what meanings they carry.
Since sign languages have a different modality from spoken ones, it is difficult
to print a dictionary that will provide enough visual-spatial information that
could easily be understood. Some dictionaries use one of the existing notation
systems to try to convey more information. "The problem is that, in order to
profit from the encoded information, the dictionary user has to invest time and
effort either in learning the (not very transparent) codes or in constantly
consulting the key to the codes. It is not by any means evident that most dictionary users are prepared to make this kind of investment" (Singleton 2000: 205).
Therefore it is much easier to use dictionaries that rely on pictures with
descriptions of signs. Modern technology brings new media into play and
enables the creation of e-dictionaries of sign languages that can use a variety of
media – text, picture, notation systems, and, most importantly, video. When
using both online dictionaries of sign language and those on a CD-ROM, it is
impossible not to agree with Singleton (2000: 200) when he writes that "many
of these are quite disappointing in terms of their failure to use the extraordinary
possibilities offered by the technology, some being little more than rather crude
glossaries with very limited search facilities." Of course, there are also some
great examples of dictionaries that have taken advantage of technology and put
the traditional formats aside6.
6

For example: an online dictionary of Dutch - Flemish Sign Language "Woordenboek Nederlands — Vlaamse Gebarentaal, Vlaamse Gebarentaal — Nederlands" URL: http://gebaren.ugent.be/
(10.5.2017.) and an "Online Dictionary of New Zealand Sign Language" URL: http://nzsl.vuw.
ac.nz/ (8.5.2017.)
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HZJ dictionaries
At the time being, Croatian Sign Language or HZJ doesn't have a high quality
dictionary. ZPZ as a learner's handbook (2006 and 2007) offers "znakovnica"7 –
a thematical alphabetical list of signs with their images and translations into
Croatian at the end of every theme. There is a traditional printed dictionary
"Hrvatski znakovni jezik"8 by a group of editors which was published in 20159.
The dictionary is a short alphabetical list of pictures of HZJ signs and their
translations into Croatian. There are not many signs and the ones that were
included into the dictionary are not always the most frequent ones – one can
find žuboriti (to murmur, to babble), but not žvakati (to chew). Another tends to
be a specialised dictionary: "Gluhi i znakovno medicinsko nazivlje: kako
komunicirati s gluhim pacijentom"10 published in 201011. It consists of many
texts on the Deaf and HZJ, a small section of general signs (e.g. ići (to go)), and
a slightly bigger section on medical terminology, e.g. alergija (allergy),
Alzeimerova bolest (Alzheimer's disease). While the entries in the general
dictionary section only consist of a gloss and a picture, the medical ones include
a short definition. This dictionary consists of around 250 entries. The only
online HZJ dictionary called CroDeafWeb12 is on a good track – it has an
alphabetical list of words, each entry has a video or a gif showing how a sign is
signed, and a short written description of the movements in signing.
Unfortunately, it only has around 500 signs, a lot of which are liturgical.
Comparison of HZJ dictionaries by the approximate number of entries is shown
in Table 1.
Table 1: Approximate number of entries in dictionaries of HZJ
Dictionary

Number of entries

Znak po znak

4500

Hrvatski znakovni jezik

1200

CroDeafWeb

500

Gluhi i znakovno medicinsko nazivlje

250

7

A rough translation is “a sign book”, a coined word based on “slikovnica” (“a picture book”).

8

Translation: “Croatian sign language”.

9

Hrvatski znakovni jezik . Ristić, Milan.; Baštijan, Zdravka.; Biškupić Andolšek, Tajana. (Eds.)
Zagreb : Hrvatski savez gluhih i nagluhih, 2015.

10

Translation: "The deaf and signs for medical terminology: how to communicate with a deaf
patient"
11

Gluhi i znakovno medicinsko nazivlje : kako komunicirati s gluhim pacijentom. Šegota, Ivan;
Šendula-Jengić, Vesna; Herega, Damir; Petaros, Anja; Conar, Jevgenij. Zagreb. Medicinska
naklada. 2010.

12

http://www.crodeafweb.org/rjecnik/index.html
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Dictionary evaluation
Evaluations of traditional printed dictionaries were often written but have, as
Hartmann notes, "(…) been beset by personal prejudice rather than noted for the
application of objective criteria" (1996: 241). To make it easier to apply
objective criteria, a kind of a measuring system had to be made. Researchers
made lists of points one should mention in a review, or evaluation criteria.
Haas lists 12 desiderata (as cited in Landau 2011: 11) any bilingual dictionary
should contain, while Landau (2011: 11) notes some limits which those needed
elements set for each other:
1. "It provides a translation for each word in the source language.
2. Its coverage of the source language lexicon is complete.
3. Grammatical, syntactic, and semantic information is provided.
4. Usage guidance is given.
5. Names are included.
6. It includes special vocabulary items, such as scientific terms.
7. Spelling aids and alternative spellings are indicated.
8. Pronunciation is included.
9. It is compact in size – which obviously limits its coverage of items 1-8."
A traditional printed dictionary can't be compact in size and provide all the
above mentioned information. The first of quoted Haas' desiderata – providing
translation for each word in the source language – might be possible only for a
dead language because only a dead language has a finite number of texts and
"no new sentences are produced in a dead language" (Zgusta 1971: 217). This
can be done with an e-dictionary – "Electronic dictionaries are not subject to
such constraints, and, with their capacity to offer links to other entries and to
other sources of information, may indeed be virtually limitless in respect of the
quantity of information they can make available" (Singleton 2000: 199-200),
thereby having the capacity to continuously improve the coverage of the
dictionary. Jackson (1996: 7-11) proposes a range of vocabulary, word
formation, homographs, defining, sense division, lexical relations, collocations,
connotations, pronunciation, grammar, usage, examples, etymology, and special
features as the main criteria for evaluating a dictionary. More recent criteria for
dictionary criticism could be divided into categories like the ones Svensén
(2009: 483) lists: dictionary functions, dictionary users, advice given to the
users, price, layout / web design, the compiler(s), comparison with other
dictionaries, prehistory of the dictionary, reference to other reviews, the
reviewer, dictionary basis, outside matter, lemma selection, establishment of
lemmas, search and access options, entry structure, the normative/descriptive
dimension, equivalents, grammar, orthography, pronunciation, semantic and
encyclopaedic information, diasystematic information, etymology, examples,
collocations, idioms, illustrations, synonymy/antonymy, cross-references,
entertainment value, and unified concluding evaluation. This list already
mentions some elements which can only be applied to e-dictionaries, such as
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web design, and search and access options. For a sign language there are some
additional elements that should be evaluated. In the recent years, the field of
sign language lexicography tackles issues such as lemmatization, lemma
information, and ordering and searching in e-dictionaries (Zwitserlood,
Kristoffersen and Troelsgård 2013: 259-283). Among information on sign
languages and lexicography, Zwitserlood (2010) writes about situation in the
Netherlands and reviews their online dictionary of Dutch Sign Language
(NGT). Capovilla et al. (2003) present how Libras went from a printed
dictionary to a digital encyclopedia, and even made it possible for deaf
quadriplegic users to compose Libras-based sign messages that can be
converted to ASL, printed, spoken with digitized speech both in Portuguese and
English. Hanke (2004) and Hanke and Storz (2008) describe the more technical
side of creating a corpus of technical terms in German Sing Language (DGS)
and of writing signs down using the Hamburg Sign Language Notation System
(HamNoSys), an alphabetic system describing signs on a mostly phonetic level,
first published in 1987. Kristoffersen and Troelsgård (2012) point out
hyperlinks and multimedia, search facilities, flexibility, and the ability to meet
diverse user needs as particularly useful characteristics of a sign language
dictionary.
In our opinion, the contribution of the paper to the sign language lexicography
is twofold. First, as already mentioned, the evaluation instrument contributes to
the improvement in the quality of dictionary criticism by introducing a
framework for description and evaluation of online sign language dictionaries.
Second, due to the lack of comprehensive and extensive online sign language
dictionaries for many languages, the instrument can be implemented in the
initial stages as a tool for the development of a model for these type of
dictionaries. By researching relevant literature, the chosen criteria for the
instrument are deemed the most relevant.

An instrument for evaluation of online dictionaries of sign languages
1. Intended users of the dictionary:
a) experts
b) native signers (the deaf users)
c) learners of a sign language as a foreign language (for the hearing users)
Rationale: As with all dictionaries, it must be known who the majority of users
will be. Will it be the deaf population to whom a sign language is their first
language, or an expert in special education or in linguistics, or someone who
started a course in a sign language and would like to become fluent. This
categorization is based on Varantola's (2002) rough division of dictionary users
into professional users, non-professional users, and language learners. To the
best of our knowledge, most of the sign language dictionaries have been aimed
at all the intended user groups mentioned above, due to the lack of resources
needed to create dictionaries for specific users.
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2. Type of the dictionary according to the subject field covered:
a) general
b) specialized
Rationale: Since there generally aren't too may sign language dictionaries to
begin with, most of them are considered general type of dictionaries. However,
there are examples like the Institute of German Sign Language and
Communication of the Deaf (IDGS) at the University of Hamburg that has been
working on the development of dictionaries for specialized areas of sign
language use in fields such as computer technology, psychology, joinery,
domestic sciences, social work, health and nursing care, and landscape and
horticulture (König, Konrad, and Langer 2004).
3. Type of the dictionary according to the norm:
a) normative
b) descriptive
Rationale: It is important to identify the function of the dictionary, whether the
dictionary is meant to prescribe the correct form(s) of a sign and proscribe
others, or whether its objective is to document and describe the usage of a
language.
4. Number of languages in the dictionary:
a) monolingual
b) bilingual
c) multilingual
Rationale: Today, the majority of the official spoken languages have their
monolingual dictionaries where a word from the language is described using
words from that same language. With a sign language, a monolingual dictionary
would only be possible and usable in a video format or with the use of notation
systems. To the best of our knowledge, there are no monolingual sign language
dictionaries (where sign language would be used as the metalanguage). They
are usually bilingual – translating from a spoken language into the
corresponding national sign language (e.g. from Croatian into HZJ).
Multilingual dictionaries can have translations of a sign into several spoken
languages or translations of e.g. an English word into signs in different sign
languages.
5. Scope:
a) monoscopal
b) biscopal
Rationale: According to Hausmann and Werner (1991:2740), a monoscopal
bilingual dictionary contains dictionary entries in one language and their
translations into another (e.g. from HZJ into Croatian). A biscopal bilingual
dictionary contains translations to and from both languages (e.g. from Croatian
into HZJ and from HZJ into Croatian), with majority of dictionaries having the
two parts separated.
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6. Function
a) for text/sign production
b) for text/sign reception
Rationale: Another characteristic of bilingual dictionaries is its function
(Hausmann and Werner 1991:2741) that indicates whether the purpose of the
dictionary is to aid in text production or text reception. The majority of
dictionaries try to cover both functions. For bilingual sign dictionaries it is
important to identify whether the dictionary can be used for sign production or
sign reception.
7. Direction:
a) monodirectional
b) bidirectional
Rationale: According to Hausmann and Werner (1991:2742), a monodirectional
bilingual dictionary indicates whether the mother tongue of the user is the
source or the target language. A bidirectional bilingual dictionary indicates that
it is intended for mother tongue speakers of both languages covered.
Bidirectional dictionaries usually either don’t meet the objectives or have an
extensive and complex structure, making the monodirectional dictionaries more
user-friendly.
8. User interface design:
a) overview of the page
b) simplicity of the design
c) intuitivity, the ease of use
d) adaptivity for users with visual impairment (font size, colour contrast)
e) simple navigation between connected information
f) user's guide (instructions for use, key to symbols, key to notation system,
and abbreviations and content of entries)
Rationale: The design and layout of an electronic dictionary must always keep
the needs of their user in mind. Since both the Deaf and the Deafblind use sign
languages, the design should be clean with strong contrast and easily accessible
possibility to magnify the images and text for visually impaired people. The
dictionary options should be easy to use and intuitive to users. Some directions
for usage and legends of used symbols should appear on the home page. Since
we expect an online dictionary to connect multiple pieces of information and
link relevant data together, navigating those links should be fast, clean, and
simple.
9. Searching:
a) direction of the search function:
i)
monodirectional (from a spoken to a signed language)
ii)
monodirectional (from a signed to a spoken language)
iii) bidirectional
b) spellchecker
c) searching through headwords or through whole entries
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Rationale: Online dictionaries of spoken languages are almost always
bidirectionally searchable. That is rarely the case with sign languages since they
are only written down with special notation systems. Sign language dictionaries
can make searching by sign possible by choosing elements related to sign form
or sign usage, for example handshape, place of articulation, orientation,
movement, handedness, mouth movement, region- or age-specific use
(Zwitserlood et al. 2013). With that option they become bidirectional. Searching
by defined topics could further speed up the process of finding a term particular
to a subject field. Spellchecker within the text search option is always an
advantage, especially when the user of the dictionary is using his second/foreign
language in the search. Searching only by headwords and not searching through
whole entries can give fewer results.
10. Search results:
a) type of information included in the result list
b) ability to narrow the result list
c) search relevance marker
Rationale: As with every search result, it is important what type of information
is included in the result list. The presentation of search results of online sign
language dictionaries can include the following information: photograph,
drawing, video, gif, formal notation, ID number, word class, gloss,
equivalent(s), mouth action, text description, and topic (Kristoffersen and
Troelsgård 2012, Zwitserlood et al. 2013). Another useful feature of the search
function is the ability to narrow down a result list (e.g. by elements of a sign or
word class). Additional useful information to help the user is the search
relevance marker that indicates what results are more relevant to the search
criteria (e.g. by displaying three stars for the most relevant search results or one
star for the least relevant ones).
11. Entries:
a) number of entries
b) can users add entries
c) amount of free content
d) can the content be downloaded (image or video of signing a sign)
e) criteria for ordering the entries:
i)
alphabetically by the translation into the spoken language
ii)
by an element of the sign
iii) thematically
f) how the entries were chosen:
i)
from a corpus
(1) are the entries signs of high-frequency
ii)
from another source
iii) are proper names included
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g) content of the entry:
i)
translation of a sign to a spoken language
ii)
translation of a sign to several spoken languages
iii) detailed video of signing
iv) detailed image (photograph, drawing, or gif) of signing
v)
description of signing (elements of the sign) written in a spoken
language or as an audio file
vi) description of a sign written in a notation system
vii) information about mouthing
viii) context, the sign in use
ix) grammatical information (e.g. modifications, numeral
incorporation, classifier predicates, etc.)
x)
sense division (e.g. polysemy, homonymy)
xi) geographical information about a sign
xii) examples
xiii) collocations
xiv) idioms
xv) lexical relations (i.e. synonyms, antonyms, hypernyms, etc.)
xvi) etymology of a sign
xvii) semantic and encyclopedic information
(1) images (photograph, drawing, or gif) of sign meaning
xviii) ID number
xix) topic
Rationale: Does the dictionary have a big or a small entries list? All sign
language dictionaries at present time have a much smaller number of entries
than dictionaries of spoken languages – many meanings are crowded in the
same entry because they can be seen as a minor modification of a sign or not
mentioned at all. How is the sense division handled, i.e. are the meanings a sign
can have found in the same entry? Are selected entries used frequently by the
Deaf? Since sign languages are often not standardized and not seen nor used in
the media13, the (regional) Deaf community could contribute to such
dictionaries by broadening the number of entries and linking synonyms, but
there needs to be a (manual or automatic) validation process in place. Is all
content free? For users of a sign language it is useful to be able to download
and/or print out some content, especially images and videos. If there is a list of
entries, they are ordered alphabetically by the translation into a spoken
language, by a sign's elements, or by topics, although ordering is less of an issue
in e-dictionaries than in traditional printed ones. Unless corpus studies have
been carried out, sign frequency information is not usually available. The
13
HZJ can only publicly and officialy be seen in public television on channel 4 in "Vijesti uz
hrvatski znakovni jezik" (News with Croatian sign language) and "Dnevnik 2" (the main news
program), where an interpreter translates what the speaker says.
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frequency of the spoken language equivalent is not the same as the frequency of
the sign. Besides a sign's translation into at least one spoken language, an entry
in an online sign language dictionary should have a video of the most frequent
ways of producing each sign, which includes the most frequent modifications
and variations of the sign that depend on the context. A description of the sign's
movements written in a spoken language or in an audio recording can be of
much help to the partially blind. Signs don't have pronunciation but they do
have a mouthing segment – the signer shapes his lips as if silently pronouncing
some vowels, syllables, or words14. Mouthing is not obligatory for all signs and
can depend on context. One sign produced in isolation can have extensive
mouthing, while produced in context may not show any mouthing at all (e.g.
Schermer 2001). Content such as examples, collocations, idioms, and lexical
information (i.e. synonyms and antonyms) enrich dictionaries, and are
especially valuable for language learners. An additional piece of information
that can be useful since sign languages develop naturally in any group of deaf
people is the information about the sign's geographic spread.
12. Evaluating extra content:
a) word/sign of the day
b) thesaurus
c) grammatical description of the language
d) orthography description
e) word/sign games
f) related entertainment
g) links to other dictionaries or sources
Rationale: Dictionaries can be enriched by some extra content such as
word/sign of the day, thesaurus, word/sign games, some related entertainment
and links to other dictionaries which is especially helpful for language learners,
but also engages frequent users in a fun way (i.e. entertainment value).
13. Evaluating quality of the content:
a) who are the compilers
b) are there enough entries considering who the intended user is
c) accuracy of entry information (e.g. translations, sign variants, description
of production of the sign, grammatical information, usage information)
d) if the dictionary is corpus based: is there information about the corpus
and how it was used
e) are there hyperlinks to the corpus
Rationale: Due to the authoritative role that the dictionaries often play, the
content of entries must be of high quality – a dictionary is a guide for its users
and therefore its translations and additional information must be accurate, and
14

Schermer, Trude. The role of mouthings in Sign Language of the Netherlands: Some
implications for the production of sign language dictionaries. The Hands are the head of the
mouth: The mouth as articulator in sign languages (2001): 273-284.
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the members of the editorial team (i.e. the compilers) must be known.
Furthermore, it is essential that the dictionary has enough vocabulary coverage
for the intended user. If the dictionary is corpus-based, information about the
corpus must be given (e.g. when the data for the corpus was collected, what
topics the data covers, how many signs are in the corpus). In addition to
information about corpus data, it must be clearly indicated how was the corpus
used (e.g. for lemma selection, for usage information, for example sentences,
for collocations selection, for division into senses). Information about the
corpus and connections of entries to the corpus make the dictionary more
reliable and trustworthy.

Conclusions and future work
The goal of this paper was to examine evaluation criteria for printed and online
dictionaries, and to extract the ones relevant for a dictionary of a sign language,
thereby proposing an instrument for evaluation of such dictionaries. By
introducing a framework for description and evaluation of online sign language
dictionaries, the instrument contributes to the improvement in the quality of
dictionary criticism for this type of dictionaries. Another goal was to point out
why sign language dictionaries should transcend the traditional printed formats.
The evaluation criteria described in this paper will be further used as an
evaluation instrument in evaluations of some existing online sign language
dictionaries to assess the instrument. The instrument can be implemented in the
initial stages as a tool for the development of a model of online sign language
dictionaries, and therefore will be the foundation for the construction of an
online HZJ dictionary. Considering the lack of HZJ dictionaries which could be
useful to a broader audience – and not just to hearing people who have begun
learning HZJ – it is our hope the evaluation instrument provided in this paper,
and the model that will be developed based on this instrument, might help make
a professional, well thought out, and beneficial dictionary of HZJ.
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Summary
A new project Croatian Web Dictionary financed by the Croatian Science
Foundation is presented. The main goal of the project is to create a monolingual corpus-based dictionary of Standard Croatian compiled in accordance
with contemporary findings of computational linguistics. The authors explain
the importance of such a project, its methodology, and expected results. As entries in Mrežnik will be connected with many other databases from the Institute
of Croatian Language and Linguistics an overview of these databases and other
resources is given.
Key words: corpus-based dictionary, Croatian language, e-lexicography, web
dictionary

Introduction
Contemporary lexicography is primarily e-lexicography1 and that will undoubtedly be its future as the range of possibilities of new digital technologies cannot
be compared with the limited possibilities of printed dictionaries. Since 1990s
e-lexicography has developed rapidly and this led to the appearance of the first
online dictionaries (before that, dictionaries were stored on CDs and DVDs).
This development was followed by research in e-lexicography and corpus linguistics. There are many online dictionaries of many languages in Europe, e.g.
elexiko (http://www.owid.de/wb/elexiko/start.html) of the Institute of German
Language, Wielki słownik języka polskiego (http://www.wsjp.pl/) of the Institute of Polish Language, Swedish online dictionary (http://spraakbanken.gu.se/
karp), etc. It is important to note that in some Slavic countries (e.g. Poland) the
1

More about this see in the paper Jermen, Kraus, Starčević Stančić (2015) and Štrkalj Despot,
Möhrs (2015).
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development of an online dictionary of the national language is considered a
project of national importance.
In Poland, for instance, such a dictionary has been created in several phases
starting in 2006, from 2008 with the support of the Polish Ministry of Science
and Higher Education, and from 2013 to 2018 with the support of the National
Programme for the Development of Humanities (Narodowy Program Razwoju
Humanistyki). Among Slavic languages, Croatian is one of the few languages
without a scientifically compiled online dictionary of the national language.
In Croatia, the Croatian Language Portal (HJP) exists, with an online dictionary
which is the result of collaboration between Novi Liber and Srce (http://hjp.
novi-liber.hr/). However, this dictionary was not compiled as an online
dictionary, but an online version of the already printed dictionary published by
the publishing house Novi Liber, and sold in the printed version for the last 15
years. There are some other monolingual dictionaries of Croatian language
available digitally, such as Prvi školski rječnik hrvatskoga jezika (The First
Dictionary of the Croatian Language) by Ankica Čilaš Šimpraga, Ljiljana Jojić,
and Kristian Lewis (2008) and Veliki rječnik hrvatskoga jezik (The Big
Dictionary of the Croatian Language) by Ljiljana Jojić et al. (2015), but they are
not corpus-based, based on the principles of e-lexicography, normative, and
publically available. Apart from the aforementioned dictionaries, the following
Croatian language lexical resources are available: Wječnik (https://hr.
wiktionary.org/wiki/)2, CroWN, the Croatian Wordnet (http://meta-share.ffzg.
hr/repository/browse/croatian-wordnet), Meta-Net.HR (http://ihjj.hr/metafore),
Struna (Croatian Special Field Terminology of Croatian Repository)
(http://struna.ihjj.hr), Croatian Lexicographic Heritage Portal (http://crodip.ffzg.
hr/), and Croatian Terminology Portal (http://nazivlje.hr/), which searches
Struna, dictionaries, glossaries, and lexicons from the Lexicographic Institute
Miroslav Krleža3. There are also many multilingual terminological databases
including Croatian as one of the languages (e.g. EMITEL – e-Encyclopaedia of
Medical Physics and Multilingual Dictionary of Terms, http://www.emitel2.eu,
Multilingual Archival Terminology, http://www.ciscra.org/mat/mat/termlist/l/
Croatian, Meta-Share, http://meta-share.ffzg.hr/repository/search/, Microsoft
Terminology Collection https://www.microsoft.com/Language/en-US/Search.
aspx, etc.
From this short overview, we can conclude that although there are many language resources for Croatian available online there is no monolingual corpusbased dictionary of Standard Croatian compiled in accordance with contempo2

Wječnik is the Croatian version of Wiktionary. Wiktionary is a collaborative international project
to produce a free-content multilingual dictionary. It aims to describe all words of all languages. It
is designed as the lexical companion to Wikipedia. Wiktionary is a wiki, which means that
everybody can edit it.
3

More about this see in the paper Jermen, Kraus, Starčević Stančić (2015).
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rary standdards of com
mputational llinguistics. For
F the purpo
ose of creatiing such a
dictionaryy, detailed research
r
in ee-lexicograph
hy is requireed. The finaal and primary goaal of this projject is to devvelop a corpu
us-based Croatian Web D
Dictionary.
The logo of the projecct and of the dictionary iss:

Figure 11. Logo of th
he project

Methodoology
The Croaatian Web Dictionary
D
w
will include dictionary
d
en
ntries whichh have accentuatedd entry word
ds, grammattical definitions, and graammatical bblocks, together wiith accentuatted word forrms, detailed
d definitionss with approopriate examples for
fo individuaal meanings,, the most frequent
f
collocations annd idioms,
synonyms and antony
yms. The dicctionary willl be normative in naturee, which is
indicated by that factt that the prooject will incclude the writing of threee hundred
short lingguistic advice entries (upp to several sentences lo
ong). Entry w
words and
collocatioons which arre not recom
mmended for use will be linked from
m the basic
text of thhe e-dictionarry to linguisttics advice entries.
e
Somee very comm
mon anglicisms willl also be co
onnected with
th the portal Bolje je hrvvatski (Betterr in Croatian) com
mpiled also by
y team mem
mbers in whicch Croatian words
w
and pphrases are
suggestedd for some commonly
c
ussed anglicism
ms. Three th
housand dictiionary entries will include defi
finitions for eelementary school
s
childrren, and onee thousand
dictionaryy entries willl include deefinitions forr learners of Croatian ass a foreign
language.. Dictionary for schoolchhildren will be
b illustrated
d and definittions from
that dictioonary will also be used oon the website Hrvatski u školi (Figure
re 2).

Figure 2. A crossword ppuzzle based on Prvi škollski pravopiss
on the weebsite Hrvatsski u školi
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Conjunction dictionary entries will include descriptions of conjunction groups
and modifiers. Ktetic and ethnic dictionary entries will include links to the ethnic and ktetic repository, and some most common terms will be linked to the
terminological database Struna (struna.ihjj.hr) also compiled at the Institute of
Croatian Language and Linguistics. During the compilation of the online dictionary, two types of activities will take place: 1. activities connected with the
development of computer and computational linguistic prerequisites for the
compiling of an online dictionary and 2. activities connected with lexicographic
data processing. The dictionary will be written using the TLex software package, a professional software application for compiling dictionaries adapted to
the needs of the project (designing the entry fields according to the dictionary
entry model developed by the editors of the dictionary). SketchEngine will be
used to search the corpora. The dictionary will be based on these two corpora:
the Croatian Web Corpus hrWaC (http://nlp.ffzg.hr/resources/corpora/hrwac/)
and Croatian Language Repository (riznica.ihjj.hr). The obvious problem with
the methodology of MREŽNIK is that MREŽNIK will be based on the large
unbalanced corpus the Croatian Web Corpus and on Riznica (which is a smaller
corpus containing many texts from literature and from older periods). However,
MREŽNIK will be only corpus-based and not corpus-driven and the lexicographers will select freely data from the corpus as well as from other Croatian dictionaries. The compilation of the dictionary will be based on designing word
“sketches” (WordSketches) for each corpus separately, the prerequisite of which
is a developed grammar sketch (SketchGrammar), the application of the GDEx
module for finding appropriate examples in the corpus, checking individual entries using a morphological lexicon (https://www.clarin.si/repository/xmlui/
handle/11356/1056) and exporting data from TLex in order to use it in Web
applications and repositories clarin.si and GitHub.

Project results
Thus, the result of the MREŽNIK (Croatian Web Dictionary) project will be a
free, monolingual, hypertext, searchable, online dictionary of Standard Croatian
with ten thousand dictionary entries compiled during the four-year period. The
dictionary entries will contain links to repositories which will be created as a
part of this project and compiled simultaneously with the dictionary as well as
with repositories which have already been compiled within other projects conducted at the Institute of Croatian Language and Linguistics. The project will
include:
1. Compiling a dictionary of ten thousand dictionary entries (with accentuated
entry words and accentuated word forms in the grammatical block, with detailed definitions (also definitions for schoolchildren and definitions for foreigners), examples, antonyms, synonyms, collocations and idioms, male-female
relations, pragmalinguistic explanations, etc. At the end of the project, the dictionary will be available online on the domain rjecnik.hr.
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2. Develooping reposittories and coonnecting them with the basic dictioonary: The
Linguisticc Advice Reepository of (300 linguisstic advice entries),
e
The Conjunction Repoository (for all conjunctiions in the dictionary),
d
The
T Idiom R
Repository
(50 entriees), The Ethn
nics and Kteetics Reposito
ory (300 inh
habitant namees and adjectives).

Figuure 3. An entrry from the ddatabase of laanguage advice Jezični saavjeti
(http://jjezicni-savjetnik.hr/)
3. Conneccting the basic dictionarry with otheer online reso
ources whichh are currently being developeed at the Insstitute of Crroatian Lang
guage and Liinguistics:
The Verbb Valence Reepository, Thhe Collocatio
on Repositorry, The Croaatian Terminologyy Repository (Struna) (Fiigure 4), Th
he Croatian Metaphor R
Repository,
website Bolje
B
je hrvattski (Figure 55).
4. Compiling a reverse dictionaryy. Although the reverse dictionary iis planned
for the laast year of th
he project as it has to con
ntain the com
mplete word list of ten
thousand words, a pillot reversed ddictionary haas already beeen compiledd by Josip
Mihaljeviić using a test word list. This diction
nary will be a working to
tool for all
lexicograaphers on thee project andd it will beco
ome availablle online at tthe end of
the projecct (Figure 6).
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Figure 4.
4 An entry frrom the term
minological database
d
Hrva
atsko strukovvno nazivlje STRUNA (http://struna.ihhjj.hr/naziv/zzubna-protezza/13383/#naaziv)

Figuure 5. An entrry from the ddatabase Bolj
lje je hrvatskki (http://boljee.hr/)

Figure 6. Pilot versionn of the reverrse Croatian dictionary
5. Extensive research on e-lexicoggraphy, train
ning, and disssemination oof acquired
knowledgge as well as a contributioon to the areea of e-lexico
ography, whiich did not
receive thhe attention it deserves iin the Croatiian scientificc communityy so far, is
needed.
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Summary
In this paper, authors present an e-dictionary of Asian languages designed for
students whose primary language is Croatian. The project started with six
Asian languages (Hindi, Japanese, Chinese, Korean, Persian and Sanskrit) all
of which are using Croatian as a meta-language. Entries in Asian languages include several attributes (translation, Latin letters, grammatical notations, sentence with examples) that mainly depend on the language chosen for translation. Croatian entries are linked to the Croatian language portal where the
meaning, word forms and categories are provided. The growth of the dictionary
is largely dependent on students’ participation.
Key words: e-dictionary, student’s dictionary, Asian languages, Croatian
language

Introduction
In order to get any work done, a student of Asian languages in Croatia must
carry around several heavy dictionaries to each of the classes s/he takes. The
survey we conducted among Croatian students of Asian languages at the beginning of this project revealed that they mostly use dictionaries with EnglishAsian language combinations. Apart from English-Croatian dictionary, not one
of the used dictionaries includes Croatian. The reason behind the usage of English oriented dictionaries is (next to the fact that there are no Croatian-Asian
languages dictionaries1) that most of the study materials are also available in
English rather than Croatian language, although we are talking about Croatian
students studying in Croatia.
This situation inspired us to create an online dictionary for beginner learners of
Asian languages, primarily including those Asian languages that are being
studied at the University of Zagreb such as Hindi, Japanese, Chinese, Korean,
Persian and Sanskrit.2 We have opted for the e-version rather than the printed
1

Apart from the Croatian-Japanese dictionary (2006) and Croatian-Turkish dictionary (2014).

2

Turkish is also available at the University, but, so far, we do not have any resources for it.
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o such a dicctionary for sseveral reaso
ons. The firsst reason was
as the time
version of
needed too produce su
uch a book. T
The time neeeded to prod
duce the e-veersion of a
dictionaryy was relativ
vely shorter ccompared to the printed dictionary.
d
Inn addition,
the e-verssion of a dicttionary allow
ws us to add,, edit and dellete as manyy entries as
needed annd to add new languagess as well, all of which caannot be donne with the
printed veersion. Its on
n-line availabbility and freee access allows studentss to ‘carry
it around’’ and have it available whherever and whenever th
hey need, eithher via the
website or
o as an andro
oid applicatioon.
In the folllowing sectiions, we willl shortly desccribe the con
ntent of this dictionary
from the user’s
u
and ad
dministrator’’s perspectiv
ves.

The e-Dictionary Content
C
User’s peerspective
We havee opened thee dictionary with 5.953
3 Croatian entries.
e
How
wever, this
number is not evenly
y distributed among Asiaan languagess. The languuages with
the most entries at th
he moment aare Hindi (2 132) and Jaapanese (1 3324) while
Persian has
h the least (156).
(
In betw
ween them are
a Sanskrit (1.028),
(
Chinnese (762)
and Koreean (668). Att the momennt, some worrds have beeen translatedd into only
one and some
s
into mo
ore Asian lan
anguages. It is
i possible to
o compare trranslations
across different Asian
n language. This can bee especially useful for leearners of
similar laanguages likee Hindi and S
Sanskrit (Fig
gure 1).

Figure 1. Co
omparing thee Croatian word ‘student’ (hr. učenik))
in H
Hindi and San
nskrit
Envisioneed as a learner’s dictionaary (beginnerr’s stage), it consists of eelementary
information that a stu
udent would need: (1) en
ntry in one of Asian langguages, (2)
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grammatical information, if needed or available, (3) Croatian equivalent, (4) example(s) of use for each meaning.
The first three elements are what any reader would expect to find in a dictionary. The last element is, what we believe, the key element that separates this edictionary from others. Among many e-dictionaries available for the Asian languages that we came across, examples are not included in their structure. Our
survey, however, showed that examples are of great importance to students.
Even as experienced users of these languages, we are often at a loss when
learning a new word from a dictionary trying to actually use it in a sentence.
The dictionary also provides a translation to Croatian if the searched item is in
one of the offered Asian languages. However, we did not provide any additional
information for Croatian words. With the permission of Croatian language portal3 that has an online database of Croatian, we have linked the words to their
page where all the existing information for that word can be found.
The important role in building a learner’s dictionary must also be given to
learners themselves. For that reason, we have enabled to our users two-way
communication with language administrators. This way they can ask for a new
entry, new example for particular entry or suggest their own example for an existing entry.
Administrator’s perspective
Administration of our e-dictionary allows us several possibilities: adding, editing and learning about the dictionary usage. The new words can be added either
as single entries, mainly upon the user’s request, or as a batch prepared by language administrators. All the entries that have already been stored in our database can be accessed and edited (i.e. fixing the errors, adding additional meanings, attributes, examples). The third section of the administration portal enables
us an insight into the dictionary usage statistics, making sure that no personal
data is collected or stored. We are thus familiar with the data on how many
searches were made each day, what words were searched for, in what languages, if the search was successful or not. Additionally, we are using Google
Analytics to check user’s demographic as well as how many of them are new
and how many returning users.

The Technology behind the e-Dictionary?
Developing a web application that is useful, intuitive and visually compelling is
a big undertaking and is therefore commonly divided up in frontend and
backend development. Our process was no different while developing e-dictionary as it encompasses a lot of information that has to be displayed in a suc-

3

http://hjp.znanje.hr/
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cinct and readable manner whilst also implementing a number of features for
both users and administrators.
Frontend development is commonly done with HTML, CSS and JavaScript. By
adhering to some of the newest standards and technologies, we have been able
to speed up the development and debugging time. In that regard, we have used
CSS pre-processor SASS (Syntactically Awesome Stylesheet) which extends
CSS functionality by providing many features from the simplest ability in creating reusable variables to creating whole snippets of extendable code.
To make the e-dictionary as fluid as possible, we have also opted for asynchronous bi-directional calls to the server. In this way, the user’s page does not need
to refresh each time the search is made. We have accomplished this by using
AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript) calls that were handled with a precompiled
JavaScript library, jQuery. It has simplified the convoluted approach of writing
reusable AJAX functions and has allowed us to efficiently request and receive
data from the server in real time. With jQuery, we are able to send the searched
item, source and target languages to the server. The results are returned in the
form of an encoded JSON.
The entire e-dictionary system is built on the top of the Model–View–Controller
(MVC) software architecture. The Model is the application object usually related with database entity, the View is its screen presentation, and the Controller
defines the way the user interface reacts to the user input. Because e-dictionary
uses pivot language, database must contain transfer tables between every language and pivot language. This kind of relational model requires smooth data
manipulation using models and MVC.
Open source PHP framework, Laravel, offers full stack development environment following MVC architectural pattern, which we used to design data access
layer (backend) and presentation layer (frontend) of our application. Furthermore, by using Laravel router we easily implemented AJAX web development
technique resulting in zero page reloadings. Such approach increases user experience and leaves prepared setup for light JSON application programming interface (API) implementation. Our API is currently being used by android mobile
application which is still in a development stage. Also, our API could be used
by other applications which want to implement results of our dictionary search
into their own products.

Conclusion
The development of this small e-dictionary has showed how cooperation of experts in different fields (linguists, lexicographers, information scientists) can be
fruitful. As a result of scientific excellence, a new free on-line tool had been devised for Croatian students while the research team will gain further insight into
students’ habits and needs. The project has also showed how students can be
and should be included in the development of tools oriented towards their
needs.
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Summary
City-Zen is an interactive spatio-temporal knowledge-browsing platform that
aims to valorise cultural heritages. Considering the explosive growth of information, data and knowledge sharing can ensure valuable interdisciplinary applications. While many organizations propose relevant data sets, they are
hardly accessed, analysed and reused because of the formats inconsistency and
the inappropriate information browsing and visualization. The goal of the project is to valorise the existing cultural heritage through a citizen centric design
platform. Based on information qualities, the use case of this project involves a
user willing to discover the history of a region and to embark in a cultural journey in the past. This paper exposes the main functionalities City-zen application
and shows how those latest should reach the different user needs. It illustrates
how historical and cultural heritage valorisation can take advantage from the
advancement of new technologies, multimedia & mobile and how those technologies should promote tourism services.
Key words: Open linked data, cultural heritage, information quality, citizen,
tourism services, information services, spatio-temporal browsing, knowledge
sharing

Introduction
Given the complexity of modern life, interest in long-term vacations is a trend
that seems to be weakened. Unlike conventional tourist stays and tourist attractions, short-term stays are no longer limited to religious buildings, political
buildings or military buildings. Rather, the entire neighbourhoods of tourist
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destinations are now the subject of beautification strategies whose objective is
to increase their attractiveness.
Additionally, the cultural heritage is nowadays more and more influenced by
the access economy. The access economy is an approach where accessibility is
more important that owning. This approach uses is mostly based on mobile
technologies and avoid third parties. This terminology arose with the sharing
economy advent. Several works were based on this new paradigm to apply it on
cultural heritage marketing (Cucchiara, 2017, Rialti, 2016, Wroblewski, 2017).
In our work we believe that increasing the availability of relevant information
about cultural and historical heritage could be one of those strategies. We aim to
take advantage of digital technologies to promote the cultural heritage. For example, during his stay, or even before arriving to destination, tourist needs to
know a lot and every think about the area or the city he wants to visit. Even
though citizens (residents) may have valuable information for other citizens
who visit their region as tourists, it is barely usable with today's information
systems because of the inevitable information resources dispersed. This paper
presents the functionalities of City-zen including how this platform proposes to
assume the challenge of information quality assessment.

Concrete needs & user scenario
In order to describe the goal, we first present a use case scenario. The scenario
is seen from three different points of view according to two different potential
roles of a citizen within our platforms: 1) tourists and 2) residents.
1) Citizen as a tourist
Anne, living in Geneva, is visiting the city centre of Sion. When she organized
her sightseeing itinerary at home, she searched the web in advance for information about the city. She browsed existing tools and web sites such as tripadvisor, social networks, etc. in order to gather some information about the city.
After her arrival at the destination, she decided to have a walk in the city and
discover its story and culture. She is standing in front of the white facade of the
town hall. She might be interested in a variety of questions regarding the building and the local environment:
 What building is this, when was it built?
 What was the role of this building 50 years / 200 years / 500 years ago (at
any other date in the past); did something of interest happen at this place?
 Who is the architect of the building?
 Where are other relevant sights located? How can I get there?
 Are there photos (e.g., from other perspectives or with different scenes in
the foreground, etc.) of the gate on the web?
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Anne holds a smart phone, but in order to get information along the lines of the
questions above, she has to manually query different sources on the web (and
she has to identify these sources first). For some questions, partial support already exists (e.g., spatio-temporal services from Google showing restaurants
and hotels on a map), but in most cases, no existing and in particular no integrated solution can be consulted.
2) Citizen as a resident
Patricia is a resident of Sion since 1954. She knows many anecdotes and stories about her city and she has a lot to tell about places, buildings, people, practices (such as the famous Sion carnival), etc. Patricia has also some inherited
age-old objects and objects related to Sion traditions (her first drums when she
was 10 years old). With the City-Zen platform, Patricia can be an actor in valorising the cultural and intangible heritage by participating in the knowledge
sharing. Patricia can virtually situate her age-old objects on the map using the
City-Zen platform and describe them with photos and texts. She can also propose a time slot where she would offer to a citizen (tourist or not) to pass by her
house and have a look on these objects.

City-Zen Answering User Needs
With the City-Zen platform, Anne will be able to directly browse and/or submit
queries of different types:
Simple location and spatial queries
Using the GPS coordinates of her current location, Anne will be able to identify
the building she is currently looking at and get access to basic information regarding this building, combined from several data sources on the web. She will
search for similar buildings (or buildings that take a similar role) in the vicinity
of the current location – e.g., where are the other city gates of Sion located. This
query type will also show other relevant information on a map like hotels, restaurants, cinemas, and their most relevant and most recent ratings.
Temporal queries
On the basis of information from various sources that have been integrated beforehand into the City-Zen platform, Anne will be able to query details of the
building’s history, if available together with photos from different stages of the
building (in case it has been incrementally extended over the years). Moreover,
she will also get information on the building’s environment at different points in
time, and on historic events that took place there.
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Profile-based push notification
Anne may personalize the City-Zen platform by describing her interests and she
may activate the “radar-mode” of City-Zen. This mode pushes notification to
Anne whenever she is close to such a point of interest.
The City-Zen platform offers Patricia the object linking service which, in a
transparent way for her, links the objects she described to existing information
related to that object. As an example, Patricia will be able to link the drum object to the concept of drums explaining that it is an instrument, giving details
about its story, and she will also be able to link this object to the traditional art
of drumming in the Sion carnival. Two facilities have been used then:
 Heterogeneous multimedia integration: Patricia can access the platform
and choose the type of information she wants to share: she may upload an
old photo, she could also write an anecdote, she may also upload a video,
etc.
 Linked data integration: Patricia pushes the information related to her
drums, and the City-Zen platform proposes her to link this description to
the concept of drums and to the page web describing the traditions of the
drums in Sion. Patricia can ignore this proposition or accept it. In the latter case, the object will be linked to other data already existing objects on
the web.
Considering the needs below, City-Zen platform was built on three main modules:
1. Data integrator module responsible of gathering distributed and heterogeneous data. City-Zen makes use of existing approaches to crawl and
link accessible or user-generated content;
2. Data analyser module responsible of linking, mapping and cleaning data
offering advanced spatio-temporal and personalized queries. City-Zen
takes advantage of spatiotemporal information and the web of data approaches.
3. Data visualization module responsible of the adaptive and profile aware
knowledge visualization and navigation interfaces. City-Zen takes advantages of existing approaches of Knowledge visualization and valorisation.

Methodological considerations
A rigorous and systematic literature was realized in order to identify relevant
approaches for implementing the previous architecture. A knowledge sharing
approach was explored through: Data integration (Heterogeneous databases,
Knowledge linking and Data analyser), Temporal multimedia browser (Data
and knowledge based queries and profile-context based push notification), and
Knowledge visualization (Personalized based knowledge visualization and mobile adapted visualization and navigation).
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Even if each of the described components may require a distinct research and
development approach, for the overall methodology, the “Design Science Research Methodology” is used. This process includes the following steps: identifying issues and motivation in order to accurately plan the implementation of
our proposed solution.
Defining the goals and objectives: given the issues and motivations defined
earlier we infer the objectives of the solution in order to answer the needs and
solve the problems. The objective of this step is to define the criteria against
which we will be able to evaluate the solution once it is implemented.
Designing & implementing: designing the system architecture and its components concerns this step. Some elements of the architecture can be implemented
just by reusing existing knowledge and technologies, but others, and given the
research questions, will need to be developed.
Testing: this step is directly related to the previous and it starts sometimes with
the step of design. It concerns the design and development of the proof of concept that will demonstrate the defined use cases.
Evaluating and analysing: this step is concerned with assessing whether the
proposed solution meets its defined objectives. Objectives of this step are:
 Technical: to evaluate the accuracy of the results as an objective measure,
the flexibility to browse the information space and the performance of the
queries.
 Human: to evaluate the usability of the system and the accuracy of the results as a human evaluation given the human mental model for the decision.
 Disseminating: the objectives of this step are to disseminate knowledge
through scholarly publications. It will take the form of regular reports and
deliverables as well as peer reviewed articles in conferences related to diverse domains: web of data, knowledge visualization, data integration,
tourism management and innovation.

City-zen module configuration
As mentioned, the goal of the project is to valorise the existing cultural heritage
through a citizen centric design platform. The use case of this project involves a
user willing to discover the history of a region and to embark in a cultural journey in the past. As shown in Figure 1, City-zen addresses (1) the data integration by making use of existing approaches to crawl and link accessible or usergenerated content, (2) a novel approach of data analysis of both assessment
methods of data quality and spatio-temporal information, (3) the data visualization by taking advantages of existing approaches of knowledge visualization.
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Figure 1. City-zen Arrchitecture
The first part consissted in buildding the corre componen
nt of the arrchitecture
presentedd in Figure 1.
1 The platfoorm takes ad
dvantages off existing dat
ata coming
from exissting resourcces. Heterogeeneous data collected fro
om different resources
have beenn transformeed to a RDF
F triple storee (Figure 2), following a specific
data moddel designed and developped for the neeeds of City--Zen projectt. The data
model is depicted in Figure
F
3. Foor implementting this, diffferent tools hhave been
combinedd. This aspecct is combinned with thee dimensionss of quality aapplied to
historical archives. It focuses mainnly on the deefinition of quality
q
dimennsions and
the methods that asssure their m
measurement based on sp
pecific indiccators and
variables in the contex
xt of historiccal archives (Makhlouf
(
Shabou, 2011 , 2014).
The platfform is orien
nted towards citizens and
d integrates their
t
data, ass they will
become available.
a
Th
he platform ooffers adequaate methods and appropriiate visual
interfacess in order to answer the ggoal of our prroject.

Informaation qualitty assessmeent challeng
ge: criteria
a and metriics
To enablle City-zen platform asssessing info
ormation quality and innformation
sources, a set of criteeria has beenn identified by using different docuumentation
related too the measurrement of quuality dimenssions applied
d to electronnic records
and archiives. Two ty
ypes of inforrmation quallity criteria were
w
identifiied: 1) the
general innformation qualities
q
appllied on inforrmation sourcces and 2) thhe specific
qualities that
t could bee applied on information content.
The idenntification off informationn quality criteria is bassed on two recent researches: the first is th
he a doctoraal study on th
he archival appraisal
a
criaateria and
archival quality
q
metrics (Makhlouuf Shabou, 20
011) and the second is Q
QADEPs: a
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study on the assessm
ment of digitaal archives quality
q
metriccs (Makhlouuf Shabou,
Mellifluoo, Rey, 2013; Makhlouf Shabou, 2014). Based on
o those reseearches, a
selection has been established. Tw
wo raisons motivate
m
the use of thosee of information quuality criteriia in this Citty-Zen’s mob
bile applicattion: first, foor the mobile appliication, we are
a going to uuse electroniical data and
d we need too applied a
type of measurement
m
of the inform
mation qualiity; second, this
t typologyy of measurement has
h been alreeady tested inn the Canton
n of Valais (Q
QADEPs, 20 13).

Fig
gure 2. City‐ Zen RDF triple store dessign
Informattion qualitiees criteria
City-Zen’s applicatio
on is based oon several in
nformation quality
q
criterria. Those
latest reppresent the generals
g
and specifics information qu
uality criteriia that determine his
h usability for a tourisst when he visits
v
the tow
wn of Sion in Valais.
Each of thhe criteria iss assessed byy a scoring from
fr
one to five
f stars: moore the informationn has a high score, more the informaation will be trustworthy,, exploitable and reepresentativee for the tourrist.
General information
i
qualities
q
Trustwortthiness
The tourist will trust this
t City-Zenn’s application if this one gathered alll the conditions too win his con
nfidence, thiis means an authentic an
nd reliable innformation
that will make the tou
urist exploitt it by using it. The Trusstworthiness “refers to
ment to gain tthe trust of th
he user as the preferred ssupporting
the abilityy of a docum
facts sourrce. This quaality dependss on the autheenticity and the
t reliabilityy and the
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Figure 3.. City-Zen daata model
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durability of these qualities over time” (Makhlouf Shabou, 2011, p. 115; InterPARES 2, 2013). The tourist will take a document with authentic supporting
fact sources that gain his trust over a document with no identifiable source that
is difficult to know who the creator is.

Reliability
Trustworthiness
Authenticity

Information Quality

Cognitive Accessibility
General Information
Qualities applied on sources

Exploitability
Technical Accessibility

Juridical Accessibility

Institutional Context
Representativeness
Socio‐cultural Context
Uniqueness
Specific information
Qualities applied on contents
Information Richness

Figure 4. Information Quality Criteria
Exploitability
The Exploitability is the dimension that “refers to the ease of use of a document,
thanks to its location, retrievability, diffusion and interpretability. The exploitability depends on three types of document accessibilities: technical accessibility,
including physical and material needed for reading; legal accessibility, including regulatory and administrative environments required for the diffusion of
document; and cognitive accessibility that guarantees an adequate comprehension and interpretation of document contents” (ISO 15489-1 :2001; Makhlouf
Shabou, 2011)
The information diffused is legally accessible because is author’s wright free
(only this legal open-access type of information will be put in place for CityZen’s application). The information will be easy to comprehend for the tourist
but technical information can be also available for the history researchers that
wanted to get to know more about Sion.
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Representativeness
This criterion “refers to the capacity of the documents to provide a significant
testimony of the institutional context in which they were created. This quality
depends on two essential elements: the completeness of testimony; and the representativeness of the socio-cultural context in which these documents were
created” (Makhlouf Shabou, 2011).
Specific information qualities
The specific content quality criteria are the Uniqueness and the Information
Richness that City-Zen’s application have to provide to give a rare, complete
and precise information for the tourist. In this part, we will describe each specific content quality criteria and a specific example of a tourist practice for each
criterion. A scoring is going to be set for each criterion.
Uniqueness
The Uniqueness data quality criterion “describes the fact that each document is
related to the others within and outside the fond of which it is a part, and to the
creator of the fond by a special relationship, which makes it unique.” (AAS
Glossary, p.55). In short, this information quality criterion bring attention that
there should be no data duplicates reported in the City-Zen’s application. Each
data will be unique or else the tourist will receive common and a several package of information instead of up-to-date and exclusive information. Asserting
uniqueness of the entities within a data set implies that no entity exists more
than once within the data set and that there is a key that can be used to uniquely
access each entity within the data set. For example, in the City-Zen’s application, each information diffused must appear once and be assigned a unique
identifier that represents that information across the client applications. The dimension of Uniqueness is characterized by stating that no entity exist more than
once within the data set. When there is an expectation of uniqueness, data instances should not be created if there is an existing record of that entity (Loshin,
2006).
Information richness
With the City-Zen’s project, we discuss about the topic of information richness
applied to the lowest type of rich information that is the numerical documentation (Kurstedt, 2000). This criteria will be assessed on the basis of the method
used by Daft and Lengel (1984), which proposes 5 metrics to consider: 1) the
medium (by distance, or face to face); 2) the speed of feedback; 3) Channel (audio, visual; multimedia); 4) source; 5) language.
The highest source in Information Richness is when there is a combination of an
official source (impersonal) like information of the Tourism Office in Sion and
a citizen’s testimony (personal) that’s not qualified as an official source.
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Informattion qualitiees metrics
The scoriing is based on 3 princippals: 1) gradu
ual logic; 2) accumulatioon of conditions annd 3) the low
west level is 1 not 0. Con
nsidering thosse principalss, we identified maainly 5 levels. The Figurre 5 presentts an illustraative examplle of such
method appplied on infformation relliability whicch is a part of
o trustworthiiness.
The detaiiled descriptiion with speecification off different in
nformation quuality levels is avaiilable in the table in Annnex 1.

Provided by
1 non‐
institutional
information
source /
Non‐
complete
description

Provided
P
by 1
institutional
information
source
s
/ Non‐
complete
c
description
d

Provided by 1 or
o
more institutio
onal
information
source / Non‐
complete
description

Provided by 2
nal and
institution
citizen’s
y
testimony
information
source

Proovided by
insttitution and
proofessional
tesstimony
souurces with
exhhaustive
desscription

Figure 5. In
nformation reeliability: exaample of app
plied metricss

Function
n Display and
a Visualiization
The City--zen radar mode
m
is depictted in Figuree 6. The prottotype appliccation uses
the user’ss location an
nd pre-setupp filters such
h as radius and
a user’s innterests to
visualize in a radar map
m the interresting places or events around
a
him a video in
the annexxe show the use
u of this prrototype.
We have designed an
nd implementted à prototy
ype of the interface targeeting users
with mobbile devices. The mobile app providess basic searching and vissualization
of integraated data.
It allows users to run
n temporal seearch for hisstorical multtimedia data and navigate in more
m
details ab
bout the culttural interestts (CI) by reaading text infformation,
browse im
mages about the CI overr time and iff available pllay videos annd audios,
and read digitized do
ocuments. CIIs that have geolocation data, they aare visualized on thhe map (Figu
ure 7).
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Figure 6.. City-Zen raadar mode

Figuree 7. City-Zen
n mobile appp user interfaaces: visualization & naviigation
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Display of information quality assessment and scoring
As shown, the requested information is displayed in this app with a specific
rank of quality. At this stage of testing, in order to simplify screen view of this
service, we reduced the 5 quality levels in 3 levels: the green star corresponds to
fourth and fifth, the blue star indicates a medium quality and the grey star refers
to the first and second level (Figure 7).

Conclusion
As explained in this paper, the City-Zen project has proposed an application in a
smartphone that offers a resident or a visitor quality information which on one
side vulgarize the material heritage (architecture, museum object, historical site,
etc.) and immaterial patrimony (culture, oral, culinary traditions). This stage of
the project enable the testing of this innovative approach based on open liked
data. City-Zen offers through its functionalities an access economy approach
that is helpful both for visitors (as they can improve their experience by having
full access to aggregated content) and policy makers (as they may promote their
cultural heritage through this platform and their city more visible and accessible). On the other hand, several aspects need to be improved such as the section
on quality and its metrics to increase the automation of its application. We will
also integrate a gamification dimension to motivate citizens to upload their data
and share their knowledge. This module will be integrated to the platform in a
second phase.
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Annex 1: Information Quality Levels
Information Quality Levels
Score
*

**

***

****

*****

Criteria
Reliability

Authenticity

Cognitive
Accessibility
Technical
Accessibility

Juridical
Accessibility

Institutional
Context

General information qualities applied on sources
Trustworthiness
Provided Provided by 1 Provided by 1 Provided by 2
by 1 non- institutional or more institu- institutional and
instituinformation tional inforcitizen’s testitional in- source
mation source mony inforformation
Non-complete mation source
source
Non-complete description
Non-com- description
plete description
Provided Provided by Provided by
Provided by
by source Citizen’s au- Authentic pro- multi-source innon-identi- thentic testi- fessional testi- formation
fied
mony
mony
Exploitability
French
French/ Ger- French/ GerMulti-language
man/Italian
man/Italian/
(7 languages)
English/Spanish
Easy to un- Easy to under- Easy to under- All tourists and
derstand
stand for the stand for the
citizens can unfor the
French/ Ger- tourist or citi- derstand easily
French
man/ Italian zen lambda
tourist or tourist or citicitizen
zen
InforInformation is Information is Information is
mation is accessible but accessible but Open access and
accessible non-consulta- non-consultable can be consulted
but nonble physically physically
with a request to
consultable
the institution
physically
with an identifier
(download if
check-in as user)
Representativeness
RecomRecomRecommended Recommended
mended by mended by
by Office of
by Office of
Office of Office of
Tourism but in- Tourism and inTourism
Tourism but formation not formation is up
but infor- information up to date (of to date
mation not not up to date last year)
up to date (of last year)
(of last
year)

Provided by institution and professional testimony
sources with exhaustive description

Provided by authentic multi-source information
Multi-language
(more than 10 languages)
All tourist and citizen can understand
easily

Information is Open
access and can be
consulted with a request to the institution with an identifier (download if
check-in as user)
Recommended by
Office of Tourism
and information is
up to date
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Socio-cultural
Context

Uniqueness

234

InforInformation is Information is Information
mation is not scarce, in not scarce, in a scarce by the exnot scarce, a context
context sumhaustiveness of
in a context summary
mary (abstract) the context
summary (abstract)
(abstract)
Specific information qualities applied on contents
- Density - Density of - Selection of - Exclusive Inof inforinformation, information,
formation, premation,
lacks of preci- lacks of
cise and indexed
lacks of
sion
precision
- Scarcity of
precision - Abundance - A selection of format, media in- Abunof format,
format, media, formation typoldance of
media, infor- information ty- ogy subject, peformat,
mation typol- pology, subject, riod/context.
media, in- ogy, subject, period / context
formation period/context
typology,
subject, period/context

Information scarce
by the exhaustiveness of the context

- Exclusive Information, precise and
indexed
- Scarcity of format,
media information
typology subject,
period/context.
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Summary
Observed from the "memory economy" perspective, digital archives of cultural
heritage, besides the reliable memory function, have economic role in mapping
local and global "cultural geography" as well. The mentioned economic role of
digital archives is manifested in the long-term promotion of cultural heritage,
thus turning archived content into the promoter of the cultural property itself, a
place where it is located or with which the cultural property is connected with
its origin, while a local community has economical, socials or historical links
with this cultural property. The visibility of digital archives is closely related to
the platform where the archival material is presented. This paper analyses archive collection of novel Vilijun as an example of open digital archives dedicated to one contemporary novel with heritage content. Topotheque digital
platform uses interactive IT tools, it is based on a collaboration and engagement of heritage professionals, users and visitors, and descriptions of presented
material go beyond the standardized rules of archival description. Topotheque
Vilijun is private collection related to interactive novel Vilijun whose content
promotes heritage. Promotion of the novel Vilijun is a new form of "memory
economy" whose visibility, and thus promotional reach, transcends authors 'and
publishers' activities. The presented content (the book - product of the publishing industry) through the reach and visibility of the Topotheque platform becomes a product of the cultural and creative industry whose promotion is happening and documenting on the long-term. It allows for long-time preservation
and access to digital content and ensures it’s promotion and is thus a "real" ar235
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chive of the information society of the 21st century, mapping the spaces of
"cultural geography".
Key words: cultural geography, digital archives, Topotheque, heritage, economy, novel Vilijun

Introduction
Memory is at the subject of interest of various sciences, ranging from humanities (history, art, philosophy), social sciences (sociology, anthropology, economy, information and communication), nature (medicine, chemistry, biology)
till technical sciences (computer, robotics). Digital archives1 are connected with
memory and technology and many global processes, as such centre of interest of
archives, information managers, heritage professions and many other disciplines. One of comprehensive overview of relevant authors and topics regarding
interconnections of archival science archives principles, ICT and digital era is
given in Eric Ketelaar article Archives, memories and identities where authors
concludes:
"Nevertheless archive(s) "as it is" have a unique quality and it is the archivist’s calling to advocate that uniqueness benefiting many if not most
processes of "meaning making" leading to identification and categorization; self-understanding and social location; commonality, connectedness,
groupness. These identities are rooted in memories and these memories
need inscription and need a space. Both inscription and space will increasingly be "located" "in the cloud" and maintained (in distributed
custody) by individuals, groups, and memory institutions. Together they
are actors in an ecology which comprises archives/records and other
memory texts in a societal context…"2
The memory of cultural heritage in the digital age is realized twice: on the Internet itself and in cultural monuments whose presentation is (not) realized on
the Internet. Key role for this lays in archives, libraries and museums as
memory institutions: they organise the [...] cultural and intellectual record.
Their collections contain the memory of peoples, communities, institutions and
individuals, the scientific and cultural heritage, and the products throughout
time of our imagination, craft and learning. They join us to our ancestors and
are our legacy to future generations.3

1

Digital archives, digital libraries and digital collections are on the Internet often differed only by
name in terms of digital repositories.
2
Ketelaar, Eric. Archives, memories and identities (…), pp. 69
3
Dempsey, Lorcan. Scientific, Industrial, and Cultural Heritage: A Shared Approach // Ariadne
22 (Tuesday, 21 December 1999). http://www.ariadne.ac.uk/issue22/dempsey
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The emergence of transnational public digital archival platforms (like Monasterium, Mapire, Topotheque) and digital archives such is Archives Portal Europe
transcends some of the major controversies regarding trust in digitized memory,
their content, and their source. At the same time, public digital archives prevail
the network entropy where democracies in the advertising of data/information
are crucial to phenomena such are: the difficult finding of relevant content, insufficient verifiability of relevant content and insufficient maintenance of advertised content. This paper will consider the assumptions and opportunities that
arise from the presenting of cultural content in the public digital archive as well
as its cost-effectiveness in the promotion of heritage and cultural memory.

Archives in digital age
Contemporary information society has influenced archives towards outreach,
enhancing public knowledge on archival sources and encourages easy access to
archives on the international level, while archival programs are connected with
information society development and cultural heritage policy in general. Great
number of projects under the "culture and history" framework are focused on
programs and activities related to digital heritage, democratization of access to
cultural heritage, social inclusion, information use and re-use, cultural industries
and similar topics, including digital platforms, cultural networks and e-services.
The best picture of 21st century archives provides the Universal Declaration on
Archives made by International Council on Archives, stating importance and
necessity of archives, their diversity in recording every area of human activity,
multiplicity of formats in which archives are created, the role of archivists in
serving their societies, as well as collective responsibility of all society members in management of archives4. Declaration recognizes archives as unique and
authentic whiteness of administrative, cultural and intellectual activities and as
reflection of society evolution. As such, they are of vital importance for supporting business efficiency, accountability and transparency, for protecting citizens’ rights, for establishing individual and collective memory, for understanding the past, and for documenting the present to guide future actions.
Contemporary archives are expected to be a public administration service regarding document management and protection and also to be providers of new
services which would ensure better availability, visibility and presentation of
archives and archival sources in the public by using new technologies. The international archival community through its documents and activities also emphasizes interaction and cooperation between archives, public administration
and other professions and various public and private sectors. Accordingly, the
activities of European archival community for decades are focused on co-operation and networking of archival institutions at all levels, development and im4

ICA Universal declaration on Archives. http://www.ica.org/sites/default//files/UDA_ June%20
2012_web_EN.pdf
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plementation of professional standards, transfer of knowledge and creation of a
common information infrastructure.5

Cultural memory and memory economy
The global era is characterized by information overwhelming and hence entropy
as a result of semantic and informational controversy in finding content that is
presenting online. Already Escarpit notes that the book as a product of the cultural and creative industries intended for mass selling differs books whose life
on the book market primarily appears as a category of "short-term" creative
product (best-sellers) to continue under certain circumstances its course towards
a product that on the market lives as a "long-term book."6
One of the prerequisites for a book, and its content, to live "in the long run" is
the public visibility of the book – product of the creative industry. In terms of
entropy of data published on the Internet, public digital archives can also contribute to the promotion of creative products in the long term, and thus the longevity of content that a given product represents. Although the purpose of the
public digital archives is not primarily aimed at promoting the creative industries, their role can also be observed from this perspective, aligned with re-use
of public sector information directions and outreach initiatives. Namely, the
public archiving of the life span of a book that deals with heritage content, apart
from publicly promoting publishing, at the same time builds up a map of cultural links that literary texts achieve – whether it is the representations of the literary text itself as part of the publishing promotion activities, or introducing
heritage content described in the text. This opens the possibility to consider the
public digital archives as a platform where "archival certified memory" contribute to the economy and social benefit of mapped areas, themes and archive material. Memory economy thus becomes a platform for long-term promotion of
(cultural and/or creative) products, but for the first time in the history of literary
engagement, it is possible to build a long-term memory at the time of its creation.

Topotheque digital platform
Topotheque is a digital platform – a collaborative online archives – providing
public and free access to digitized historic sources from various community
public and private collections. It is created by ICARUS7 in the framework of
EU founded project co:op – "Community as Opportunity – the Creative Users'
and Archives' Network" as a new opportunity of safeguarding and presenting
less known, marginalised, and often not easily accessible historic documents.
5

Lemić, V. Archives and society – what archives are, can and should be – Croatia case study
(….), pp.128
6
Escarpit, Robert. The Book Revolution. London : Harrap, UNESCO, 1966, pp. 147
7
ICARUS - International Centre for Archival Research. http://icar-us.eu/en/
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International project co:op is financed through the Creative Europe program and
it brings together 17 archival and academic institutions with more than 40 associated partners from all around Europe aiming at strengthening transnational
cooperation between institutions and user groups.8 Following former project
ENArC – "European Network on Archival Cooperation", co:op is going wider
and deeper in strengthening and promoting the cooperation between archives
and other institutions preserving our common cultural heritage, as well as, encouraging the active involvement of the general public. A variety of creative,
pedagogical and didactic activities planned inside a four year schedule (including Topoteque, "Adventure in the archives" and "Bring your history days" programs, educational material for schools, historical workshops, scientific research etc.) are dedicated to the promotion of archival activities to the wider
community, to fostering collaboration between the public and archives and to
facilitating access to archival material by using the possibilities of the digital
age.
Topotheque digital platform9 provides description, presentation and search of
archival material by using interactive IT tools and description scheme compliant
with ISAD (G) standard which enables data transfer in other archival information systems. The administrational work within every Topotheque collection
done by a registered topothequers, while visitors and users can also be engaged
through answering questions online and, as guest-topothequers, uploading and
indexing data (crowd work).
During the last two years more than 120 Topotheque collections all across Europe were published online and they helped visibility of its local communities
on regional and national level, encouraged local programs and events (history
and memory days) and helped the promotion of cultural and other manifestations and history specifics of local areas. Through them one can meet private
family documents and photographs (like Bischoff family), monitor the changes
in life and landscape of some small places (all around Europe) or famous sights
(like Viennese Prater). All material and data on common Topotheque platform
are delivering further to Europeana, thus building individual and local stories in
shared European history10.

Smart novel Vilijun Topotheque
Smart novel Vilijun Topotheque was open to the public on 20 June 2017. It is
private collection made by author of novel, consisting of various materials (archival records) connected with the novel: parts of the original text, illustrations
in the novel, recordings made on book promotions, photos made on novels
8

Project partners list is available at: https://coop.hypotheses.org/category/project-partners.
Topotheque is available at http://www.topotheque.eu/.
10
Lemić, V. Mogućnosti suradnje arhiva i zajednice – co:op projekt // Glasnik arhiva i Arhivističkog udruženja BiH. 46 (2016), pp. 107-109
9
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presentatiions, media texts, literarry theoreticaal reception, guest presenntations at
book fairs (Peking, Zagreb), footaage of rehearrsals the prem
miere perform
mances of
the novell Vilijun, reco
ordings of tthe premiere performancees of the novvel Vilijun
and intervviews with th
he author.
Vilijun iss novel by au
uthor Jasna H
Horvat publisshed in 2016
6 by Ljevak ppublishing
company, labelled fro
om critics ass the first QR
R i.e. "smart"" novel whosse reading
requires the
t use of a smartphone.
s
In the annottation of the novel is the following
descriptioon:
"The protagonists
p
olo and Kublaai Khan in thhe year
of Vilijun arre Marco Po
of theeir farewell. Marko Poloo tells Kublaai Khan abou
ut the cities on the
Silk Road,
R
and Kh
han is interestted in Marko
o Polo storiess to decide w
whether
to alloow him to retturn to his hoomeland. It is
i bond of tw
wo nomads an
and two
culturees within wh
hich Marko P
Polo also desscribes numeerous other ccultures
he meet and got to know on thee Silk Road. It is a novel about nomaadism –
thoughht and traveller, but also about trust, friendship
f
an
nd loyalty."111

F
Figure
1. Top
pothetheque Vilijun (http
p://vilijun.top
potheque.eu//)
Topotheqque Vilijun is a new stepp in the interractivity of this text, whiich allows
everyone paper and web
w travel byy the Silk Ro
oad stations – it is a digittal archive
of one noovel, who is also a holderr of heritagee memories. Topotheque Vilijun in
many waays is uniquee archive – itt keeps vario
ous records (presentation
(
ns, promotions, new
wspaper articcles, theatriccal plays, perrformances at
a book fairss, thematic
talks, pubblished cultu
ural and literrary criticism
ms, scientificc papers) whhich document the life of this novel;
n
it conssists of all ty
ypes of mediia (documentts, photos,
11

Knjižara Ljevak, http://w
www.ljevak.hr//knjige/knjiga-2
20935
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AV records etc) and it encompasses existing, as well as yet non created documents that we do not know when will be make, how they will look like and
what kind of ideas will trigger them. As live, timeless public archives that links
the story and the characters, readers, scientists, artists, users and all those whose
paths are connected with them at a particular moment –through the theme and
life of the novel Vilijun – Topotheque Vilijun is an archive of the information
global society of the 21st century and at the same time a new form of promotion
of heritage themes and the very novel itself as a product of the creative industry.

Multimedia novel
Novel Vilijun is an example of contemporary literary text that links the media of
printed books with the Internet – a global digital media. It is the first published
QR novel in Croatia and also the first novel that presents heritage themes in an
innovative way. In her Afterwords in the print novel, Dubravka Oraić-Tolić
states the following:
" … A new shift in the work of Jasna Horvat occurred in the book Vilijun
(2016). It is a multifaceted novel-toy. This is, on the one hand, conscious,
planned, organized and thematic re-conceived permutation of the Vilikon
novel. On the other hand, it is a "smart book" (author's self-concept) that
is symbolically and truly linked to new technologies, mobile phones and
the world of the Internet. In the first, textual layer of a novel, the author is
playing with her own novel Vilikon and his reconceptualization. In the
second, para-textual layer (QR-codes scattered in the novel) she offers the
reader an opportunity for endless games and thus creates an interactive
hypertext – a book toy."12
In her critical review of the novel, Oraić-Tolić notes that this innovative way of
literary expression give the possibilities of multiple readings, and that Vilijun is
"first Croatian interactive hypertext novel with a million of possibilities of textual, visual and network nomadism" and illustrates this with two QR codes from
Vilijun which are results of the author's work, i.e. the first of them came about
one year before the publication of the novel, and the second came about at the
first presentation of the novel Vilijun.
Both QR codes perform (musical and acting) poem Million, which is part of the
novel Vilijun. In addition, both contents encrypted with these QR codes are in
some way archival documents because they are part of the author’s private collection and are directly related to the creation and the presentation of the novel
of which they are an integral part. In this way, novel Vilijun can be seen as an

12

Oraić-Tolić, Dubravka. Ars Horvatiana. U: Horvat, Jasna. Vilijun. Zagreb: Naklada Ljevak,
2016, pp. 211.
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on, thus opeening up the question off the documeentary caown archhive collectio
pacity of the novel itsself.13

Maatija Dedić and Milivoj Juras iin the
muusical performance of poem M
Million

Stipe Gugić reaads poem Millioon

Figure
F
2. QR
R codes from
m Vilijun noveel

Novel - digital
d
arch
hive of heriitage themees
If we accept the possiibility that coontemporary
y literary textt with the meediation of
QR codess has capaciity of digitall archiving of
o its own co
ontent, the qquestion is
whether such
s
a record
d is able to prromote topiccs whose info
ormation is rrelevant as
a basis foor non-fictional considerrations. Sincee in Vilijun novel there is a "nonfictive, leexical part" that
t
"fully fu
functions in accordance with the prin
inciples of
14
lexicon as
a a lexicogrraphic type oof text" , Taable 1 lists the
t lexicograaphic sections that the novel brrings forth.
m the allegattion of the leemma shown
n in Table 1,, the novel
As it can be seen from
Vilijun offfers readerss informationn about citiees on the Sillk Road, citiies of importance to the life off Marco Poloo (Field 2), th
he land and sea
s route of SSilk Road,
selected cities
c
on the Silk Road, the productss traded in th
he 13th centu
tury (Field
6)and aboout the four symbols of the identity of Croatian culture (Fielld 4). The
lexicograaphic approach to the foormulation of
o literary teext and the additional
presentatiion of docum
ments with thhe help of QR
R codes allow
ws concludinng that the
Vilijun prrinted novel implied
i
the ddigital archiv
ving of heritaage themes.

13
14

Ibid, pp. 217
Kos-Lajtm
man, Andrijanaa. Poetika oblikka. Zagreb: Nak
klada Ljevak, 20
016, pp. 199.
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Table 1: Novel Vilijun lemmas
First row of magic square of
number 12
FIELD 3
(1) Korčula
(2) Šibenik – City of Krešimir
(3) Venetia

FIELD 2
(1) About land route of the Silk
Road – the way to the East
(2) About sea route of the Silk
Road – the way to the West

FIELD 7
(1) Bagan
(2) Chengdu
(3) Camblau
(4) Hormuz
(5) Arbil
(6) Trabzon
(7) Carigrad

Second row of magic
square of number 12
FIELD 8
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Jerusalem
Mosul
Bagdad
Samarkand
Baktra
Kashgar
Lanzhou
Karakorum
FIELD 4
(2) Croatian coat of arm
(Kockovlje)
(3) Early-Croatian threestrand patern (Troplet)
(4) Name Croat (Hrvat)
(5) Glagolitic script
(Glagoljica)
FIELD 0
About not mentioning
Marko's return to the
Kingdom of Croatia.

Third row of magic
square of number 12
FIELD 1
(1) The song about the
names of cities on the
Silk Road

FIELD 6
(1) Tea and spices
(2) Silk
(3) Porcelain
(4) Cashmere
(5) Paper
(6) Compass
FIELD 5
(1) Golden plate
(2) Salt
(3) Fairies
notifications
(4) World map
(5) Million

Double archiving in Topotheque Vilijun
Archival activities, mostly classified as part of the cultural and creative industries sector and often encountered within the GLAM acronym, were greatly influenced by the digital age, like other cultural and creative industries. Thus, it
becomes part of an "open society" and affects the understanding and use of
terms such as "access" and "re-use". Ideas of openness, networking and integration in building of common information Internet infrastructure are part of many
EU strategies, reports, summaries, programming documents and initiatives, like
in the following words: "Especially the aspects 'access' and 'reuse' of digital resources are strongly connected with the sustainability of the digital resources,
because if the digital resources are not preserved, this naturally means an end to
all access and reuse. This problem begins with the well-known phenomenon of
a broken link if a website is no longer maintained and no more of use to verify
information. The common denominator 'digital sustainability' (also long-term
preservation or digital curation) describes a span of activities that more or less
encompass the whole research (data) lifecycle and exceeds the narrow sense of
archiving in general linguistic usage. The term archiving means to archives,
museums, and libraries more than permanent storage on a medium, it encom243
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passes the notion of ensuring long-term access and therefore includes the need
to preserve modes of reuse and retaining the interpretability of the digital resources15. This is a collective task, which includes many stakeholders, from researchers to digital preservation specialists."16
Apart from the above, it can be seen that the contents presented in public digital
archives (such is Topotheque) also have other advantages, including public
visibility of the presented content and overcoming the problem of semantic
web. Considering the basic role of Topotetheque in linking the places of creation of archival records with the main theme of Topotheque collection, it is possible to conclude that Topotheque realizes the mapping of "cultural geography"
and that the "archive map", along with the effects of long-term memory, also
promotes archived content on long time.
According to the example of Topotheque Vilijun, it is noticed that double archiving of heritage content was achieved: a) primarily in the creative industry
product itself (novel Vilijun) and based on the author's research of historical and
cultural sources, and then b) in the digital archive of Topotetheque Vilijun by
advertising scientific and professional studies of the novel Vilijun as well as
documents that certify the market and social life of this text.

Conclusion
Topotheque Vilijun is real example how archives can "come out of a box". It is
open and borderless in all senses – by its scope (type and quantity of records),
content, use and opportunities. It also shows how digital archives can actively
link heritage, education, community, creative industries and other potentials, be
resource and inspiration for creation of new information and cultural products
and services, speed up and facilitate sharing, gathering, presentation, research,
publishing and documenting sources and making it accessible to the whole
world. This is what archives should be – link between past and future.

15
16

See: Neuroth et al. (nestor Handbuch), 2010, Kap. (title) 1:3
Wuttke et al. (…), pp. 22
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Summary
The paper presents the results from the research study of students at the Faculty
of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb, Croatia about their
awareness and exposure to well-known internet security threats as well as their
awareness about security threats countermeasures. The results of the research
study indicate high level of awareness of students about internet security threats
as well as the fact that they are exposed to widely internet security known
threats to a certain degree. While students demonstrated knowledge about application of security threats countermeasures, that part of their activities could
be improved further. Generally, students need additional and updated
knowledge to raise the level of their readiness in order to be able to respond to
known and emerging internet security threats. The results of the research will
be applied in planning of university courses related to the internet security.
Key words: internet security, security threats, students

Introduction
In today’s world, care for computer and other networked devices security has
become almost as equally important as the development of information systems
themselves. Recent cyber-attacks showed the importance of intrusion prevention by monitoring vulnerabilities and reducing security threats (Abazari,
Madani and Gharaee, 2016). Vulnerabilities of computer and other networked
devices (like smartphones and other smart devices) consist of “weaknesses in a
system which can be exploited by the attackers that may lead to dangerous impact” (Jouini, Rabai and Aissa, 2014, 490). At this moment, there are many active security threats related to the use of the internet (Sherr, 2017; Burgess,
2017; Schroeder, 2017) that could exploit weaknesses in computer and other
networked systems and cause substantial financial and other damages. To prevent realization of threats, an individual must be well informed about potential
weaknesses in the operating system he or she uses on a computer or other device as well as about weaknesses in applications used in one’s daily work. One
such group of users of ICT are students which are highly active users of computers, smartphones, tablets and networking. As such they could easily become
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victims of different security threats which could end in financial, intellectual,
academic, reputation and other damages. To investigate the current level of
awareness of students about well-known internet security threats and their exposure to these threats as well as their awareness about security threats countermeasures, a research study was initiated. This paper will present results from
this research study.

Security threats
A (computer related) threat is “action or potential occurrence (whether or not
malicious) to breach the security of the system by exploiting its known or unknown vulnerabilities. It may be caused by (1) gaining unauthorized access to
stored information, (2) denial of service to the authorized users, or (3) introduction of false information to mislead the users or to cause incorrect system behavior (called spoofing)” (Threat). According to Technopedia, “threats are potentials for vulnerabilities to turn into attacks on computer systems, networks,
and more”. In addition to computer related threats, a category of their own are
internet related threats. According to Symantec, 11 most common security
threats include virus, spam, spoofing, phishing and farming, spyware, keylogging, adware, botnet, worm, Trojan horse, blended threat (combination of several threats at once), denial of service attack (DOS). In addition to viruses,
Vernon included hacks into the list of threats, and hacks have become very frequent in recent periods of time. While some threats aim at a single system vulnerability, other involve multiple exploits (Technopedia) and target both businesses and individuals. The oppose threats, individuals must protect information
with the prevention and detection of unauthorized actions by users of a computer (Microsoft). To reach the adequate level of security, one must also apply
adequate countermeasures or protective measures. Online literature on internet
threats and protective measures is abundant and will be limited to a small selection of references due to the space restrictions: Singh, Kumar, Singla and Ketti
(2017) wrote about internet attacks and intrusion detection system; Byrne, Dvorak, Peters, Ray, Howe and Sanchez (2016) investigated user's perspective on
risks relative to benefit associated with using the internet; Berriman (2017)
wrote about youth using the internet and the governance of their use of the internet; Google introduced a program for teaching safe online exploration
(2017); van den Berg and Keymolen wrote about the problem of internet regulation focusing on control vs trust issue; journal Education journal published an
article on the internet safety measures (2017). The internet users can inform
themselves about the latest internet threats by using many available information
resources as the internet security is a topic of high interest to the widest possible
circle of users of the internet. In addition to informing oneself about the internet
threats and protective measures by using online courses and written, video and
audio materials available on the internet, students at the Faculty of Humanities
and Social Sciences at the University of Zagreb (who are in focus of this paper)
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have a possibility of acquisition of knowledge about internet security. As part of
the study program they can take part in courses related to use of ICT such as
“Communication technology fundamentals”, “Data protection”, “Cryptology”
and “Internet culture”. In addition to the formal study program courses, students
can choose short ICT training on site or online courses like “IT security” at the
University computer centre in Zagreb, Croatia. The courses are intended primarily for students and teaching staff at the academic institutions in Croatia.

Research methodology
This research is a follow-up of previous researches on students' perceptions
about the internet security threats (Vrana, 2012) and online social networks and
security of their users (Vrana, 2013). To find out details about the current
awareness and exposure of students to most common and active security threats
and their awareness about security threats countermeasures, a research study
was initiated. The purpose of this research study was to detect the level of
awareness and exposure of students to security threats in order to offer them additional education about security threats countermeasures. The research study
aims to answer the following research questions: RQ1: Are students exposed to
internet security threats?; RQ2: Are students able to recognize the most common and most frequent internet security threats?; RQ3: Are students applying
the basic security threats countermeasures? Online questionnaire with 16 closed
type questions was chosen as the research method. While having some drawbacks as a research method, questionnaire is still valuable and applicable research method for researching a large number of potential respondents. The invitation for participation in the research study was sent by students’ mailing list
at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences in Zagreb (University of Zagreb) in Croatia and it was also published on the main Web page of the same
Faculty. The participation invitations were sent on May 9th 2017 with the closing date of May 17th 2017. Convenience sample was used a sampling method to
attract as much students as possible for participation in the research study. The
research study was closed on May 17th 2017 with 152 answer sets collected.

Research findings
Due to the space restriction, partial research study results will be presented in
the following part of the paper.
The following part of results answers two research question; RQ1: Are students
exposed to internet security threats? And RQ2: Are students able to recognize
the most common and most frequent internet security threats?
Internet security threats recognized and encountered by respondents
Ability to recognize security threats represents an important step towards more
secure use of the internet and avoiding well-known and well-documented
threats. In this question, the respondents were given an opportunity to select (by
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media) frequently announced security threats. The results indicate that the respondents are well acquainted with the most widely known threats except for
more sophisticated and more complex threats like farming and spoofing. It is
also surprising to see social engineering so low on the list of recognized threats
since it quite a common threat. In the second part, the respondents were given
the same list of security threats as in the previous question and a possibility to
choose the threats they actually encountered. The results show that the majority
of threats are spam and classic security threats like viruses, Trojan horses and
worms. Adware is also highly ranked as it is present in many free (non-fee
based) software applications. On the positive side, it is satisfactory to see
phishing and identity theft ranked so low as consequences of their activities
could be very severe.
Table 1. Internet security threats recognized by the respondents (multiple answers) (N=151) and internet security threats encountered by respondents (multiple answers) (N=149)

Spam
Virus
Identity theft
Trojan horse
Adware
Spyware
Worm
Phishing
DDOS
Man in the middle
Social engineering
Farming
Spoofing
None of the above

Threats recognized by
respondents
N
%
145
96.0
143
94.7
135
89.4
132
87.4
128
84.8
123
81.5
111
73.5
84
55.6
43
28.5
28
18.5
27
17.9
25
16.6
21
13.9
1
0.7

Threats encountered by
respondents
N
%
121
81.2
105
70.5
101
67.8
74
49.7
42
28.2
27
18.1
21
14.1
11
7.4
8
5.4
5
3.4
5
3.4
4
2.7
4
2.7
1
0.7

Personal data used when signing / logging in into internet services
The choice of login data is usually predetermined by the internet service
owner(s) and cannot be chosen / selected by internet users. Personal data protection is increasingly becoming topic of interest as many new online services
require entering personal data. While some of the personal data are less secure
either because of their shortness (PIN) or because they can sometimes be
guessed based on available information about a particular internet user (login or
e-mail address), other methods like user’s picture are less frequently used (for
instance, on smartphones in the process of face recognition) and can be falsified.
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Table 2. Personal data used when signing / logging in into internet services
(multiple answers) (N=151)
E-mail address
Login name consisting of your first and last name
First name
Last name
PIN
Mobile phone number
Your picture
Personal identification number
Some other data

N
139
113
77
72
56
33
30
11
4

%
92.1
74.8
51.0
47.7
37.1
21.9
19.9
7.3
2.6

Unlock procedure used when accessing mobile phone
The aim of this question was to detect most commonly used mobile phone unlock
procedure as a part of the phone access security. The unlock procedure is also a
possible point of attack and must be taken into account when researching the
problem of user’s secure use of the internet. While PIN remains most popular
phone unlock procedure, it is worth noting that not so insignificant number of users
do not use any unlock procedure leaving their mobile phone openly accessible to
anyone who can get into possession of the phone. The availability of some unlock
procedures is directly related with the hardware installed in the mobile phone (for
instance, fingerprint scanner), so, they are not available to all respondents.
Table 3. Unlock procedure used when accessing mobile phone (N=151)
PIN
None of the above
Screen pattern
Fingerprint
User name or password
Retina scan

N
42
38
36
21
14
0

%
27.8
25.2
23.8
13.9
9.3
0.0

Frequency of following URLs sent in e-mail messages
The most recent phishing campaign that happened to Google in May 2017
(Levin, 2017) demonstrated clearly how important is for internet users to recognize valid from invalid URLs in their e-mail sent by hackers. The respondents
who always follow URLs are also prone to phishing or virus infections more
frequently than those respondents who do not follow URLs in their e-mails.
Table 4. Frequency of following URLs sent in e-mail messages (N=151)
Seldom
Never
Occasionally
Often
Always

N
70
42
30
8
1

%
46.4
27.8
19.9
5.3
0.7
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The next part of the research answers the following research question: RQ3:
Are students applying the basic security threats countermeasures?
Informing oneself about internet security threats and informing oneself
about internet security threats countermeasures
Informing oneself about the most recent and most dangerous internet security
threats is a priority in establishing the behavior patent that helps in secure use of
the internet. The aim of this questions was to discover sources of information
the respondents use to inform themselves about the internet security threats. The
most frequently chosen information sources are those at hand: friends and the
university. It is interesting to see that some respondents use some other ways to
inform themselves, however, some of them provided answers in which they
state that they do not inform themselves at all. Similarly, to the first question,
the question about and informing oneself about internet security threats countermeasures aimed at discovering sources of information for the respondents
about internet security threats countermeasures. Except the most frequently
chosen answer (friends), other answers differ from the previous question showing that the respondents seek information about countermeasures from professional sources which indicates that they are aware of existence of such sources
and their potential quality when dealing with security threats.
Table 5. Informing oneself about internet security threats (N=150) and informing oneself about internet security threats countermeasures (N=149)

At the university
Internet security
companies Web sites
Courses outside the
university
Daily newspapers
Friends
General purpose news
Web portals
Other ways of informing
Popular computer and
internet related magazines
Radio
Relatives
Safe internet use
specialized Web portals
TV
Weekly magazines
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Informing oneself about
internet security threats
N
%
47
31.3

Informing oneself about internet
security threats countermeasures
N
%
36
24.2

30

20.0

45

30.2

4

2.7

2

1.3

16
81

10.7
54.0

11
80

7.4
53.7

38

25.3

28

18.8

63

42.0

47

31.5

29

19.3

26

17.4

12
30

8.0
20.0

2
30

1.3
20.1

45

30.0

62

41.6

31
2

20.7
1.3

13
1

8.7
0.7
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Solving internet security threats
In addition to being informed, the respondents have to also be able act for themselves in order to resolve the security threat issue. A significant number of them
help themselves while other seek help from friends, experts and relatives.
Dealing with the security threats by themselves indicate that these respondents
are confident in their own knowledge and skills.
Table 6. Solving internet security threats (N=150)
By myself
By the help of friends
By the help of experts
By the help of relatives
Other ways of solving threats

N
60
33
27
25
5

%
40.0
22.0
18.0
16.7
3.3

Antivirus software installed
Today, when there are free of charge antivirus software applications available
globally, there is no excuse why one wouldn’t have such a software installed on
the device intended for access to the internet. The results in this question
(N=151) indicate that 90,1% (N=136) have antivirus software installed on their
device while 9,9% (N=15) of the respondents still do not have such a protection
which could lead to security problems.
Frequency of operating system (OS) and application update on a device
most frequently used for access to the internet; frequency of creating a
backup copy of content on a device most frequently used for access to the
internet
Software update is one of the most common and straightforward defense methods against security threats. Most recent OS-es and application offer automatic
check-up for availability of updates and their installation thus helping users to
avoid security holes in OS and applications they frequently use. With every new
update, new safety features are added as it was evidently necessary in case of
the most recent global ransomware attack (Hern, 2017.). The results (N=151)
show that OS is updated occasionally and applications (N=151) often which is
good as it raises the level of security. A more frequent application of updates
would improve the security even more. Finally, creating a backup copy (N=151)
of user data and applications is another critical activity in achieving the necessary level of security of computer and other networked systems. Unfortunately,
the respondents are creating backup copies only occasionally and seldom which
put them in danger of data and applications loss.
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Table 7. Frequency of operating system (OS) and application update and frequency of creating a backup copy of user data (N=151)
Never
Seldom
Occasionally
Often
Always

Operating system update
N
%
4
2.6
22
14.6
53
35.1
33
21.9
39
25.8

Applications update
N
%
4
2.6
15
9.9
38
25.2
53
35.1
41
27.2

Creating backup
N
%
34
22.5
43
28.5
46
30.5
15
9.9
13
8.6

Frequency of change of passwords in internet services one uses
Frequent password change is one of the best methods of protections against user
account intrusion. The consequences of not doing so could lead to sever consequences as showed by the resent publication of a database with 560 million of
user passwords on the internet (Broida, 2017). The answers to this questions indicated poor management of user accounts protected by passwords as almost
one fifth of the respondents do not change passwords at all, while almost half of
them do it less than once a year. Very few respondents change their passwords
once in three months or even more frequently, which should be the standard
procedure.
Table 8. Frequency of change of passwords in internet services one uses
(N=151)
Never
Less than once a year
Once a year
Once in 6 months
Once in 3 months
Once a month
Once a week
Daily

N
29
64
26
23
5
3
0
1

%
19.2
42.4
17.2
15.2
3.3
2.0
0.0
0.7

Estimation of students’ knowledge about internet security
The final question aimed at receiving estimation of the respondents’ knowledge
about internet security in general. Almost half of the respondents showed that
their knowledge is insufficient or sufficient which should be immediately improved given the situation with the severe security incidents occurring every
week. Levels of knowledge stating good and very good could be also improved.
Table 10. Estimation of students’ knowledge about internet security (N=152)
Insufficient
Sufficient
Good
Very good
Excellent
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N
37
38
46
26
5

%
24.3
25.0
30.3
17.1
3.3
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Conclusion
Internet security is important at the university and outside of it. Students are
very active users of the internet because university study programs require from
them participation of ICT related activities. At the same time, they are also very
exposed to every kind of internet security threats as almost any other group of
frequent users of the internet services. Students inform themselves about the
newest security threats as much as possible through various available channels
of communication and by mediation of different people to remain up to date
with the current internet security developments. The research study successfully
provided answers to all three research questions: RQ1: the research study confirmed that students were exposed to internet security threats; RQ2: students
were able to recognize the most common and most frequent internet security
threats; RQ3: students were applying the basic security threats countermeasures.
All three special hypotheses of the research study were confirmed: H1: students
are well acquainted with the existence of most common and frequent security
threats some of which they encounter in their daily academic activities; H2: students possess knowledge about the basic security threats countermeasures; H3:
the level of knowledge of students about internet security is still low. To improve the situation, students should be offered additional courses which would
enable to acquire additional theoretical and also hands-on knowledge about the
internet related security.
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Summary
In today's world, hybrid warfare is present like never before. The top spot holds
information operations, perception management and various types of cyber-attacks. Cyber-attacks that can be carried out via critical infrastructure can disable the normal functioning and development of a society or state for a long time.
Analyzing such threats and designing solutions to reduce or eliminate these
threats is a challenge for current and upcoming generations of computer security and legal experts. In this research paper, some examples of cyber-attacks
on critical infrastructure from this decade are analyzed to see which attack
vectors are the biggest threats and what can be done to avoid or minimize its
impact.
Key words: hybrid warfare, cyber-attacks, critical infrastructure, defence strategies

Introduction
In the modern world, various states, centers of power, various activist groups
and individuals are trying to spread their influence. The spread of influence can
be done in two ways: through hard power and through soft power. Hard power
refers to military power threats and the realization of these threats. Soft power
relies on the ability to shape priorities of others by influence. Instead of pushing
someone to do something, the same goal is achieved through co-operation. 1 But
there is a gray zone, something that is neither purely conventional warfare, nor
peaceful diplomatic and economic action. It is so-called hybrid warfare, where
superiority is achieved by handling information and information and communications technology (ICT) infrastructure. Apart from the problems that may arise
in private and business networks, special problems can arise out of threats on
critical infrastructure. Given the role critical infrastructure has, it can have serious consequences for the stability and integrity of states. There are many different attack vectors like email attachments, insecure network connection, physical
access to an insufficiently protected device, web pages, operating system ex1

Joseph Nye: Soft Power : The Means of Success in World Politics, pp. 5, 2004.
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ploits, social engineering and human error. The aim of this research paper is to
analyze several examples of cyber-attacks on a critical infrastructure, to see
which attack vector represents the greatest danger and what can be done to
avoid or minimize the impact of certain cyber-attack.

Critical infrastructure
Although there is no universally agreed definition, critical infrastructure is generally understood as “those facilities and services that are vital to the basic operations of a given society, or those without which the functioning of a given
society would be greatly impaired”.2 According to the directive of the Council
of the European Union, “critical infrastructure means an asset, system or part
thereof located in Member States which is essential for the maintenance of vital
societal functions, health, safety, security, economic or social well-being of
people, and the disruption or destruction of which would have a significant impact in a Member State as a result of the failure to maintain those functions.”3
The sectors covered by these definitions differ from country to country, but
generally include transportation systems (air, rail, road, sea); energy production
and shipping; government facilities and services, including, in particular, defense, law enforcement and emergency services; information and communication technology; food and water; public health and health care; financial institutions.4 Today, all these resources are managed by means of informationcommunication technology, which opens up a special attack vector. What
makes it an advantage for easier management and control is at the same time a
weakness subject to attacks. Why is information-communication technology at
the same time a weakness?

About cyber-attacks
According to Bruce Schneier, “there are a bunch of reasons for this, but primarily it's:
1. the complexity of modern networked computer systems and
2. the attacker's ability to choose the time and method of the attack versus
the defender's necessity to secure against every type of attack”.5
2
NATO Parliamentary Assembly. Document 162 CDS 07 E rev 1 – The protection of critical
infrastructures, 2007, http://www.nato-pa.int/Default.asp?SHORTCUT=1165. (Access date: 02.
04.2017).
3
The Council of the European Union: Council Directive 2008/114/EC of 8 December 2008 on the
identification and designation of European critical infrastructures and the assessment of the need
to improve their protection. (Text with EEA relevance). http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32008L0114 (Access date: 02.04.2017).
4
NATO Parliamentary Assembly. Document 162 CDS 07 E rev 1 – The protection of critical
infrastructures, 2007, http://www.nato-pa.int/Default.asp?SHORTCUT=1165. (Access date: 02.
04.2017).
5
Bruce Schneier. Attack vs. Defense in Nation-State Cyber Operations. https://www.schneier.
com/blog/archives/2017/04/attack_vs_defen.html (Access date: 09.04.2017).
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Why can we consider that Schneier is right? In the protection of informationcommunication systems it is essential to keep its functionality, easy manageability, scalability and supervision of the system. In the data security it is essential to stick to the classical principle of cryptography, i.e. to preserve the confidentiality, authenticity and integrity of the data. If we look at the examples, we
can see that this is a very demanding task. For example, GSM technology and
its upgrades are the world's largest security system. There are more than four
billion active security features in it.6 The implementation of GSM technology
for practical purposes leads to a number of large and complex information systems. Since the information and communication system consists of not only
software and hardware, but also the people who manage it and protocols and
procedures under which it is being operated, it is obvious that there are many
points where an error or omission may occur. Attackers who actively monitor
what is happening can take advantage of it. Smaller systems, even the smallest,
are subject to the same.
The attackers in front of them have a concrete system with concrete technological solutions. They have advantage over defence which has to anticipate attacks,
which is practically impossible because the attacks are enhanced by the development of technology and knowledge. And it requires time that defence doesn’t
have at its disposal. At the time of launching a system in operation, attacks on it
or its parts may be completely unknown and impossible to predict. In addition,
sharing knowledge in computer security is often hampered by business secrets
and the secrecy of scientific discovery until its publication in a journal or at a
conference. This benefits the group of attackers who unite resources in an attempt to attack a newly discovered weak point in a system.
In general, cyber-attacks can be divided into four categories according to the
type of the attack:7
a. hacktivism – political propaganda and protest, fun or self-proving,
b. cyberespionage – strategy aimed at obtaining critical governmental or
corporate information by breaking into computer networks and systems,
c. cybercrime – motivated by economic gains through illegal penetration of
computer networks and relatively non-violent in nature,
d. cyberwarfare – actions by a nationstate to penetrate another nation’s computers or networks for the purpose of causing damage or disruption.
Whoever runs the attacks, needs resources to do it. Resources cost. But equally,
resources also cost the defense. Rebecca Slayton in her detailed analysis of the
balance between cyber offense and cyber defense balance says that improvement of various defensive practices “will not produce invulnerable organiza6
Dan Forsberg, Gunther Horn, Wolf-Dietrich Moeller, Valtteri Niemi. LTE Security, pp.28,
2010.
7

Tobby Simon. Critical Infrastructure and the Internet of Things, 2017. https://www.cigionline.
org/sites/default/files/documents/GCIG%20no.46_0.pdf (Access date: 09.04.2017).
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tions, but they can increase the costs to attackers and decrease the costs of defenders”. And also that “innovation in software development processes and
technologies can make attack much more difficult”. She concludes that “offensive advantages are not inevitable in cyberspace, and they cannot be eliminated
by a technological fix. Instead, gaining defensive advantage will require persistent investments in technological management, innovation, and skill”.8
All this applies to cyber-attacks on critical infrastructure. By analyzing the
cyber-attacks on critical infrastructure, it is possible to draw conclusions about
which attack vectors are currently the most common and which critical points of
the system within critical infrastructure are the most vulnerable.

Threat analysis
For the purpose of this paper five major cases of cyber-attacks on critical infrastructure from this decade have been analyzed.
1. In 2010. Stuxnet worm was detected and it was a first worm known to attack Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition systems (SCADA). It destroyed a number of Iranian nuclear centrifuges. Symantec Security Response team did a thorough examination of Stuxnet and concluded that it
was created with the aim ”to reprogram industrial control systems (ICS)
by modifying code on programmable logic controllers (PLCs) to make
them work in a manner the attacker intended and to hide those changes
from the operator of the equipment”. To increase chances of success,
Stuxnet authors implemented various components such as zero-day exploits, a Windows rootkit, the first ever PLC rootkit, antivirus evasion
techniques, complex process injection and hooking code, network infection routines, peer-to-peer updates, and a command and control interface.9 Stuxnet was created to attack specifically Siemens S7-300 system
running centrifuges in Iran’s nuclear-enrichment program. It installs
malware on the PLC that monitors the Profibus of the system and under
certain conditions it periodically modifies that frequency, which results in
that the connected motors change their rotational speed.10 Eventually, it
leads to destruction of centrifuges. Infection starts by plugging in a USB
flash drive or from the internal network if an infected machine exists. In
this case, the attack vector is a human error, an error made by the operator that works in the nuclear facility complex, who inserts the infected
USB into the computer connected to the facility network.
8

Rebecca Slayton. What Is the Cyber Offense-Defense Balance? Conceptions, Causes, and
Assessment. International Security, 2017(41), No. 3, pp. 72-109.

9

Nicolas Falliere, Liam O Murchu, Eric Chien. W32.Stuxnet Dossier, 2011. /w32_stuxnet_
dossier.pdf (Access date: 16.04.2017).
10

Stamatis Karnouskos. Stuxnet Worm Impact on Industrial Cyber-Physical System Security,
2011, http://papers.duckdns.org/files/2011_IECON_stuxnet.pdf (Access date: 16.04.2017).
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2. In 2011 there was an attempt made to breach the Information Technology
(IT) systems of Lockheed Martin, the American global aerospace, defense, security and advanced technologies company. But story begins
earlier when the so-called Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) attack was
carried out on United States security company RSA, consisting of three
phases. The first phase of such attack is studying the targets and conducting social engineering over the target by which it is fooled, causing it
to install malware. The second phase is a breakthrough in the network
and the search for the appropriate parts of the information system, such as
a user with as many administrator access rights to servers as possible.
The third phase is the ultimate activity such as data gathering, data modification, data deletion, etc. In this attack, the attacker sent two different
phishing emails within two days to two small groups of employees, who
at the first glance were not worth the effort, just doors to higher levels.
The assumption is that the attacker had previously gathered information
about these employees. The email subject was “2011 Recruitment Plan”.
One employee opened an Excel file that was in the email attachment, entitled “2011 Recruitment plan.xls”. The Excel document contained a
zero-day exploit that installs backdoor through Adobe Flash vulnerability
(CVE-2011-0609). After that, Poison Ivy malware was installed on the
computer, which enabled the attacker to supervise the employee's computer and break in further into the company network. The attacker found
certain RAR files on one server and sent them via an FTP server to an
external server.11 There were indications that a database was stolen which
links serial token numbers called RSA SecureID and “seed” that each token fills so it becomes unique. There are also indications that this data
was used to attack Lockheed Martin. The attack was possible because
Lockheed Martin employees, along with thousands of employees from
other companies, use RSA SecureID tokens to log onto computers and
other sensitive parts of information systems. In this case, the attack vector
is also human error, an error made by the operator that works in the company, who opened infected file on a computer connected to the internal
company network.
3. In 2014 a hacker group known as Dragonfly or Energetic Bear attacked
companies from energy sector in Europe and United States. In the attack
they used malware “Havex” to run into the control system of the attacked
companies.12 When Havex infiltrated these systems, he sent sensitive
11

RSA FraudAction Research Labs. Anatomy of an Attack, April 1, 2011, URL: http://blogs.rsa.
com/anatomy-of-an-attack/ (Access date: 16.04.2017).
12
Trend Micro. Report on Cybersecurity and Critical Infrastructure in the Americas, 2015,
https://www.trendmicro.de/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/reports/criticalinfrastructures-west-hemisphere.pdf (Access date: 29.04.2017).
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information back to hackers. Havex is known to be distributed to targeted
users through three arrival vectors: spam emails, exploit kits and trojanized installers planted on compromised vendor sites. Security experts
from F-Secure company discovered that the main components of Havex
malware are a general purpose Remote Access Trojan (RAT) and a server
written in PHP. They also discovered how Havex operates. “Once the
Havex malware has been delivered to the targeted users and installed on a
machine, it scans the system and connected resources accessible over a
network for information of interest. This information includes the presence of any Industrial Control Systems (ICS) or Supervisory Control And
Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems present in the network. The collected
data is then forwarded to compromised websites, which surreptitiously
serve as remote Command and Control (C&C) servers.”13 In this case, the
attack vector is also human error, an error made by certain users who
have released malware into the networks.
4. In 2014. an attack was launched on a steel factory in Germany. According to a report by Germany's Federal Office for Information Security
(Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik – BSI), the attackers first infected the steel factory office network by spear-phishing emails
and smart social engineering. From there, they progressed through a network and other systems including systems that control the plant’s equipment, to cause frequent falls of individual control components and various systems. Consequently, the operators were unable to adequately regulate and immediately turn off a blast furnace. BSI stated that final result
was “massive damage to the plant”.14, 15 In this case, the attack vector is
also human error, an error made by certain employees who have activated
backdoor and released malware into the network.
5. On December 23, 2015 an event that according to gathered evidence
points to a cyber-attack at three regional electric power distribution companies, called Oblenergos, has caused a power outage in Ukraine and
made impact on approximately 225,000 customers. According to ICSCERT report, “the cyber-attack was reportedly synchronized and coordinated, probably following extensive reconnaissance of the victim networks. According to company personnel, the cyber-attacks at each company occurred within 30 minutes of each other and impacted multiple
13

F-Secure. Backdoor:W32/Havex : Threat description, 2014, URL: https://www.f-secure.com/vdescs/backdoor_w32_havex.shtml (Access date: 29.04.2017).
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Trend Micro. Report on Cybersecurity and Critical Infrastructure in the Americas, 2015,
(Access date 29.04.2017.). URL: https://www.trendmicro.de/cloud-content/us/pdfs/securityintelligence/reports/critical-infrastructures-west-hemisphere.pdf (Access date: 29.04.2017).
15
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central and regional facilities. During the cyber-attacks, malicious remote
operation of the breakers was conducted by multiple external humans
using either existing remote administration tools at the operating system
level or remote industrial control system (ICS) client software via virtual
private network (VPN) connections. The companies believe that the actors acquired legitimate credentials prior to the cyber-attack to facilitate
remote access.” Attackers executed the KillDisk malware and wiped
some systems, probably in the way that “KillDisk malware erases selected files on target systems and corrupts the master boot record, rendering systems inoperable”. More damage has been done by KillDisk’s
overwriting of Windows-based human-machine interfaces (HMIs) embedded in remote terminal units, corrupting firmware of Serial-to-Ethernet devices and making them inoperable and scheduling disconnects for
server Uninterruptable Power Supplies (UPS) via the UPS remote management interface. Companies also reported that they had been infected
with BlackEnergy malware which was delivered via spear-phishing
emails with malicious Microsoft Office attachments. It is suspected that it
may have been used as an initial attack vector to acquire legitimate credentials.16 ICS-CERT report does not confirm that BlackEnergy played a
role in this cyber-attack, but it looks so and other sources support it.17, 18
In this case, the attack vector is also human error, an error made by certain employees who have activated backdoor and released malware into
the network.

Discussion
Attacks have occurred and the damage is done. Based on the performance of the
attacks and the spotted defects in defense it can be analyzed which scenarios
should occur so that the attacks are unsuccessful and without or with less damage. Unfortunately, all essential attacks detail and countermeasures needed for
thorough in-depth analysis are not available. Therefore, after the analysis carried out on the basis of available information, a synthesis of the necessary defense countermeasures can be made.
Particularly interesting case is a Stuxnet breach into the uranium enrichment
plant in a desert outside Natanz in central Iran. This facility is buried more than
16
ICS-CERT. Alert (IR-ALERT-H-16-056-01) : Cyber-Attack Against Ukrainian Critical Infrastructure, 2016. URL: https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/alerts/IR-ALERT-H-16-056-01 (Access date:
30.04.2017).
17
Trend Micro. Frequently Asked Questions: BlackEnergy, 2016. URL: https://www.trendmicro.
com/vinfo/us/security/news/cyber-attacks/faq-blackenergy (Access date: 30.04.2017).
18
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15 meters beneath the desert surface. Its wall and roof are reinforced with concrete and covered with layers of earth and it is heavily guarded.19 This prevents
unwanted surveillance over the facility, physical entry into the facility and partially protects it from missiles and different kinds of armed attacks. Regarding
to cyber-attacks, it prevents side channel attacks on the internal electronic devices and communication. Internal network, computers and various electronic
devices such as International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) digital surveillance cameras installed inside the facility are all air-gapped. It means that they
are isolated from the internet or any other external network, which prevents direct intrusion by remote attackers. Policies and procedures are arranged so that
the air-gap could not be bypassed. It looks like all the necessary protection
measures have been taken so that any type of cyber-attack taken from the outside is not possible. But still, the successful attack has been done. How? Since it
is impossible to access internal devices from the outside because of the air-gap,
the air-gap needs to somehow be bypassed. Now, components inside the plant
must be updated from time to time. Whether it is updating of operating systems,
software, hardware or firmware, whether it is adding new components to a facility that should be connected to others, these operations are usually conducted
by outside contractors. Technicians who are employees of companies who as
outside contractors collaborate with a nuclear facility, have the ability to enter
the plant and perform upgrades of the system. For the upgrade, it is necessary to
add new parts of the upgrade to the existing components. To do this, it is necessary to connect existing components to a laptop, tablet or USB flash drive of an
external technician, or to insert a CD / DVD into it. And there is the air-gap bypass.
Because of the need for upgrading, an absolute air-gap is not possible. Stuxnet
was sent to spread across the world to increase the possibility of breach, with
the main target – USB flash drives of four carefully selected companies that
were outside contractors of Natanz nuclear facility, dealing with “manufacturing
products, assembling components or installing industrial control systems”.20
These companies were a gateway and its infected technicians were carriers
which passed Stuxnet inside Natanz facility and bypassed the air-gap. So, a scenario in which no air-gap bypass comes up includes a thorough check of every
device entering the plant, conducted on separate pieces of equipment that are
also air-gapped. It is time consuming and requires additional resources but reduces the possibility of breach. For such cases, an optimal solution should be
found, but it cannot be presented in this paper because any such solution depends on the specific situation in a specific environment.
19

Kim Zetter: Countdown to Zero Day: Stuxnet and the Launch of the World's First Digital
Weapon (2015).
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In four other cases, there were procedures under which employees should not
open suspicious files or click on suspicious links. Despite this, the breaches occurred by phishing emails and compromised web sites which download payloads to an access computer. A scenario in which such breaches cannot occur
involves administrator procedure of blocking every incoming file on the email
server, sending message to a recipient that there is a file for him and that it
should be checked on the air-gapped machine before being delivered to a specific computer. But this procedure can create a massive queue on email checking which can affect working efficiency and cause harm to operational capabilities of certain critical infrastructure. There can be other solutions and again, an
optimal solution depends on the specific situation in a specific environment.
From all analyzed cases it is possible to extract elements of cyber-attacks that
represent the greatest threat. The greatest threat that cannot be entirely resolved
will remain the existence of zero-day exploits and carefully programmed malware which can remain undetected despite sophisticated digital-forensic equipment, all-rounded procedures, staff knowledge and experience. Secondary to
that is the impact of social engineering. If the precautionary measures are intensified, it may be significantly reduced.21 It would be irresponsible to say that it
can be completely eliminated.
Also, it is possible to extract elements of cyber-attack countermeasures that are
usually implemented, but must be improved. These are:
 incomplete procedures > that should be all-rounded to be able to prevent
the air-gap bypassing,
 insufficient education of employees who are subject to social engineering
> there must be constant raising of awareness of the methods of social
engineering, data protection, information-system security and above all
awareness of the need to protect critical infrastructure as a whole,
 insufficient coordination with outside contractors > there must be service
level agreement (SLA) which determines the course of action in accordance with the defensive strategies of a particular critical infrastructure.
Critical infrastructure must be protected physically and procedurally from all
known types of attack. In addition, as much as possible, new types of attacks
must be foreseen and accordingly there has to be a modular defense strategy.
Implementation of defensive strategies depends on certain type of critical infrastructure, its business operation and cost/benefit analysis of cyber security investments. Due to the importance of critical infrastructure for the functioning of
a society, defence strategies must be fully met.

21
For an example see Bullee, Montoya, Pieters, Junger and Hartel: The persuasion and security
awareness experiment: reducing the success of social engineering attacks. Journal of Experimental Criminology, March 2015, Volume 11, Issue 1, pp. 97-115.
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Conclusion
Hybrid warfare is a present danger. Cyber-attacks are being carried out frequently and the consequences are very expensive. Especially when it comes to
attacks on critical infrastructure. From analyzed examples it can be concluded
that the attacks are executed according to the APT attack pattern. In all cases,
such attacks began by gathering information about certain employees who are
then manipulated and deceived by social engineering which forces them to unconsciously install malware into the computer. That action allows attackers
further penetration into the network and causing damage.
Part of the package of solutions that provide resilient critical infrastructure, in
addition to high-quality security specialists and technology solutions, must include a scenario in which vital part of information systems must be procedures
that prevent air-gap bypassing as well as continuing education of personnel in
terms of computer security and how to not become a victim of social engineering who makes fatal errors.
For a thorough study on this topic, more examples should be analyzed with indepth look at targeting infrastructure and types of cyber-attack methods.
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Summary
The development of electronic media has enabled the health service users an
open access to different medical information. The patients are not satisfied only
with the medical report and diagnosis made by a professional, they want to
know more. Therefore digital technology is used to gain more information
about the painful syndromes in the lower back. This process can be called e-low
back pain. The pain that occurs in the lower back is called lumbago and it can
have several causes. The aim of this paper is to analyze the lumbago patients'
active participation in order to achieve new knowledge and to expand the already existing ones using different internet sources. The hypothesis stated in the
research: H1: Participants show interest and positive attitude in using information technology in order to assist in the back pain treatment. This research
carried out the result analysis of the E-back pain questionnaire about the usage
of information technology and the digital communication capabilities in order
to achieve new knowledge and to expand the already existing one related to the
back pain. 120 participants responded to the research, dominantly middle-aged
(average age 49.25 years). In conclusion, participants express their positive
opinion about using modern information technologies in acquiring and expanding their knowledge about the back pain.
Key words: lumbago, back pain, electronic media, e-back pain, open access,
the Internet
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Introduction
The development of information and communication technology has caused
radical changes in new knowledge acquisition which has become easily accessible to interested individuals.
When technology like computers, internet, and multimedia devices are included
in the learning process, we can call it e-learning. Easily accessible contents on
Internet enable the progress in upgrading and expanding the existing cognition.
In fast-growing economies profit plays the most important role and the employees are forced to work even if they have musculoskeletal problems and they
cannot exercise their right to get a granted medical leave because of pain. In the
last decades the number of back pain patients has increased. (Deyo et al, 2014).
Chronic back pain treatment is one of the most common reasons for visiting a
physician or a physiotherapist (Lin et al, 2011),
In modern society many new professions have emerged and the employees'
standing or sitting position is required throughout the whole working hours
which often results with the low back pain (LBP). The consequence of a longterm sitting or standing position is the improper load of musculoskeletal system.
Therefore some muscles are overloaded while the others weaken due to inactivity. If the improper body positions last longer and are repeated on a long term
basis, the result is a chronic, painful condition. The back pain lasting longer
than twelve weeks is called chronic lumbago (American Pain Society, 2007).
Lifelong back pain prevalence is up to 80% (Smith et al, 2014).
In order to change their painful condition, the patients visit a physician to set a
correct diagnosis and to determine the cause of pain. Patients often use e-media
to expand their knowledge and also to find information about some therapeutic
exercises they could practice in a home environment to treat the back pain and
by doing that, they take part in forming the concept of e-back pain. In the past
the information about health care was quite unavailable to patients and they
could be given some only in direct contact with a particular medical practitioner. Nowadays the availability of all kinds of medical educational content has
enormously increased due to the broad media support.
In the process of physiotherapy, patients are active participants, so the physiotherapist gives them advice how to overcome the daily activities, perform exercises, and the adaptation at work. Due to inability to get a granted leave, a person with back pain practices learned exercises at home on a daily basis to improve their painful condition. There are many people who do not have medical
education but want to know more about their illness and its outcomes. The most
widely used media is the Internet that offers countless opportunities. The Internet is a global data network that is publicly available and offers various services
(Croatian declaration on open access, 2012).
Internet technology offers a wide range of solutions to acquire and improve the
already existing knowledge. For example, the social networks like Facebook, as
the most accessible one, publishes a large amount of visual and textual material
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from different Internet portals, and the readers can choose the content according
to their interests or medical difficulties.
Since the back pain is a serious medical condition, its treatment should be approached according to the recommendations of the world and national guidelines for the low back pain treatment (Grazio et al, 2012)
The aim of this research is to determine how much the respondents use the
electronic media in order to expand their knowledge about the back pain and to
assist in the chronic back pain treatment.
Hypothesis H1: The participants show interest and positive attitude in using the
electronic media in order to assist in the back pain treatment.

Materials and methods
Participants for this study (N=120) were randomly selected from a group of low
back pain treated patients at Special Hospital for Medical Rehabilitation Krapinske Toplice.
The approval for conducting this research was obtained by the Special Hospital
for Medical Rehabilitation Krapinske Toplice Ethical Committee and with the
consent of the hospital director.
The fundamental ethical integrity of the respondents was also respected and no
data abuse used for other purposes.
The research was carried out in the period from January to April 2017, by anonymous, a specially constructed questionnaire with 10 questions for the research
purposes created by the author.
By completing the survey, each respondent was familiar with the reason and research protocol confirmed their participation with signature. The questionnaire
contained besides demographic questions also questions related to the use of
electronic media and Internet capabilities in purpose of assisting in the back
pain treatment. The questions were formulated with the ability to respond to
Likart's scale (5 answers). The results are statistically processed and expressed
as average values, the differences were compared by variance analysis, and statistical significance was determined as p<0.05.
The comparison of average attitude values in relation to age, gender and degree
of education was made.

Results
This research describes the participants' interest and attitudes regarding the use
of modern technologies to assist in the chronic back pain treatment. Among 120
participants (N=120) there were 55% women and 45% men, average age 49.25.
The participants aged from 25 to 77 were divided into four age groups:
 group aged less than 40
 group aged from 41-50
 group aged from 51-60
 group aged more than 60.
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The majority of the participants were in the age group of 51 to 60 years of age,
33.3% (N 40), and the least of them 16.7% (N20) were in the age group over 60
years (Table 1).
Table 1. Presentation of the respondents by gender and age
Respondents
Number
Percentage (%)
Total (N)

Gender
M
54
45%

F
66
55%
120

<40
29
24.2%

Age (Grades in years)
41-50
51-60
31
40
25.8%
33.3%
120

>60
20
16.7%

Presentation of the demographic characteristics of the respondents
According to the education level, the majority of the respondents belong to a
group of unskilled or qualified workers, 50%, 31.66% of secondary education
respondents and 16.33% of the respondents have college or university degree.
Table 2. Presentation of the respondents according to their qualifications in
relation to the age group
Qualifications
Age
<40
41-50
51-60
>60
Total

unskilled/
vocational education
17
13
18
12
60

high school
8
12
14
4
38

college/
university degree
4
6
8
4
22

Total

%

29
31
40
20
120

24.0%
26.0%
33.3%
16.7%
100.0%

Distribution of frequency response by individual statement
In statement T1: The use of modern information technologies (Internet, social
networks) helps me in gaining and expanding knowledge about back pain; 93
respondents expressed positive attitude, 20 neutral and 7 of them negative attitude.
In statement T2: Available tips in the form of a movie or a back pain image are
useful; 102 of the respondents expressed positive attitude, 15 neutral and 3 negative attitude.
In statement T3: My physiotherapist's information on the possibilities of using
information technology to meet my illness was useful; 95 respondents expressed positive attitude, 17 neutral and 8 expressed negative attitude.
In statement T4: The most information about the back pain I got by using the
Internet; 28 respondents expressed positive attitude, 18 neutral and 74 negative
attitude.
In statement T5: I use tips from scientific biomedical databases to treat my back
pain; 43 respondents expressed positive attitude, 31 neutral and 46 negative attitude.
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In statement T6: The Internet useful to me as a reminder to carry out previously
learned back pain treatment exercises; 82 respondents expressed positive attitude, 17 neutral and 21 negative attitude.
In statement T7: I do not dare to use Internet and social networking self-help
back pain tips; 55 respondents expressed positive attitude, 25 neutral and 40
negative attitude.
In statement T8: The lack of skill for modern information technologies (Internet, social networks) is a problem for me in acquiring new knowledge about my
health; 31 respondents expressed positive attitude, 17 neutral and 72 negative
attitude.
In statement T9: No knowledge of English is a problem for me to acquire new
information about back pain; 51 respondents expressed positive attitude, 10
neutral and 59 negative attitude.
In statement T 10: I cannot do the back pain treatment without a specialist; 108
respondents expressed positive attitude, 3 neutral and 9 negative attitude.
All the asserted claims were handled individually and express the respondents'
attitudes about the modern technology for the purpose of finding useful tips for
the back pain treatment and the obtained results are expressed as average results
(Table 3 and Table 4).
Table 3. Presentation of the results of the individual statements and the respondents' attitudes about the usefulness of information on the Internet about
the back pain in relation to the age
Statements
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
N

<40
M
3.76
3.90
3.86
2.55
2.52
3.55
3.28
2.28
2.24
2.24
29

Age (grades in years)
41-50
51-60
M
M
4.13
4.08
4.26
4.03
3.97
4.13
2.77
2.58
3.29
3.10
3.87
3.60
2.90
3.13
2.77
2.30
2.90
2.85
4.13
4.13
31
40

>60
M
3.35
3.60
3.60
1.90
2.25
3.05
3.65
2.95
3.70
4.50
20

Anova
F
5.712
4.639
1.711
3.512
6.138
3.156
2.319
2.860
7.014
1.009
120

Sig.
0.001
0.004
1.69
0.018
0.001
0.027
0.079
0.040
0.000
0.391

Overall looking at the results obtained, it is evident that the positive attitude of
the respondents over the use of modern technologies prevails for the purpose of
the assisting in the back pain treatment.
Men express slightly more positive attitudes than women, but there was no statistically significant difference in the views of these two groups. By comparing
different age groups in attitudes towards the use of modern technologies for the
purpose of the assisting in the low back pain treatment, it is evident that positive
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attitudes are expressed by respondents aged 41-50 and 51-60, and with the age
increase (more than 60 years) this positive trend decreases. Compared to the
age, a statistically significant difference in positivity was confirmed in relation
to the statements. S1= p< 0.001, S2= p< 0.004, S4= p< 0.018, S5= p< 0.001,
S6= p< 0.027 i S8= p< 0.040. A slightly lower attitude was found in the youngest age group (<from 40 years), however, in this group most of the respondents
are with lower qualifications who are exposed to heavier physical activity (and
the problems with back pain), as well as fewer opportunities to use information
technology at the workplace, therefore a lower inclination to the same. The correlation between occupation and professional background and attitudes about
the usefulness of Internet information about the low back pain shows a statistically significant difference in the claims S8= p< 0.032 i S9 = p< 0.017, where
the possible reasons mentioned is the ignorance of the use of the information
technology and the foreign language (English).
Table 4: Presentation of the results of the individual statements and the respondents' attitudes about the usefulness of information on the Internet about
the back pain in relation to the level of education

Statements
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
N

unskilled
vocational
M
3.80
3.88
3.92
2.43
2.75
3.53
3.22
2.73
3.10
4.28
60

Level of education
High
Coll. Univ
school
M
M
3.92
4.09
4.08
4.09
3.92
4.00
2.61
2.55
3.05
2.86
3.58
3.64
3.32
2.91
2.47
2.05
2.82
2.27
4.26
3.95
38
22

Anova
F
1.143
1.385
0.077
0.362
0.918
0.096
1.121
3.544
4.238
1.288
120

Sig.
0.322
0.254
0.926
0.697
0.402
0.909
0.330
0.032
0.017
0.280

Based on the obtained results, we confirm H1 hypothesis that the respondents
show interest and positive attitude towards the use of information technology to
assist in the treatment of the low back pain.

Discussion
The aim of this paper was to determine how many patients use modern information and communication technology to help with acute pain. The use of digital technologies and the Internet is of great help to medical service users in
their efforts to study their painful conditions and apply what they've learned in
everyday life using digital information. Global Health Network Supercourse includes cooperation from 81 countries with more than 750 experts from global
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health, epidemiology and the Internet and gives the reader a lot of medical information (Global Health Network Supercourse, 2016).
The results obtained in the research show an overall positive attitude of respondents to using modern digital technologies in order to help treat back pain,
the sex of the respondents brings no significant difference, and the positive attitude decreases with increase in age and lower qualifications.
By applying information and communication technologies, the communication
between all participants in the health care process is improved: the doctor, the
physiotherapist and the patient. There are very useful freely available websites
that are mostly regulated by physiotherapists from private healthcare institutions
and physiotherapists' associations. Such online rehabilitation programs give the
patient the assurance that they are therapeutically valid because they are recommended by a health professional from that clinical area.
Due to the long-term inaccessibility of physiotherapists in public health institutions, such form of remote consultation and patient education over the Internet
improves the health care of patients in need.
In this paper, a positive attitude on the use of modern technologies (Internet, social networks) with the goal of gaining and extending knowledge on back pain
is in 77.5% of respondents. The availability of advice in the form of a video or
pictures of the back pain is considered useful by 85% of the respondents. Physiotherapists' guidance on the use of digital technologies for learning about the
illness is considered to be useful by 79% of respondents. To the statement “I received the most information about back pain by using the Internet” 23.3% of respondents agree, which is not unusual when we look at the structure of the respondents (according to the degree of education most of the respondents belong
to the group of unqualified workers (50%) and 31.66% of respondents have a
high school diploma). A positive attitude on the use of advice from biomedical
databases for treating back pain is present in 35.8% of respondents.
A highly positive attitude towards using the Internet as a reminder to conduct
already learned exercises for treating back pain is present in 68.3% of respondents. With the purpose of self-treating back pain 45.8% of respondents are
afraid of using advice from the Internet or social media, and 33.3% have a negative attitude about it. 25.8% respondents believe the problem lies in not
knowing informational and communicational technologies in order to gain new
knowledge about their condition. No knowledge of English is a problem in acquiring new knowledge about back pain in 49.1% of respondents because they
have a lower level of education and older generations don’t use English in everyday communication. Considering our respondents/patients suffer from back
pain, which is why they are in a rehabilitation facility in the first place, their
concern for gaining new information about the condition that is present in their
everyday life is perfectly justified. One also can’t neglect the fact that respondents with low and medium levels of education (50%) aren’t familiarized with
digital technologies because their work status is tied to heavy physical work.
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Younger generations use the Internet but have given average scores because
they aren’t in major contact with the condition and have more faith in professionals and therapeutic procedures with professionals where they can conduct
their rehabilitations in person. Older generations give lower scores because of
their lower computer literacy as they have a hard time searching the Internet for
information. Middle-aged respondents between the ages of 41 and 60 (59.1%)
can use computers, search the internet and use the information and knowledge
gained so they have given higher scores as they already know medical information gained from the Internet is useful and reliable.

Conclusion
The rapid development of information and communication technologies has
brought great benefits and advances in the ability to acquire new knowledge for
healthcare users. Increased education and use of the Internet for self-treatment
allows people with back pain to have an easier way of learning about their condition and using the pain relief programs offered. In this paper, the acquisition
of new knowledge is rated as a high positive rating, which confirms that respondents are aware of the need for the use of modern technologies and forms
of digital communication for the purpose of acquiring new knowledge and their
application. The positive attitude of respondents to the use of modern technology to find useful counselling in treating back pain decreases as the age increases. The relationship of interest, expertise and attitudes about the usefulness
of Internet information about back pain depends on knowledge of digital technology and foreign language (English).
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Summary
This paper describes the project developed during the Europe engage project
student tour, where students from 11 European universities have collaborated
in a multicultural service-learning experience. The main goal of the project was
to produce a video which would enhance the work and mission of community
partner – Cell EXPLORERS. The video represents the vision and mission of the
Cell EXPLORERS workshop programme and it will be useful for each of the
Cell EXPLORER's university partners to increase the student volunteer base
and participation in STEM subjects in schools, while simultaneously creating
highly trained and competent educators. The video is targeted at a broad audience and it incorporates drawings made by workshop participants, along with
volunteer interviews, documenting the fact that volunteers and participants of
the Cell EXPLORERS workshops were involved in the creative process of the
video making. Since the aim of the workshop and the video was to dispel the
prevailing stereotypes of scientists and to increase participation in STEM subjects, children’s voices were also incorporated to match the stills of the children’s drawings.
Key words: service-learning, community-based learning, videos, digital technology, information and communication technology, Europe Engage, community informatics
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Introduction
Service-Learning (SL) or community-based learning is widely defined as a form
of experiential education that integrates meaningful community service into the
curriculum. SL contains two main elements: engagement within the community
(service) and reflection on that engagement (learning) [6]. These two elements
should be balanced in a way that students “participate in an organized service
activity that meets identified community needs”, and “reflect on the service activity in such a way as to gain further understanding of course content, a broader
appreciation of the discipline, and an enhanced sense of civic responsibility”
[1].
SL represents a means of university's community outreach, tying the goals of
higher education to the community needs through active participation of university students in structured activities that address community needs [2]. Utilizing
their knowledge and skills for the improvement of local communities, students
develop many transversal skills, including critical thinking and interpersonal
skills [5]. Student reflection in SL occurs before, during and after the student
service, so that students can recognize the importance and impact of the service
on the local community and on their own learning.
Although being well established in the institutions of higher education in North
America, Western Australia, and New Zealand, in 2015, before the Europe Engage project, little was known about SL within the European universities, apart
from the isolated institutional experiences in some countries and a few national
networks (Campus Engage in Ireland: http://www.campusengage.ie, ServiceLearning University NetworkApS(U) in Spain: http://sites.google.com/site/
redapsuniversitario and the University Network on Social Responsibility and
Higher Education in Germany: http://www.netzwerk-bdv.de/content/home/
index.html).
The overall aim of the project Europe Engage – Developing a Culture of Civic
Engagement through Service-Learning within Higher Education in Europe
[Reference 2014-1-ES01-KA203-004798] is to promote service-learning (SL)
as a pedagogical approach that embeds and develops civic engagement within
European higher education, students, staff and the wider community [4].
The project partners represent a breath of 12 universities in Europe committed
to civic engagement and service-learning: Autonomous University of Madrid
(Spain); National University of Ireland, Galway; University of Zagreb (Croatia); University of Brighton (United Kingdom); University of Duisburg-Essen
(Germany); Erasmus University of Rotterdam (Netherlands); Instituto Superior
de Psicología Aplicada (Portugal), University of Bologna (Italy); Vytautas
Magnus University (Lithuania); Ghent University(Belgium); University of Applied Science-Krems (Austria) and University of Helsinki (Finland).
During the three years, the project has benchmarked existing SL practices
across the disciplines in all 12 EU countries and mapped the repository of
knowledge (a database of SL trainers, training materials and bibliography)
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within each of the partners' countries. In the final year of the project, students
from partner universities have collaborated in a multicultural service-learning
experience organized at the National University of Ireland. The student project
described in this paper is the result of that collaboration.

Digital Technologies and Service-Learning
Due to its strong emphasis on the community engagement, group work and the
on-site engagement, SL was for a long time assumed quite incompatible with
ICT, the latter implying individual work, (mostly) online communities and digital literacy. However, in the past decade, new terms such as Technology-based
Service-Learning, e-Service-Learning, Digital Service-Learning and Service-elearning have emerged. The most prominent among them, Service-e-learning, is
defined as “an integrative pedagogy that engages learners through technology in
civic inquiry, service, reflection, and action” [10]. The main aim of this pedagogy is to link digital technology to a meaningful community service, to utilize
ICT in order to further improve the quality of the civic engagement and to fill
the digital gaps within the local community.
Also, the analysis of SL course syllabi that are available online shows a growing trend of video journaling. Reflective journaling is commonly used in SL
courses as a means of critical reflection that provides structure to often unpredictable and unstructured experiences [9]. But, all until recently, students in SL
courses were most often requested to write journals, while the use of video
blogging and video journals was scarce [8]. The increasing availability of cameras, video editing software, and hosting space has allowed students to submit
their critical reflection in SL courses through weblogs and online journals. Using video journals provides service-learning with an additional layer of complexity, visibility, and learning for all participants [7]. Video journaling is especially useful for international SL courses, where students spend the semester in
a society that is culturally different than their own and video journaling enables
them to express not only their personal experiences (thoughts, reactions, and
emotions), but also references from the course content and their new understanding of that content based on their international SL experience.

Service-e-learning project: video planning and realization
As a part of the Europe Engage project, students from partner universities collaborated in a multicultural service-learning experience designed by the Community Knowledge Initiative (CKI) staff at NUI, Galway. Students chose to
collaborate with one of five wide-ranging community partners; Cell EXPLORERS, Galway Community Circus, Saol Cafe, ReelLifeScience, and Smart Consent. Students who chose the same community partners were then grouped together in groups of twos and threes for their respective projects.
The main goal of the project was to produce a digital media resource which
would enhance the work and mission of community partners through a collabo285
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rative process with students. It was collectively decided upon that a brief, two
minute video would best serve each project and, following a training workshop
with TechSpace, students were sufficiently equipped to make short creative
video using Adobe Premiere Elements 12 software. Planning implementation,
idea development, media creation, skill application, and outcome reflection
were the main stages in the production process. The first stage was crucial in the
process, however, as it depended upon clear communication between community partners and students to simultaneously understand what the community
partners wanted to express, and what the students expected to achieve. After a
brief PowerPoint presentation by each of the community partners, students and
community partners met in smaller groups to discuss which direction their projects would take, conscious of both process risks and end product.
Cell EXPLORERS, the community partner in the service e-learning project described in this chapter, was established in 2012 (http://www.cellexplorers.
com/how-we-began) to inform, inspire, and involve people in the excitement of
science. With the concept of Community-Based Learning (i.e. Service-Learning) as a guiding framework, the key was to understand the benefits for all who
participated in the Cell EXPLORERS programmes; including universities,
communities, academic staff, volunteers, and children, and how best to compress that concept into a two minute video. The brief included some key aspects
of the Cell EXPLORERS programme which academic staff wanted to highlight
in particular, and this resulted in a theme for the video concept. Inspired by
Cole [3], the founding director, Dr. Muriel Grenon, created an interactive workshop programme targeted at both primary and post-primary students, with the
objective of dispelling prevailing stereotypes of scientists, complementing the
didactic methods of teaching, while increasing participation in STEM subjects.
Involvement by both undergraduate and postgraduate students in the facilitating
of workshops provides the opportunity to nurture their teaching skills, develop
self-confidence, and increase competency at their work.
On that basis, it was decided that, although not always a good idea as a marketing strategy, the video would attempt to appeal to a broad target audience and
contain some comedic value. With the restrictive timeframe, and students' limited skillset, a video, which represents the fact that volunteers and participants
of the Cell EXPLORERS workshops were involved in the creative process of
the video making, was created. Both the volunteers and the participants of the
Cell EXPLORERS workshops were included in each stage of video’s development. The video incorporates drawings by workshop participants, along with
volunteer interviews and children’s voices that match the stills of their drawings. After many long hours of filming, recording, editing, discussion, and a
plethora of email correspondences between students and Cell EXPLORER staff,
this service-e-learning project was completed. It is publicly available on the
following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YM6f3G3Jh0s.
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Service-e-learning project results and benefits
The Cell EXPLORERS video represents the vision and mission of their workshop programme, and will hopefully form part of their broader public awareness
campaign. Ultimately, the digital images, videos, and audio files will be utilized
by each of the Cell EXPLORER university partners in a public awareness campaign to increase its student volunteer base and participation in STEM subjects
in schools, while simultaneously creating highly trained and competent educators in the process.
As mentioned in the video, the training of volunteers and demonstrators is taken
very seriously at Cell EXPLORERS, and volunteers must achieve a high standard of training before facilitating workshops. Hopefully, this will help to increase trust from primary and post-primary science teachers, and raise participation by regional schools.

Discussion
The process of video editing in this service-e-learning project presented its own
challenges, as students' combined backgrounds were in sociology, political science, librarianship, Croatian language and literature and advocacy. This meant
that, at the beginning of the project, students were complete novices at video
editing. Students have quickly adapted, however, and through the exchange of
opinions, sharing to new ideas, and the overcoming of technical problems,
worked together in a team of students (both primary & 3rd level), and academic
staff to deliver a video which fitted the brief accordingly.
The inclusion of staff and volunteers in the production process presented its
own set of challenges, and students had to decide upon the level of autonomy
over each stage of the project. This has increased students' ability to negotiate
through the process which neither community partner nor Europe Engage students had much prior experience in. The Cell EXPLORERS team contributed to
the creative project from the start, which was beneficial for the entire production process, and they provided great support at every stage. This included their
involvement in interviews, the procuring of source materials, along with invaluable production tips.
Digital technologies also played an integral role in the entire project, and the final product met its brief entirely, increasing students' knowledge of the challenges facing the scientific community today, and will hopefully lead to increased participation in STEM subjects in schools.
Finally, student participation, both in the production process of the videos, truly
felt like students’ voices were finally being accepted as valid contributions to
the whole service-learning debate.
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Conclusion
The Europe Engage Tour represented an extraordinary opportunity for students,
especially for those who had been involved in a variety of SL projects prior to
the arrival in Galway. The diversity of political, cultural, economic, and social
backgrounds of each of the participants contributed to a broad range of topics
being discussed throughout the two weeks of the tour. These included conversations concerning democratic values in the various EU member states, the rise
of right-wing politics in the EU, Brexit, and the global refugee crisis, amongst
others. Concepts of identity were also explored, and how each democratic state
within the EU is increasingly exposed to capitalist, free-market policies which
have contributed to the much global instability experienced in recent years.
Involvement with the community partners truly highlighted the need for universities and students to take the lead in promoting service-learning as a valid form
of pedagogical accreditation. The community partners were from a wide range
of backgrounds but they each shared one common bond, and it was that they
each based their practices on solid, academic research, while placing the student
and, by extension, the university, in the heart of the community in a meaningful
context once again.
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Summary
Online advertising developed in 1994 as a means of financing website content
production, but a constantly decreasing number of ad impressions and a significant rise in ad blocker users have incurred the loss of 30% of total industry
revenue in 2015. However, studies reveal that two-thirds of current ad blocker
users would to be willing to turn their blockers off should overall user experience be improved. As marketers continue debating whether the ad block revolution will finish online advertising, this paper presents an alternate viewpoint.
It suggests that the rise of the ad block has been beneficial to the industry, because exposing the weaknesses of the current advertising model and the reasons
for blocker popularization prompts the damaged model to change. It gathers
best practices in advertising and recommendations for creating ads which do
not need to be blocked.
Key words: online advertising, ad blocking, user experience, banner, ad

Introduction
Value exchange exists in every community, primal and modern ones alike.
Whether it is trading berries for a piece of meat or currency for products and
services, it is implied that both sides should obtain value. How did we then
begin to feel entitled to go online and get content without any duty to compensate? There is a general expectation that online content should be “free”; at the
same time, there is no general understanding that online advertising is what
makes it possible (IAB, 2016). Since 1994, websites have sold their media
space to finance content production. The online advertising chain is profitable
for all its participants; publishers maintain “free” access for users, advertisers
promote products and services to obtain new customers, ad networks gather
publishers and advertisers, and website visitors use ad impressions as the cur291
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rency for accessing content (Davar, 2013). Evans (2009) suggests that advertising online is potentially the most advanced form of marketing because the use
of technology facilitates the meeting of supply and demand. Marketers target
relevant marketing messages to objective audiences and direct them towards
precise offers, and buyers do not waste time looking at ads that do not interest
them.
However, many online users have started using ad blocking software, which
prevents the ad from loading by cutting off communication between the ad
server delivering ads and the user's computer (Bubna, 2013). It uses predefined
blacklists to determine the ad types, publishers, and websites that should be
blocked. The website's appearance does not change in the process and there are
no blanks left in the content (IAB UK, 2016).
This paper examines the current online advertising model, which provoked the development of the ad blocking software. It explores the main areas of user frustration
with online advertising, examines industry standards and trends, and proposes a
redefinition of the online advertising model by suggesting the characteristics of ads
which would not need to be blocked.

Background research on online advertising
Such is the importance ad blocking has gained in the last couple of years that it
was identified as a global Internet trend in the 2016 Kleiner Perkins Internet
Trends Report (PageFair, 2017). A literature review reveals a number of articles
contemplating the reasons which have caused the discontent of online users, resulting in 236 million desktop and 380 million mobile active ad blocker users
globally, as reported by the Global Adblock Report (PageFair, 2017). To understand what motivates the constantly increasing use of ad blockers and demonstrate that things have not always been this way, the paper will look at the
online advertising industry’s development.
The online ad which started it all at the end of 20th century was a banner by telecom company AT&T. The banner was a part of an integrated 2-year TV
broadcast campaign (McCambley, 2013), published on 27th October 1994 on
HotWired. Turning 23 this year, AT&T's ad was the standard banner size of
468x60 pixels (Barker, 2013). The ad copy read “Have you ever clicked here?
You will”, and an ad click redirected visitors to a landing page containing relevant, entertaining and informative content, and asking users for feedback and
improvement suggestions. What started as a means of financing content production (Greenfield, 2014) has since transformed into a 60 billion dollars heavy
industry in 2015 alone (PwC, 2015). In the novelty of the World Wide Web and
its 14 million most progressive users, 10 thousand of which were HotWired
readers (Greenfield, 2014), it is no wonder the first banner ad was an absolute
success. Compared to today's average click-through rate of just 0.08%, AT&T's
ad got a whopping 44% of website visitors’ clicks (Barker, 2013). The ad's creative team claims that they aimed to reward the visitor for the click (Greenfiled,
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2014), offer useful information, entertain, impress and provide an enjoyable
user experience (McCambley, 2013).
And while the value of ads still lies in the sum of clicks and impressions, the
number of views and interactions ads get today has decreased significantly since
the banner’s golden times. There were 3.7 billion Internet users in March 2017
(Internet World Stats, 2017); just as the number of Internet users grew, the
number of websites in the online universe increased, too; more and more advertisers were keen to reach out to potential customers through online advertising.
The novelty wore off and a coping mechanism for distracting advertising called
banner blindness, which entails ignoring the margins of pages where ads are located, kicked in (Shopify, 2016). And whereas ignoring ads is a choice of an individual, using ad blockers implies employing technology which enables the destruction of a business model (Vallade, 2009).

Ad blocker development
When ignoring ads was no longer enough, ad blocking software emerged as the
weapon for ad elimination, costing the online advertising industry 30% of its
annual revenue in 2015 (PageFair & Adobe, 2015). The founder of the ad
blocking software was IT student Henrik Aasted Sørensen from Copenhagen,
who built the browser extension AdBlock in 2002. Today, there are more than
100 million users of the most popular ad blocking solution, Eyeo's Adblock Plus
(Williams, 2016), and the number is constantly increasing. Reportedly, there
were 77 million active desktop ad blocker users in Europe in 2016 (PageFair &
Adobe, 2015) and another 50 million users in the USA (PageFair, 2017).
Although ad blocking stigma tends to victimize only the end users, publishers
and advertisers actually bear more significant damage (Davar, 2013). Some
portals like Forbes (Morrissey, 2015) have fought back, introducing paywalls to
request financial compensation from ad blocker users who refuse to turn it off in
order to access content (IAB, 2016a); other websites have implemented software which blocks the ad blocker's functioning (IAB UK, 2016), switching the
blocked ad with an alternative one. When IAB realized outsmarting one another
was not sustainable in the long term, they did some fact-checking to tackle the
problem systematically and discover who blocks ads, why and how to win them
back.
The goal of Interactive Advertising Bureau’s (2016b) study “Who blocks ads,
why and how to win them back” was to determine the demography of ad
blocker users, detect the biggest problems with online advertising which prompt
ad blocker use, and propose solutions for convincing users to abandon ad
blocking software. Out of 1292 respondents, 330 were existing blocker users,
478 had never used it nor intended to start, 260 were former users and 224 expressed affinity to starting to use an ad blocker. The study found men between
the ages of 18 do 34 to be both the most common users and the group most
likely to stop using it; PageFairs’s 2017 Global Adblock Report confirmed it.
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IAB also dedicated a small portion of their research to mobile users, but as 94%
of global mobile usage of ad blockers occurs in the Asia-Pacific region
(PageFair, 2017), and the paper focused mainly on the European and Northern
American markets, it was not taken into consideration.
The most important conclusion IAB's study found was hope. Namely, Internet
users do not hate all kinds of online advertising (IAB, 2016b). This is backed up
by research conducted by Adblock Plus (2016), which revealed that only 25%
of current ad blocker users want all ads eliminated, while the majority is willing
to support content production if they are granted satisfactory user experience.
Furthermore, US Desktop Adblock Survey Data (PageFair, 2016) confirmed
that users do not reject digital advertising in general, but rather disagree with
some aspects of its execution.

Main areas of frustration and recommendations
PageFair’s 2017 Global Adblock Report (PageFair, 2017) revealed more than
70% of online users cannot isolate only one reason for using ad blocking software. Since a number of sources referenced in this article reveal similar problems with online advertising, they were grouped into seven main categories:
privacy anxiety, malwertising, user experience, ad format, creativity, relevance
and optimization.
Privacy anxiety is the most pronounced objection users hold against online advertising, and a great deal of its notoriousness can be attributed to personal data
malpractices (PageFair, 2017). As the industry thrives on user data becoming
ever more sophisticated, users and their actions are being tracked and stalked
(Evans, 2009) using various technologies which create fear and discomfort
(Searls, 2015a). Bits and pieces of data are collected, processed, and mushed
together into Big Data with the goal to respond to users' needs accurately. As
noble as that cause may sound, data misuse is common, and websites often collect valuable personal data of their visitors in order to sell to third parties
(Searls, 2015a), organizations and companies which need user data. Evans
(2009) believes educating users about data collecting activity could help minimize their anxiety, because information shortage intensifies it. Besides having
data privacy concerns, online users are worried about installing viruses and
other malware on their devices by clicking on ads (Bubna, 2013). Users feel
safer browsing online when they are protected from ads which might transmit
harmful software without approval, and they do not tolerate ads which contain
fake exit or download buttons, and pressure users to click on them before proceeding to the wanted page (Davar, 2013).
Consider a typical Internet usage scenario. You turn on the computer either to
socialize, browse, look something up or enjoy different content (Shopify, 2016).
As you are focusing on your activity, all of a sudden an ad pops up, covering
the content and destroying your concentration and flow. Distracted and annoyed, you immediately close the ad window and perceive advertising as a neg294
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ative and intrusive occurrence (Brajnik and Gabrielli, 2010). Furthermore, if the
same ad keeps popping up over and over again, it is really not that difficult to
understand the motivation behind installing ad blockers. The latter can be prevented with frequency capping (PageFair, 2017), which is setting the maximal
number of ad occurrences.
Redundancy intensifies irritation, especially with the most hated ad formats.
These are interstitial ads which take over the whole page, overlay ads which
cover the page content, pop-ups and pop-unders which appear out of nowhere,
pre-roll videos which cause video abandonment (Vallade, 2009), ads heavy on
visual effects which distract the user from viewing content, scroll-down ads
which follow you as you scroll down the page and rich-media ads which consume huge portions of your data plan and slow down the page load time, blinking and playing audio and video automatically (IAB, 2016b) (IAB UK, 2016).
Therefore, IAB (2016) suggests ads should be limited in size and dimensions,
have a fixed position on the page, and only load once the web visitor scrolls to
the part of the page where the ad is located.
Getting the user to view the ad is the easy part; getting them to click on it is significantly more demanding. If you would not click an ad, why would your audience? It seems advertisers have forgotten an important lesson AT&T’s creative
team tried to teach; offer useful information, entertain, impress and give online
users an enjoyable experience (McCambley, 2013). A lot more thought should
be given to engaging the users, and following the three Is recipe might be useful; make your ad inviting, interesting and innovative and top it off with valuable content (Shopify, 2016). Ads which have irrelevant content (Brajnik and
Gabrielli, 2010) and lack connection to users’ interests are advertising money
poured down the drain. Some online users reacted positively to the possibility to
define the fields of interest for which they wish to receive ads. That way, the
user gets precisely targeted ads, advertisers promote directly to their target customers and publishers get ad interactions. Furthermore, users should be given
the possibility to provide feedback for the ads they see, rating them positively or
negatively, and refining their preferences even further. Finally, all ads should be
continually tested, audience response tracked and measured, and analytic tools
used to monitor key performance indicators and optimize if necessary (Shopify,
2016).

Standards which propose solutions to the blocked Web
Several notable proposals and initiatives by respectable industry institutions to
get online advertising malpractices under control stand out, with the focus on
introducing methodical changes and standardizing the online advertising model.
Such is the LEAN ads standard, which was first presented to IAB’s “Who
blocks ads” study respondents as one solution against bad advertising and ad
blocking. It was applauded and praised by the majority of respondents, who said
they would turn off their ad blockers if online ads fulfilled the four main pre295
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requisites implied in LEAN. According to the standard, ads should be light in
order to load fast and not consume too much data, encrypted to secure user data
and protect users from privacy breaches, Ad Choice supported to let visitors
control information regarding their interests, and non-invasive in their appearance, not do disrupt user experience or be distractive (IAB, 2016b).
And while LEAN caters to end users, IAB's DEAL standard appeals to the other
important players in the game; the publishers. It promotes initiating dialogue
with the user who visits a website with an active ad blocker. In such event, the
standard suggests undertaking the following steps. When ad blocker usage is
detected, the visitor should be educated about the “value exchange”, namely informed that advertising finances the website's content production. Then, the
visitor should kindly be asked to disable the software, temporarily or permanently, in order to access the content they wish to view. Finally, the publisher
should either limit access to content or let the visitor view it, depending on the
visitor’s decision to disable the software. However, PageFair’s 2017 report has
deemed this approach ineffective, stating that 74% of users who encounter an
adblock wall simply abandon the website which requires the blocking software
to be disabled, with the exception of content which cannot be found anywhere
else (PageFair, 2017).
Acceptable Ads initiative is the most controversial solution proposal, as it was
introduced in 2011 by the most popular ad blocking software company itself
(Solon, 2016). Adblock Plus started the initiative as an attempt to bring the
online advertising industry back into balance. Aware that not all ads are bad,
they gave online users the possibility to only block ads which threatened pleasant user experience, and otherwise support advertisers whose ads were deemed
acceptable by a proposed set of guidelines, pertaining mainly to ad content, positioning, and dimensions (Adblock Plus, 2016). The fact that an ad blocking
company itself attempted to find a way to unblock the Web speaks about the
importance of the role which online advertising plays in the creation and consumption of the content available online.

Trends and the future of online advertising in the context of ad
blocking
As notorious as online advertising has become nowadays and despite the fact
that, statistically, a mere 8% of total Internet users account for 85% of all banner clicks (Morrissey, 2013), recent data revealed that the static banner ad is
still the preferred ad format among users (PageFair, 2017). Its click-through rate
recorded the lowest point in 2008, after which it stabilized around 0.04% (Morrissey, 2013).
However, ad serving technology has advanced, offering innovative possibilities
for segmenting audiences and targeting users precisely (Oberoi, 2013). As the
technology evolves further, much attention is given to revenue maximization
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and not enough to content optimization. Programmatic advertising, which is the
automated buying and selling of advertising space, is quickly gaining popularity
and threatening to become the weapon to direct existing problematic ads to
larger audiences (McCambley, 2013). On the other hand, MacDonald (2015) insists that the best way to get consumers to voluntarily engage with advertisements is not to make ads at all.
Instead, she suggests attracting visitors’ attention with useful content, which is
exactly what advertisers have been doing on Facebook. Although its primary
purpose was socializing, the fact that 20% of world population created profiles
has turned Facebook into an advertising super machine with approval to access
end users’ personal data, interests, and affinities (Oberoi, 2013). Its powerful
tools are impossible-to-block in-feed ads and a very comprehensive analytics
and efficiency reporting system, allowing constant campaign optimization for
maximum performance. After all, social platforms are where we spend our free
time nowadays, and relevant ads for products and services we have expressed
our preference for might be the right direction to go.
Due to the fact that many users ignore traditional ad formats but focus on content, Ming & Yazdanifard (2014) praise native ads, which mimic the appearance
and style of the page they are located within. However, their intention is not to
deceive online users; although they look like editorial pieces, they are clearly
indicated as ads and may only contain one-third of advertising content. Among
preferred ad formats, native ads have been graded neutral by online users
(PageFair, 2017).

The new advertising model
Ad blocking poses a serious threat to destroying the proper functioning of the
advertising-financed value exchange powering “free Internet”, i.e. users’ privilege to access online content for free. This paper gathers the main areas of user
frustration, the standards proposed by industry influencers, and the marketing
strategies trending on the advertising market, summarizes them into a proposal
for the redefinition of the online advertising model and gives recommendations
for creating ads which do not need to be blocked.
Table 1: Key aspects of the redefined model of online advertising
Current model
Privacy anxiety
Revenue maximization
Unpredictable ad formats
Interruption and redundancy
Banner blindness

Redefined model
Data safety
Content optimization
User-approved non-invasive ads
Enhanced flow and frequency capping
Native advertising

As most respondents of IAB’s (2016) and Page Fair’s (2017) research expressed, data safety is the primary concern regarding online advertising. It
should be secured with encrypted ads, ensuring no malware gets in the way and
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no private information leaks. This has already been attempted with filters such
as Acceptable Ads, but marketers should also consider users’ preferences and
enable their feedback in the future. When users have more control, there is less
room for worrying, doubting and needing defence. Furthermore, instead of refining the ad serving technology to achieve revenue maximization, marketers
should focus more on what they are serving. The answer to optimizing the
quality of ads might lie in the three approaches which have been trending on the
online advertising scene recently: social networks as the platform, content marketing as the strategy (MacDonald, 2015), and native advertising as the format
(Ming and Yazdanifard, 2014). The consequences of banner blindness should
not be fought with the use of irritable and unpredictable ad formats. Marketers
should abandon pop-ups and replace them with non-invasive, user-approved
static banners or native ad formats, with limited frequency capping to prevent
overwhelming visitors. Finally, users’ clicks should be attracted with quality,
useful and relevant content (MacDonald, 2015) and original design.

Conclusion
Marketers have overwhelmed online users, who have in turn responded by
eliminating ads by using ad blocking technology. Since most of the content production available online is financed with advertising revenue, the right to “free
Internet”, which most World Wide Web users take for granted, is at stake. With
the goal of introducing methodical changes to repair the damaged online advertising model, IAB carried out a study which revealed two-thirds of online users
are willing to abandon the blocker if user experience improves.
Based on IAB’s study, a number of industry-relevant sources and advertising
best practices, this article provides recommendations for the redefinition of the
online advertising model. If the focus is placed on data safety, uninterrupted
user experience and quality creative content in the future, there is a promise of
an improved sustainable solution which will allow the continuation of the value
exchange powering the Web as we know it.
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Summary
Every aspect of human life is evolving so fast and with great quality. Nowadays,
education has become more complex due to the enormous social change and a
new view in the field of pedagogy. We live in the age of information and communication technology (ICT), and we cannot allow to ignore it in the education
business management. The use of ICTs has great potential in teachers’ preparation to deal with various challenges and responsibilities they have to fulfill in
their educational environment. Thanks to fast-growing development of ICT in
past decades, the topic of ICT integration in education is being intensively discussed at different levels. Considering this, teachers' ICT competences should
play an important role, but the approach to ICT competences assessment – in
general as in cases of teachers' profession – rarely exists. The presented article
focuses on teachers' experiences, implementation and adaptations of ICT in
higher educations. The research was conducted on the Faculty of Humanities
and Social Sciences at the University of Mostar where it was determined the
frequency of ICT use and the subjective evaluation of teachers’ ICT understanding and their level of ICT literacy. Descriptive parameters of test variables
as well as frequencies and percentages are demonstrated in the statistical data
analysis.
Key words: ICT, teacher, higher education, ICT literacy
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Introduction
In the time of information and communication technologies the computer takes
an important educational and scientific role. The influence of computers can be
positive and negative, depending on the needs and ways of using the computer.
In both cases, those impacts are rarely simple and direct and usually affected by
many social and other factors.
In the past, education was highly elitist, but the era of information and communication technologies and the flexibility of using these technologies have enabled the participation of many students in the educational process. The technology education standards are extremely important for improving the quality of
the educational process.
One of the basic requirements for education in this era of information explosion
is to prepare learners for participation in a networked information society. This
basic requirements can be available only when teachers are very aware of ICT
[2].

Theoretical background
Teachers who wish to update and upgrade their teaching and learning designs
using new learning technologies have some difficult issues to confront. Whether
they work in schools, colleges, or universities, the incorporation of new technologies into their teaching requires them to acquire a very different approach
to teaching and learning [9].
We live in the age of information and communication technology, and we cannot allow to ignore it in management of education business. The use of ICTs has
great potential in teachers’ preparation to deal with various challenges and responsibilities they have to fulfill in their educational environment. Therefore,
many recent research studies on this subject show that many institutions do not
manage to integrate technologies into the existing context. The teaching staff,
although they have enough skills and they are innovative and they easily overcome obstacles, have not integrated technology as the means of learning and
teaching [4]. Furthermore, [4] highlights the continuous problems in getting the
teaching staff to acquire ICT and the need for further researches about how ICT
can improve education.
Successful implementation of technology in education requires teacher’s support and a positive attitude to a great extent. If the teachers feel that the ICT integration in teaching learning is not fulfilling their and their student’s demands,
then they will be somehow reluctant in using technology in teaching [7].
The main obstacle for using ICT among teaching staff, stated in [3], can be the
following:
 The lack of self-confidence;
 The lack of competency;
 Resistance to change and negative attitudes.
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Nowadays teachers’ ICT competence is considered to be a part of their professional competence, which is not a strictly defined area (i.e. containing e.g. only
technical knowledge and skills related to the use of ICT in education), but an
area which is coherent and consequent with other areas of teacher’s professional
competence (subject, pedagogical, didactic and psycho-didactic, diagnostic and
intervention and others). The core of ICT lies in the interconnection of ICT with
teacher’s educational activity [8].
There are many complex factors that determine how university teachers employ
ICT to change their teaching practices and/or the learning practices of their students. Evidence from studies into how ICT can enhance or transform educational processes states only one influence upon teachers [6]. Some others, often
more pervasive, include:
 Individual differences in teachers’ attitudes to the adoption of innovations;
 Individual differences in teachers’ conceptions of and approaches to
teaching;
 The established departmental / faculty / institutional ethos and ways of
working; and
 Competing demands of discipline-based research and administration [6].
ICT presents an entirely new learning environment for students, requiring a different skill set to be successful. ICT is changing teaching and learning processes
by adding elements of vitality to learning environments including virtual environments for the purpose. ICT is a potentially powerful tool for offering educational opportunities. It is difficult and maybe even impossible to imagine future
learning environments that are not supported by ICT [10] in one way or another.
The implementation of ICT by the teaching staff can have multiple benefits
which can increase if the students are allowed to use ICT in the process of
learning. Students can become more ICT literate if the teaching staff use ICT in
their process of teaching. According to the analysis of literature, ICT competencies needed from teaching staff who work in a technologically enriched environment are:
 Recognition every single problem faced by students during the process of
learning;
 Careful consideration of the choice regarding the use of media;
 Verification of given information;
 Development of effective search techniques and the ability to effectively
do research on the computer;
 The ability to use standard software confidently and competently;
 The ability to make wise and critical decisions based on found information.
The majority of the teaching staff believes that the usage of technologies is important for the education. However, they lack the confidence and understanding
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during the process of integration. Further on, they should have skills and competencies needed for designing, delivering and the assessment because „successful integration of technology requires not only the knowledge of the technology and its potential use but also the skill to plan and execute a good lesson
(of which the technology is only a part). When technology usage is aligned with
the instructional goal, where technology is integral to teaching, successful integration might be succeeded” [4].
The use of new technologies in education implies new teacher roles, new pedagogies and new approaches to teacher´s education. The successful integration of
ICT into the classroom will depend on the ability of teachers to structure the
learning environment in new ways, to merge new technology with a new pedagogy, to develop socially active classrooms, encouraging co-operative interaction, collaborative learning and group work. This requires a different set of
classroom management skills [13].
Recent research on teachers’ use of ICT in education shows a concern for the
difficulties teachers face when trying to use ICT in their daily educational practices. One way to frame these difficulties concerns the many and varying ways
in which ICT can be used [12].
The ICT knowledge and skills needed by teachers are never permanent and
learning must be continual. Although new recruits to the profession will have
live with a variety of ICT applications, even they need to engage in constant
professional learning both about the technology and its pedagogical applications
[1].
Successful integration of ICT in teaching and learning process is highly dependent on the preparation and attitudes of teachers. Undeniably that there are
ICT tools available and easily accessible by teachers but even with the existence
of these tools, teachers still failed to fully utilize ICT into their lessons. And, if
they did utilize these tools, most employed the use of ICT in teaching language
skills and even fewer studies paid attention to teachers’ attitudes in using ICT in
literature lessons. Teachers are one of the factors that determine the development and innovation in public education because they are the people who use
ICT investment for the development of education. [11]
UNESCO’s Framework emphasizes that it is not enough for teachers to have
ICT competencies and be able to teach them to their students. Teachers need to
be able to help the students become collaborative, problem-solving, creative
learners through using ICT so they will be effective citizens and members of the
workforce. [13] In order to have these competencies, the teaching stuff need to
acuire a high level of ICT literacy.
ICT literacy has become an important prerequisite in the socialization and professional caree. Therefore, education as an important social factor plays a key
role in ICT literacy. Basic ICT knowledge and skills contantly need to be updated in order to follow the fast development of ICT.
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The purpose of this paper is to investigate teachers’ experiences and views on
ICT in higher education and the ICT literacy which is presented in the next
chapters.

Research questions
In order to achieve the aims of the study, the following research questions were
formulated:
 Do teachers use educational software for teaching purposes?
 Do teachers believe that the quality of scientific research work is increased by using computer technology?
 Do teachers believe that ICT literacy plays a key role in the educational
process?
 Do teachers believe that they are ICT literate and in what measure?

Research method
The research was conducted among 65 teachers of the Faculty of Humanities
and Social Sciences, University of Mostar. The research was carried out among
44 women (64.69%) and 21 men (32.31%). Among the tested sample, 22
(34.92%) belong to the scientific field of social sciences and 41 (65,08%) to
humanities.1 As for the scientific-teaching titles, 53.85% (N=35) are research
assistants or senior research assistants, 32.31% (N=21) are assistant professors,
10.77% (N=7) are associate professors and 3.08% (N=2) are full professors.
The research was conducted through a questionnaire consisted of two parts: the
first part of analysis refered to the frequency of computer use as well as the
subjective evaluation of computer understanding by the teaching stuff. The second part was a test with 15 questions written in order to establish the level of
ICT literacy.
Teachers come across different tools, softwares, terms and symbols while using
ICT every day for different purposes. Therefore, the questions on the test were
written to determine whether the subjects knew the things they use (e.g. do they
know how the computer works, what is an operating system; what is a web
browser).
The questionnaire was based on empirical insight of the teaching process conducted on the Faculty of Humanities and Social Studies of the University of
Mostar.
Descriptive parameters, as well as frequencies and percentages, of researched
variables were shown in the statistical data analysis.
The results of the ICT literacy test were given by a very simple linear compination of correct answers.

1

Two subjects did not indicate their science field
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Spearman's rank correlation coefficient was used to test the correlation of ICT
literacy and some habits of computer use. The differences in the level of ICT
literacy between the teaching stuff and students, teachers of different fields and
teaching and research positions were tested by the Chi-square test and/or a nonparametric test for testing differences between two/three independent groups.
The results were interpreted on the significance level of 5%.
The computer program STATISTICA (data analysis software system), version 7
was used for the statistical analysis.

Findings and discussion
A. Computer usage frequency and the understanding of computers efficacy
Table 1 shows the computer usage frequency as well as the self-evaluation of
their understanding of computers efficacy.
Table 1: Computer usage frequency and the understanding of computers efficacy
No. Question
1.

Do you use computer technologies in
your class?

2.

If you do, circle how often you use it:

3.

4.
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How often do you use the computer?

What do you use your computer for in
class?

Given answers
f
Yes
%
f
No
%
f
Rarely
%
f
Sometimes
%
f
Often
%
f
Very often
%
f
More than 3 hours a day
%
f
2-3 hours a day
%
f
1-2 hours a day
%
f
0-1 hours a day
%
f
Search the Internet
%
Writing and creating different f
documents
%
f
Communication with students
%
f
Make a presentation
%
f
Paper presentations
%

Results
62
96.87
2
3.13
3
4.76
4
6.35
10
15.87
46
73.01
43
66.15
14
21.54
7
10.77
1
1.54
40
61.54
57
87.69
49
75.38
6
9.23
1
1.54
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No. Question

Given answers
Work in programs specified
for certain college subjects
Preparing the lecture
Improving the class through
quality control
Correcting papers
Translation
Reading books
Social media

5.

Do you use any educational software for
your class needs?

Yes
No
Merlin
Moodle
Power Point
Ephorus
Pdf

6.

If you do, write which ones:2

VLC
player
Hrčak
Busyteacher
Englishtips
thefreedictionary.com
1 (not enough)

7.

Assess how well you understand
computers and computer technologies:

2 (enough)
3 (well)
4 (very well)

2

Results
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f

1
1.54
2
3.08
1
1.54
1
1.54
1
1.54
1
1.54
1
1.54
12
19.35
50
80.65
3
27.27
2
18.18
4
36.36
1
9.09
1
9,09
1

%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%

9,09
1
9,09
1
9,09
1
9,09
1
9,09
1
1.54
11
16.92
30
46.15
17
26.15

Question no. 6 was an open-ended question. Their answers are represented in the table.
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No. Question

Given answers
5 (excellent)

8.

Does the use of computers imply the use
of Internet?

Yes
No
Absolutely not

9.

Do you think that the knowing computers Partly
and computer technologies is highly
Moderately
essential in our everyday life?
Very
Absolutely not

10.

Do you think that the quality of scientific Partly
work increases with the use of computer
technologies?
Moderately
Very
Absolutely not

11.

Do you think that ICT literacy plays a key
role in the educational process?

Partly
Moderately
Very
Absolutely not

12.

Do you think that the use of computer
technologies in class helps students
master new units more easily?

Partly
Moderately
Very
Yes

13.

Do you think you are ICT literate?
No

Results
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%

6
9.23
5
7.81
59
92.19
1
1.56
2
3.13
8
12.50
53
82.81
3
4.69
1
1.56
30
46.87
30
46.87
1
1.54
1
1.54
32
49.23
31
47.69
2
3.08
4
6.15
47
72.31
12
18.46
55
85.94
9
14.06

In the question “Do you use computer technologies in your class?” 96.87% of
the subjects stated that they do use the computer, and only 3.13% that they do
not use computer technologies. 73.01% of the teaching staff uses computers in
class very often, 15.87% often, 6.35% sometimes and 4.76% rarely.
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The reseaarch showed that 66.15%
% of the subjjects used the computer m
more than
three houurs a day, 21.54% two to three hours a day, 10.77
7% one to tw
wo hours a
day and 1.54%
1
one ho
our or even lless a day.
In the question “Whaat do you usee your comp
puter for in class?”
c
the m
majority of
them 877.69% stated
d for writingg and creatiing differentt documentss, and the
smallest percentage for paper prresentations,, correcting papers, worrk in programs specified for certain
c
colleege subjects, preparing the lecture, IImproving
the class through quaality control , translation, reading bo
ooks or for ssocial networks.3 Further
F
reseaarch has show
wn that only 19.35% of the
t teaching staff uses
some of the
t education
nal software for class neeeds, while 80.65% do noot use any
software (Figure 1). Among
A
thosee who use edu
ucational sofftware, 27.277% named
36% Power P
Point, 18.18%
% Moodle so
oftware and 99.09% the
Merlin sooftware, 36.3
use of Ephorus,
E
Pdff, VLC playyer, Hrčak, Busyteacheer, Englishtip
ips or the
freedictioonary.com wh
hich they thiink are educaational softw
ware.

Figure 1. Question “D
Do you use anny education
nal software for your classs needs?”
As for self-evaluation
n of their undderstanding of computerrs and compuuters technology efficacy,
e
thee highest peercentage beelieve that they
t
undersstand well
(46.15%)) or very welll (26.15%) ccomputers an
nd computer technologiess software
(Figure 2). Also, 92.1
19% of them
m do not think
k that the use of computters necessarily impplies the use of Internet.
In the quuestion “Asssess how w
well you und
derstand com
mputers and computer
technologgies“ the scieentific-teachhing staff botth from the humanistic aand social
studies eqqually believ
ve they undeerstand comp
puters and computer
c
tecchnologies
The majoority of subjects, 82.81%
%, believes that knowing
g computers and computer techhnologies iss highly esseential in ourr everyday life.
l
Also, thhe highest
3

The subjectts were given the opportunity to giive multiple answ
wers.
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h
thaat the qualityy of scientifiic work has significantly
s
y increased
number highlights
with the use
u of compu
uter technoloogies.
The questtion “Do you
u think that IICT literacy plays a key role
r in the edducational
process?”” shows thatt only 1.54%
% answered absolutely not
n or partlyy, 49.23%
moderately, and 47.69
9% (Figure 33).

Figure 2.
2 Question “Assess how well you und
derstand com
mputers and ccomputer
technologiess

3 The questiion “Do you think that IC
CT literacy plays a key roole in the
Figure 3.
educcational process?”
The majoority of the teaching staff
ff thinks thatt the use of computer
c
tecchnologies
in class moderately
m
heelps studentss master new
w units more easily.
e
The last question
q
refeerred to the seelf-evaluatio
on of ICT liteeracy in whicch 85.94%
answeredd that they tho
ought they ar
are ICT literaate and 14.06% stated conntrary.
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B. Results from the Knowledge test of teaching stuff´s ICT literacy
The level of teaching staff´s ICT literacy was tested by objective measurement.
The questionnaire was taken from the paper “ICT Literacy among the Students
of the Faculty of Philosophy, University of Mostar“ in which all the same quastions were given to students. In the quoted paper students achieved average results. [5]
This research wanted to show the level of teaching staff´s ICT literacy.
According to data analysis the percentage of correct answers on the Test of ICT
literacy varies from 37.10% to 98.41% (Table 2, Figure 4). The lowest percentage, only 37.10% of all the subjects, knew which operating system was produced in 2011 by Microsoft, while 98.41% knew which function on the computer reruns the system and the constituent part of the symbol @.
Table 2. Results from the Knowledge test of teaching stuff´s ICT literacy
No. Question
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

f/%
f
On which digits is the computer world built?
%
f
What of the listed represents an operating system?
%
f
What is Facebook?
%
f
What is http?
%
f
Whose founder was Steve Jobs?
%
f
Which number in the picture represents the space bar
button?
%
f
Which shortcut means Cut?
%
What is the operating system produced by Microsoft in f
the 2011. year?
%
f
Which one of listed is an IP address?
%
f
Which function on the computer reruns the computer?
%
f
@ sign is an integral part of:
%
f
Which one of the listed represents a wireless network?
%
f
What does the shortcut PC mean?
%
f
What program is used for website browsing?
%
f
What file extension makes only an image file?
%

Answers
Correct
Incorrect
51
22
82.26
17.74
56
7
88.89
11.11
61
2
96.83
3.17
30
33
47.62
52.38
58
5
92.06
7.94
57
4
93.44
6.56
42
18
70.00
30.00
23
39
37.10
62.90
53
8
86.89
13.11
62
1
98.41
1.59
62
1
98.41
1.59
56
7
88.89
11.11
59
4
93.65
6.35
32
31
50.79
49.21
61
2
96.83
3.17
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Figure 4. Th
he presentatioon of results from the knowledge testt
of teachinng stuff´s IC
CT literacy
T literacy is negatively
n
asssimetrical
The distriibution of reesults on the Test of ICT
which meeans that mo
ost teaching staff have acccomplished
d extraordinaary results.
(Figure 5). According
g to the mediian value, th
here are 13.33
3 out of 15 ccorrect answers. Thhe median vaalue of correcct answers iss 88.89%, and of incorrecct 11.11%.
The distriibution of teest results raiises a question whether the test resuults are the
real reflection of ICT
T literacy. T
This distributtion shows that the test is insufficiently acccurate: or th
he teaching staff is extraaordinary liteerate or the test is too
easy.

Figuree 5. The distribution of reesults of the ICT literacy
y knowledge test of
teachhing stuff fro
om the Facultty of Human
nities and Soccial Studies oof the
Univversity of Mostar
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The data analysis showed the correlation between ICT literacy and habits of
computer use, as well as the self-evaluation of computer knowledge and ICT
literacy (Table 3). A significant positive statistical link was established between
the subjective evaluaton of computers and the results of the ICT literacy test.
The given correlation demonstrates that the subjects with better insight in computers have accomplished better results on the test. Apart the positive correlation, a negative correlation between the subjective evalution of ICT literacy and
the objective level of ICT literacy has been established.
There is a tendency among some teaching stuff with higher results on the ICT
literacy test to poorly assess their own knowledge and and vice versa, subjects
with lower results, evaluate themselves more ICT literate. These results can be
indirectly explained in the way that people with lower self-evaluation are more
pron to perfectionism and therefore are more self-critical and doubtful.
Table 3. The correlation between ICT literacy and the habits od computer use
and the self-evaluation of computer and ICT literacy knowledge.
Variables
Daily use of computers
Knowledge self-evaluation of computers and computer technology
Self-evaluation of ICT literacy

ICT literacy
0.144
0.367*
- 0.336*
*p<0,05

Conclusion
Thanks to fast-growing development of ICT in past decades, the topic of ICT
integration in education is being intensively discussed at different levels. Considering this, teachers' ICT competences should play an important role, but the
approach to ICT competences assessment – in general as in cases of teachers'
profession – rarely exists.
Technologies have a great potential for improving different aspects in everyday
life, including education. Nowadays, technology plays a key role in the effective achievement of class aims and tasks in the educational system. Computers
and computer technologies are considered to be efficient teaching tools. In an
academic world students expect a positive learning atmosphere based on ICT.
The teaching staff should provide ICT literacy skills in an environment like that.
It could be said that ICT is an essential condition for higher education.
Our research has shown that almost all the teachers use computer technologies
for their class needs. And that they mostly use the computer more than three
hours a day.
The subjects mostly use computers for writing and creating different documents. However, this research has shown that the teachers do not use any educational software and that they do not even know what educational software is,
because in their answers they use different programs and web pages that are not
part of any educational software.
According to the self-evaluation of their understanding of computers and computers technology efficacy the highest percentage thinks that they understand
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computers and computer technologies. Subjects believe that computers and
computer technologies are highly essential in our everyday life, and that their
use significantly increases the quality of scientific work. Furthermore, subjects
also believe they are ICT literate.
The ICT literacy test has shown great results about the teaching stuff´s
knowleddge, i.e. it has shown that they are ICT literate.
The ICT literacy focuses on process knowledge, critical thinking and problem
solving which can be found among information in a digital environment. Altough the skills which are a part of the ICT literacy are acquired through education, they can be extended beyond the academic life to real life which enables us
to function in an informational and technological enriched society. The given
components are highly required in institutions based on the development of
knowledge, skills, understanding attittudes and trends which ensure students a
successful life and work in the 21st century.
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Summary
Rising popularity of games and increased use of technology in schools have
made game-based learning more popular in education. In this paper the advantages of game-based learning are analyzed and some research results on the
effect of game-based learning are given. A pilot research on the use of educational games for motivating students was conducted on high school students and
results are given. The paper also presents the author's websites which contain
many custom educational games such as Tic-tac-toe, Snake, Tetris, Memory,
Hangman, etc. These games were created free of charge and without any
copyright restrictions using certain web services and available game codes
from different websites. A number of crated games are played like traditional
games they are based on but have educational content integrated into game mechanics, such as a question for every turn in the game. A number of games were
created as a fun way to help students learn languages (Croatian, German,
Latin) as well as the basic facts of Computer Science (recognizing parts of a
computer). There are also archival games which were created in a similar way
as museum games to promote archives and archivist’s activities where a player
can match pictures of archives to get basic information about them or solve
puzzles containing the pictures of archival holdings.
Key words: education, free software, game creation, game-based learning,
gamification, multimedia, motivation of students, websites

Introduction
Games are often considered as a media that combines other media such as text,
sound, and picture. Their strength lies in their interactivity as players can interact with the previously mentioned media. Thus, it may seem that games are perfect for studying but the problem is that games aim at having fun so they are
mostly used in entertainment industry rather than education. However, that does
not mean that there is no place for games in education. Traditional teaching
methods are slowly being modernized and adapted to specific needs of the information driven society primarily through various attempts to integrate computers and multimedia in the everyday classroom (Mitrović & Seljan 2008:
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248). Due to their interactivity, games can, even more than movies, be used as a
way of motivating students for certain subjects. Educational games can improve
the outcome of learning if designed and used correctly in class (Gros 2007: 3136). As console and PC games are too expensive to produce and distribute, the
focus should be on smaller mobile or web games. Web games have evolved and
now with the new HTML5 language for their creation, they can be played on
devices with different screen sizes and different web browsers without installing
additional software (Gasston 2013: 21). They are also much easier to make with
various types of free technologies and codes available on the Internet and they
can be distributed through hyperlinks.

Difference between Gamification and Game-Based Learning
The idea of gamification is to add game-elements to a non-game situation. Corporate reward programs are a good example of gamification. They reward users
with badges and points for certain behavior they favor. These points can later be
used to get items from the store for free or for a lower price. This is very similar
to RPG (Role-playing game) where a player gets points during gameplay which
he can spend on getting game items (Trybus 2009). In the classroom, gamification has been integrated in a more authentic manner as some classrooms have
become a living, breathing game. The example of gamification in classroom is
when the teacher displays students’ points and rankings on the board. In this
way, the students can see their progress and compare it with the progress of
other students and be more motivated to improve themselves. Another example
of gamification can be seen with certain plugins for Moodle which give each
profile badges and achievements for passing exams or certain subjects (Hall
2015).
Game-based learning, as compared to gamification, actually uses video games
as a medium for learning. There are games that are specifically designed for
learning, like My Coach series of video games for Nintendo DS console which
are used for learning foreign (e.g. French and Chinese) languages by solving
different puzzles (Spencer 2007). Although games as Assassin's Creed and Total War Series were not designed for educational purposes they can also be used
for learning history because they realistically depict the time period in which
the story of the game takes place (Higgins 2017). Game-based learning is not so
often used as gamification in a classroom situation and cannot replace traditional learning. However, games can be used as a good medium for motivating
students for certain subjects and games with questions and assignments can be
used for repeating what the students have learned. This is why there should be
more games made for educational purposes especially now when technology
has become more accessible, much easier to use and there are many open source
free programs and software which can be used for efficient game creation (Ally
& Samaka 2013: 1-2).
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It has been proved that students generally enjoy working with computers, and
this fact should be used to motivate them during learning process (Dovedan,
Seljan & Vučković 2002: 73). Numerous studies support the view that games
have a positive effect on learning. A growing number of researchers are committed to developing educational games for promoting student skills. One of the
popular game learning platforms well known in Croatia is Kahoot, in which
teachers can create quizzes for their students which they can access with their
passwords. However, little is as yet known of how games can influence student
acquisition of learning and innovation skills. Meihua Qian and Karen R. Clark
(2016) conducted a research using the Academic Search Complete Database1.
They analyzed 137 studies on game-based learning. Their research shows that
the influence of games on the success of learning is mostly dependent on the
way they combine educational content with certain game mechanics which are
successful in the entertainment game industry as well. They think that specifically designed games for learning different subjects and aiming at different
groups defined by age and gender mostly work better than typical commercial
and educational games. The problem is how to develop specific games for specific groups of students because that requires programming and finding or creating appropriate graphical resources. Another problem that Clark and Qian
stressed in their research is that there are some indications that there is as yet
not enough evidence that game-based learning improves the learning process.
While the majority of the results were statistically significant, the practical significance of many of the empirical findings remains unknown.
Other researchers think that games may stimulate information acquisition, enhance the ability to think quickly and analyze different situations as well as help
with aspects of coordination and concentration on visual details (Anderson &
Lawton 2009; Garris, Ahlers & Driskell 2002; Wilson et al. 2009). However,
there are also disadvantages such as children being overstimulated by games
(Barlett et al. 2009; Thomas, Gentile & Anderson 2008). Games may also be irrelevant to the content of the subject taught or linked to excessive or addictive
play (McFarlane et al. 2002; Prensky 2001). Unfortunately, many researchers
analyze only negative effects of violent videogames but really focus on the positive aspect that games can have on developing psychomotoric skills or how
game mechanics can be used for learning purposes (Bilić, Gjukić & Kirinić
2010: 200-203).

1

A comprehensive full-text database for multidisciplinary research designed for academic
institutions. This database is a leading resource for scholarly research. It supports high-level
research in the key areas of academic study by providing journals, periodicals, reports, books and
more (EBSCO 2012).
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Creation of Educational Websites
Three websites for different game contents where created: Language Games and
Multimedia Display of Language, Computer Games and Other Multimedia
Content, and Archival Games.
Language Games and Multimedia Display of Language
The undeniable advancements in technologies used for educational purposes
have, in many ways, improved the traditional language teaching methods.
Teachers can more easily find teaching materials and have access to various
online multimedia sources which make it possible to improve the, sometimes
dull, course materials (Mitrović & Seljan 2008: 251).
The website Language Games and Multimedia Display of Language2 was created for the purpose of presenting and distributing language games for different
languages. Language games are seen as a fun way of learning different languages and learning facts about language and literature. The idea to create this
website came after the games for learning Glagolitic letters were made for The
Old Church Slavonic Institute3 and memory and spelling games were made for
the Institute of Croatian Language and Linguistics4. The first web domain for
the site was http://www.jezicneigre.tk which was hosted on free web hosting
service 000webhost. After that, the site was transferred to a new web host and
got a new domain http://www.jezicneigre.com. The old .tk domain is still active but it automatically redirects visitors to the .com site. The websites were
created by using Wordpress CMS system. This site not only includes typical
language games, e.g. quizzes that most language learning sites such as Duolinguo and Memrise use but present many other non-typical language games as
well. The games on this site are based on popular games that are familiar to all
generations such as Memory, crossword puzzles, Snake, Hangman, Word
Search, Tic-Tac-Toe, and Tetris. There are also some games that are inspired by
modern games such as Flappy Glagolitic which was based on the popular game
Flappy Bird designed in 2013 for mobile devices (Williams 2014) and Glagoljatrix which was based on the FPS (first person shooter) game SUPERHOT
made in 2016 for PC and new generation consoles such as Xbox ONE (Orland
2016).

2

Language Games and Multimedia Display of Language. 2016. http://www.jezicneigre.com
(2.4.2017)
3

Glagolitic games. 2017. https://zci.stin.hr/hr/article/112/osmosmjerka_s_glagoljicom (2. 4.2017)

4

Croatian language in games. 2017. http://hrvatski.hr/igre/ (2. 4.2017)
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Figure 1. Flaappy Glagoliitic – a gamee inspired by
y Flappy Birdd
which
h can be usedd for learning
g Glagolitic letters
The reasoon for adding
g multimediaa display of language
l
in the
t title of thhe website
is not to exclude
e
conttent such as iinteractive maps
m
or timelines, e.g. thhe timeline
presentingg the history
y of Croatiann dictionariees5. Some gaames for learrning German weree made in colllaboration w
with a studen
nt of German.
The desiggn, including
g the games, is web respo
onsive, so gaames can be played on
mobile deevices. The games are ddivided into categories based
b
on thee language
and each game has multiple
m
tags ((key words) which conneect games haaving similar conteent and gamees of the sam
me type. A Facebook pag
ge for the sitee was created and is
i used for promoting
p
gaames as at prresent everyth
hing is spreaad through
social meedia6. The site post for games has icons for sh
haring gamees through
different social netwo
orks such as F
Facebook, Twitter,
T
LinkeedIn, and Pinntrest. The
site has no
n commercials, all of thhe games are free and it does
d
not requuire registration. Many
M
of the games
g
were ttransferred to
t the new site Croatian iin School7
of the Insstitute of Cro
oatian Languuage and Lin
nguistics. On this websitee a special
section iss dedicated to
o language ggames and qu
uizzes. Lang
guage games for learning Germ
man are also featured
f
as a link among
g teaching maaterials on thhe website
of the Schhool for nursses Vrapče.

5

Croatian dictionary
d
historry timeline. 20166. http://jezicneeigre.com/hr/pov
vijest-rjecnika/ ((2. 4.2017)

6

Languagee games and multimedia
m
dispplay of languag
ge – Facebook
k page. 2017. hhttps://www.
facebook.coom/jezicne/ (2. 4.2017)
7

Croatian in
i School. 2017
7. http://hrvatskii.hr/ (2. 4.2017))
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Computeer Games an
nd Other Mu
ultimedia Content
C
Similar siite for learniing Computeer Science in
n school8 waas created. O
On this site
students can
c play gam
mes for learnning program
mming language generatiions, computer com
mponents, and other compputer related
d topics.
This site was created
d for high scchool studentts who have Computer SScience in
their freshhman and so
ophomore yeears. This siite has a design similar tto the site
analyzed above. The games are ddivided into categories an
nd have tagss. Most of
the gamees, e.g. quizzzes, crossw
word puzzless, memory games
g
and ttic-tac-toe
games aree similar to the
t games onn the site meentioned abo
ove but theirr graphical
design iff different an
nd looks moore computerr-like. The content
c
for sstudents is
being made based on the data thatt they are stu
udying with their teacher.. The most
g
on this site is Binarry Tetris. It consists
c
of tw
wo columns, one is for
popular game
placing Tetris
T
blocks and the otheer switches binary
b
digitss from 0 to 1 and vice
versa deppending on th
he position oof the block
ks. This gamee also uses a font that
looks verry 8-bit arcaade like. Eveery time a player
p
complletes a row, the game
pauses annd a multiplee choice queestion appeaars on the scrreen which tthe player
has to annswer to con
ntinue the gaame. If a pllayer answerrs correctly, the game
continuess at normal speed
s
and off
ffers the play
yer an extra point
p
but if th
the answer
is incorreect, the playeer loses a cert
rtain number of points an
nd the game sspeeds up,
which maakes playing
g harder. Thee games on this site also have buttoons which
allow them to be sharred on sociall networks bu
ut currently there is no oofficial social webssite for these games.

Figure 2. Binary Teetris is a gam
me of Tetris in
n which
qu
uestions appeear for every
y completed row
r
8

Computerr games and Oth
her Multimediaa Content. 2016. https://informatickeigre.com/
m/ (2. 4.2017)
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Archivall Games
In additioon to educatiion, some weeb games caan also be ussed for prom
moting cultural activvities. That is
i why somee museums and
a libraries create gamees for promoting thheir activities and materi
rials. However, there aree almost no ggames for
promotingg archives an
nd archival aactivities. Th
hat is why arrchival gamees are presented onn the websitee of the Crooatian Archivval Society9. The games were created durinng the develo
opment of thhis site. The purpose
p
of th
he games is to promote
archival practice
p
and materials kkept in archiv
ves as well as archival ppedagogy.
There is a memory gaame with Crooatian archiv
ves, a jigsaw
w puzzle wheere players
put togethher parts to get a picturre of an arteefact kept in
n the archivee. When a
player finnishes the pu
uzzle he is giiven some baasic informattion about thhe artefact.
There is also a typing
g game whicch is based on the Archival Dictionaary where
the playeer has to type quickly Ennglish wordss and phrasees that are uused in archival praactice. For each word hee types correctly he is giv
ven its Croat
atian translation. Thhis game is designed forr archivists who
w want to
o learn archiival terminology annd have fun while
w
first tw
wo games aree designed fo
or anyone intterested in
archives and are locaated in the ssection for archival
a
pedaagogy. This content is
also in ann early stagee of developm
ment. Howeever, there arre plans to eexpand archival gam
mes based on
n the world m
map of archiives10 which is also on thhis site and
which haas enough co
ontent to creeate quizzes, crossword puzzles, woord search
games, annd other puzzzle games.

Figurre 3. A jigsaw
w puzzle with
h archive holdings
9

Archival games.
g
23.10.20
016. http://had--info.hr/arhivistticke-igre (2.4.2
2017)

10

The worlld map of archiv
ves. 22.10.20166. http://had-inffo.hr/arhivi-svijet/ ( 2.4. 2017)
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Technology in Creating Games
While creating games, the first step is to have a concept for a certain game type.
When creating a game that is similar to an already well-known game, the game
developer should first check if there is an existing template or code which can
be reused free of cost. All of the games presented in this paper were made using
free technology accessible through the Internet. All of the games were made
using the HTML format that unlike Adobe Flash or Microsoft Silverlight works
on all web browsers. Most of the games, e.g. Memory, crossword puzzles,
Word Search games, Tic-tac-toe, that do not require keyboard controllers can be
played on mobile devices. Some of the games were created by using the H5P
web platform11. The site allows free creation of many different educational web
games through the website GUI and there are a lot of customizing options
which allow a more specific design. Many games, such as Croatian spelling
quizzes, were made with a quiz game type which allows the creation of multiple
type questions, e.g. multiple choice, which can have one or more correct answers, fill in the blanks, drag-n-drop, drag text and mark the words questions.
Quiz creators can decide on the number of points for each question and the
feedback messages for certain answers. There is also a hint button which can be
enabled and options for customizing text messages in buttons and results so
quizzes can be made for multiple languages. The solutions and points can be
shown immediately after the answer is given or after the whole quiz is completed. There is also a memory game in which some text information is displayed when a pair is matched. This is used for explaining objects in images
such as archives in the memory with Croatian archives which was made for the
website of the Croatian Archival Society. There is also a flashcard quiz in
which an image is displayed and the player must type what he sees on the picture, interactive video where a question is displayed at a certain point in the
video, timeline tool for telling stories in a chronological order, image hotspot
for marking parts of the image and adding dialog boxes to them which open
when the user clicks on a marked part of the image.
The rest of the games were made through available codes and algorithms found
on CodePen12 website, where web designers and programmers can share and
comment each other's work. The codes on that site are protected with MIT license which means that they are free to use and modify without any restrictions
but have to include the copyright notice in all copies or other modified versions
of the work. The code for certain games such as Tic-tac-toe was modified so
that questions appear each time a player makes a move. If a player answers a
question correctly, he is allowed to place his mark on the table, if his answer is
wrong, he loses a turn. Games such as Flappy Glagolitic and Glagolitic Word
11

H5P. https://h5p.org/ (2.4.2017)

12

CodePen. http://codepen.io/ (2.4.2017)
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Search were modified so that they show Glagolitic fonts and use Croatian words
for their learning corpus. They were also graphically modified in the style of the
Middle Ages, when Glagolitic letters were used. Memory with Glagolitic letters
was created by using Construct 213 game engine which allows the creation of
the HTML5 game, by using GUI interface, which allows placing graphic resources on canvas (game stage), then placing already finished blocks of code for
movement and controls onto the resources. This allows a much easier and faster
creation of web and mobile games for developers who don't have strong programming skills. Unfortunately, Construct 2 free version has certain restrictions
because it allows publishing games that have only a certain number of events.
Other memory games for learning German and Croatian were created using
GDevelope14, which is very similar to Construct 2 but is open-source, which
means that it is completely free to use without any license restriction. Once the
tool for creating games is selected and game mechanics programmed, there is a
need to create the visual identity for the game by using available graphics and
resources. All of the graphical resources used for creating games are license
free. They were mostly found on Pixabay15 site, which offers thousands of photos and cliparts free for use for any purpose. They especially have a wide range
of clipart vector graphics which can be modified to look good on any screen
resolutions. Drawings for the game A Day in a Life on the site of Language
Games, where a player must drag sentences to a drawing that represents a typical working day was drawn by one of the high school students at a computer
science class. The sound clips for Glagolitic memory and snake were created by
the musician Ivan Mihaljević16 and sound clips for other games were downloaded from Freesound.org site which offers creative-commons licensed sound
for musicians and sound lovers. So everything was done free of charge. There
are many programs and available codes which can be used free of charge for
creating games and other educational content such as timelines with TimeLine
JS17, maps with StoryMap JS18, and videos with Wirewax19.

13

Construct 2. 2011. https://www.scirra.com/construct2 (2.4.2017)

14

GDevelop. 1.4.2015. http://compilgames.net/ (2.4.2017)

15

Pixabay. 2010. https://pixabay.com/ (2.4.2017)

16

Ivan Mihaljević official site. 2017. http://www.ivanmihaljevic.com/ (31.3.2017)

17

TimeLine JS. 21.9.2016. https://timeline.knightlab.com/ (31.3.2017)

18

StoryMap JS. 21.11.2016. https://storymap.knightlab.com/ (31.3.2017)

19

WIREWAX. 31.5.2016. http://www.wirewax.com/ (31.3.2017)
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Figure 4. An examplee of a quiz crreated in H5P
P platform

Pilot ressearch
A short pilot
p
research
h was conduccted in the School
S
for nu
urses in Vrappče in Zagreb baseed on the autthor’s use off web gamess on the site Computer G
Games and
Other Muultimedia Co
ontent as a m
means to motivate studen
nts to learn aand repeat
essential facts they learned in C
Computer Science
S
classses. The gam
ames were
mostly ussed at the beginning or thhe end of a lesson as a way
w to repeatt and practice the previous
p
lessons. An onnline survey
y created witth KwikiSurrveys was
given to each of the first and seccond-year stu
udents aboutt the use of ggames for
motivatinng them. 69 students filleed the questionnaire and
d the results show that
77% like when the teeacher uses ggames for mo
otivation. 63
3% considereed that the
games heelped them leearn. Howeveer, 51% stud
dents admitted that they ddid not use
the site foor repetition before the eexam. This means
m
that most
m of them
m were not
aware off the importaance of gam
mes for the exam
e
althoug
gh in the gaames there
were som
me questions that ended in the exam
m. Their favo
orite game (554%) was
Tic-tac-tooe with quesstions follow
wed by Mem
mory where they match computer
parts (22%
%). As this survey
s
did noot have a larrge number of
o examineess, which is
at the mooment imposssible becausse these gam
mes are only
y used in thee first two
years andd only in one school, it pooints to the conclusion
c
th
hat most teennagers like
when eduucational gam
mes are useed in class but
b are not aware
a
that bby playing
them theyy can learn for
f the test inn an efficientt way. The results
r
wouldd probably
be even better
b
with elementary
e
sschool child
dren since yo
ounger childdren enjoy
games moore and Com
mputer Sciencce is not an obligatory su
ubject in Crooatian elementary schools
s
so mostly
m
only chhildren who like computeers and gamees enrol in
these classses.
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Table 1. Answers
A
to th
he first threee questions
Questionss
1. Do youu like it when th
he teacher uses computer gamees for
repeatinng lessons?
2. Did youu use the games when you werre repeating forr the exam?
3. Do youu think that the games helped yyou with the leaarning
processs?

Yes

No

53 (77%)

16 (23%)

34 (49%)

35 (51%)

39 (63%)

23 (37%)

NO
(23%)

NO
O

YES

(51%
%)

(49 %)

NO

YE
ES

(37%)

(633%)

YES
(77%)

Question 1

Question 2

Question 3

Chaart 1. Answeers to the first three questions

Chart 2. An
nswers to thee question: Which
W
of the game types
do yyou like the most?
m
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The last question in the questionnaire was which type of a game you would like
to see next. This was an open question. Some students wrote names of popular
commercial games such as Call of Duty, Grand Theft Auto and FIFA which
cannot be used for educational purposes. Many students wrote Tetris, therefore
the game Binary Tetris with questions from the field of computer science was
created and it became one of the most popular games on this site. Other suggested games that can be made in future are Hangman and Pictionary.
Table 2. Relevant answers to the last question
Which game type would you like to see next?
Tetris (7 answers)
Hangman (4 answers)

Pictionary (3 answers)

Conclusion
The idea of an interactive, highly engaging training and education is very old.
An old Chinese proverb says: “Tell me, and I'll forget. Show me, and I may remember. Involve me, and I'll understand.” (Popik 2012). While traditional educational methods such as reading, writing, and lecturing are still widely used,
the gap between traditional methods and learning through modern interactive
multimedia education technology is becoming narrower as technology is entering into more and more classrooms. With that in mind, the future of game-based
learning seems to be promising. Even the results of the pilot research show that
there is an interest for game based learning among high-school students. However, there is still a growing need to design and develop specific games for
learning many different subjects and do research on the influence of gamification and game-based learning in specific classroom and learning situations. For
that, a good collaboration between programmers, designers, and teachers has to
be established or teachers have to learn how to design and create games for their
subjects. Fortunately, technology is becoming more available and much easier
to use so in a few years maybe many teachers will be able to create their own
game-based learning resources. So in the future, the author hopes to expand his
research to other high schools and/or elementary schools.
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Summary
The authors are exploring the possibility of creating a cryptography-based educational application intended for the classroom and personal use. The basic
idea is to help students or people interested in cryptography in their learning
activities by providing them with an application capable of presenting basic
information about codes and ciphers. Another goal is to give the users a chance
to test out all of the ciphers contained within the application. One positive aspect of this kind of software is the fact that it can be adjusted to the user by using different languages and their alphabets in the learning process. Aside from
personal use, this software can be incorporated in the classroom as an educational aid. It can also be used by teachers as an aid in grading student's tests.
Keywords: cryptography, ciphers, encryption, decryption, education, security,
classroom aids

Introduction
In these modern times, we consider information as one of our most valuable resources. This idea evolved through history as technology developed. Since we
view information as an extremely valuable resource, the need for masking and
hiding information from unwanted interceptors arose quite fast. The solution to
this problem was the development of cryptography.
Other key advances were made in terms of teaching and learning by developing
different presentation techniques to accommodate different learning styles. We
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have also seen a drastic change in student's learning habits with the rise of the
World Wide Web.
The purpose of this project is to present CryptoBase, a cryptography-based
learning application that can be used as a personal learning aid, an educational
tool in classrooms or as help for teachers while evaluating student’s tests. The
application focuses on the user’s interaction by allowing him to choose between
three languages and presenting the user with a form which encrypts or decrypts
an input message. The reason for creating such a project stems from the idea of
incorporating different learning aids to enhance the student’s learning experience1. The application is not intended only for students and focuses on anyone
interested in learning about cryptography.

Cryptography and its contemporary use
Cryptography is a scientific discipline which focuses on studying and developing methods of sending messages in a concealed form, that is, in such a way that
they can be read only by the person for whom the message is intended2. The two
main methods of concealing messages in cryptography are codes and ciphers,
which are defined as3:
 A cipher refers to an algorithm which replaces the order of letters or replaces each letter with a symbol or a different letter based on a key. The
algorithm consists of encryption and decryption steps (steps required to
make a message readable or unreadable.) The second important factor
which affects the cryptographic algorithm is the key (a single word,
phrase or string used for encrypting and decrypting messages.) This way,
the encrypted messages may be read only by people who know the key.
 A code refers to a method of replacing words in a message with certain
symbols, numbers or individual letters. A code always requires the use of
a code book, as it serves as a reference in both the encryption and decryption process.
A code book is a lookup table consisting of words or phrases, and their corresponding code4 (there also may be multiple codes intended for one word or
phrase.)
Although cryptography was first used for military purposes, we can see its presence in every aspect of our lives, ranging from bank transactions, data encryp1

Manichander, T. Emerging Trends in Digital Era Through Educational Technology, Second
Edition. Solapur: Ashok Yakkaldevi. 2016. pp. 42-45.

2

Stinson, Douglas Robert. Cryptography: Theory and Practice, Third edition. Ontario: Chapman
and Hall/CRC, 2006. p. 1.

3

Churchhouse, Robert. Codes and Ciphers: Julius Caesar, The Enigma, and the Internet.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002. p. 5.

4

Anderson, Ross. Security Engineering: A Guide to Building Dependable Distributed Systems,
First edition. John Wiley and sons 2001. p. 79.
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tion and the majority of our day-to-day communication. Reliance on this certain
technology also means that it is one of the key factors of online privacy5.

CryptoBase project overview
The application currently contains 8 traditional ciphers which belong into the
subcategories of monoalphabetic, polyalphabetic and transposition ciphers. All
subcategories and its containing ciphers are organized in order of their complexity and each cipher introduces a new cryptographic method. This is because some of the advanced traditional ciphers incorporate simple cryptographic
methods. It also gives us the ability to produce new ciphers by combining different ciphers. This application provides the users an interface which enables
him to encrypt or decrypt custom message. The user can also change the key
used in the cipher and the algorithm will also provide the result of encryption or
decryption and a detailed overview how each letter has changed. This data may
also vary from cipher to cipher because of different methods used in the processes of encryption and decryption.
 In the case of monoalphabetic ciphers, the displayed data includes both
the plaintext and the ciphertext alphabets along with the encrypted or decrypted message.
 In the case of polyalphabetic ciphers, since the encryption process calculates a new letter based on the plaintext letter and a key letter, the displayed data includes each letter of the plaintext, along with the corresponding key letter and, of course, the resulting ciphertext letter.
 Finally, in the case of transposition ciphers the program calculates a matrix with the same number of columns as the key's length, and fills it up
with the plaintext letters. This way the users have a clear view of how
these types of ciphers operate because, aside from the result ciphertext,
the program displays a step by step description of the encryption or decryption process.
Another key feature of this application is that it is currently translated into the
English, Croatian and German language. The user is given a choice to switch
between languages while the app is running and all of the data is displayed in
the user's preferred language6. While a language is selected, the program also
alerts the user if any of the input letters do not exist in the selected language's
alphabet.
Application layout – navigation bar
The navigation bar always contains the back button and the language selection
drop box. This is to enhance navigation between different windows of the appli5

Cobb, Chey. Cryptography For Dummies, First edition. Indianapolis: Wiley Publishing, Inc.
2004. p. 23.
6
Vigdorchik, Igor. WPF localization for dummies 13 December, 2011. https://www.codeproject.
com/Articles/299436/WPF-Localization-for-Dummies (17 May 2017).
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n the form oof a button which
w
contains an icon aand the cipher’s name7.

Figuree 1. The main
n menu
pher view
Applicatiion layout – specific cip
This view
w is divided into two equual halves. The
T left half represents thhe interactive part of
o the applicaation and it cconsists of:
 thee cipher's nam
me
 thee message inp
put field – T
This field is intended
i
for the user's inp
nput, it can
be either a plain
ntext or a cipphertext
 The key input field
f
– This ffield enabless the user to enter a key w
which will
be used while decrypting oor encrypting
g a message, sometimes it will be
dissabled since some
s
cipherss do not requ
uire a key
 thee output field
d – The resullt of encryptiion or decryp
ption (based on the user'ss choice) is written
w
here
 The encryption
n data field – after the application has encryptted or decryypted a messaage it will allso print out a detailed deescription off how each
lettter was calcu
ulated. The loook of this box varies fro
om cipher to cipher.

7

Stovell, Paaul. WPF Navigation 2 Octobber 2009. www
w.paulstovell.com/blog/wpf-nav
avigation (17
May 2017.))
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Fiigure 2. Speccific cipher view
v
– left haalf
In the casse of monoallphabetic cipphers, the cip
pher always refers to onee plaintext
and one ciphertext
c
alp
phabet. Becaause of that, the data is divided
d
into two rows,
with the first
f
one con
ntaining the pplaintext alphabet and th
he second onne containing the ciphertext alp
phabet, whilee the numbeer of column
ns varies bassed on the
user’s sellected languaage.
In the caase of polyalphabetic cipphers, every
y letter is caalculated by assigning
each letteer of the allphabet a nuumber and adding a keey letter’s vvalue to a
plaintext or ciphertex
xt letter’s vallue. That waay we can prrint out the iinput, key
and resultt letters, alon
ng with their numerical reepresentation
ns.
Finally, inn the case off transpositioon ciphers, the
t resulting message is calculated
by rearrannging the lettters of the iinput messag
ge. The prog
gram draws a different
table baseed on the key and input message len
ngths along with
w indicatoors of how
letters shoould be rearrranged.
The Righht side of thiis view is coonsisting of three differeent drop-dow
wn menus.
The first menu is tittled “about the cipher” and holds historical innformation
about the cipher, such
h as: author ddetails, histo
oric use and development
d
t. The second menuu is titled “eencryption stteps” and thee third one “decryption
“
ssteps” and
each of thhese drop do
own menus holds a detaailed description of the eencryption
and decryyption processses presenteed in the useer's preferred language. T
These drop
boxes alw
ways contain
n one exampple of a messsage being encrypted or decrypted
and all thhe data linked
d to the proceess.
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Fig
gure 3. Speccific cipher view – right half
h

Conclussion
Althoughh these presen
nt features seerve a purpose and contribute to one''s personal
learning, there is stilll room for iimprovementt. The first important sstep in advancing this
t applicatiion is to incoorporate morre languages,, as to accom
mmodate a
wider auddience. Also, to make thee app run on
n different deevices, it is ppossible to
write a seerver API wh
hich can be accessed botth by person
nal computerrs and mobile devicces. In order to aid the ussers even mo
ore, it is neceessary to buiild a question basedd system so the user can test his know
wledge. In th
his mode, thee program
will provide the user with a randoom message from a datab
base and willl task him
with encrrypting or decrypting the given messaage.
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